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ABSTRACT
Waste from construction and demolition-building activities is increasing every day.
Landfills have almost reached their capacity. When thinking about the negative impact of
demolishing activities on the environment it becomes very necessary to think about
reusing and recycling building materials in new construction or perhaps better recycling
our thoughts on how to make use of waste materials. In Kevin Lynch’s book, Wasting
Away, he wrote: “Architects must begin to think about holes in the ground and about
flows of materials.” Studies show that construction and demolition activities are the
primary source of solid waste worldwide. For example construction and demolition
wastes constitute about 40% of the total solid waste stream in the United States. The
growing interest in materials and resource conservation in the United States is inherent
in the growth of green building practices. The USGBC identifies six categories in the
Materials and Resources (MR) section of LEED. One of these six categories is Resource
Reuse (RR). Interestingly enough, a recent study about the cost of green buildings
indicated that RR was the category credits least often achieved in most LEED certified
projects. Literature suggests that there are a number of constraints and barriers to
resource reuse primarily due to the complexity of buildings but perhaps the most
important barrier, according to many architects, is the lack of easily accessible
information to the design team on resource reuse. Therefore, as we promote the idea of
building material reuse to a wider audience of designers and architects, we mustn’t
forget that in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry, both Reuse
and Recycle terms are used interchangeably without yet a clear distinction between them.
The use of arbitrary descriptions to distinguish reuse from recycle has caused nothing

but more confusion to the public. This study argues that the real distinction between
reuse and recycle exists in Knowledge and Information. This suggests that design with
reuse requires a paradigm shift in the required knowledgebase and the way information
flows within the design process. Unfortunately, the structure of this paradigm shift is not
known and hasn’t been well defined. Since knowledge forms the core of building a
Decision Support Systems (DSS) for a design team in order to consider reuse, it is
necessary to capture the required knowledge and information from the industry experts
through a Knowledge Acquisition (KA) process. This knowledge can then be used to 1)
identify the building material reuse criteria and 2) to build a prescriptive decision model
and 3) to map the process design of the current traditional architectural design workflow
and the proposed one. The overarching goal of this study is to use the building material
reuse knowledgebase for 1) building a Unified Virtual Repository database to be
connected to all available physical repositories and share a unified standard of
information. 2) When the unified virtual repository is integrated with the Building
Information Modeling (BIM) database, the DSS can work as a feedback and feed forward
support for architects and designers as they consider building material reuse in new
designs and constructions.
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“Waste is worse than loss. The time is coming when every person who lays claim to
ability will keep the question of waste before him constantly. The scope of thrift is
limitless.”
-

iv

Edison, Thomas A.
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction
Waste from building construction and demolition activities are increasingly rising
everyday. Landfills almost everywhere in the world have reached their capacity and
today more than ever we generate waste. When understanding the negative impacts of
deconstruction and demolition activities on the environment it becomes very necessary to
think about new ways of reusing and recycling building materials in new construction
(CIB 2002) or perhaps better, recycling our thoughts on making use of material waste.
Studies show that construction and demolition activities are the primary source of waste
worldwide. For example demolition waste in England alone was estimated at 91 million
tons in 2003 (Osmani 2008) and construction and demolition waste constitute about 40%
of the total solid waste stream in the United States (USGBC 2003).
In his last book, Wasting Away, Kevin Lynch suggested that: “Architects must begin to
think about holes in the ground and about flows of materials.”(Lynch and Southworth
1990) Long before, Thomas Edison the well-known American inventor said: “Waste is
worse than loss. The time is coming when every person who lays claim to ability will keep
the question of waste before him constantly. The scope of thrift is limitless.”
Traditionally, The architects’ primary focus is on making building and construction. Very
little thinking is spent on un-building and deconstruction (Falk and Guy 2007). Architects
typically view the building as “permanent” structure that should make lasting and
timeless statements, and very few think of what would happen to that structure at the ends
of its life. An increasing body of knowledge on waste management and waste diversion
from construction sites already exists but almost none focused on the role of the architect
in reducing waste. When looking today at the building and construction industry, it is
striking to realize the enormous amount of waste that is being generated. The question
that arises for this problem becomes; what is the role of architects and designers in
improving waste prevention and reduction through design (Erkelens 2003), How can
salvaged and reclaimed building materials be incorporated in new construction? What do
we need to know? How can we evaluate and select materials? What is the process?
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The emerging building material reuse vendors and de-construction contractors industry in
the United States are faced with big challenges from the absence of a “system” to
streamline their business process, establish a supply and demand chain and connect them
with designers and architects. Nevertheless, additional obstacles such as quantities
required, storage, scheduling and recertification add more pressure on this industry to get
it off the ground. Successful case studies of reuse in building projects still remain as
experimental and unique, and largely differ from one to the other in incorporating
building material reuse. One example is the Big Dig House in Lexington, MA (Figure 1)
designed by Boston based architecture firm, Single Speed Design, is a successful
incorporation of steel beams and concrete slabs salvaged from the Big Dig infrastructure
project in Boston (Fettig et al. 2006). The processes of designing and implementing
reused materials were very unique and specific due to numerous factors. Understanding
the process of making these initiatives successful is an important part of this research.

Figure 1: The Big Dig House, Lexington, Massachusetts, United States
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The Need for Distinction Between Recycle and Reuse
The work presented in this research establishes the definition of reuse and recycle that
will structure the proposed paradigm shift in the architectural design process. Recycle
involves the processing of material-waste in making new materials. This waste is
considered to be part of the recipe and ingredients of making new materials that include
recycled contents, and by allowing it to be part of the ingredients, two benefits might be
achieved; first the diversion of harmful waste from the solid waste stream and second the
reduction in demand for virgin resources. By recycling, the final product contains a
percentage of what used to be called waste and this percentage as well as all other
information related to the characteristics of this product is known to the architect . This
information and data are widely accessible and ready to be specified for new construction
similar to any other conventional materials. There are currently four methods of
legislation for recycling: minimum recycled content mandates, utilization rates,
procurement policies and recycled product labeling. As a result, manufacturers have to
provide all pertinent data of these materials in a fashion that is similar to that of the nonrecycled materials. Re-cycled material can be a catalogued item for which a standard set
of data is available, just like any standard construction product.
In contrast, salvaged and reclaimed materials require unique and special data and
information that is customized for the source, quantity and the destination of the material.
This data and information is highly dynamic and changing. Currently, the management of
the supply chain for reused material does not easily support the acquisition of this
information, which inhibits the implementation of reuse integration. The fact that there
has been no legislation on resources reuse similar to those on recycle adds to the
complexity of the issue. The identification of information needed and activities for BMR
into a structured design process is the main contribution of this research.
Architecture, Design, and The Architect
In today’s terminology, and as a result of the emergence of Information Technology (IT)
and Information Systems (IS) domains, the terminology can be completely misleading
from the underlying intent. In the last forty years or so, the domains of Information
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Technology and Computer Science have repositioned these terminologies. For example:
in IT, Architecture refers to the System Architecture, Design refers to System Design or
Process Design and the Architect refers to the System Engineer. In this study we refer to
Architecture as its original intended meaning, “The Physical Built Environment” and the
definition of design is constantly evolving. It is a necessity that Architects now have to
navigate their way into new knowledge domains and master the possibilities provided by
the information age and try to resolve the conflict with the established practice of passing
on traditional skills. Future architects cannot only rely on tradition as architecture is
influenced by today’s informational society.
We must not forgot that architecture is not a solely business activity, a customer service
or a manufacturing process. It is neither an engineered system nor a mathematical model.
The researcher’s background is architecture and not information technology or
computing. He is an architect by profession but not a “software architect” in today’s
terms. Although it seems that today’s architectural practice is nothing but “Business
providing services and products” this claim doesn’t support the art, science and creative
essence of architecture. A distinction between being a process-oriented and a product
driven-architect is the most difficult issue for a designer to develop. In his book “101
things I learned in Architecture School”,(Frederick 2007) explained the meaning of being
process oriented as follows:
•

Seeking to understand a design problem before chasing after solutions

•

Not force-fitting solutions to old problems onto new problems

•

Making design investigations and decision holistically (that address several aspects
of a design problem at once) rather than sequentially (that finalize one aspect of a
solution before investigating the next).

•

Making design decisions conditionally - that is, with the awareness that they may or
may not work out as you continue toward a final solution.

•

Knowing when to change and when to stick with previous decisions

•

Accepting as normal the anxiety that comes from not knowing what to do

•

Working fluidly between concept-scale and detail-scale so each informs the other

•

Always asking “what if?” regardless of how satisfied you are with your solution
4

The Importance of Interdisciplinary Research:
Today, the design profession is much less siloed. Architects, planners, developers,
landscape architects, and others work seamlessly in a more horizontal fashion. Design
teams are much more interdisciplinary. This research integrates four major disciplines
into the domain of Architecture and Design.
Circling the Square Versus Squaring the Circle
If we represent the Architecture domain with a circle and the other four supporting
disciplines with smaller squares that flanked the circle (Figure 2), we find that each
discipline overlaps the circle in a shared territory of knowledge and information. These
four intersections support the domain of architecture but at the same time could direct it
away from the core. By applying the rule of “Squaring the Circle” one can ensure the
harmony of participation and volume of each discipline as the whole system works
together. The size and volume of each discipline’s knowledge might vary from one
discipline to the others.

Shared Territory of
Knowledge

Figure 2: Interdisciplinary Research Stakeholders
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1.1 History
The practice of Building Material Reuse (BMR) has a long history, Roman and Greek
columns and capitals showed up in buildings built by successors all over ancient Europe,
North Africa, and the Middle East. One example is the Terbana Mosque in Alexandria,
Egypt (Figure 3), which was built by Hajj Ibrahim Bin Ebeid El-Maghrabi, a Moroccan
merchant who came to Egypt from Mesratah. It was built between 1684-1685 to serve as
a resting place for the pilgrims coming from Morocco and other North African countries
on their way to Mecca for the annual ritual of “Hajj”. The entrance of the mosque is a
portal of bi-color bricks. Two enormous granite columns with Corinthian capitals that
hold the minaret flanking both sides of the entrance while the interior shows the reuse of
classical columns salvaged from old temples of the Greco-Roman Alexandria. One
Roman column in particular stands out as it was placed upside down where the capital
became the base and the base became the capital.

Figure 3: Minaret Portal to Terbana Mosque, Alexandria, Egypt
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In his book, “ A History of Architectural Conservation” Jukka Jokilehto argues that there
were many approaches to repair of ancient temples after damage by fire, earthquakes, use
or building activities. One of these approaches is that building could be relocated as a
result of environmental changes, but new construction could be adapted to allow for the
survival of ancient structures (Jokilehto 1999). He described, “After a fire in the first
century BC, the Erechtheum of Athens was repaired and rebuild.” Many of the building’s
parts and components such as pediments and ceilings survived and were dismantled and
reconstructed in the same form as before. Joseph Alchermes explained that the integral
adaptation of buildings and the reuse of construction materials salvaged from structures
for erection elsewhere, was widely practiced in late Roman antique cities (Alchermes
1994). A substantial body of legislation provides clear evidence that late imperial
lawgivers were aware of and wished to regulate the practice of reuse. Analysis of the
specific language of these laws, which has not received due attention, sheds light on the
concerns of city dwellers and administrators in the fourth and fifth centuries.
Another famous contemporary example is the La Chapelle Notre Dame du Haut,
Ronchamp in France by Le Corbusier shown in Figure 4, was built between 1950-1955,
with walls of masonry made from salvaged stones. A large number of these stones
remained unused; it was decided that instead of carting them away, to pile them up in a
pyramid at the edge of the grassed area. In describing the building and its features, Le
Corbusier said:
“A crab shell picked up on 1946 on Long Island, near New York, lies on the drawing
board. It will become the roof of the chapel: two concrete skins, six centimeters thick,
held apart a distance of 2.26 meters. The shell will rest on walls of old, salvaged stones.
The shell was laid on walls foolishly but usefully thick. Inside the walls however, are
reinforced concrete columns. The shell will rest at intervals on top of these columns, but
it will not touch the wall; a horizontal beam of light ten centimeters wide will cause
surprise.”
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The program of the chapel was constrained by a lack of road access to deliver building
materials to the site, as well as by a specification of the Bescancon commission that
salvaged material should be used for the construction, both as a measure of economy and
as evidence of the humbleness of the chapel's materials. This accounted for the use of a
concrete shell, with rubble from the former chapel, ruined during the Second World War,
serving as fill which, with the exception of the south wall, is sprayed with Gunnite coated
masonry (Mueller 2004).
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Figure 4: Chapelle Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp in France

The Eames House (also known as Case Study House No. 8) is a landmark of mid-20th
century modern architecture located at 203 North Chautauqua Boulevard in the Pacific
Palisades neighborhood of Los Angeles (Figure 5). It was constructed in 1949 by
husband-and-wife design pioneers Charles and Ray Eames, to serve as their home and
studio. The story of the construction of the house included many changes and delays to
the design. Edward Ford explained in his book, “The Details of Modern Architecture:
1928 to 1988” (Ford 2003) that there were numerous delays to the project, Saarinen
dropped out of the team and a new engineer was brought in, but Eames remained the
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principal in charge of the rethinking of the house concept and in particular the idea of
material efficiency. Ford cited Easther McCoy in descripting the process of redesigning
the house, which Eames went through as follows:
“A last minute change was made in the Eames house after the steel had been delivered to
the site. Eames was disturbed by the fact that he was employing the largest amount of
steel to enclose the smallest amount of space. His wish to lift the house above the ground
to capture the full sea view became of less importance than enclosing more space. While
the steel waited in the yard, Eames began working on a new design. The problem was to
make the stockpile serve the revised plan. After a new scheme was developed and
McIntosh and McIntosh, structural engineers were consulted, every piece of steel had
found its way into the new design; only one additional beam was required.”

Figure 5: Eames Case Study House No. 8, 1949
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
In their book “Superuse”, Netherland based Architects, 2012 Architecten, describes a
holistic approach to a proposed design scenario, as much as this imaginative scenario
seems unreal, it reflects much of the thinking that drives this research. It goes as follows:
“Imagine that on the fringe of an industrial area they are demolishing an old rusty
chemical plant. Huge steel tanks and pipes are cut into pieces and hoisted onto trailers to
be brought to a scrap yard. There the metal is shredded into small fragments and loaded
into trucks that transport the scrap to a steel factory a thousand miles away. They are fed
into a blast furnace to be turned into blocks of raw material. They are rolled into sheets,
which are formed into cylindrical shapes and transported to a building site which is all
the way back, just a few miles from the place where the factory used to be. There they are
carefully welded together to become part of the structure of a spectacular dance hall that
the architect designed with curved steel walls. Their dimensions are similar to the ones of
the tanks they stem from. A lot of effort and energy could have been saved if the design of
that cool dance hall had included Superuse.” (Hinte, Peeren, and Jongert 2007).
From this scenario we can identify two approaches to deal with building materials, the
conventional approach and the unconventional one. In his book, Bill Addis illustrates
diagrammatically two opposing design methodologies in Building with Reclaimed
Components and Materials; the ‘normal design’ and ‘design with reclaimed products and
materials’. He states, “The design and procurement process for using reclaimed goods
and recycled materials is entirely different from normal building practice. The world of
reclamation, reuse and recycling is almost like a parallel universe that is virtually
invisible to those familiar only with new building materials and components.”(Addis
2006) In Superuse, De Jong calls these methodologies ‘means-oriented design’ and ‘goaloriented design’. The goal-oriented design is the conventional methodology where the
goal (or building design) is defined, and every decision serves to reach that goal. It is not
until the schematic phase or detailed design is complete that suitable materials will be
sourced and purchased. The means-oriented design, on the other hand, is a process started
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from the means (or materials) available with a less strictly defined end goal. It is
necessary to first source and acquires the materials before the design has reached the
detailed stage. This process becomes more complex due to experimentation and potential
failure in both sourcing materials and detailing. There must be time left for adjustments
and changes throughout the entire process. De Jong concludes by saying that the process
is never entirely one or the other, but that it is matter of emphasis and that in architecture,
a more heavily means-oriented design would be a refreshing approach. According to
Stephen Kieran, principal architect of Kieran Timberlake, “More materials have been
invented in the past fifteen years than in the entire prior history of architecture and we
are only just beginning to tap into the potential of these materials.”(Kieran and
Timberlake 2003) Selecting materials and components for any project is one of the most
important and critical tasks of the design team. A building can be carbon neutral, be
energy efficient or be solar powered but it will certainly be constructed with materials
and building components. These materials are usually extracted from raw resources and
through this process they often leave a negative impact on our environment. The life
cycle of some building’s materials and components are often longer than the life of the
buildings themselves therefore these materials and components end up in landfills after
demolition. Some materials such as steel can be recycled by melting and reforming but
this always consumes energy, which could cost more than reusing the already extruded
steel as stated in the imaginary scenario previously (Fletcher 2002).
Recently, there is a growing interest in materials and resources conservation in the United
States especially with the growth of the green building practice (Saleh 2009). The United
States Green Building Council (USGBC) identifies six main categories in the Materials
and Resources (MR) section of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
rating system (LEED). One of the six categories is Resource Reuse (RR). Interestingly
enough, a recent study of the cost of green buildings by Davis Langdon (Morris and
Matthiessen 2007) indicated that resource reuse is the credit least often achieved in the
LEED rating system. According to recent studies, there are a number of constraints and
barriers to resource reuse due to the complexity of buildings, but perhaps the most
important one is the lack of easily accessible information to the design team (Knecht
2004). One of the main objectives of this research is first to capture expert knowledge
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related to the process of reusing building materials and second to build a Decision
Support Framework (DSF) in order to assist the design team when considering,
identifying and evaluating when to use and specify reclaimed and salvaged building
materials and components into new designs and construction. Since the involvement of
multiple stakeholders is essential to the success of the decision-making process, the
decision framework must view the decision as a “group decision-making activity” that
involves multiple, potentially competing utility structures. This DSF will also address the
environmental, economical, social and cultural factors that are critical in making
decisions and weighing them against those of conventional new building materials and
components decisions. The DSF will emerge from the following:
1. Identifying all possible major constraints and barriers when using reclaimed and
salvaged building materials and components in new construction.
2. Developing a response to these constraints and barriers.
3. Identify all possible performance measures to the DSF.
4. Apply decision-modeling knowledge.
1.2.1

Theoretical Underpinnings of the Research

This research primarily deals with prescriptive theory while recognizing that there are
other aspects of the design, which can’t be mapped or prescribed. There are phases of the
design that are very intuitive and thus can be very hard to prescribe. The work of this
research related to the overlapping territory between the two frameworks of theory.
In his book, The Sciences of the Artificial, Herbert Simon defines design as the “process
by which we devise courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred
ones.” (Simon 1996) This research is heavily adopting Simon’s definition of design as a
foundation base of design theory building. Design theory is based on human knowledge
or what is known as “Tacit Knowledge” because, according to Daley, design thinking is
outside the boundary of verbal discourse (Daley 1982). In scientific research, where
findings are presented as description, one finds that it is very difficult for designers to
specifically describe what they are thinking when they design, That is because design
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thinking is better expressed by means of examples and by showing how design is done
than by descriptions.
Here comes the dilemma that faces epistemology, when it has to deal with very little
objectified knowledge. Design knowledge is more something of knowing, or a guiding
intellectual capacity embedded in human action and practices (Cross 2001). Design
knowledge might be difficult to describe, but it is not inaccessible for research. Friedman
argues that the design knowledge grows in part from practice therefore design knowledge
and design research overlaps (Friedman 2003) (Figure 6). Some researchers have been
advocating for a new theory of organizational knowledge as means of explaining
innovation. The cornerstone of our epistemology is the distinction between tacit and
explicit knowledge. The key to knowledge creation lies in the mobilization and
conversion of tacit knowledge. The following figure is a representation of Friedman’s
view of Theory-Construction in Design Research.

Figure 6: “Design Sets on the Science's Three Legs”

1.2.2

Constructing A Design Theory

There are many challenges to the design theory construction. Friedman refers to Varian in
his description of theory building in a very similar way to qualitative methods for
extracting tacit knowledge. He stated that one should consider a process of forming
models for the research problem and continue refining these models and repeating the
process until one has the simplest possible model that demonstrates the phenomena under
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consideration. Models can give a simplified representation of reality. In regard to the
concept of simplicity, Albert Einstein said “Everything should be as simple as possible
but no simpler.” A model is supposed to reveal the essence of what is going on and
should be reduced to just those pieces that are required to make it work. The point of
modeling and of theory construction is showing how things work. This leads us to the
question of prescriptive theory; Prescription serves to furnish a sort of certainty that our
experiences or thoughts are real, rather than creations of our imagination. Primarily,
prescriptive theories seek to make truth a real, viable category rather than a relative term.
If a prescriptive theory is true, then the ground of reality has been reached.
In epistemology, the foundation of knowledge or the science of how humanity knows
things, Prescriptive theory is the most abstract and general theory. It is the theory that
grounds all other theories. Some argues that all major writers in epistemology have
sought to layout a theory of prescription to ground their theories (Östman 2005).
Prescriptive theories are abstract, general frameworks for knowledge within which the
individual can come to certain conclusions. They cannot be proven in and of themselves.
They are axiomatic, which means they are the means of proving anything. They are
frameworks for proving things. The question is how can this knowledge evolve and
progress?
One can realize that Thomas Kuhn’s contributions to our understanding of the progress of
knowledge and his definition that science undergoes periodic "paradigm shifts" instead of
progressing in a linear and continuous way is very much relates to our design theory
building discussion (Kuhn 1996). As will be explained later, the different types of the
design processes, especially the decision cycle and the investigative processes progress in
a non-linear way. A more detailed discussion on the grounded theory will be presented in
the following sections.

1.3 Purpose of the Study
Quests for reducing waste and enabling creativity in building design with discarded
resources were primarily the stimulus for this study. Along the path of addressing this
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inquiry, the researcher found a growing industry of de-constructors and reuse vendors,
with no system of information or standards that guide and organize their growth. This
industry plays a very important role in the implementation of the central concept of this
study, and the lacking of a decision-support system is perhaps the reason why designers
and architects are still reluctant to utilize this opportunity.
The purpose of this study is to offer designers, architects, developers, clients and
economists a decision-support framework on reusing building materials and components.
Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, a final goal is that this decision-support
framework will be linked to the Building Information Modeling (BIM) platforms from
the early stages of design and offer a feedback and feed forward process to designers and
clients on new construction.
The method of inquiry to be used in this study relies heavily on knowledge capturing
from three main sources, Literature, Case studies and related stakeholders through a
qualitative research methodology. Explanation of the research methodology will be
detailed in chapter three.

1.4 Significance of the Study
There is a need for a system to be established and implemented in the integrated process
of building design to carefully select building materials that not only contribute to the
aesthetics and structure of buildings but also in reducing waste when demolished and
making the most of the life cycles of materials. The impact of reusing and recycling
building materials is not only significant on preventing and minimizing waste on the
environment, but also for contributing to the architectural language of our time. The
design opportunities that lies underneath is limitless.
By supporting designers to deliver the most viable design in terms of minimum waste
generation on site, the building design and construction team as well as the client and
contactors may benefit from profit increase (Kibert 2007). Reducing the need to extract
raw materials conserves natural resources. Business and community development may
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also benefit. Employment and training opportunities are created, local businesses are
developed that use the materials diverted from landfills and supply useful materials to
building materials yards, recycling centers, and remanufacturing enterprises, creating
additional jobs and community revenue as described below in detail. According to the
USGBC, Material and Resources reduction primarily has three main benefits:
Environmental, Economical and Community.
Environmental Benefits: Recycling of construction and demolition debris reduces
demand for virgin resources, and, in turn, reduces the environmental impacts associated
with resource extraction, processing and, in many cases, transportation. Landfills
contaminate groundwater and encroach upon valuable green space. Through effective
construction waste management, it is possible to extend the lifetime of existing landfills,
avoiding the need for expansion or new landfill sites (USGBC 2003).
Economical Benefits: In the past, when landfill capacity was readily available and
disposal fees were low, recycling or reuse of construction waste was not economically
feasible. Construction materials were inexpensive when compared to the cost of labor
and, thus, construction jobsite managers focused on worker productivity rather than
materials conservation. In addition, recycling infrastructure and materials marketplaces to
process and resell construction debris did not exist. In recent years, increased materials
and disposal costs coupled with more stringent waste disposal regulations and decreasing
landfill capacity have changed the waste management equation. Local government
agencies and private organizations have partnered with the AEC or building industry to
support construction waste management by publishing guides, directories and other
educational materials; presenting recycling information at seminars and workshops; and
operating pilot projects to demonstrate the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of these
activities. Waste management plans require time and money to draft and implement but
they can guide a project to achieve substantial savings throughout the construction
process. Projects that recycle construction and demolition debris benefit from lower
tipping fees.
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As landfill-tipping fees continue to escalate, the option to recycle becomes more
economically attractive. As a rule of thumb, when landfill-tipping fees exceed $50 per
ton, recycling becomes cost-effective. Local governments sometimes inflate tipping fees
artificially to encourage greater recycling efforts. Recyclable materials have differing
market values depending on the presence of local recycling facilities, reprocessing costs
and the availability of virgin materials on the market. In general, it is economically
beneficial to recycle metals, concrete, asphalt and cardboard to receive revenue as well as
to avoid paying a landfill-tipping fee. Market values normally fluctuate from month to
month. Some materials can be reprocessed and reused on site. For instance, grinding
demolished concrete for use as structural fill can provide excellent savings versus hauling
debris away and purchasing gravel (USGBC 2003).
Community Benefits (Social and Cultural): The conventional approach to construction
waste is to remove all wastes from the site and start with a “clean slate.” In recent years,
construction waste strategies have dictated more thoughtful planning and scheduling of
solid waste streams. Reusing existing structures and deconstructed materials on-site can
reduce disruption to the community by minimizing truck traffic. Recycling supports local
processing facilities creates jobs and reduces the need for additional landfill capacity.
Salvage may include the donation of materials to charitable organizations such as Habitat
for Humanity (USGBC 2003).
1.4.1

Contribution to the body of Knowledge:

It is anticipated that this research will bring seven major contributions to the body of
knowledge as follows:
1. It will be the first attempt to model the traditional architectural design process using
the Unified Modeling Language UML (Process Modeling)
2. It will make a clear distinction between reuse and recycle
3. It will establish a system for growing the industry of reuse stores and vendors
4. It will develop a new architectural design process
5. It will be the first attempt to model design decisions related to reuse
6. It will explain the Knowledge Acquisition process for Decision Support Systems
7. It will introduce AHP for specifying Key Performance Indicators
17

1.5 Barriers and Constraints
There are two sets of barriers and constraints in this study, the first are barriers to the
concept of building materials reuse itself, the second are barriers to establishing the
design support framework. Waste reduction and prevention in building and construction
is still considered as an “ad-hoc” activity not part of the core activity of construction
(Greenwood 2003) “Using reclaimed materials adds a whole new level of complexity to
the project” (Chapman and Simmonds). “Reclaimed materials do not show up at the right
time, in the right amount or the right dimension” (SCI 2000). “Salvaged components may
not be readily available off the shelf and may be difficult to source.” “It is very
complicated to coordinate demand with supply.” According to Greenwood the barriers to
reuse and recycling of construction waste during the implementation of a specific case
study project are; Management and building project team relationships, Transfer of
information, Markets, Skip hire companies and sector development and Design
considerations. There are many other constraints and barriers for the reuse of building
materials. The following is a preliminary effort to identify the main causes based on the
review of the literature.
1. The Complexity of Buildings: Buildings where the structural and other systems are
difficult to understand or hidden are challenging to deconstruct.
2. Non-Standard Components: Custom components may have limited potential for reuse
in other buildings.
3. Composite Materials: It may not be possible to disassemble certain types of
composite construction. For example, how would one take apart a reinforced, grouted
concrete masonry unit (CMU) wall with the intent to reuse the CMU block, grout, and
reinforcement in another project?
4. Environmental Hazards: Hazardous materials such as asbestos and lead that require
special handling and worker protection.
5. The cost of separating materials after deconstruction is relatively high.
6. Bond between different materials makes damage likely.
7. Salvaged materials have low market value.
8. Lack of standards on how to re-use recovered materials.
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9. The cost effectiveness of disposition of recycled building materials will increase if
they are needed in a destination far from the demolished site or need to be stored for a
period of time. Both increase cost.
10. Lack of standards on (de-construction drawings) and reviews that can identify
procedures for dismantling buildings and reuse its materials (Boyle 1999).
11. Liability issues.
12. Lack of interested architects and designers to adopt the idea of designing with
salvaged materials.
1.5.1

Reuse and Recycle Market

Although there are substantial environmental, economical and community benefits for
using reclaimed materials, the market is virtually untapped. At the time of this writing,
only 1% of reclaimed materials are used in new building projects in the UK (Gray 2011),
a percentage that should be higher. One of the barriers has been a lack of information
about sourcing and using the materials in design and development, including knowledge
of specifications, standards, legislation and performance. But there are economic barriers
too, including the cost of extraction in deconstruction, the limited flexibility of reclaimed
materials, and problems of storing and double handling of materials between sites. In
addition, medium to large building projects cannot take advantage of the reclamation
industry, because the salvage supply chain is not yet equipped to deal with large orders.
In the US, several reuse stores started to open doors for the public (Figure 7). Several
online marketplace and materials exchange initiatives, a national organization, Building
Material Reuse Association (BMRA) organizing conferences and education sessions are
emerging.
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Figure 7: Building Value, Cincinnati’s Reuse Store

1.5.2

Construction Specification Institute (CSI) Master Format division list

The CSI Master Format is a system of numbers and titles for organizing construction
information into a regular, standard order or sequence. By establishing a master list of
titles and numbers Master Format promotes standardization and thereby facilitates the
retrieval of information and improves construction communication. It provides a uniform
system for organizing information in project manuals, for organizing project cost data,
and for filing product information and other technical data. The vision is to standardize
reclaimed materials and the identification of building materials in the study will
recognize the existing format that is commonly adopted in the design and construction
fields. Division list of materials is shown in (Table 1).
Table 1: CSI Master Format Division List

Division 1
Division 2
Division 3
Division 4
Division 5
Division 6
Division 7
Division 8

General Requirements
Site Construction
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Wood and Plastics
Thermal and Moisture Protection
Doors and Windows
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Division 9
Division 10
Division 11
Division 12
Division 13
Division 14
Division 15
Division 16

Finishes
Specialties
Equipment
Furnishings
Special Construction
Conveying Systems
Mechanical
Electrical

In her book, Materials for Sustainable Sites, Meg Calkins (Calkins 2009) illustrated the
process of specification for new materials versus the process of specification for
reclaimed materials based on Bill Addis book as follows: These figures illustrate the
difference in material and product specification techniques between use of reclaimed
materials and new materials (Figure 8). Use of reclaimed materials necessitates
identification and purchase of potential materials and products prior to and during the
design process (Figure 9), rather than just prior to the construction phase (Addis 2006).

Figure 8: Specification Process for New Materials (redrawn with permission)

Figure 9: Specification Process for Reclaimed Materials (redrawn with permission)
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1.6 Alternatives
It is anticipated that this decision-support framework will transform the architecture
design process to one that explicitly considers the reuse of building materials and
components in new construction. Through the development of a decision-support
structure for building reuse and its future implementation through Building Information
Modeling tools, architects will have access to a new mechanism for identifying and
evaluating the use of de-constructed building components in their designs. The result will
be a shift in the paradigm for architectural design process as well as an increase in
building recycling and reduction in building and construction related waste.
Although not in the scope of this dissertation, the enhancement of current Building
Information Modeling (BIM) tools will develop two significant changes to the
architectural design process. First, through adaptation of the decision-support structure
for building material reuse, including the development of a “Virtual Repository” to BIM,
architects will be able to effectively evaluate and compare both new and salvaged
building components into their current designs. The “Virtual Repository” is a collection
of available building materials and components for reuse that, through the decisionsupport structure, can be “matched” to component needs in the proposed new building’s
design. The virtual repository will be accessible through BIM and contains descriptive
“attributes” of the salvaged components that become inputs into the decision-support
structure.
Decisions are anticipated based on economic and non-economic performance factors such
as environmental, economic and non-economic. Economic factors would include
comparisons of embodied energy, transportation costs from the physical repository or
deconstructed building site to the new site, time management between deconstructed
buildings and new construction need and alteration costs associated with the reused
components. Non-economic factors would include issues of history, aging, appearance,
dimensional adaptability, structural integrity, etc. Procedurally the proposed new design
is passed to this enhanced BIM tool, located on the World Wide Web, where it is linked
to the virtual repository and where the decision-support is processed.
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1.6.1

Direct and Indirect Matches

A second transformation to the architectural design process is as a feedback mechanism.
In this case salvaged components identified through the virtual repository may not
exactly “match” the needs in the proposed new building’s design. In this case the
architect may choose to modify the proposed design to accommodate the salvaged
component. In these scenarios the architectural design process is transformed to consider
component reuse as both a feed-forward and feedback approach.
Through the future implementation of this enhanced BIM tool architects will be better
able to reuse building components in their new constructions, and thus the volume of
building-related waste will be reduced. The goals of this research include the following:
1. A paradigm shift in the architectural design process to explicitly include
consideration of building materials and component reuse.
2. Through knowledge capturing, a decision-support structure that assists architects in
evaluating and comparing new and salvaged building components will be developed.
1.6.2

Intellectual Merits

Through this research it will be shown that the process of reusing and repurposing
building materials will be significantly expanded through the implementation of a new
“reversible architectural design process” that includes an enhanced Building Information
Modeling tool. Enhancement of the architectural design process to explicitly include
design for reuse will be documented.
As stated before, in the United States construction and demolition waste associated with
buildings constitute about 40 percent of the total solid waste stream. This waste
represents a large amount of material and embodied energy investment that current
architectural design procedures do not consider. While there has been much recent
research focused on construction for assembly and disassembly there is very little work
addressing the key role that designers play in this process as well as the potential for new
tools such as Building Information Modeling (BIM) to actively support a shift in the
design process to explicitly include building materials reuse. Often many building
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components could be removed and potentially reused in new construction if a mechanism
were available to catalogue and make available attributes associated with these
components. While a few physical “repositories” of salvaged building materials are now
emerging with a shift from demolition to deconstruction, they are underutilized because
their inventory is not effectively incorporated into the architectural design process as a
system of shared information exchange. What is needed is a universal standardized online
marketplace linked to BIM tools that would transform the architectural design process.

1.6.3

Broader Impact

Through this research the architectural design process will be transformed. Architects and
building system designers will be able to more effectively consider the use of salvaged
components in the design process. This will also support a design feedback process where
component usability might suggest alterations to the proposed design. At a broader scope
through the adoption of this new design process less building materials will be sent to
landfills and less embodied energy will be consumed for constructing new buildings.
The enormous volume of waste represents not only a demand on landfill sites but also a
disregard for the material and energy resources contained in these building components
(Thormark 2001). There are precedent lessons that need to be learned from product and
industrial design industries. While there is a significant body of knowledge related to
construction and deconstruction of buildings and construction waste management
(Osmani 2005) the majority of these studies or proposals only indirectly suggest the
importance of the architect in this process. Indeed it could be argued that, for nonresidential buildings, the architect is the key decision-maker for designing for reuse.
While many architects would consider the reuse of salvaged building components in their
designs and a few architects have implemented designs with a significant amount of
component reuse, a current barrier to wide-scale implementation of design for reuse
strategies is the lack of an easily accessible and usable tool for comparing and evaluating
alternative new and reused building components. BIM is an emerging tool that could
easily support such a transformation in the architectural design community. Through this
study a new decision-support structure for designing buildings for component reuse will
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be developed. The outcome will be a new mechanism for design that will transform the
architectural design process to one that better supports design for reuse. The broader
impact will be a reduction in the volume of building-related waste, create new job
opportunities with emerging de-construction industries and community development and
an enormous impact on the US economy.

1.7 Definitions of Terms
The following definitions of terms are compiled from the USGBC, LEED Reference
Package, Design for Reuse Primer Publication, as well as several other resources
including EPA, BMRA and Conference Proceedings. Terms that are not common will be
identified. A distinction between reuse and recycle will be explained in greater details
through the following chapters.
1. Recycling: is the collection, reprocessing, marketing and use of materials that were
diverted or recovered from the solid waste stream. As another definition it is the
processing of used materials into new products to prevent waste or reduce
consumption of raw materials. Recycling includes a series of changes and/ or
treatments, as opposed to reuse, which does not include significant treatments.
2. Landfill: is a waste disposal site for the deposit of solid waste from human activities.
3. Construction, demolition and land clearing (CDL) debris: includes waste and
recyclables generated from construction, land clearing (e.g., vegetation, but not soil),
renovation, and demolition or deconstruction of pre-existing structures.
4. Reuse: is a strategy to return materials to active use in the same or a related capacity.
5. Tipping Fees: are the fees charged for disposal of waste volume. The fee is typically
quoted for one ton of waste.
6. Chain of Custody: is a tracking procedure to document the status of a product from
the point of harvest or extraction to the ultimate consumer end use.
7. Salvaged Materials: are construction materials recovered from existing buildings or
construction sites and reused in other buildings. Common salvaged materials include
structural beams and posts, flooring, doors, cabinetry, brick and decorative items.
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8. Post-Consumer Recycled Content: is consumer waste that has become a raw material
(feedstock) for another product. It originates from products that have served a useful
purpose in the consumer market. Much of this feedstock comes from residential and
commercial (office) recycling programs for aluminum, glass, plastic and paper. Other
post-consumer feedstock is supplied by businesses that recycle construction and
demolition debris.
9. Post-Industrial Recycled Content: is output from a process that has not been used as
part of a consumer product, that is sold, traded, or exchanged under commercial terms
(including auditable transactions between profit centers within an organization) as
feedstock for another industrial process, and that would otherwise be land filled,
incinerated or somehow disposed of as a waste, as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission. For instance, a composite board manufacturer may purchase (or haul
away for free) sawdust from a lumber mill or waste straw from a wheat farm. Wood
chips would not fit this definition.
10. Abatement: The removal of a hazardous or toxic coating (e.g. lead paint or asbestos)
from a building material.
11. Adaptive reuse: The process of adapting existing (typically old) materials or
structures for purposes other than those initially intended. Oftentimes a building’s
historical features will remain intact even if the use changes.
12. Construction Manager: Individual who directs the construction process and
coordinates all contractors. In some cases the construction manager is an agent of the
general contractor, overseeing a group of subcontractors. In other project delivery
structures, like multiple prime, the construction manager may oversee contractors
contracted to separate entity, typically the client.
13. Construction Waste Management: The separation of re- coverable waste materials
generated during construction and remodeling from landfill waste. These separated
materials may be scraps of new building materials or old building materials removed
from the site. Separated materials may be reused, but this is not necessarily the case.
The materials are most often recycled.
14. Deconstruction: The careful, selective disassembly of building components for reuse.
Deconstruction is an alternative to demolition, which often leaves materials
unrecoverable.
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15. Demolition: The planned, rapid destruction of a full or partial building structure.
16. Design Build: A project delivery system in which a single entity is in charge of both
design and construction. Unlike a design- bid-build delivery system in which design
and construction typically occur in distinct phases, distinct phases are not required in
design- build.
17. Design For Disassembly: A design strategy to maximize the recovery and reuse of
building systems, components, and materials. It is meant to ease disassembly or
reconfiguration. Design for disassembly includes strategies such as building with
single-material parts and using fasteners instead of adhesives (Crowther 2003). (Also
called design for deconstruction or design for reuse).
18. Embodied Carbon: A measurement of the carbon impact of a product’s lifecycle,
from cradle to grave, including extraction, manufacture, production, and disposal.
Embodied carbon is different from embodied energy because it takes into account the
intrinsic physical proper- ties of a product. For instance, cement emits about half of
its embodied carbon because of a chemical process unrelated to energy use.
19. Embodied Energy: An assessment of the energy required to extract raw materials
from nature, plus the energy used in primary and secondary manufacturing activities
to provide a finished product and to dispose of that product.
20. Fixed-Price Contract: A contract structure in which a contractor agrees to complete a
predetermined scope of work at a predetermined fee.
21. Forest Stewardship Council: A nonprofit organization devoted to encouraging the
responsible management of the world’s forests. The FSC is considered one of the
world’s leading standard setting and accreditation services in the area of sustainable
forestry.
22. Grade: A classification of the quality of lumber based on factors including the amount
and size of knots, twist, and cracks in the material. Many wood types have their own
grading systems; there is no universal standard for all woods.
23. LEED Material Reuse Credits: The credits within the USGBC’s LEED rating system
that is available to buildings which incorporate material reuse. The requirement for
credit is that reclaimed materials account for at least 5% (Credit 3.1) or 10% (Credit
3.2) based on cost, of the total value of materials on the project.
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24. Life Cycle Assessment: The Lifecycle Assessment (LCA) is an environmental
assessment that considers the entire value chain involved in producing, using, and
disposing of a product. It includes data points such as energy consumption and related
green- house-gas emissions.
25. Lifecycle Building Challenge: An annual competition for “lifecycle buildings,” which
are buildings that incorporate strategies of adaptability and disassembly to allow
recovery of all building systems, components, and materials.
26. Living Building Challenge: A certification program that is considered the most
advanced measure of sustainability in the built environment. The program has
stringent requirements for the materials and energy impact of a building.
27. Material Exchange: A service that connects individuals and entities wishing to
offload materials and products with those in need. Many exchanges are web-based,
but some also have a physical warehouse or retail component.
28. Material Reuse: The act of incorporating reclaimed materials into a new assembly.
29. Materials Broker: Consultants that locate and connect reclaimed materials with
designers, owners, or contractors for a fee. They often specialize in a particular
material such as paper, metals or plastic, although some will handle multiple
categories of materials.
30. Mill: To shape wood to a desired dimension and profile by running the wood a
machine that removes material.
31. Multiple Prime: A project delivery structure in which all contractors are employed
under a separate contract with the client, rather than as sub consultants to a general
contractor.
32. Reclaimed Materials: Materials extracted from the waste stream that are reused
without further processing or with only minor processing that does not alter the nature
of the material.
33. Refurbish: To restore a material, product or assembly through cleaning, re- finishing
or other modification.
34. Reuse Retailer: A commercial outfit selling used and salvaged goods. Often reuse
retailers have physical stores targeting specific markets.
35. Sinker Logs: Logs recovered from the bottom of rivers. In the 19th and 20th
centuries, the lumber industry often transported logs to sawmills via rivers. Sinker
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logs are those that sank along the way. Preserved beneath the river, these logs are
often in excellent condition and offer a grade and character of wood not currently
available on the market.
36. Surplus Materials: Materials and equipment that go unused or are no longer needed
during a construction project either due to over-ordering or change-order. Often this
material or equipment is new or only lightly used.
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2 Chapter 2: Literature Review
In general, recycling and reuse issues overlap a range of disciplines including
architecture, construction, ecology, economics, industrial design, manufacturing, art, and
public policy (Kibert 1999). This research intends to look deep into an opportunity that is
often neglected although the possibilities that lay under it are endless. The idea of
reusing and recycling building materials is not new and has been adopted since the time
of Romans and Greeks. The instability of the world’s economics today may push the idea
of reuse forward and make it worth exploring.

Figure 10: Projected trends in regional municipal waste generation

According to Dorsthorst et al, the total production of construction and demolition waste
in the European Union is about 450 million tones. If one excludes earth and excavated
road materials the amount of ‘core’ construction and demolition waste (CDW) is
estimated to be roughly 180 million tons per year; 480 kg per person each year. There is
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no need to say that this is an enormous amount of material (Dorsthorst and Kowalczyk
2002). Figure 10 shows the position of Canada, the US and Mexico as the largest
producer of municipal waste estimated to be 380 million tons by the year 2020.

Figure 11: Typical Building Demolition Site

Interestingly enough, the top industrial countries leading the world in building
technologies and material fabrication are also responsible for the major share of
construction and demolition waste (Figure 11), while developing countries using primary
and vernacular ways of building are far less harmful and even lead in sustainable efforts
of recycling, reusing and reducing building materials. In her article, Designing for
Disassembly and Deconstruction Barbara Knecht mentioned that many houses in the US
used recycled lumber from dismantled warehouses and other structures (Knecht 2004).
With that enormous amount of waste two questions become very important; First how
does one prevent and or reduce construction and demolition waste? Second, how does
one reuse and recycle building materials after demolition? To further explore the idea of
reuse and to avoid dumping construction and demolition waste (CDW) in landfills, three
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methods of handling building materials after demolition have been identified according to
(Knecht 2004):
1) Down Cycling of materials.
2) Re-Cycling of materials.
3) Up-Cycling of materials.
The first method, down cycling, is the result of using demolished materials as a base or a
foundation for roads, earth filling and so on. Here materials are not used as they were
intended. The second method, re-cycling, is considered to be a better approach because
materials are used in their original condition for their intended use. For example, using
structural wood lumber retrieved from deconstructed warehouses or steel beams from
disassembled elevated highways’ bridges in the construction of new houses. The third
method, Up-Cycling, is the most desirable method as demolished building materials are
used to serve a higher role than originally intended. For example using a set of carpet
tiles in constructing a wall as we see in the work of the Rural Studio at the Auburn
University in Alabama, (Figure 12) or using straw in mud-brick making to increase the
structural integrity.

Figure 12: Lucy's House by the Rural Studio, Auburn University, Alabama
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In the early phases of the building design process, and before construction, the decision
by the architect or the designer to use certain materials becomes very critical due to
several issues. Some of these issues include climate, cost, durability, structural integrity,
architectural and aesthetic expressions, assembly and so on. Although most of these
issues are very important to the design process, it is unusual in professional practice to
link the process of materials selection to the end-life of a building including demolition,
deconstruction and disassembly. It can be argued that as we consider how buildings are
constructed and assembled we should also consider how buildings maybe disassembled.
The opportunities that design with reuse provides us are promising not only for the
environment but also as a challenge for design.

2.1 Design for Recycling
Literature suggested that three categories could be identified for the design for recycling
as follows:
1) Design for adaptability (construction re-use)
2) Design for deconstruction (element re-use)
3) Design for dismantling (material re-use)
1) Design for Adaptability (DFA):
Buildings that respond to the change of programs and use over time are an example of
design for adaptability. In other words, flexibility in structure, spaces, building envelope,
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) systems are the key. The best approach for
preventing material waste is to look for ways not to build. In adaptive reuse of buildings;
thinking comes before design not after construction. In his article, Understanding the
concept of flexibility in design for deconstruction and Materials Reuse, Macozoma argues
that flexibility in design stages such as flexible spaces, flexible connection and details
and flexible programming are very important in design for deconstruction. The term DFD
is used interchangeably to describe flexibility that is more related to adaptability.
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This process encourages designers to incorporate flexibility into buildings at the design
stage in order to ensure efficient building operation, maintenance and removal. By
allowing for a variety of scenarios for building management from its occupation to its
decommissioning, design for disassembly (DFA) reinforces the need and advantage of
considering the whole life cycle of a building and its components (Crowther 1999)
2) Design for Deconstruction (DFDe):
Design for deconstruction is an approach that is best utilized when the expected lifetime
of building’s elements is longer than the expected lifetime of the whole building. In this
case, details are the keyword in design for deconstruction. Since the goal is to reuse
building’s elements after deconstruction, the question of how to put the building together
becomes very critical. Sizes like length and heights must be standardized and optimized.
The question of optimization becomes very important, according to Macozoma” Design
for deconstruction (DFD) refers to the design of a building with the intent to manage its
end-of-life more efficiently. It ensures the easy disassembly of buildings in order to
reduce waste generation and maximize the recovery of high value secondary building
components and materials for reuse and recycling.”(Macozoma 2002).
3) Design for Dismantling (DFDi):
This approach is similar to design for deconstruction but more focused on details between
materials. According to Te Dorsthorst and Kowalczyk it is “useful for constructions that
have to fulfill their function during the whole lifetime. When this functional lifetime is as
long as the technical lifetime, the construction elements should be used at the material
level.” (Dorsthorst and Kowalczyk 2002). The Loblolly house that was designed by
Kieran Timberlake Architects is an example of design for dismantling (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: The Loblolly House is an example of design for dismantling

2.1.1

Construction Waste and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

A survey conducted in the UK for the top 100 largest architectural practices revealed that
holding environmental accreditation appeared to have no serious impact on design waste
minimization performance and waste minimization. It is often a low priority in the
strategic planning and design activities of projects (Osmani 2008). The same results can
be found in the US, see Davis Langdon study of the cost of green revisited.
There are Seven Categories in the Materials and Resources (MR) section and one pre
requisite credit in the reference guidebook of LEED for new construction version 2.2,
although these categories total 13 possible points in achieving LEED accreditation out of
69 overall total possible points. This research argues that reducing waste in materials and
resources can contribute to achieving more credits in the entire LEED checklist
indirectly, these categories are:
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Pre Requisite Storage and Collection of Recyclable
The intent is to facilitate the reduction of waste generated by building occupants that is
hauled to and disposed of in landfills.
1) Building Reuse
The intent is to extend the life cycle of existing building stock, conserve resources, retain
cultural resources, reduce waste and reduce environmental impacts of new buildings as
they relate to materials manufacturing and transport.
2) Construction Waste Management
The intent is to divert construction, demolition and land-clearing debris from disposal in
landfills and incinerators. Redirect recyclable recovered resources back to the
manufacturing process. Redirect reusable materials to appropriate sites.
3) Material Reuse
The intent is to reuse building materials and products in order to reduce demand for
virgin materials and to reduce waste, thereby reducing impacts associated with the
extraction and processing of virgin resources.
4) Recycled Contents
The intent is to increase demand for building products that incorporate recycled content
materials, thereby reducing impacts resulting from extraction and processing of virgin
materials.
5) Local and Regional Materials
The intent is to increase demand for building materials and products that are extracted
and manufactured within the region, thereby supporting the use of indigenous resources
and reducing the environmental impacts resulting from transportation.
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6) Rapidly Renewable Materials
The intent is to reduce the use and depletion of finite raw materials and long-cycle
renewable materials by replacing them with rapidly renewable materials.
7) Certified Wood
Encourage environmentally responsible forest management.

2.1.2

The Cost of Incorporating LEED (MR) features into projects

In their second study revisiting the question of the cost of incorporating sustainable
design features into projects, Davis Langdon argues that there is no significant difference
in average cost for green buildings as compared to non-green buildings. Their findings
are summarized as; “many projects are achieving LEED within their budgets, and in the
same cost range as non-LEED projects.” Construction Costs have risen dramatically, but
projects are still achieving LEED. The idea that Green is an “added feature” continues to
be a problem.
The study (Morris and Matthiessen 2007) also points out that, based on the analysis for
large number of building types, that most projects pursuing the credits related to
construction waste management and the first credits for recycled contents and local
content and very few pursuing the others. There is an increase in acceptance of the
requirement of the second construction waste recycling credit by the construction
community. Using salvaged materials saves the cost of purchasing new materials.
However, the Langdon study pointed out that most projects are not able to achieve the
materials reuse credit "because there is not enough opportunity for use of salvaged,
refurbished or reused materials, products or furnishings to meet the 5 percent or 10
percent thresholds".
2.1.3

Waste Treatment Hierarchy

In their study, Design for Recycling, Dorsthorst and Kowalczyk argue that the linear
approach (top-down) to waste treatment is efficient. In this approach, based on the
concept that preventing waste is better than dumping it in the landfill, waste treatment in
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the ladder of lansink (which was developed by the Dutch government and introduced a
seven step hierarchy) (Figure 14) and the Delft ladder (Dorsthorst and Kowalczyk 2002).
A newer and more flexible model that respond to the newer methods of waste treatment
starts with prevention and ends with the landfill. There are other ways to look at the
waste treatment in a lateral approach; a tool with many variables can assist in making the
decision for waste treatment not necessary tied to the top-down approach. Dorsthorst and
Kowalczyk referred to two calculation methods, Life Cycle Analysis and Eco-Cost Value
Ratio; both will be explained in the methods of evaluation section.

Figure 14: The Seven Steps Waste Management Hierarchy (redrawn with permission)

2.1.4

Origins of Design Waste

According to Osmani et al, most architectural firms say the reason for construction waste
is contractors and their practice of handling and transporting materials during
construction. While the responsibility falls on the shoulders of the architects and the
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clients as well, “It has been estimated that 33% of on-site waste is due to the architect’s
failure to implement waste reduction measures during design stages” (Dorsthorst and
Kowalczyk 2002). Osmani et al argued that the origins and causes for construction waste
can be summarized as (Osmani 2008):
1) Contractual
2) Design
3) Procurement
4) Transportation
5) Onsite management and planning
6) Material storage
7) Material handling
8) Site operation
9) Residual
10) Other

2.2 Project Delivery Methods and Processes
This research will primarily focus on the most common used project delivery method in
practice today, the traditional project delivery method, known as Design-Bid-Build
(DBB), and investigates the current and the proposed workflow in details. However,
incorporating the decision of building material reuse to the DBB method may require
early integration during the programming and pre-design phases.
Over the past decades the AEC industry has been searching for effective project delivery
methods to maximize project performance. Historically construction projects had a long
bad history of being over budget and behind schedule (Ibbs et al. 2003). There is the
traditional project delivery strategy, design-bid-build (DBB), and alternative project
delivery methods such as design-build (DB) and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). No
single project delivery system is most appropriate for any project. Instead, combinations
of different strategies are used for different circumstances (Gordon 1994).
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Major differences between traditional and integrated project delivery methods can be
summarized as the following:
In general, the integrated project delivery method will result in increased team
involvement in the early phases of design. In the integrated project, design will flow from
determining what are the project goals, to what will be built to how the design will be
realized (CCAIA 2007). There is a growing body of literature on IPD, mostly focused on
the interest of the client in which projects can no longer afford to be late in schedules or
over budget. The IPD method is created and developed entirely by professionals in
practice from the AEC industry and supported by the American Institute of Architects
(AIA) and therefore lacks important inputs from academics and researchers side, which
makes it questionable, see figure 15.
Barriers associated with the traditional Design-Bid-Build project delivery method to
collaboration and specific barriers that affect the design process and the architect include
the following:
•

As the design team develops the project design, construction cost remains uncertain
and detached from the process, which results in delays in construction and a need to
redesign to cut cost later in the process. In traditional practice, and after the selection
of a contractor, an exercise named “Value Engineering” attempts to correct this issue.

•

Any redesign will result in additional expenses, which, if not addressed in the original
contract, can create conflicts and disputes.

•

At the bidding and negotiation phase, contractors compete to provide the lowest bid
price and win the contract, which in turn can affect the quality of construction and
execution of the project. These competitions increases in times of down turn in the
economy. Such a method can result in errors and eventually financial disputes.

•

The traditional method brings in the contractor late and after the design has been
established which leaves the process with no inputs from the contractor on issues
related to constructability of the proposed design.
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•

The design team prepares documents on which all general contractors place bids.
With this in mind, the "cheaper is better" argument is rendered invalid since the bids
are based on complete documents. Incomplete, incorrect or missed items are usually
discovered and addressed during the bid process.

•

Some argue that the DBB method takes too long for the owner to secure and protect a
construction price and is subject to fluctuation due to the incompleteness of the
bidding documents and design changes.

•

The method assumes that the architect and engineers have the best knowledge in
construction methods and cost effectiveness, this isn’t true most of the time.

•

Post construction problems after completion of the project questions the responsibility
issue. Is it the architect, the engineers, or the contractors? That leaves the owner
caught in the middle of the process.

Figure 15: Comparison Between Traditional and Integrated Methods
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Other project delivery methods include the following:
1. Design-Bid-Build (DBB) or Design-Award-Build (DAB):
An owner develops contract documents with an architect or engineer consisting of a
set of blueprints (Construction Documents or CD’s) and detailed specifications. Bids
are solicited from contractors based on these documents; a contract is then awarded to
the lowest responsive and responsible bidder.
2. Design-Bid-Build with Construction Management (DBB with CM):
With partially completed contract documents, an owner will hire a construction
manager to act as an agent. As substantial portions of the documents are completed,
the construction manager will solicit bids from suitable subcontractors. This allows
construction to proceed more quickly and allows the owner to share some of the risk
inherent in the project with the construction manager.
3. Design-Build (DB) or Design Construct:
An owner develops a conceptual plan for a project, and then solicits bids from joint
ventures of architects and/or engineer and builders for the design and construction of
the project.
4. Design-Build-Operate-Maintain (DBOM):
DBOM takes DB one-step further by including the operations and maintenance of the
completed project in the same original contract.
5. Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT):
BOT represents complete integration of the project delivery: the same contract
governs the design, construction, operations, maintenance and financing of the
project. After some concessionary period, the facility is transferred back to the owner.
6. Integrated Project Delivery (IPD):
Project delivery method in which the interests of the primary team members are
aligned in such a way that the members can be integrated for optimal project
performance resulting in a collaborative, value-based process delivering high
outcome results to the entire building team. Integrated Project Delivery offers a new
delivery method to remove considerable waste from the construction process while
improving quality and a return to more collaborative methods from the past.
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The benefits of DBB versus other project delivery methods can be summarized as:
1. DBB remains the most common, logically and orderly delivery method among the
majority of practice. It is well understood throughout the industry.
2. Easily meets all procurement procedural requirements.
3. Provides a direct professional relationship between the architect and engineers with
the client.
4. Ensures fairness to potential bidders and improves decision making by the owner by
providing a range of potential options. It also identifies new potential contractors.
5. Assists the owner in establishing reasonable prices for the project prior committing to
construction due to the competitive bids.
6. Uses competition to improve the efficiency and quality for owners.
The benefits of reuse materials data to the architect and other stakeholders:
Data and comprehensive economical and environmental information about reused
building materials becomes available to the architect and other stakeholders like the
client, either at the stage of writing specifications, as is the case in the traditional method
or at the early stages of the design process as in the integrated method. A series of design
decisions could be taken which greatly influence the architectural design. This data,
which anticipated being accessible from the Building Material Reuse Virtual Repository
database (BMRVR) and integrated with Building Information Modeling (BIM) will
provide both economical and environmental assessments to the architect and other
stakeholders. The architect, client and other stakeholders will be better informed with
their options for materials selection and most importantly, the advantages and disadvantages of using new versus used building materials. That knowledge, results in
sustainable decision-making for the project (Hersh 1999). For the architect, data and
information on building material reuse provide limitations and challenges and drive the
architect to engage in more creative thinking based on limitations such as “material
performance and availability” beside other limitations such as site, building codes and
program. Design solutions and options will certainly varies from one architect to another.
The realization of building material reuse data in the design process can occur in one of
two scenarios:
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1. During or at the end of the Construction Document (CD) phase in the traditional
project delivery method; that is assumed to be not beneficial because the architect
will have to redesign the project according to the new building materials limitations.
2. At the early stages of the design process in the design-build or integrated project
delivery methods that would be very beneficial to the architect and other
stakeholders, as the design will evolve from the building material reuse performance,
limitations and information.
The interface between BMR data and BIM that guide the delivery method:
In the integrated project delivery, there exists a proposed phase named “ Detailed
Design” which supposed to replace the “Design Development” phase in the traditional
delivery method. During this phase, all of the key design decisions are finalized. At the
end of design development, the design intent needs to be fully, unambiguously defined,
coordinated and validated. The integrated detailed design phase period is longer and more
intense than traditional design development because more is accomplished. All major
building systems are defined, including furnishings, fixtures and equipment. By the end
of integrated design development all building elements are coordinated and fully
engineered, representing a significant change to current practices. The design team will
then collaborate to resolve any inconsistencies or conflicts. If Building Information
Modeling is used, the following will likely occur:
1. Estimating, (Materials and Cost) can be accomplished by extracting accurate
information from the model (BIM) at the quantity survey level (no longer
conceptual). The confidence in the cost estimate is greater and the model is repeatedly
checked to determine cost impact of changes and support “cost tuning.”
2. Specifications for the building become prescriptive since the objects in the model are
true representations of the real object (as the case in Pella windows, see figure 32)
2.2.1

Selection of A Project Delivery Method

While the intent of the researcher is not to select one project delivery method over the
other, the core of the study is to suggest the most efficient and viable approach to
integrate building material reuse to the overall architectural design process. The selection
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of the most appropriate project delivery method should be made before the beginning of
the design process. It is assumed that both the decision on building material reuse and the
decision on project delivery method affect each other. But building material reuse is not
the only factor in determining the project delivery method. A research paper published in
2005 titled “ Decision support system for selecting the proper project delivery method
using analytical hierarchy process (AHP) is addressing the question of selecting the most
suitable project delivery method.

Figure 16: Comparison between traditional and integrated project delivery methods

Selecting the DBB method to model in UML (current and proposed workflow in this
study) and integrating Building Material Reuse to it is based on the literature review,
which suggested that DBB is the most understood and used method in today’s practice.
Development for IPD is considered to be a “work-in-progress”, as stated in the white
paper IPD, A working definition, AIA California Council 2007. Although IPD seems
“theoretically” to be more a appropriate and efficient method to integrate building
material reuse to it (as BMR suggests early integration of additional stakeholders in the
design process), the literature suggests that the DBB method remains the most widely
adopted method in today’s practice (Figure 16). This research assumed that the DSS for
selecting the proper method for project delivery has selected the DBB over the other
methods for a specific non-residential or commercial project.
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2.3 Current Design Workflow in the (Design-Bid-Build) Process
Overall Design Process: According to William Miller, Design is the thought process
comprising the creation of an entity and it consists of many smaller processes (Miller
2004).
Sub Design Process: Are detailed smaller processes that are linked in a network of
precedence relationships.
Decision Model: is a structure of data elements and its mathematical relationships.
BIM Model: is the Building Information Modeling database that includes the parameters
for the decision model.
Overview: The overall process of developing the design of a building is a rigorous and
creative activity that combined the art of architecture with science, engineering and the
financial aspect of budgeting. Like many other creative activities, that overall process is
linked to a path that is not always straight, and in fact is likely to include investigative
sub-design processes. Some designers use the term "spiral" due to its nature of having a
forward direction as well as a tendency to question itself along the way to ensure that it is
going in the right direction. The literature suggests that there are five types of the
architectural design processes that can be summarized as:
1. Linear: “Design process is a continuing sequence of basic linear steps” (Reekie
1972)
2. Divisions: “Design process includes choosing the best solution out of several options
of design solutions” (Jones 1992)
3. Centralized: “There are no steps in the design process, everything is happening at the
same time” (Lawson 2006)
4. Cycle: “Design process is a series of endless repetitive cycles” (Snyder 1970)
5. Investigative: “Each step in the design process is based on a selective investigation
process on options of ideas and solutions” (Kalay 1987)
The overall traditional design process, illustrated in Figure 17, typically starts with a
program, creative idea(s), and an estimated budget, and then proceeds through several
levels of development. Traditionally, and in most of today’s practice, there exists a series
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of seven phases (AIA 2007) starting from an abstract information-gathering and
conceptual design to the precise construction documents using computer-aided design
tools for drafting and renderings, then ending with construction observation and/or
administration. However, the entire process is initiated through communication between a
prospect client and the architect. At this time the architect typically will ask the client
what is the program or intended use of the proposed building, proposed budget for the
project, location of the proposed project, and expected time-frame for completion. This
information represents the main critical inputs to the Pre-Design or Programming phase.
If the client does not have this information available, the architect can help develop it.
This information can simply represent the following:

•

Program Function: such as a house, an office building, a school, etc.

•

Size: how large the project is expected to be in square footage.

•

Budget: Estimated total cost of the project.

•

Project Location: where it is to be built? Urban or Rural? Allowable zoning.

•

Project Schedule: time frame that the client has to design and construct the project.

Based on this information, the architect can help the client assess whether the proposed
budget and or schedule is reasonable for the proposed program and site. Typically the
architect will then meet with the client several times and discuss the project in more
detail so that the architect can have a better idea of what the client’s vision is (for
example: the project goals, priorities, aspirations, and concerns). The architect would
then prepare a fee proposal for the project based on the understanding of the project goals
and expected budget. If there seems to be a good connection between the architect and
the client, and an accepted fee proposal, the architect would propose an industry-standard
design service contract called the American Institute of Architects (AIA) standard
contract document.
The Design Process itself is a sequence of events that has a start and an end point. And as
stated before, this sequence of events is not always a linear path. Design is an
investigative activity that requires the precise definition of the problem(s) at the start and
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along the path is concerned with decisions of taste, choice and sensitivity and relies on
value judgments. Table 2 describe-in order-some of the activities of a typical design
process.
Table 2: Typical Design Process Activities

Activity Name

Description

1

Identify a need

Identify a need or purpose in a given situation

2

Design Brief

Produce a short design brief

3

Task Schedule

4

Analysis of Brief

5

Research

6

Specification

7

Generate Ideas

8

Choose Solution

9

Develop solution

Generate details necessary to make the solution

10

Make solution

Produce the solution

11

Test solution

Test the solution against the brief and specification

12

Modify Solution

13

Evaluation

List all major areas of work and allocate times and
deadlines
Look at the Brief and produce a list of research
questions
Identify and collect information relevant to the
Analysis of Brief
Produce a list of design requirements found from
research relevant to the Brief
Generate a range of different possible proposals
satisfying the specification
Produce a solution to the brief using the specification
and the generated ideas

List modifications to improve the solution's
effectiveness
Evaluate the project against the brief and
specifications. Give recommendations
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2.3.1

Current Project Development Phases in DBB

The Phases as described by the American Institute of Architects (AIA), are set up to help
guide the project in an orderly manner from start to finish so that there is little rework
required. Reviews and approvals are necessary at each phase, and there is a linear path
from concept to completion. The first phase of the design process is called the Pre-Design
or Programming phase, which helps the architect collect all of the pertinent information
about the project (program, budget, existing conditions survey, measure existing
structure, zoning code allowances for the site) and for which the following design phases
will be based upon as shown in Figure 17. Deliverables are expected at the end of each
phase, which become inputs to the next phase.
1. Programming (Pre-Design): this phase includes program review and confirmation,
budget review, site analysis, measure existing conditions, and code/zoning review.
2. Schematic Design: this phase includes developing several preliminary design options
(concept floor plans/3D model) for review and selection of a preferred scheme.
Review of the program with the client, Preliminary design concepts, and Landscape
consultant input, Presentation of design concepts to Owner, Owner review and input,
and Schematic design finalized (Figure 18).
3. Design Development: this phase includes developing a detailed design of the
selected preferred option(s) from the Schematic Phase. Preliminary design of building
systems with consulting engineers, Presentation of design development to Owner,
Review of project cost estimate with Owner, Owner review and input and, design
development finalized (Figure 19).
4. Construction Documents: this phase includes developing construction drawings for
contractor bidding and city planning or code official review. Working drawings and
specifications production and, Owner review (Figure 20).
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5. Bidding and Negotiation: this phase includes contractors’ reviewing of the plans and
providing their cost proposals to the client (Same time as the City Review, City
Building Department will review/comment/approve the proposed plans) Competitive
bidding, Bid evaluation and, Contract awarded (Figure 21).
6. Construction Administration: this phase includes actual building and execution of
the design by the contractor. During this phase, someone like a Construction
Administrator (CA) will be representing the client at the weekly job meetings and
providing overall project direction and leadership (Figure 22).
7. Occupancy: this phase includes building inspection and actual use of the building by
tenants.
8. Demolition: at the end of the building life, a demolition contractor is responsible for
the removal of the building and its infrastructure.
9. Landfill: debris from the demolition activity goes to landfill and contribute to the
huge amount of solid waste impacting the environment.
Important notes on the following presented UML DBB Process Mapping:
D1-D5 are decision nodes. Each decision will have information inputs to it. The decision
needs will be specified as alternatives, decision variables, KPI’s and parameters. In the
next revision of the workflow a consistent format for the boxes in knowledge and data
will be considered. In the next revision of the workflow a thorough review of all of the
boxes in the knowledge and data section will be considered in a hierarchical structure.
The specification of knowledge elements will go from general to specific in a layering
method.
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Figure 17: Current Design-Bid-Build Overall Process
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Figure 18: Current Schematic Design Phase Step
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Figure 19: Current Design Development Phase Steps
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Figure 20: Current Construction Documents Phase Steps
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Figure 21: Current Biding and Negotiation Phase Steps
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Figure 22: Current Construction Administration Phase Steps
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2.4 Hierarchical Decision Process (HDP)
As mentioned in the overall design-bid-build process, there are multiple phases where
each contains multiple steps. To move from one phase to the next, a terminal decision
needs to be taken by those who are involved in this phase. The same takes place within
each phase when moving from one step to the next. We call these decisions between
phases “Hierarchical Decisions” because each one is based on information from the
previous, for example; decision variables from the schematic design phase become the
parameters of the design development phase. In today’s architectural design practice
forming multiple design alternatives or iterations for a project is considered common
practice especially during the schematic design phase. In building material reuse an
example of a hierarchical decision process is to select the iteration in the schematic
design phase that best fit the program need. Then in the second stage of the decision
problem, the best option (design iteration) that incorporates the available materials and
components from each source (salvaged vendor) is selected. Since the building material
reuse problem involves conflicting and multiple objectives, we can call this problem one
of Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). Using a standard decision system like
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) will help the decision analyst during the process.
Figure 23 illustrates the hierarchy of the building material selection problem by
identifying the overall goal, and next is to identify a criterion then generate decision
alternatives for each criteria.

Figure 23: Hierarchy for Building Materials Selection Problem
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2.4.1

Hierarchical Decision Structures in General

A challenge that faces the design team as well as the client is to be able to coordinate the
design decision with time to purchase salvaged materials as the inventory is dynamic in
nature and always changing. Each decision process will be illustrated in a separate layer
of information, which will describe the flow of this information between the decision
makers and the information resources. The Decision Support System (DSS) proposed to
define the solutions is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Each decision process
consists of the following steps:
1. Motivating the decision
2. Specifying the decision options
3. Defining Performance Measures or what is known as (KPI)
4. Identifying parameters
5. Identifying sources of data
6. Consulting with Decision Analyst
7. Reviewing solutions
2.4.2

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

AHP is a decision–making tool that was developed by Saaty and gained popularity in the
last twenty years in varies disciplines. AHP is one of the Multi Criteria Decision Making
(MCDM) analysis tools that deal with several criteria of a problem as well as several
alternatives or solutions. The selection of which tool is the most appropriate for a given
problem is in itself a multi criteria problem where the alternatives are the available tools.
Every tool has its drawbacks in assigning ranking and weights and involving subjective
judgments from the decision makers. In many cases the selection of a specific tool may
be related to the familiarity of this tool to the decision maker(s). This research is not
concerned with prescribing a specific tool over the others; it is more concerned with
identifying the criteria that are critical to build the decision model. The selection of a
MCDM tool is up to the decision maker(s) and beyond the scope of this research.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), is a structured mathematical decision making
technique that deals with complex decisions. Rather than prescribing a "correct" decision,
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the AHP helps the decision makers find the one that best suits their needs and their
understanding of the problem. In his paper “Decision making with the analytic hierarchy
process” (Saaty 2008) described the AHP process in four steps as the following:
“To make a decision in an organized way to generate priorities we need to decompose
the decision into the following steps.”
1. Define the problem and determine the kind of knowledge sought.
2. Structure the decision hierarchy from the top with the goal of the decision, then the
objectives from a broad perspective, through the intermediate levels (criteria on
which subsequent elements depend) to the lowest level (which usually is a set of the
alternatives).
3. Construct a set of pair wise comparison matrices. Each element in an upper level is
used to compare the elements in the level immediately below with respect to it.
4. Use the priorities obtained from the comparisons to weigh the priorities in the level
immediately below. Do this for every element. Then for each element in the level
below add its weighed values and obtain its overall or global priority.
5. Continue this process of weighing and adding until the final priorities of the
alternatives in the bottom most level are obtained.”
As it is the case with any multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM), AHP has major
drawbacks, the possible flaws occurred in the verbal versus numerical scale often used in
AHP pair-wise comparisons. When new alternatives are added to a decision problem, the
ranking of the old alternatives must not change. This problem is referred to as “Rank
Reversal”. Forman and Gass (Forman 2001) argued that Rank reversal can take place
with any technique that decomposes and synthesizes, regardless of whether it uses pairwise comparisons, eigenvector calculations, or demands perfect consistency. As an
example, a decision of determining the historic significance of a building, preferences
defer from decision maker to another. Most of MCDM methods claim that they can
accurately solve this type of problem (James S. Dyer 1992). The choice of which model
is most appropriate to a decision depends on the problem itself and may be to some extent
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dependent on which model the decision maker is most familiar with which in this case
was true. Some alternatives to AHP that can be applied in this decision are:
1. Measuring Attractiveness by a categorical Based Evaluation Technique (MACBETH)
2. Multi-Attribute Global Inference of Quality (MAGIQ)
3. Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT)
4. Superiority and inferiority ranking method (SIR method)
5. Value analysis (VA)
2.4.3

Developing the Decision Model

Value of Decision Modeling and Decision Support Systems:
Decision models play important roles is solving problems, we can’t use most of today’s
computerized decision tools in prescribing a preferred solution without first creating the
elements of a component of a decision and organize them into a structured model (Figure
22). This model becomes the core of the prescriptive model. A decision model is neither
an automated process nor a routine procedure but requires human judgment and
perception (Badinelli 2009) therefore the creation of the model requires both the art and
the science of knowledge. A Decision Support System (DSS) is a standard method that
can be applied to a routine search in order to prescribe a preferred solution. In order to
formulate the descriptive model and its’ functions by defining the data elements, we must
start by understanding the cause–effect relationships by first identifying the inputs to the
model by building first a descriptive model before building the prescriptive model. This
descriptive model should consists of three main components:
1. Decision Variables (DV) that represents the scope of the decision
2. Performance Measures (PM) relevant to the decision or KPI’s.
3. Parameters (PARMS) database of this decision model.
1. Defining the Decision Variables: The decision variables are the characteristics of
the system that can be changed by the decision maker. They must be quantities and
they specify the scope of decisions that is to be made.
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Decision Variables groups:
•

Design group of variables

•

Construction group of variables

2. Defining the Performance Measures or Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
performance measures are quantities that tells us in general how well a system
performs in response to the values set for the decision variables.
Performance Measures groups:
•

Economical performance measures.

•

Environmental performance measures.

•

Social performance measures.

•

Cultural performance measures.

3. Defining the Parameters: Parameters are like decision variables; they are numbers
that must be entered as “inputs” to the descriptive model. These numbers are
measured, estimated or forecasted. The parameter list is not complete. Figure 24
illustrates the relationships between the descriptive model components and other
elements of the decision procedures.
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Figure 24: Decision Model Structure for Building Material Reuse
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2.5 Multi Criteria Decision Making Tools (MCDM)
As stated previously, the selection of a MCDM tool is up to the decision makers and
beyond the scope of this research. One of the main objectives of this research is to
identify the building material reuse criteria and sub criteria from literature and validate
findings through interviews with stakeholders. These criteria and sub criteria are essential
inputs to AHP or to any other multi-criteria tool. Decision software like Global Decision
Support (Mustajoki 2000) can be used to assist in computing results.
Using AHP in Decision Making: AHP is based on deriving ratio scales from paired
comparisons and allowing very small inconsistency in judgment. As inputs to AHP, both
actual measurements like price, weight, etc. and subjective opinions, like preferences and
satisfaction feelings can be used. Outputs are ratio scales and consistency index. Ratio
scales are derived from Eigen vectors method and consistency index from Eigen vectors
value.
AHP Five Steps Process:
Step 1: Define the problem and determine the kind of knowledge sought.

Figure 25: Saaty’s Benefit AHP Hierarchy
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Step 2: Define the goal of the decision and structure the decision hierarchy from the top
down, and then determine the objectives from a broad perspective, through the
intermediate levels (criteria on which subsequent elements depend) to the lowest level
(which usually is a set of the alternatives).
1. The Benefits model (Figure 25)
2. The Cost model (Figure 26)

Figure 26: Saaty’s Cost AHP Hierarchy

Step 3: Construct a set of pair wise comparison matrices. Each element in an upper level
is used to compare the elements in the level immediately below with respect to it.
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Figure 27: Saaty’s Nine Points Priority Scale

Step 4: Use the priorities obtained from the comparisons to weigh the priorities in the
level immediately below. Do this for every element. Then for each element in the level
below add its weighed values and obtain its overall or global priority. The AHP converts
these evaluations to numerical values that can be processed and compared over the entire
range of the problem. A numerical weight or priority is derived for each element of the
hierarchy, allowing diverse and often incommensurable elements to be compared to one
another in a rational and consistent way. This capability distinguishes the AHP from
other decision-making techniques (Figure 27).
Wedley et al (Wedley, Choo, and Schoner 2001) suggested incorporating the magnitude
adjustment process for the AHP benefit/cost ratio (Figure 28). The idea is to combine the
separate benefit and cost hierarchy that is proposed by Saaty, into one hierarchy.
According to Wedley et al, this approach supports benefit/cost ratio adjustment without
losing the original feature of Saaty’s AHP subjective decision. Loh et al (Loh 2010)
argued that this approach fits best with the early design process. Another reason to select
the benefit/cost AHP approach is because it prevents bias on cost and allows for a fairer
trade-off process (Figure 29).
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Figure 28: Structure for Benefit/Cost AHP with Magnitude Adjustment

Step 5: Continue this process of weighing and adding until the final priorities of the
alternatives in the bottom most level are obtained.

Figure 29: Saaty’s Benefit/Cost AHP Hierarchy
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Advantages and disadvantages of AHP pair-wise comparison method in BMR
compared to other general decision matrix methods?
AHP is a simple and easy to use decision making tool. It is designed to solve multicriteria decision problems and accommodate both quantitative and qualitative criteria. It
is based on three main principals, which are; Identify, Analyze and Synthesize. Identify
by decomposing the decision problem, Analyze by conducting comparative judgments of
the decision elements and finally synthesis of the priorities. AHP method imitates the
way humans think about the decision-making problems. The pair-wise comparison allows
the decision maker to determine the trade-offs among criteria. According to Saaty, “It is
the essence of the AHP that human judgments, and not just the underlying information,
can be used in performing the evaluations.”(Saaty 2005).
Since this study is concerned with a Group Decision Making problem (GDM), and the
Decision Making Stakeholders consists of: Clients, Design team (Architects, Engineers),
Contractors and sub contractors, De construction contractors, Reuse and salvaged
warehouses and vendors, Building material and products manufacturers, Code officials,
Environmentalists and Local governments. Complexities arise in assigning the proper
weights to multiple criteria and in considering the different viewpoints of decisionmakers (Schmoldt and Peterson 2000). In situations where due regard for individual
beliefs may be critical, decision makers need systems that integrate communication
methods for the analysis of the questions at hand. The current methods for the analysis of
these questions may be biased due to the fact that the "alternatives that receive very high
scores from one expert could be the most favored alternatives, regardless of the opinions
from the rest in the group" (Ammarapala 2002). Following the stage of identifying
criteria, sub criteria and alternatives, an appropriate scale of measurement needs to be
applied. The scale can be based on values, on ratings ranging from "poor" to "excellent,"
as shown in Figure 25 or on many other measures. The scales chosen allow the various
states of the attributes to be represented in the decision-making process (Canada 1996)
The next stage involved in multi-criteria decision-making is the selection of the best
analysis method (Keeney 1982). There are several methods to choose from including:
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1. Alternative-attributes score card
2. Ordinal scaling
3. Weighted evaluation of alternatives
4. Brown-Gibson Model
5. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The disadvantages of using AHP is that it works under conditions of certainty where all
of the criteria must be known but we need to trade-off many factors by comparing several
alternatives on the basis of the same set of criteria. In his article, Tools for decision
Analysis, (Arsham 1994) argued whether AHP can” truly handle the real-life situations
when one takes into account the "theoretical" difficulties in using eigenvectors versus, for
example, geometrical means and other related issue to the issues of being able to
pairwise-compare more than 10 alternatives thus extending the questionability to whether
any person can or cannot set the nine-point scale without being biased, let alone
becoming exhausted when you have fifteen options and or alternatives to consider with
twenty to thirty measures and ten people sitting in a room.”
One of the main objectives of this research is to identify the building material reuse
criteria and sub criteria from literature and validate findings through interviews with
stakeholders. These criteria and sub criteria are essential inputs to AHP or to any other
multi-criteria method.
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2.6 Building a Knowledgebase
The knowledgebase is the core that supports the decision making process as will be
discussed later in the research design section. The following is a definition of the
knowledgebase and a discussion on its components and how to build it.
2.6.1

Definition of Knowledge

Knowledge is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as: (i) expertise, and skills
acquired by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical
understanding of a subject; (ii) what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and
information; or (iii) awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.
The second definition is related to the nature of this study and the effort to develop a
framework to capture knowledge; we need first to understand what makes knowledge and
what is information? In his book UML for Developing Knowledge Management Systems,
!

Anthony Rhem defines knowledge as “knowledge enables the user of information to
make a decision or learn something from the information, which has been presented”. It
really depends on the person’s perspective. To some, knowledge is a commodity; others
"#$%$&'())*+,-!!./01!23!!4/5678/9:!;<5)(17!=:!$33>!!=?>@!.A

consider it a learning tool, and still others see it as a set of best practices (Rhem 2006).
Figure 30 illustrates that information is built from data and knowledge by organizing
these information in logical and meaningful order, only then can a sound and educated
decision be made.
10 ! UML for Developing Knowledge Management Systems

Number, Text, Diagrams
Data

Make decision

Logical meaningful order
Information

Knowledge

Figure 2.1 Data-Information-Knowledge
Figure 30: Data-Information-Knowledge (Rhem 2006)

Furthermore, knowledge enables the user of information to make a decision
or learn something from the information that has been presented. For
instance, from a stock report, an investor can ascertain what stock she
should buy or sell; a video may be delivering instructions about a procedure
or process; and from a patient summary, a nurse may be able to determine
when a certain medication should be administered to a patient.
Now that we have a clear picture of the evolution of knowledge, it is
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appropriate to continue with our understanding
of KM. Remember our
above-stated definition. With any definition, we must be aware that a narrow
definition will tend to produce results that will lead to simple human resource

2.6.2

Knowledgebase Structure

Definitions of the components of a generic knowledgebase:
The business dictionary defines knowledgebase as: “An organized repository of
knowledge (in a computer system or an organization) consisting of concepts, data,
objectives, requirements, rules, and specifications. Its form (structure) depends on
whether it supports an (1) artificial intelligence or expert system based retrieval, or (2)
human based retrieval. In the first case, it takes the form of data, design constructs,
couplings, and linkages incorporated in software (Dictionary 2010). In the second case, it
takes the form of physical documents and textual information.”(Rhem 2006) defines
knowledge base as: “ A database containing tacit knowledge (which is knowledge that is
difficult to transfer to another person by means of writing it down or verbalizing it) in the
form of formally coded facts and if-then-else decision rules.” Furthermore he stated that“
A knowledge object is a way to organize a knowledgebase of content resources (i.e., text,
audio, video, and graphics) so that a given instructional algorithm (predesigned
instructional strategy) can be used to teach a variety of different contents. A
knowledgebase is a set of multimedia resources that instantiate the knowledge object.
Instantiate means that in the knowledgebase there is a record for each instance of the
knowledge object, and that the fields in this record provide values for each of the parts
and properties of the knowledge object.” In the next section we will try to understand
how to form a knowledgebase.
2.6.3

Knowledgebase Structures and the Relationships among its Elements

As mentioned previously a structured knowledgebase will support the critical decision
processes, which form a series of activities in the new proposed process model. This
knowledgebase consist of two main elements, Explicit Knowledge and Tacit Knowledge
(which then can be transformed into explicit knowledge).
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that has been articulated and more often captured in the
form of text, tables, diagrams, product specification and so on (Rhem 2006). In this
research we will refer to explicit knowledge as the “computerized data and information”
or “database” which in turn consists of Building Information Modeling (BIM) and the
proposed Virtual Repository of Building Material Reuse (VRBMR). There are to be other
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repositories of explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is the knowledge that is difficult to
transfer to another person by means of writing it down or verbalizing it because it resides
in the minds of individuals, and takes the form of insights, intuitions and inspirations
(Rhem 2006). It can be represented as design objectives, design concepts and human
knowledge in reuse and sustainability. We have to understand that the latter form of tacit
knowledge is the main resource in qualitatively structuring the building material reuse
virtual repository. Figure 31 illustrates the knowledge base structure and the relationship
among its elements and components.

Figure 31: Knowledgebase Structure in Building Material Reuse

2.6.4

Readable Forms of Knowledgebase in Information Systems

Machine-Readable Knowledgebase This form stores knowledge in a computer-readable
fashion, usually for the purpose of having automated deductive reasoning applied to
them. They contain a set of data, often in the form of rules that describe the knowledge in
a logically consistent manner. An ontology can define the structure of stored data - what
types of entities are recorded and what their relationships are. Logical operators, such as
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And (conjunction), or (disjunction), material implication and negation may be used to
build it up from simpler pieces of information. Consequently, classical deduction can be
used to reason about the knowledge in the knowledge base. Some machine-readable
knowledgebases are used with artificial intelligence, for example as part of an expert
system that focuses on a domain like prescription drugs or customs law.
Human-Readable Knowledgebase This form of knowledgebase is designed to allow
people to retrieve and use the knowledge they contain. They are commonly used to
complement a help desk or for sharing information among employees within an
organization. They might store troubleshooting information, articles, white papers, user
manuals, knowledge tags, or answers to frequently asked questions. Typically, a search
engine is used to locate information in the system, or users may browse through a
classification scheme.
2.6.5

Knowledge Acquisition (KA)

The building and construction industry is increasingly becoming a very complex domain
and in need of a system for the collection and organization of the vast amount of related
knowledge and information that is associated with each construction project. Knowledge
acquisition (KA) is the most difficult and expensive part of building and maintaining
decision support systems for design (Rhem 2006). (Barker 2001) Acknowledged that two
professionals, the domain expert and the knowledge engineer are responsible for building
the knowledge acquisition framework, which involves the following:
1. Identifying the relevant technical knowledge
2. Recording that knowledge
3. Organizing the knowledge in a computable form (machine-readable form)
4. Applying the knowledge into a problem-solving engine of the decision support
system.
The methodology of knowledge acquisition often determines the quality of the collected
knowledge. Using a standard modeling language such as the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) for knowledge acquisition allows for a consistent method for capturing the
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knowledge of any specific domain, and according to Rhem, it certainly can reduce costs,
errors and development time. Most of the knowledge is in the domain expert’s head, and
in any given domain it might take more than one expert to structure the knowledge of this
domain. Knowledge also has an expiration date due to new developed techniques and
information (Rhem 2006). Methods for capturing knowledge (Knowledge Acquisition
tools) are:
1. Aquire
2. CommonKADS
3. Epistemics
4. Expect (an integrated environment for knowledge acquisition)
5. Protégé-2000
2.6.6

Applications of Knowledgebase to the Support of Business Processes

In order to apply the knowledgebase framework to support a series of business processes,
we first must develop a thorough understanding of the business needs. Next is to ask both
what and how questions about the system would do. Then starts the knowledge creation
process by developing collaborative sessions. Only then the knowledge can be modeled
and tested to ensure that all team members have the same understanding. Finally the
understanding of all the steps in the knowledge acquisitions framework produces the
required artifacts. Business processes are defined by Sparx Systems (Sparx 2007) as a
collection of activities designed to produce a specific output for a particular customer or
market. It implies a strong emphasis on how the work is done within an organization, in
contrast to a product's focus on what. A process is thus a specific ordering of work
activities across time and place, with a beginning, an end, and clearly defined inputs and
outputs.
2.6.7

Methods for Knowledgebase Creation and Maintenance

In their paper “A Library of Generic Concepts for Composing Knowledge Bases” Barker
et al (Barker 2001) argued that traditionally building a knowledgebase for a given domain
required both a subject matter expert and a knowledge engineer.
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The generic process of knowledge creation involves the following steps, which are
similar to the steps in decision-making.
1. Collection or gathering of data and information.
2. Organize information in logical and meaningful order.
3. Interpreting and evaluating the information.
4. Assessing the situation.
5. Making a decision.
6. Verifying the decision.
7. Communicating the decision (this is sometimes done before or after action, depending
on the nature of decisions).
8. Taking action
2.6.8

Knowledge Management (KM)

Knowledge consists of all forms of information and data (Figure 28). The large amount
of information and data involved in incorporating building material reuse in the
architectural design process require that we know how to make the best use of this
knowledge. In building a structured workflow for building material reuse we recognize
that there are people, processes and technology involved in all stages of that workflow.
Knowledge management (KM), the classification, storage, retrieval and transfer of
knowledge, should help to organize this multi-disciplinary effort and increase the value
of the decision-making within it. Gamble and Blackwell (Gamble P. 2002) argue that the
ideas behind KM go back as far as the 1950s with the use of quantitative management
techniques and structured management approaches. They state that the approach to KM
has evolved from corporate organization in the 1960s to create enterprise integration
through knowledge sharing culture in the 2000s. John Messner (Messner 2003) presented
the development of a detailed information architecture for structuring the knowledge and
information for the AEC industry (Perdomo-Rivera 2004). KM consists of methodology
practices, new software systems, processes, and operating procedures that are developed
to validate, evaluate, integrate, and disseminate information for users to make decisions
and learn (Rhem 2006).
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2.6.9

Knowledgebase Design with Application to Architectural Design with Reuse

Knowledgebase analysis and design (KBAD) is an approach that allows people to
conduct analysis and design in a way that results in a knowledge base, which can later be
used to make informative decisions. In this study reported herein, data and information
specifically related to building material reuse will be captured, identified and organized
into a framework for the building design process. Ultimately, this research will lead to a
computerized database, which is beyond the scope of the current work. The database is
envisioned as an external source of knowledge that will be linked to the Building
Information Modeling (BIM) database. As a suggestion, a national body or organization
such as the Building Material Reuse Association (BMRA) in the United States should
assume standards for this knowledgebase.
Understanding the importance of information and data in design, manufacturers
specialized in building products such as Pella windows (Figure 32) have started to pick
up on the value of providing detailed BIM models for their products in addition to their
standard specification and cut sheets. This information increases both the product’s value
and market, and makes it much easier for the design team to incorporate into design. For
example a door will have its specifications attached to its plot on the plans, sections, and
elevation. All of the information is one and the same (the value of a single database in
BIM). Every window, chair, beam or stair has information like performance, ordering,
delivery, installation, and maintenance with full life-cycle information embedded in the
database. In an effort to build a framework for integrating building material reuse in the
traditional design-bid-build process we first have to identify knowledge, data and
information that is critical to the activity and processes done by multiple stakeholders in
the industry. This information represents both inputs and outputs to the process model
and should be organized by four categories as follow:
1. Type of data, for example: drawings, text documents, computerized models, etc.
2. Ownership of data, for example: client, architect, consultant, vendor, etc.
3. Location of data, where the data resides and is stored.
4. Format of data, for example: software, human data, computerized data, etc.
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A modeling language known as Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) will
address the above categories in the mapping diagrams.
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The data and information contained in the workflow of building material reuse previously
illustrated in the research is not complete and only extracted from literature review and
case studies. It is anticipated during the course of this study to capture, gather and collect
essential data and information from the different building stakeholders using a standard
qualitative research methodology. The research methodology is described in details
chapter three.
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2.7 Building Information Modeling (BIM)
BIM is a recent shift in the design and construction industries in design and
documentation methodology (Krygiel and Nies 2008). BIM is often misunderstood as a
new software replacing Computer Aided Design (CAD), but the reality is that BIM is a
single database that combines all information related to a building from conceptual
design to occupancy. BIM is anticipated to change the current architectural design
process, phases and deliverables. There are many advantages to have one database that
contains all information about the building life cycle. Perhaps the most appealing
advantages to the design team are; first the ability to efficiently coordinate design and
construction documents which greatly contribute to the reduction of information loss in
traditional document management systems. Second the ability to integrate with building
product manufacturers and exchange product and materials information, which is the core
of this study. BIM systems include, for instance; geometry, spatial relationships, light
analysis, geographic information, quantities and properties of building components (for
example manufacturers' details) in one place. It is anticipated that in the future the model
would accommodate knowledge from different disciplines added to the database
throughout the life cycle of the building. Some discipline-specific knowledgebases that
could be added to BIM include: Design Team (architects, surveyors, consulting
engineers, and others), Contractor and Subcontractors, Owners and Code officials.
BIM is a computerized tool that creates a three-dimensional model of a building, using
multiple inputs, known as parametric modeling. This building model contains not only
three-dimensional attributes, but also records information about its performance,
planning, construction and operation. It is an integrated system that relies upon
“associated data and rules” that are “non-redundant”, thus avoiding inconsistency.
Changes in the building “automatically modify associated geometries” (Eastman 2008).
In 2007 the General Services Administration (GSA) implemented a requirement that all
major projects (prospectus-level) receiving design funding for federal agencies would
submit spatial program BIMs as the minimum criteria for compliance to the Office of
Chief Architect for final concept approval by the Public Building Service Commissioner.
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GSA defines BIM as a “data rich digital representation cataloging the physical and
functional characteristics of design and construction”(GSA 2007)
The rationale behind this momentous requirement is that BIM provides a direct design to
construction interface that “makes the design information explicit” is value added and
reduces construction costs. BIM allows for pre-construction analysis to take place
scrutinizing a wide range of building systems from structural and mechanical design to
security standards and finishes (McDuffie 2007) It is expected that within the next 10 to
15 years BIM will be the governmental standard for every aspect of the building process
from planning and designing through operations and management (Buckley 2006).
2.7.1

BIM Methods and Processes

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the process of generating and managing
building data during its life cycle. Typically it uses three-dimensional, real-time, dynamic
building modeling software to increase productivity in building design and construction.
The process produces the Building Information Model, which encompasses building
geometry, spatial relationships, geographic information, and quantities and properties of
building components (Figure 33).

Figure 33: Building Information Modeling (BIM) Process
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2.7.2

Building Information Modeling Ownership

BIM has multi-dimensional data. Currently, BIM model ownership is a very complicated
issue in the building industry. We mean by ownership the rights to access data and
information, modify, share and publish. The ownership can be full, partial or time
dependent. BIM is a collaborative effort to build a single database and require resources
from many disciplines and that is what makes the ownership problematic. BIM is a new
technology being adopted by a slow-changing industry. Currently a BIM model is treated
the same way as design and construction documents. The ownership starts at the
Architect’s office and ends with the owner’s possession. The Architect maintains
ownership during design phases and during construction and usually is reluctant to share
the model due to liability issues. Some contractors started to take ownership of the model
during the execution of a building but the majority still use traditional construction
documents to construct the building (traditional deliverable). Architectural firms adopting
BIM are changing and adding new roles and responsibilities to its design teams. Some
firms introduced a new role to the team called a “BIM Manager” and usually assign the
responsibility of the model to that individual. For example their responsibilities include;
creation, development, integration and maintenance of the database.
The legal risk to determine ownership of the BIM data and how to protect it through
copyright and other laws is currently existed. For example, if the owner is paying for the
design, then the owner maybe entitled to own it, but if team members are providing
proprietary information for use on the project, their propriety information needs to be
protected as well. Thus, there is no simple answer to the question of data ownership; it
requires a unique response to every project depending on the participants' needs. The goal
is to avoid inhibitions or disincentives that discourage participants from fully realizing
the model's potential (Thomson 2001)
2.7.3

Design Process (DP) and Process Design (PD)

Dorst and Dijkhuis argued that there are many ways of describing design processes and
discussed two basic and fundamentally different ways both of which have several names.
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The prevailing view has been called “The Rational Model “Technical Problem Solving”
and “The Reason-Centric Perspective. The alternative view has been called “Reflectionin-Action “co-evolution and “The Action-Centric Perspective. The Design Process is a
linear sequence of events that has a start and an end point, sometimes investigative and
circular, if new information evolved. Design requires the precise definition of the
problem at the start and also concerned with decisions of taste, choice and sensitivity and
relies on your value judgments. In contrast to a design process, a process design, or the
design of a process, refers to the planning of routine steps of a process aside from the
expected result. In process design, processes (in general) are treated as a product of
design, not the method of design. The term originated from the industrial designing of
chemical processes. With the increasing complexities of the information age, consultants
and executives have found the term useful to describe the design of business processes as
well as manufacturing processes (Korber 2002). Figure 34 shows a flow chart that
represents a design of the architectural schematic design process, illustrating a sequence
of activities and processes.

Figure 34: Process Design of the Traditional Architectural Schematic Design Phase
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2.8 Modeling Language Selection (UML, IDEF and BPMN)
A standard modeling language is essential to map the reuse design process in order to
keep the representation of processes consistent and also to have a common language with
IT and IS disciplines. However when studying the available modeling language today, we
find that each language has its capabilities and limitations. The researcher adopted the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) in mapping the current traditional design process
and the activity diagram of the proposed building material reuse workflow. However,
after investigating further, other modeling language like Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) appeared to address more details in the process. In any case, the key is
to stay consistent in mapping and representation and it will be noted in case of necessary
change in language use. The article titled “Business Modeling: UML vs. IDEF” (Noran
2003) , addressed two languages commonly used and provided the following findings:
A. Patterns: UML aims to capture the three main aspects of a system, which patterns
also can be any of them (Sunyé 2000), these three aspects are:
1. The structure of the system
2. The behavior of the system
3. The function of the system
Any business model should consist of static and dynamic elements. For static elements of
a system, especially the architecture and design of a system, there are design patterns.
The dynamic aspects of a system are abstracted and captured as process patterns. Using
patterns in modeling of systems helps in keeping design standardized and more
importantly, minimizes the repetition in the system design. Generally, patterns are used to
communicate a relation between a context, a problem and a solution. Patterns bring the
previous modeler experience and reuse it. In the UML example presented in the article,
Patterns constituted the following:
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1. In the goal model, which represented increasing the market share, the goal was
obtained by applying the goal/problem and goal decomposition patterns such as
motivation, satisfaction, efficiency and profit.
2. The business processes diagram has been built from both process control layer such
as business and market development, and process supply layer patterns such as
product, production facility and supplier.
3. The product data management such as product set and the geographic location
patterns such as site and placement have been used to construct the resources model
of the business.
4. The information system is based on the document and the product data management
patterns.
B. Extensions: UML Extensions in business modeling are a predefined set of
Stereotypes, Tagged, Values, and Constraints that collectively extend and tailor the
UML for a specific domain or process (OMG 1998). The author of this article
claimed that several extensions were needed in order to use UML in business
modeling. These extensions are described in UML with no rules on how to apply
them. The OMG (the maintainer for UML) argued that the UML is broadly applicable
without extension, so companies and projects should define extensions only when
they find it necessary to introduce new notation and terminology. Extensions will not
be as universally understood, supported, and agreed upon as the UML itself. New
extensions are continually defined for UML. One of these extensions is the ErikssonPenker Business Extensions (Figure 35). It is an attempt to define these ruling in
order to model the dynamic components or business processes of a business model.
This extension merges UML with process modeling. With the use of this extension
the modeler can add stereotypes and or properties to UML to suit a particular
situation. Activity diagrams can be transformed to process diagrams or what is known
as “assembly line diagrams”.
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The author also criticized that a modeling language with nine set of diagrams (the number
of diagrams reached 14 now) still not capable of business modeling unless extensions are
incorporated in to it.

Figure 35: Example of a simple Eriksson-Penker extension diagram to UML

IDEF0 (Integration Definition for Function Modeling):
IDEF0 is part of the IDEF family of modeling languages in the field of software
engineering, and is built on the functional modeling language Structured Analysis and
Design Technique (SADT). IDEF0 deals with the “function” modeling of a business,
meaning, it is designed to model the decisions, actions, and activities of an organization
or system. The first level of diagrams represents inputs such as products to be on the left
and outputs such as sold/delivered products to be on the right. The diagram also
represents controls and resources, controls such as business goals and law regulations and
resources such as wholesaler resources and VE participants (Figure 36).
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Controls
(Constraints)
(e.g Business Plan, Legislation)

Inputs
(e.g Design Requirements, Materials)

Perform
Activity
Outputs
(e.g Products, Documents)
Resources
(Mechanisms)
(e.g People, Plant)

Figure 36: Generic IDEF0 Diagram

IDEF0 diagrams provide organized representation of the activities and the important
relations between these activities. IDEF0 does not support the specification of a process.
Such detailed description of the specific logic or timing associated with the activities
requires the IDEF3 Process Description Capture Method. The abstraction away from
timing, sequencing, and decision logic allows concision in an IDEF0 model. However,
such abstraction also contributes to comprehension difficulties among readers outside the
domain. This particular problem has been addressed by the integrating the IDEF3
method. Some advantages and disadvantages for both UML and IDEF families of
language are illustrated in (Table 3):
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Table 3: Comparison between UML and IDEF

UML Family of Language

IDEF Family of Language

Wide acceptance, Easy to Learn

Dedicated languages

Wide tool support

Easy to understand

Needs Patterns, extensions and profiles

Heavily supported by department of
defense and the US Air Force.

Typical for Software Engineering, Widely

Typical for Computer Integrated

embraced by SE industry

Manufacturing (CIM)

14 diagrams, 6 mostly used

13 languages, 4-5 used

Young modeling language, born through

Appeared before UML, extended

merger of 3 other languages

Supporting methods for system design

OMG currently trying to make it more

Best in capturing the relationship between

effective for business modeling

people, events and the known real world

Useful only in object-oriented

Capture existing and future information

programming

management requirements

An example of a construction process modeling using IDEF0 Language:
In their article, Integrating product and process information in the construction sector
Bouchlaghem et al (D. Bouchlaghem 2004) argued that IDEF0 has limitations in
addressing typical business modeling problems such as the lack of a clear distinction
between flow of material objects and flow of information. Therefore IDEF0 cannot fully
model process information flows due to its lack of time dependency representation. These
limitations impose restrictions on the use of this modeling technique for the development
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of information systems. The need to integrate other modeling methods such as IDEF3
capable of capturing the sequences of the process activities or tasks and the resources
used to perform them is important (Figure 37).

Figure 37: Top-level IDEF0 activity diagram of the construction process model (used with permission)

2.8.1

Unified Modeling language (UML)

Brief History: The Unified Modeling Language, (UML) is a graphical language for
organizing, analyzing, and planning software projects before coding begins. The UML
specification is maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG) and was originally
created in 1997 by combining the strengths of three competing software-modeling
technologies. The current specification (UML 2.3) reflects revisions, suggestions, and
enhancements resulting from years of applying UML in practice. UML diagrams form a
model for a software application that can be compared to an architect's blueprint. This
model helps software developers and project managers to verify that the application logic
is correct and that end user needs will be met before any code is written. Since UML
provides a graphical view of a software application, it can be understood by nonprogrammers and facilitates communication between developers and other project
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stakeholders. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is recognized as the 21st-century
standard for exposing and analyzing development project requirements and for designing
more efficient software solutions.
2.8.2

Knowledge Modeling with UML

Knowledge modeling is the visualization of knowledge patterns (Rhem 2006). UML is
adopted in this research because it is a language not a methodology and it increases the
ease of understanding an application under development.
2.8.3

UML Model Categories

UML 2.0 defines fifteen types of diagrams, divided into three categories: Six diagram
types represent static application structure; three represent general types of behavior; and
four represent different aspects of interactions (OMG 2005):
1. Structure Diagrams include the Class Diagram, Object Diagram, Component
Diagram, Composite Structure Diagram, Package Diagram, and Deployment
Diagram.
2. Behavior Diagrams include the Use Case Diagram (used by some methodologies
during requirements gathering); Activity Diagram, and State Machine Diagram.
3. Interaction Diagrams all derived from the more general Behavior Diagram, include
the Sequence Diagram, Communication Diagram, Timing Diagram, and Interaction
Overview Diagram.
2.8.4

UML Diagrams

The UML 2 specification defines 15 major UML diagram (Altova 1997) types and over
1000 graphical and textual language elements, plus extension mechanisms. There is no
requirement that a UML model must include all diagram types. Some diagrams are
appropriate for developing firmware to control hardware devices, whereas others can
describe a complex interaction among business entities. Similarly, growing familiarity
through reuse often leads developers working with UML to favor certain diagram types
over others. The currant available Standard UML 2 diagrams are:
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1. Use case diagram
2. Class diagram
3. Activity diagram
4. Communication diagram
5. Component diagram
6. Composite structure diagram
7. Deployment diagram
8. Interaction overview diagram
9. Object diagram
10. Package diagram
11. Profile diagram
12. Sequence diagram
13. State machine diagram
14. Protocol state machine diagram
15. Timing diagram
2.8.5

UML Activity Diagram

Activity diagrams are similar to a flow charts (Rhem 2006). They are graphical
representations of workflow of stepwise activities and actions with support for choice,
iteration and concurrency. Activity diagrams can be used to describe the business and
operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system. Activity diagrams show
the overall flow of control, they are constructed from a limited repertoire of shapes
connected with arrows, as shown in Figure 38. The most important shape types are:
1. Rounded rectangles represent activities
2. Diamonds represent decisions
3. Bars represent the start (split) or end (join) of concurrent activities
4. A black circle represents the start (initial state) of the workflow
5. An encircled black circle represents the end (final state).
6. Arrows run from the start towards the end and represent the order in which activities
happen.
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Figure 38: Activity Diagram Repertoire

2.8.6

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)

Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is a graphical representation for
specifying business processes in a business process model. The BPMN language allows
for more details to be included in modeling such as project phase, responsible stakeholder
and a cross-reference map similar to the construction documents standards. This language

is used at the end of revising the initial design process mapping over the UML language.
use Process Mapping
Business Process Modeling and Notation

Project Phase
Input

Process Name
Responsible
Party

Output
Detailed Map

Figure 39: BPMN Simple Diagram

Artifacts

Connectors
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The simple representation of the BPMN can be seen in Figure 39.

2.9 Environmental Benefits and DSS Factors
Four major factors were identified in order to assess the decision making for reused
building materials (Figure 40). These factors are very important in evaluating materials
and reused products. These major factors are integrated with Material Life Cycle Cost
Assessment (LCA). More details on environmental benefits of building material reuse
will be discussed in the following sections.
1. Environmental Factors:
•

Raw Resources Analysis

•

Embodied Energy Analysis

2. Economical Factors:
•

Transportation cost analysis

•

Fuel consumption

•

Salvaging and Alteration cost

3. Social (Human Health) Factors:
•

Toxics and hazardous materials

•

Waste produced

•

Pollution

4. Cultural Factors:
•

Acceptance of imperfection

•

Waste-not public culture
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Figure 40: Multi Criteria and the Decision Support System Main Factors

Why Reuse Building Materials?
Although specific characters or styles could be the reason behind building material reuse
in specific cases, for example, reused materials can add a layer of meaning to a project,
revealing the cultural history of a place that is often difficult to achieve with massproduced, internationally distributed, new materials. Reused materials are sometimes
unique and one of a kind. The overarching goal of this research is to have a positive
impact both environmentally and economically by reusing already-extracted building
materials that have been previously engaged in building construction and were salvaged
from the de-construction activity of other buildings. This includes not only environmental
but also range from economical to community development issues.
Environmental and Sustainable Benefits from Material Reuse:
There are several benefits from adopting the concept of reuse. Reuse of building
materials reduces demand for virgin resources, and therefore reduces the environmental
impacts associated with resource extraction, processing, packaging and transportation.
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Demand for landfill would be reduced which helps in reducing and or preventing
contamination of ground water as well as save the green areas from erosion and
disappearance. All of which could be done with more thoughtful planning and scheduling
of solid waste streams. Reusing existing structures and deconstructed materials on-site
can reduce disruption to neighborhoods and communities by minimizing construction
activities. Material reuse supports local sustainable initiatives by creating jobs and
reduces the need for additional landfill capacity. Salvage may include the donation of
materials to charitable organizations such as Habitat for Humanity. These sustainable and
environmental benefits could be summarized as:
1. Prevent and or reduce pollution created by manufacturing new products made from
virgin sources.
2. Save energy in manufacturing, packaging, transportation, and disposal of products.
3. Decrease greenhouse gas emissions, which contribute to global climate change.
4. Conserve natural resources such as timber, water, metals, and fossil fuels.
5. Reduce the need for more landfills and incineration, which are expensive to operate
and maintain.
6. Reduce air pollution and ground water contamination from landfills.
7. Protect and expand manufacturing jobs and increase competitiveness.
8. Help sustain the environment for future generations.
9. Assist in creating a closed-loop manufacturing system (Figure 41)
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Figure 41: Open and Closed loop Manufacturing Systems

In a research paper titled ”Environmental analysis of a building with reused building
materials” a comparison between using reclaimed building materials and new
conventional material in a residential project is presented. The results of the study
showed that there are considerable environmental benefits to be derived from the use of
reused clay bricks and roofing tiles instead of new bricks and tiles, however the study
suggested that generally when reused materials are local, a significant environmental
effects occurs (Thormark 2000). Transportation of used material was a major factor and
was identified as distance to new brick manufacturer, the quality of new bricks and all
means of transportation. This suggests the development of a network map of suppliers
and sources called A “Harvesting Map”. More details on the development of this map
will be discussed later in the research.
2.9.1

Quantification of Environmental and Economical Factors

Measuring the benefits of reusing building materials is considered to be a new area of
knowledge. The tools for calculating, documenting and applying the benefits are still in
their primary development phases. Identifying all environmental and cost benefits is
difficult and time consuming. To ease the process, several analysis programs and tools
have emerged but still under development. Each program provides different advantages,
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levels of detail, weights for different sorts of environmentally detrimental factors, and
ability to provide meaningful output for nonstandard materials and assemblies. These can
provide valuable information which can help decision makers choose more
environmentally friendly and cost effective materials and systems. This research will
investigate to a certain degree some of these tools, for example the Building Material
Reuse Calculator (BMRC) tool. But it is worth noting that it is beyond the scope of this
research to develop another tool or to adopt specific tools.
How can we measure the benefits of reusing building materials?
In the process of materials making, there are inputs and outputs that can be quantified by
units such as volume of waste as outputs and BTU’s of energy as input. Figure 42 shows
the possible components of the inputs and outputs of material making. Two outcomes that
can assist in quantification: Calculating reuse cost benefits and assessing environmental
benefits of reused materials.

Figure 42: Material Making Inputs and Outputs
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1. Calculating reuse cost benefits could be easier than calculating the environmental
benefits of reuse. For example, to compare deconstruction costs to demolition costs,
we needs to know the prevailing labor wages and disposal costs. Then estimates for
traditional disposal can be compared to deconstruction costs with adjustments for
avoided purchase cost of new materials and or resale and tax benefit of the reused
materials. A growing number of published case studies are documenting these cost
savings.
2. Assessing environmental benefits of reused materials, compared to virgin materials, is
difficult. Combinations of manufacturing inputs and outputs affect the degree of
prevention of environmental impacts. The distances traveled between raw material
extraction, fabrication and end-use can improve or reduce the benefits. Environmental
impact evaluations can also be biased based on assumptions or values incorporated
into the assessment.
Researchers have used several techniques to assess waste levels. Some have taken
measurements on a few building sites, others used the interview approach, some used a
combination of analysis of documentary records and interviews and some used
brainstorming. Among some measuring tools are the following:
2.9.2

Building Materials Reuse Calculator (BMRC)

The Building Material Reuse Calculator was developed by NY Wa$teMatch with data
collected and analyzed by the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST). It
calculates environmental impacts based on a limited number of manufacturer-provided
product specifications. To add new products to the calculator, manufacturers must submit
a qualified data set to NIST for incorporation into their next generation of software.
This software program estimates the environmental benefits of salvaging and reusing
building materials, versus buying and installing new ones. The calculator measures the
environmental benefits of reusing building materials in terms of ten avoided negative
environmental impacts and in terms of the embodied energy that the materials contain,
which is preserved when the materials are reused. This tool assumes that reused materials
take the place of new materials. Accordingly, the results measure the environmental
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impacts that would have resulted from extracting and processing raw materials, making
them into finished materials, and transporting them from the factory to their points of use.
The results also measure the energy that would have been required to produce equal
amounts of new products, based on the embodied energy contained in the reused product.
BMRC Database: The NY Wa$teMatch Reuse Calculator calculates results based on
data from BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability) version 3.0, a
software program developed by the NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) (Figure 43) Building and Fire Research Laboratory. BEES enables users to
compare the environmental and economic performance of different building materials,
based on certain assumptions about how those products are manufactured, shipped,
installed, and maintained. The BEES Model takes a multidimensional life cycle approach,
that is, it considers multiple environmental and economic impacts over the entire life
cycle of the building product. The BEES life cycle assessment generates environmental
performance scores for building product alternatives sold in the United States. These
were combined with economic performance scores to help the building community select
cost-effective, environmentally friendly building products.
The products used in BEES 3.0 include about 80 brand-specific products submitted by
manufacturers in the United States. The BEES results do not apply to products sold in
other countries where manufacturing and agricultural practices, fuel mixes,
environmental regulations, transportation distances and labor and material markets may
differ. Any new product submission to BEES needs to go through NIST.
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Figure 43: BEES Model Structure

The BMRC does not allow users to enter their own assumptions about materials. Instead,
the underlying materials data have certain assumptions built in. Accordingly, the results
generated may be inaccurate for some users (to whom the built-in assumptions may not
apply). There are two major assumptions that BMRC used to generate the underlying data
for the Reuse Calculator. These assumptions are:
1. The building materials that are salvaged and reused take the place of new materials.
Therefore, salvage and reuse avert the environmental impacts associated with the
three initial stages of a new material’s life cycle, namely: raw materials,
manufacturing, and transportation. It does not avert the environmental impacts
associated with the use and end-of-life stages, because the salvaged materials will be
used and ultimately reach the ends of their lives.
2. All products are assumed being transported 500 miles from their point of manufacture
to their point of use. (BEES allow users to select this transportation distance before
calculating environmental impacts.)
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BMRC Limitations: The BMRC only calculates the avoided environmental impacts
when salvaging and reusing an existing material. Because there is generally not a choice
between the reuse of existing materials, this tool is not designed to do a comparative
analysis. This tool simply calculates the environmental impacts prevented by reuse as
compared to using the same virgin material. It should also be noted that because the
different environmental impacts are measured in different units, and because the purpose
of the tool is to measure "actual environmental impacts prevented" there is no need to
"weight and tally" the total environmental score - the absolute value for each
environmental indicator is valuable information.
Accordingly, certain limitations on BEES results also apply to the results of the BMRC.
The calculator produces U.S. average performance results for generic and manufacturerspecific products. (The Reuse Calculator applies to products manufactured in other
countries and sold in the United States. However, it does not apply to those same
products as sold in other countries because transport to the United States is built into their
environmental data.) Furthermore, all products in a generic product group are not created
equal. Product composition, manufacturing methods, fuel mixes, transportation practices,
and useful lives can vary for individual products in a generic product group. Results for
the generic product group do not necessarily represent the performance of an individual
product. (This explanation adopted from the BEES User Guide.)
BMRC Environmental Benefits: The following environmental impacts have been
adopted from the explanations given in the Building for Environmental and Economic
Sustainability (BEES) User Guide (Lippiatt 2007).
A. Avoided Negative Environmental Impacts:
1. Global Warming (measured in g CO2 equivalents)
The Calculator measures the avoided impact on global warming in grams of carbon
dioxide. Greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide are included in the analysis
through conversion to equivalent grams of carbon dioxide.
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2. Acidification (measured in mg H+ equivalents)
The Calculator measures the avoided impact on acidification in grams of hydrogen
ions. Acidifying compounds are converted to equivalent grams of hydrogen ions.
3. Eutrophication (measured in g N equivalents)
The Calculator measures the avoided impact on eutrophication in grams of nitrogen
equivalents. Nutrifying compounds are converted to equivalent grams of nitrogen
equivalents.
4. Fossil Fuel Depletion (measured in surplus MJ)
The Calculator assesses fossil fuel depletion in terms of how the amount of energy
required to extract a unit of energy for consumption changes over time.
Characterization factors have been developed permitting computation of a single
index for potential fossil fuel depletion, surplus megajoules (MJ) that can be used to
assess the surplus energy requirements from the consumption of fossil fuels.
5. Water Intake (measured in L)
6. Criteria Air Pollutants (measured in MicroDALYs)
7. Ecological Toxicity (measured in g 2,4-D equivalents)
The Calculator measures potential ecological toxicity in grams of 2,4
dichlorophenoxy-acetic acid (2,4-D). Other chemicals with potential ecological
toxicity are converting to equivalent grams of 2,4-D.
8. Human Health (measured in g toluene equivalents)
The Calculator adopts and extends the approach to evaluating human health impacts
used by TRACI. The Tool for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and Other
Environmental Impacts developed and extended by the BEES 2.0 Peer Review Team
(This approach does not include occupational health effects). The Calculator uses
grams of toluene to measure avoided potential human health effects, both cancer and
non-cancer.
9. Ozone Depletion (measured in g CFC-11 equivalents)
The Calculator measures potential ozone depletion in grams of CFC-11, with impacts
from other ozone-depleting substances converted to equivalent grams of CFC-11.
10. Smog (measured in g NOx equivalents)
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The Calculator measures avoided smog in terms of grams of nitrogen oxides, with
other smog-forming compounds converted to equivalent grams of nitrogen oxides.
B. Embodied Energy
Embodied energy is the collective amount of energy used to produce a given product,
including all the energy used to make the raw material into the finished product and the
transportation used to carry it through the manufacturing process and to its final place
of sale or use. The Calculator measures embodied energy in megajoules.
Other available analysis programs and tools under development:
1. Life Cycle Analysis Calculations (LCA):
LCA is a tool to compare the full range of environmental damages assignable to
products and services. Life-cycle assessment evaluates the environmental costs
associated with a product, process, structure, or activity by identifying energy and
materials used and wastes released to the environment. In this context, the term "life
cycle" means the assessment considers everything that goes into or is produced as a
result of the product or service. This starts with production of raw materials and
includes manufacture, distribution, use, disposal, transportation, and the energy used
by the product, process, structure, or activity.
2. Eco-Cost Value Ratio (ECVR):
The eco-cost value ratio is a model (that has been developed at TU-Delft) that enables
comparison of several variants of products and services. The model comprises not
only the usual LCA parameters but also spatial criteria. The model emphasizes
prevention and compensation and tries to avoid the necessity of precautions due to
damage of materials.
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3. Building Waste Assessment Score model (BWAS):
The BWAS model can calculate the building waste score, which may represent the
inherent construction waste generation potential of a particular building design. Its
main significance is to help designers to deliver the most viable design in terms of
minimum waste generation on site. The BWAS model can be used to educate clients
and designers in the future. (Ekanayake and Ofori 2004)
4. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency WAste Reduction Model (WARM)
Convert the building materials reduction and reuse to GHG emissions (EPA 2012)
5. Weights of Building Materials Compiled by Pennsylvania State University (Carson
1989)
6. Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) (National
Institute of Standards and Technology 2010)
7. Athena Institute Eco Calculator (Sustainable Materials Institute 2007)
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3 Chapter 3: Research Methodology
This research applies a qualitative (Groat and Wang 2002), grounded-theory approach in
using an inductive mode and the utilization of an intensive, open-ended and iterative
process that simultaneously involves data collection, coding (data analysis) and memoing
as the major theory-building phases for this approach. The research depends heavily on a
“Knowledge Capturing“ approach from all stakeholders involved in the area of design
with reuse. The knowledge capturing process is developed through a multi-phase
questionnaire, interviews and workgroups. The knowledge captured will be compared to
the knowledge extracted from the literature and case studies in order to structure a new
process for design with re-use. The findings of this analysis will be evaluated through a
triangulation methodology in order to test the validity of the proposed design process.
The proposed framework in this research constitutes an effort to collect, organize and
present available knowledge on building materials and component reuse in a readily
usable form. The number of attributes and variables that are involved in the design
process with used building materials and components can be overwhelming, therefore
they need to be structured in order to streamline the paradigm shift within the
architectural design process. The preferred solution is based on a number of “trade-offs”
which the design team will have to evaluate and choose from; therefore there is a need to
weigh these tradeoffs in a rational and explicit method in order to assist the design team
in the design decision by using the Decision - Support Framework tool (DSF).
A number of inputs to this framework will emerge from several sources including
interviews, case studies and surveys, which will identify a number of evaluative
categories. Each category contains a set of variables that should be considered and
integrated to the framework.
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3.1 Questions and Hypotheses
Although hypotheses will emerge from the grounded theory approach adopted in this
research, the following imaginative scenario and proposal serves as the thinking initiated
behind the study. Questions of “what if’s” impeded in this scenario are to be addressed in
the course of this study.
3.1.1

Proposed Design Scenario

The proposed design scenario is envisioned as follows: An architect designs a proposed
new building while utilizing Building Information Modeling (BIM). The proposed
building is “dissected” as a process in BIM and an inventory of the building components
is generated. This component inventory is archived for future reference and is used as
input to the decision-support process. Concurrently other buildings near by or within
(harvesting map) proximity either have been or in the process of being de-constructed.
An inventory of the available components from these de-constructed buildings is
generated including essential information of the necessary decision-making attributes
along with similar information from manufacturer refused product and salvaged
warehouse stores and vendors. A home for all of the above information is called a
“Virtual Repository” which is an online global library of reclaimed and salvaged building
materials and components linked to all available Physical Repositories (Reclaimed
materials warehouses and stores) and constantly updated with all available materials with
all necessary information the design team needs in the design process. A simple
representation of the process workflow can be seen in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: The Proposed Design Scenario

In the future the previously mentioned BIM inventory from today’s design will be
activated when the building is de-constructed to provide an efficient mechanism for
inventorying salvaged components. For the proposed new design, each component in the
proposed building is compared with components in the virtual repository. Here
comparisons are processed through the decision-support structure using the decisionmaking attributes. These attributes include but are not limited to assessment of age,
possible fatigue and weathering of the reused component, structural integrity, history,
appearance, size and dimensions, and ease of alteration.
The matching process will be both direct and indirect based on the processing of the
attributes. Direct matches are when a needed component, for example a steel beam is
matched to an available component for example a steel beam. Indirect matching will
occur when the evaluation of attributes identifies a salvaged component that may be
adaptable for use as a new component (Roberts 2005). This can be referred to as creative
re-purposing, such as a set of exterior wall panels that could be reused as suspended
ceiling panels. In addition the decision support process evaluates and compares other
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decision-making factors such as purchase costs, embodied energy, and transportation
distance and cost. As part of the attributes for reused components digital information like
images, as-built drawings, de-construction drawings, specs and other visual information
of the component are accessible to the design team. The result is that the architect is now
better informed concerning the option to reuse deconstructed building materials and
components.
3.1.2

Critical Assumptions

There are a number of important assumptions that needs to be addressed when building
this framework and making the decision for using reclaimed and salvaged building
materials and components by the design team. These assumptions can be summarized as
the following:
1. Establishment of a Supply-Chain system between de-construction sites and reuse
stores and salvage warehouses: As the market of salvaged and used materials
becomes viable, widely acceptable and profitable, a refurbishing process such as
modifying, sorting, coding and re-certifying will take place. Collectors, remanufacturers, wholesalers and retailers will convert the salvaged materials into
usable products. These wholesalers and retailers perform a vital function of
aggregating the supply and demand system. The design team will recommend from
this supply chain’s inventories and purchasing mechanism will be established.
2. Establishment of a Standardized Universal Online Virtual Marketplace for Reclaimed
Building Materials: The online market place of reclaimed and salvaged building
materials and components called in this research “The Virtual Repository”. It is
described in the previous proposed design scenario as an essential component of the
decision framework. The development of this market place will depend heavily on
identifying a number of attributes and necessary information of the reclaimed and
salvaged building materials and components. It is the vision of the researcher that this
online market place will be connected with salvaged warehouses and online exchange
vendors through a system of information exchange. This could be similar to but
extension of the on-line inventory database from the used car parts industry for
example.
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3. Time and Scheduling of Purchasing Materials: The decision on whether or not to use
reclaimed and salvaged building materials depends very heavily on issues related to
purchasing these materials. Timing for purchasing in a typical design process usually
comes after the bidding phase. The decision of purchasing reclaimed and salvaged
materials on the other hand needs to come very early in the design phase in order to
secure these items.
4. Governmental Incentives and Hierarchal Decision-System: For the purpose of this
research, the design team will make a decision using the framework based on the
assumption that higher levels of the decision-making process are or will be
established. For example on the International level: a global environmental agreement
on reducing energy consumption and efficient resource reuse affects the global
community. On the National Level: An enforcing policy on the national level on
resource reuse will be an important aspect of decision-making. This, for example
might include decisions by government officials to increase landfill tipping and give
tax credits to resource reuse, See Figure 45.
While these levels will be critical to the ultimate success of this research, the focus
will be at the building design level with the assumption and recognition that these
other levels will influence the ultimate form of the proposed framework.

Figure 45: Hierarchal Structure of Resource Reuse
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3.2 Research Design
This research will develop a design methodology and establish a framework for
incorporating unconventional and discarded resources in a new paradigm shift of the
traditional design process. This work will reverse the design process and the conventional
approach of assigning materials to building and will assist the design team to design
around available and limited resources, which is currently considered as wasted products.
The following will describe in detail how this framework will be built and what are the
components that make this structure. We propose a reversible methodology in this
research (as explained in the emergent of the grounded theory) as a compliment to the
concept of reversible design.
3.2.1

Building the Framework

While adding the value of material reuse to the design-bid-build process provides us with
many benefits to reduce waste in the building industry, it also adds a whole new
challenge to the already-existing complicated design process. To better understand our
approach to deal with these challenges, we first need to understand the components of
this framework as shown in Figure 46. The Framework for architectural design with reuse
consists of a process model. The previous design-bid-build process diagrams will be
integrated with the building material reuse workflow to form “the new process model”,
which is a series of activities that contains critical decision processes at every decision.

Figure 46: Framework Components
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There is a series of steps that will be explained in the decision making section. A
knowledgebase (KB) will support these critical decision processes that were explained in
building the knowledgebase section.

3.2.2

Building the Process Model

The Building Material Reuse Process Model is an effort to collect, organize and build
relationships between activities, processes, knowledge, data and information in a
workflow from start to end. The value-added component of building material reuse to the
current design-bid-build process needs to be seamlessly integrated in the process. The
previously presented UML activity maps illustrated the most up to date captured
knowledge from literature review, however it is the intention of the researcher through a
qualitative methodology to capture the expert’s knowledge and to add it to the proposed
workflow. The model will be built with layers of information and decision processes.
Different stakeholders and consultants are involved in the activities and processes related
to building design with reused materials. Some of these activities are performed
concurrently and some sequentially. The previous UML activity maps represented some
of these relationships in the schematic design phase.
In order to structure the building material reuse workflow and matrix of relationships
between processes, information and resources, we need to adopt a standard modeling
procedure. For the purpose of this research, Unified Modeling Language (UML) will be
used and will be represented by activity diagrams. Activity diagrams are graphical
representations of workflows activities and actions with support for choice, iteration and
concurrency. In the Unified Modeling Language, activity diagrams can be used to
describe the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system.
An activity diagram shows the overall flow of control. Activity diagrams are constructed
from a limited repertoire of shapes, connected with arrows (Figure 36).
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3.2.3

Decision Making Process

Decision Making is a process of choosing among alternative courses of actions for the
purpose of attaining a goal or goals. The Decision Making Process involves the following
five steps (Grisham 2009)
1. Define the problem
2. Identify the Alternatives.
3. Determine the decision criteria.
4. Evaluate the Alternatives.
5. Choose an Alternative.
3.2.4

The Role of Decisions in the Design Process Maps

In order for the design team to move from one design phase to the next, a major decision
need to be taken as well as sub decisions within each phase. At the end of each phase
there is a set of expected deliverables that become the inputs for the following phase.
These decisions are critical milestones in the overall design-bid-build process and it
determines if the design team can move ahead or needs to go back and examine the
design process. Each design needs to be modeled to formulate a descriptive model to the
problem before determining a preferred solution, which we call a prescriptive model.
There are three phases for the Decision Process:
1. Defining Data Elements (Developing a descriptive model).
2. Deriving Mathematical Relationships between these elements.
3. Developing a Prescriptive Model.
Defining Data Elements:
The basic structure of a decision model consists of Decision Variables, KPI, parameters,
criteria, and optimization.
A descriptive model consists of three main components:
1. Decision Variables (DV) that represents the scope of the decision
2. Performance Measures (PM) that are relevant to the decision (KPI’s)
3. Parameters (PARMS) database of the decision model
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Defining the Decision Variables:
The decision variables are the characteristics of the system that can be changed by the
decision maker. They must be quantities and they specify the scope of decisions that is to
be made.
Decision Variables groups:
1. Design group
2. Construction group
Defining the Performance Measures or Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s):
Performance measures are quantities that tell us in general how well a system performs in
response to the values set for the decision variables.
Performance Measures groups:
1. Economical performance measures.
2. Environmental performance measures.
3. Social performance measures.
4. Cultural performance measures.
Defining the Parameters:
Parameters are like decision variables; they are numbers that must be entered as “inputs”
to the descriptive model. These numbers are measured, estimated or forecasted. The
parameter list is not complete. Figure 47 represents the data elements within the
descriptive model and its relationships. It is a simplified version of the previous presented
decision model.
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Figure 47: Design Descriptive Model

3.2.5

Multi-Phases Inquiry Process

The design of this research will be based on a multi-phases inquiry process. These phases
include the following:
Phase 1: Information gathering and data collection:
A thorough literature review will be conducted to understand and determine the state of
knowledge on waste prevention, reduction and reuse in construction and design and all
possible major constraints and barriers for implementation. Sources of literature will
include peer reviewed journal articles, conference proceedings, architecture and business
information technology and management textbooks and conference papers. The second
part of the information-gathering phase includes identifying a number of case studies of
built projects that utilized and implemented the concept of building material reuse. This
information will be used to identify potential stakeholders to participate in the study,
compare statistical data of the projects and draw patterns and trends.
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Phase 2: Open-Ended Questionnaires and Surveys:
General forecasting questionnaire: Based on a multi-disciplinary knowledge capturing
process, stakeholders identified from case studies and other open resource directories
including architects, consultants, contractors, vendors, government agents and
representatives with experience in building deconstruction and material reuse will be
identified and their participation solicited. A questionnaire and interview process will be
conducted to identify their perspectives on the issues, barriers, and constraints associated
with design with reuse. The questionnaires will be developed and administered through
an on-line survey tool. All necessary Virginia Tech IRB procedures will be followed.
Work and focus groups: From the preliminary questionnaire, a short list of interested
stakeholders will be identified. It is anticipated this will include six to ten individuals that
will be asked to participate in brainstorming and discussion sessions. The primary goal of
this session will be to summarize and present the lessons-learned from phase one and
collectively map the decision-making inputs and procedures necessary to modify the
architectural design paradigm. A qualitative forecasting technique will be used during
this phase and Delphi method will be utilized for that purpose. This technique is used to
develop a group consensus (Grisham 2009). A panel of experts will be formed from
building design and construction stakeholders and they will be asked to respond to a
series of questionnaires. After a tabulation of the first round of responses a second
questionnaire will be prepared which contains opinions of the entire group. Each
participant will then be asked to revise his previous responses in light of the group
opinions provided. Rounds of this process are continued until the researcher reaches a
level of satisfaction and consensus with responses. The goal is not to reach a single
answer but rather to reach a defined perspective that most of the experts agrees on. A
decision support system (DSS) like the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) might be
used within the Delphi method to tabulate responses.
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Phase 3: Data Analysis, Reduction and Coding
Answers from the questionnaires and interviews will be collected, coded and evaluated to
determine major themes and patterns from the stakeholders. This will be followed by
interviews with selected stakeholders to develop a more in-depth perspective on the
inputs and decision-making procedures needed for altering the conventional architectural
design process.
Phase 4: Forming of Categories (Descriptive)
Codes will be compared and the similar ones will be clustered into categories, Categories
represent a higher level of abstraction than codes (Hein 2010) A single code can be in
more than one category.
Phase 5: Looking for and comparing of patterns and procedures in literature and
past experience (Analytical).
Identifying patterns and themes from categories is essential during the verifying phases.
This step is intended to understand both positive and negative evidences.
Phase 6: Cross checking the accuracy of findings
Analysis and discussion of findings will be presented in light of a triangulation process of
consistency cross checking. This will occur when no further data will be collected from
the participants. The results from surveys and interviews will be compared against case
studies’ findings and literature review.
3.2.6

The Role of Case Studies in the Research

Literature indicated that the availability of data on BMR was relatively scarce, the
number of empirical studies in the United States and Canada is small, and comparing the
results of those studies in order to draw quantitative conclusions is difficult. This is
perhaps due to the different construction techniques involved and also the measurement
procedures used in each of them are distinct. The aim of the study is not to produce
average figures for the building material reuse industry as a whole, but to undertake an
in-depth study of the main problems facing the design team when deciding on building
material reuse. Case studies will provide the research with three main inputs as follows:
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a. Identification of players and stakeholders, which could become potential survey
participants involved in the design and implementation of each case study/project.
(Names, Contacts, Role…etc).
b. Identification of case studies and its information and data, generalized patterns can be
extracted from them such as Location, Type, Size, materials used…etc.
c. Identification and mapping of the process used in each case study/project and
extracting lessons learned and best practices.
3.2.7

Case Studies as a Supporting Research Method

Case studies are an ideal methodology when a holistic, in-depth investigation is needed
(Feagin 1991) According to Robert Stake in his book, The Art of Case Study Research
(Stake 1995) there are three types of case studies, Intrinsic, when the researcher has an
interest in studying the case itself; Instrumental, when the case is used to understand
more than what is obvious to the observer; Collective, when a group of cases are studied.
In this research, a collective approach will be used to study more than one case study
specifically incorporated building material reuse in projects in the US and Canada.
Although the primary method in this research heavily depends on capturing knowledge
from experts using a rigorous structured and systematic series of surveys and interviews,
as explained in detail in the research design section, case studies play an important role in
validating the research’s findings. Conducting qualitative research requires that case
studies be “observed” in order to understand the phenomenon or “the lived experience”.
In the case of building and construction, it is often difficult to observe the experience
from start to end due to many constraints. Case studies also provide a “reality check” on
the feasibility of the research idea, it indicates that such an idea can be incorporated to a
real built project and not only limited to an idea. By identifying a number of nonresidential projects that implemented the idea of building material reuse, a conventional
analytic technique should be followed for all case studies in order to develop conclusions,
recommendations and implications based on evidence. Yin and Stake have designed
protocols for conducting the case study, which enhance the reliability and the validity of
the investigation (Yin 1994).
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Examples of Empirical Case Studies in the US and Canada:
Table 4: Five Non-Residential Empirical Case Studies

Project Type
Civic
Education
Office
Retail
Cultural

Project Name
Portola Valley
Town Center
University of Texas School
of Nursing and Student
Community Center
Phillips Eco-Enterprise
Center
Mountain Equipment Coop107 Ottawa and
Winnipeg
Long Center for the
Performing Arts

Construction
Type
New
Construction
New
Construction

Location
Portola Valley, CA
Houston, TX

New
Construction
New
Construction

Minneapolis, MN

New
Construction

Austin, TX

Ottawa, ON Canada

A recently published work titled Design for Reuse Primer by Public Architecture
included 15 different case studies for different building types such as; Civic, Education,
Housing, Retail, Office and Culture. These projects focused on multiple issues of reuse.
One particular featured case study, The Portola Valley Town Center, found that the
multiple prime contract structure could facilitate the reuse process through strategies such
as phasing. What appears to be important in this case study is that regardless of the
project delivery method used, a structured definition for roles and responsibilities are the
key to a successful reuse project (Table 4).
Outcome One: General Information
Project name: Portola Valley Town Center
Location: Portola Valley, CA
Year completed: 2008
Primary use: Assembly, Public order and safety, Library
Construction type: New construction
Total project cost (land excluded): $20 million
Certifications: LEED-NC Platinum
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Size: 19,900 Sq ft
Client/owner: Town of Portola Valley
Architect: Siegel and Strain Architects with Goring and Straja Architects
Contractor Manager: TBI Construction and Construction Management
Structural Engineer: Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Reuse consultant: Reusable Lumber Company
Deconstruction contractor: Roldan Construction
Outcome Two: Real Data and Information (Table 5)
Table 5: Design for Reuse Primer, Portola Valley Town Center Data

Original
Use
Beams

Reuse
Source
Application
Beams
On Site

2x6 Douglas
Fir
2x6 Douglas
Fir
Glulam
beams
Blue-gum
Eucalyptus
trees
Redwood

Roof
Decking
Roof
Decking
Beams

Interior
Paneling
Ceiling
Paneling
Countertops

Trees

Wood
Flooring

Alaskan
Yellow
Cedar
12” – 16”
Alder trees

Trees

Material
6x10
Dimensional
lumber

20” x 20”
12’ rough
timber heart
center

Exterior
Siding
Sunscreen
Louvers

Source
QTY
Location
On Site
400
Ln ft
2,000
Bd ft
On Site On Site
3,650
Bdft
On Site On Site
8,220
Bd ft
On Site On Site
150
Sq ft
Off Site Portola
2,635
Valley,
Bd ft
CA
Offsite, Crescent 11,91
Vendor City, CA 4 Bd
ft
Offsite, Winthrop 2,660
Vendor , WA
Bd ft

Cladding for Off Site On Site
steel
columns
Site fill,
Off Site On Site
road base
rock
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Refurbishment
Faces Re-sawn

Milled
Milled
Milled
Milled
Milled
Milled

54 Ln
ft

Cut-to-size

2,770
Tons

Crushed

Outcome Three: Patterns
This project has some unique features, which included on-site deconstruction and reuse
from an existing building. The Project delivery method used was the traditional (designBid-Build) method. Bidding went through what is referred to as a multiple prime contract
structure, which helped reduce costs during the bidding phase. The design process
seemed to be very flexible and ready to adopt changes in the application of reused
materials. Illustrating the design process using UML modeling language will be included
in each case study analysis. Multi-Prime is a method of contracting for construction
where an owner contracts directly with several (usually major) building trades under
separate contracts to perform their work either simultaneously or sequentially. The owner
may provide the management of the project, or hire a construction manager or general
contractor (not at risk) to provide construction administration, coordination, and
scheduling of the work of the different trades.

3.3 Participants
Participants to this research were invited from a diverse group of all building
stakeholders. It is important to define the sampling so the findings of the study can be
generalized. The sample included representatives from Architects, Engineers, Building
Officials, Deconstruction Contractors, Academics and Reuse Vendors. The sampling
technique was a Random Sample (Shavelson 1996) extracted from the available public
directories, personal connection, referrals and case studies key players. Panels were
formed based on the role played in the building industry. The characteristics of the
sampling is described as the following:
Phase 1: Seven Panels, Total 138 Members
1. Salvage Vendors and Reuse Stores 19
2. Materials and Resources Technical Advisory Group (MR TAG) USGBC 13
3. Government Agents 18
4. Deconstruction Contractors 19
5. Architects and Designers 30
6. Academics and Researchers 20
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7. Case Studies | Architects 19
Phase 2: Two Panels: Total: 18 Members
1. Delphi Work Group Face-to-Face 9
2. Delphi Work Group Virtual 9
Phase 3: One Panel: Total 18 Members
Delphi Focus Group
Procedures to obtain informed consent and ensure anonymity and confidentiality were
described in the consent form approved by Virginia Tech IRB office. The following
reports were generated at the end of the interview and questionnaire phases:
1. A report on the number of respondents and non-respondents.
2. A discussion on response bias.
3. A descriptive analysis on the range of scores and all variables.

3.3.1

Consent Form

Building Materials Reuse Study1
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects
Dr. James Jones, PhD., Director and Professor of Architecture + Design Research, VT
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate, Architecture + Design Research, Doctoral Student, VT

1

Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board: Project No. 11-278. Approved on 03/11/2011
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I. Purpose of this Research/Project
You are invited to participate in a three phases questionnaire and survey study. The
purpose of this study is to capture expert’s knowledge in building material reuse within
the design process from all building design and construction stakeholders including,
Owners, Architects, Engineers, Contractors, Building Officials, Building Material
Manufacturers, De-constructors and Salvaged building materials vendors. This
knowledge is to be used towards building a Decision-Support Framework and model for
design with reuse, which is the core of this doctoral dissertation. Later findings might be
published in the form of research papers and presented in conferences. The total number
of participants in the preliminary questionnaire is approximately 100 individuals ranged
from all 50 states and Canada, not excluding any race, ethnicity or gender.
II. Procedures
The three phases of this study are as follows: 1) The preliminary questionnaire, 2) The
Delphi Workshop, 3) A follow-up In-depth Survey and Interview. The Preliminary
Questionnaire will be administrated through a web based survey tool, First, initial
invitation letters to perspective participants will be sent by emails. Second, the survey
will be distributed using Qualtrics generated emails (Utlizing Vitginia Tech Subscription
with Qaltrics.com). Last, responses will be followed up with phone calls for clarification
and to collect additional information. The participants will be asked to respond to the
preliminary questionnare which should not take more than 10 minutes from their time. If
participants shows interest to further participate in phase two of the study, additional
details will be furnished for them on the time and place of the focus group workshop
procedure.
III. Risks
There are no foreseeable risks aside from possible lack of desire to participate, boredom
or mild frustration.
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IV. Benefits
No promise or guarantee or benefits have been made to encourage you to participate. The
benefits you may gain for participation include learning about the constraints to
redefining the design process to include building material reuse. There are no costs to you
or to any other party.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
Information and date gathered for this study will be confidential, and a code number will
identify the information from each individual participant. Information linking
participant’s name and code number will be kept in a secure file. At no time will the
researcher release the results of the study to anyone other than individuals working on the
project without the participant’s written consent. No video or audiotaping will occur
during the first phase, (the preliminary questionnaire). Audio recording in the second
phase will be secured and stored in our research facility. Only individual associated with
the research will have access to any of the data. Data will be destroyed five years after the
final publication of the results of this study. It is possible that the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) may view this study’s collected data for auditing purposes. The IRB is
responsible for the oversight of the protection of human subjects involved in research.
VI. Compensation
There is no compensation associated with participating in the preliminary questionnaire
Any expenses accrued will be the responsibility of the subject and not that of the research
project, research team, or Virginia Tech.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
Participants are free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. Participants
are free not to answer any questions or respond to experimental situations that they
choose without penalty. There may be circumstances under which the investigator may
determine that a participant should not continue as a subject.
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VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions
answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:
_______________________________________________ Date__________
Participant signature
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research
subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the
subject, I may contact:
Dr. James Jones

Faculty Advisor

jajone10@vt.edu
(540) 231-7647
Ahmed K. Ali

Investigator

ahali@vt.edu
540 231 5218
Professor. Steve

Graduate Chair, School of architecture + design, College of

Thompson

architecture and Urban Studies

stthomp2@vt.edu
(540) 231-9931
Dr. David M. Moore

Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the

moored@vt.edu

Protection of Human Subjects Office of Research Compliance

540-231-4991

2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA 24060
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3.4 Instrumentation
The following section will discuss instruments and tools that guide the systematic data
collection and the knowledge capturing process. A discussion on the interview questions
and protocols will be presented.
3.4.1

The Delphi Method

The Delphi Method process illustrated in Figure 47 is a group decision-making technique
developed in the early 50's by Rand Corporation in California. The Delphi Method seeks
to achieve a consensus among group members through a series of questionnaires and data
mining process (Linstone and Turoff 1975). This series of questionnaires is conducted in
two or more rounds and provides the participants in the second round with the results of
the first round so that they can alter their original assessments if they want to, or stick to
their previous opinion. Because the survey is done anonymously no member will be
identified by his/her opinion to the others, thereby eliminating any possibility of coercive
effects of interpersonal relationships (Woudenberg 1991).

Figure 48: Delphi Process Workflow
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Knowledge Capturing Process: Each participant was a member of the focus work group
that is anonymous; meaning that the members were individually asked the same set of
questions in every round of the Delphi study, without disclosing their identities to others.
Consequently, participants did not have to worry about being forced to a final outcome in
the first round of the opinion gathering session. They had the opportunity in succeeding
rounds to modify their answers in light of the responses from others or stick to their
original opinion. Rounds of these opinion-gathering sessions were conducted until the
group reached a consensus. The same set of questions was sent to other stakeholders who
expressed interest in participating in the study but who could not attend the group
session. After the first round of interviews, the researcher organized, coded and analyzed
the responses then prepared a second round of questions which were conducted through
an online survey tool.
3.4.2

Design the Review Process and Concept Mapping

As part of mapping the reuse design process the following flowcharts and maps were
designed and constructed. A standard modeling language will be consistently used
throughout the mapping process.
1.

A series of UML activity diagram for the reuse process illustrating essential
participants, communications, data and contingencies.

2. Specifications of the knowledge artifacts that are involved in this process and
structuring a concept map of these artifacts.
The UML activity diagram represents the process of Building Materials Reuse (BMR)
design in new construction. Three major players in the process have been identified, the
architect, the BMR consultant and the Reuse store vendor. All processes are supported by
data and information, which were placed in a separate swim-lane along with the other
swim-lanes for the participants (Figure 49). The flow of information is represented using
doted arrows. Solid arrows represent the start and the end of each activity. Along the
design process, major decisions taken collaboratively by all stakeholders, which are
represented by diamonds.
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Figure 49: Swim-lanes Arrangement in UML Workflow for BMR
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Knowledge artifacts are those physical and non-physical pieces of information created by
humans in the domain. Knowledge artifacts are formed by tacit and explicit knowledge.
The BMR concept map for knowledge artifacts is a diagram showing the relationships
among concepts. It is a set of graphical tools for organizing and representing knowledge.
Concept diagrams and may take the form of class diagrams in UML.
Concepts, usually represented as boxes or circles, are connected with labeled arrows in a
downward-branching hierarchical structure. The relationship between concepts can be
articulated in linking phrases such as "gives rise to", "results in", "is required by," or
"contributes to"(Novak 2006). Figure 50 illustrates an example of concept mapping.

Figure 50: An Example of Concept Mapping for HVAC System
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3.5 Procedures
The following is an outline of the general plan for collecting data and the survey and
questionnaires administration procedures as well as how distribution of the surveys took
place and all relevant information to communication with participants. A discussion on
response rates and survey population, protection of participants’ confidentiality is also
presented as follows.
3.5.1

Design of the Preliminary Forecasting Questionnaire

As a primary research instrument, the preliminary questionnaire consisted of a series of
questions and prompts in order to gather information from respondents in a set format
(Leung 2001). Questions were designed as open–ended format, which means that
questions asked the respondents to formulate their own answers. At the end of the
questionnaire exercise, answers were gathered and coded into a response categorical
scale. The questions followed a sequence from more general to more specific. One of the
main reasons of using this preliminary questionnaire tool is the rapid turnout of data
collection. The purpose for prompting this set of questions is to understand the role of the
architect in making decisions during the design process when incorporating building
material reuse in new projects. A more detailed procedure of the questionnaire and its
phases are explained in the analysis and results section. The set of questions were
incomplete and went through a series of revisions including inputs from the researcher’s
committee members before implementing it in the data collection phase.
Administrating the preliminary questioner was done through a web based online tool,
which can be found at www.qualtrics.com. First initial invitation letters to participate
were sent by email, second, the survey was distributed using emails, last following up on
responses with phone calls. Due to the federal law requirement in the United States, the
survey IRB approval was required prior to the initiation of the survey; IRB approval
process went through the IRB office of Virginia Tech.
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Designing the Preliminary Questionnaire:
The preliminary questionnaire targeted a diverse population, from Architects to Deconstructors, Clients, Building material reuse vendors and brokers, building and code
officials and design educators. The purpose of selecting a diverse population is to capture
the role of the architect’s decision in designing with reuse from different perspectives and
to generalize to the complete population, data was cross sectional, meaning it was
collected at one time versus longitudinally, over time.
Population and size of the preliminary questions:
The researcher gained access directly to the survey population during the Decon’09
conference and sampled names directly using a single stage method. The respondents
were selected based on their convenience and availability. To conduct a pilot testing for
the validity and the format of the questionnaire, a rehearsal exercise was performed
during the beginning of the spring 2011 semester at a Virginia Tech classroom to a group
of students. Two main categories of population are represented from the list below,
namely population who have experience with building material reuse and previously
incorporated it in built projects and another who doesn’t have any previous experience
but yet practice a conventional design process.
1. Owners
2. Architects
3. Consultants
4. Contractors
5. Demolition contractors
6. De-construction contractors
7. Car junkyard businesses
8. Online used goods vendors (eBay, Craig’s list)
9. Building Material reuse warehouses and brokers
10. Building Code and governmental officials
11. Architectural design educators
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Outline for the Proposed Interview Questions:
•

Introductory and background Questions

•

Design Process Questions, see appendix A

•

Design Factors Questions, see appendix A

•

Decision Making Questions, see appendix A

3.6 Data Analysis
Literature suggests that there is no single correct way to analyze qualitative data. The
data that were collected from the face-to-face interviews are largely inductive (meaning
that these specific data leads to general patterns). Therefore, a whole text analysis that
involves identifying, coding, and categorizing patterns in the data was used. The analysis
wasn’t a linear process but instead, involved spiraling back and forth between various
stages of the analysis. Strauss and Corbin argued that the grounded theory procedure
could be stopped after step six (see the following) if the researcher is only interested in a
thematic analysis or concept development (Strauss and Corbin 1998).
3.6.1

Data Analysis Method for Interviews Sessions

1. Transcription of the Interviews
Particular attention was paid to factors such as the participant’s rate of speech; level
of expressed emotion; tone of voice; and emphasized words and phrases.
2. Word Mining of Transcripts
Close attention was paid to those aspects of the participant’s communication
described in the previous step, as well as repeated statements and the specific words
that the participant uses to express his experience, transcript of materials that is
relevant to the research question was considered.
3. Excerption of relevant material from the transcript
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Statements that are relevant to the research question were extracted from the
transcript: they are referred to as excerpts - excerpt material that is revealing of an
aspect of the participant’s experience of the problem being investigated.
4. Coding of each of the excerpts
Codes are labels for assigning units of meaning to material in the transcript. They are
representation of words’ explicit and implicit meaning. Insights often emerge as
coding continues, codes are often modified, new ones developed, and old ones
discarded. Therefore it was important to suspend judgments, hunches, and early
conclusions.
5. Comparing codes and cluster similar codes into categories
Categories represent a higher level of abstraction than codes. Clusters of codes were
given an initial label - these initial categories are often revised, renamed, or combined
with other categories - a code can be clustered into more than one category.
Categories were developed to a memo (i.e., a theoretical note). In analyzing data
collected from a number of participants, like the case in this qualitative study, a
common strategy is to begin to develop categories after coding the data for the first
participant - then proceed to develop categories for the second participant and draw
on the category labels developed for the first participant, wherever they were
considered to be relevant (and so on for the remaining participants)
6. Examining the content of each category and determine if subcategories (i.e.,
properties of the category) can be developed. This involves examining the material
included in each category and assessing if it can be broken down into subcategories
for more convenient handling.
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3.6.2

Validation of Results and Findings (Consistency Checking)

Triangulation is a method of validation that was used in this study to cross-reference or
check findings. According to O’donoghue and Punch, triangulation is a “method of crosschecking data from multiple sources to search for regularities in the research data."
(O'donoghue 2003). Literature Review, Case Studies and Interviews and Survey were
used here for the purpose of comparing and checking results against each other and
generating patterns.

Figure 51: Consistency Cross Checking By Triangulation

According to Denzin, Methodological triangulation involves using more than one method
to gather data, such as interviews, observations, questionnaires, and documents (Denzin
1978) (figure 51).
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3.7 Limitation of Study
The nature of the area of this research includes many aspects, in this regard, it is
important to bind the inquiry and narrow down the focus for better understanding of the
problem. The following is an attempt to address the scope of this research.
3.7.1

Decision Support System Mapping Aspects

Two aspects of the Decision Support System (DSS) mapping will be addressed in this
research
1. Utilizing “preliminary” DSS to describe and limit the expected outcomes and scope
of work while reducing bias, stakeholders were interviewed to begin the processing of
data and to verify results from the literature review phase.
2. The proposed DSS as the outcome of this research, contribution of “preliminary”
DSS to the process of data collection.
The preliminary phase of the DSS mapping provides not only the basis for the
stakeholders’ understanding but also to the researcher’s understanding of the existing
problem itself. The researcher understands the concern for leading the research
participants’ interaction during the knowledge capturing process by presenting the initial
DSS structure. In order to structure a set of questionnaires and interviews that limit the
informant bias, the researcher proposed the following process, which carefully takes into
account the challenges to the grounded theory approach as adopted in this research. This
structure shares some similarities with the process of a typical design charrette/workshop
often performed in architectural practice with project stakeholders (client, consultants,
building officials and contractors). This process is explained from the research’s own
empirical experience in several charrette/workshops and was open for contribution and
discussion from the research’s committee members for modification and refinement.
Before describing the interaction process, we need to understand what differentiates the
grounded theory methodology from other research methodologies. As the grounded
theory is explicitly emergent, it does not test a hypothesis, it sets out to find what theory
accounts for the research situation as it is. In this respect it is like “action research”, the
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goal is to understand the research situation. As Glaser stated, “the goal is to discover the
theory implicit in the data.” (Glaser 1967) The challenge of the interview data is best
mitigated by data collection approaches that limit bias (Graebner 2007). Some argue that
this problem can be overcome by selecting large and diverse participants from multiple
disciplines. One goal of the grounded theory is to formulate hypotheses based on
conceptual ideas (Goulding 1999). Another goal of a grounded theory is to discover the
participants’ main concerns and how they continually try to resolve them. It is important
to understand that grounded theory does not aim for the "truth" but rather to
conceptualize what's going on by using empirical data. In a way, grounded theory
resembles what many researchers do when retrospectively formulating new hypotheses to
fit data. However, when applying a grounded theory approach the researcher does not
pretend to have formulated the hypotheses in advance since preformed hypotheses are
prohibited (Glaser 1967), Grounded theory is not a descriptive method. Instead it has the
goal of generating concepts that explain people’s actions regardless of time and place.
The descriptive parts of a grounded theory are there mainly to illustrate the concepts.
The research knowledge capturing process from start to end is illustrated using a UML
activity workflow as shown in figure 52.
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Figure 52: Knowledge Capturing Process Activity Workflow
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The knowledge capturing process as illustrated using UML standards starts with a
thorough literature review on the area of the research. This literature review phase is
counter to Glaser’s recommendation that no literature review should be conducted prior
to the grounded theory building as it may bias the emergence of the theory. However for
this work, the researcher strongly believes that the literature review phase is important to
identify gaps in the body of knowledge and therefore is a necessary contribution to the
body of knowledge.
The second phase of the inquiry was to formulate a set of open-ended questions for the
interview. This phase was divided into three steps, starting with a general forecasting
questionnaire. It is the researcher’s intent during this step to structure a set of questions
that evolved from his mapping of the current design process and literature review,
specifically addressing the major concerns, barriers and constraints to the research
problem. It was important to note that during this step, no “initial DSS mapping” was
presented or discussed with participants.
After collecting responses from diverse participants, the researcher went back to his
initial DSS maps and revised them in light of the responses. It was anticipated that from
this revision, several options or iterations of the DSS mapping would be developed.
The second step in phase two involved the work group exercises. The researcher
identified a short list of participants from phase one, and then scheduled a
charrette/workshop with these participants. The goal of this first workshop was to provide
the participants with general guidelines for mapping the DSS process and to ask a second
set of detailed questions to imagine/draw a DSS map (without presenting them with the
researcher’s maps). Using the Delphi method, rounds of this exercise were conducted and
administrated and responses were tabulated.
The third and last step of phase two was to conduct an in-depth interview with the short
listed participants (phone interviews). Here, both the researcher’s DSS revised maps and
the collective charrette maps were discussed, and the final responses were collected. The
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reason for bringing the researcher’s mapping work late in this process was to ensure that
the participants would not be biased by the initial findings.
From the third to the sixth phases, a standard grounded theory building process of
systematic data analysis, reduction, coding, forming of categories then finally validating
the accuracy of findings was applied.
Some aspects of limiting the scope of the work include:
1. The research is only focused on the Resource Reuse (RR) as shown in figure 53.

Figure 53: Research Scope from LEED Perspective

2. This research first explored the possibilities of considering the use of salvaged and
reclaimed building materials and components in the Design-Bid-Build Process. As
the research unfolded it was considered that other project delivery methods, for
example Design-Build might be less complicated when considering the use of
reclaimed materials.
3. This research only deals with the use of reclaimed and salvaged building materials
and components in non-residential buildings. From the literature review it appeared
that there are more challenges in commercial buildings than for residential ones
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(figure 54). Materials like wood have been widely adopted in residential projects and
most of the reclaimed warehouses claim that the highest demand is lumber from
house builders. On the other hand, steel is widely used in non-residential buildings.
The charts below show the largest materials in the construction waste stream, the
demolition waste stream, and the residential construction waste stream (Camp 1998).
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Figure 54: Study of CandD Debris in Wisconsin (redrawn with permission)

4. The study was primarily focused on application to architectural and design practice
within the US and Canada but with lessons learned from Europe, Netherlands and
other countries.
5. The study was focused on a limited number of building materials in depth and gives a
general overview of the wide range of other materials.
6. The study was a multi-disciplinary and cross-referenced approach between
architecture, green engineering, decision support theory domains and industrial
design.
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4 Chapter 4: Discussions and Results
4.1 Knowledge Capturing Process and Phases
The following section describes the phases of the knowledge capturing process including
surveys, questionnaires and interviews, as well as information on the number of
participants and responses, duration of surveys, formation of the expert panels and
questions presented. A discussion of results and analysis for each phase will follow at the
end of this section. Participants to the study were drawn from a diverse building and
construction stakeholders and were organized in seven panels as shown in table 6
The four phases were as follows:
1. Phase 1 - Preliminary Questionnaire- Pre Conference
2. Phase 2a - Face-to-Face Interviews- Post Conference
3. Phase 2b - First Round of Delphi Study- Post Conference
4. Phase 3 - Second Round of the Delphi Study - Post Conference
Table 6: Formation of Expert Panels

Panel

Building Materials and Construction Sector

Invited Experts

P1

Salvage Vendors and Reuse Stores

19

P2

Materials and Resources Technical Advisory Group USGBC

13

P3

Government Agents

18

P4

Deconstruction Contractors

19

P5

Architects and Designers

30

P6

Academics and Researchers

20

P7

Case Studies (Architects)

19

Total Invited Participants

138

Invited participants were asked if they were interested to join a Delphi Focus Group for
further rounds of data collection and commit to further inquires. Two panels were formed
based on their interest as shown in table 7.
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Table 7: Delphi Focus Group Panels

Panel

Name of the Panel

# Of Participants

1

Delphi Work Group (Face to Face)

9

2

Delphi Work Group (Online)

9
Total

18

The 18 members of the Delphi Focus Group represented an ideal cross section of the
building materials and construction stakeholders. The DFG converged as one expert
panel and were best identified as shown in table 8. Eight members were Architects.
Table 8: Delphi Focus Group Participants

#

Delphi Status

Industry Sector

1

DFG Member

Deconstruction Contractor and Reuse Store

2

DFG Member

Government Agent and Advocate

3

DFG Member

Community Development and Deconstruction Contractor

4

DFG Member

BMR Consultant and Virtual Store Owner

5

DFG Member

Architect

6

DFG Member

Architect and BMRA member

7

DFG Member

Researcher and BMRA member

8

DFG Member

Research Architect

9

DFG Member

Reuse Consultant and Deconstruction Contractor

10

DFG Member

Online Market Place Founder

11

DFG Member

Architect

12

DFG Member

Reuse Store and BMRA member

13

DFG Member

Academic and Community Development

14

DFG Member

Distributor, contractor, trainer and consultant

15

DFG Member

Architect

16

DFG Member

Academic and Architect

17

DFG Member

Architect

18

DFG Member

Architect

138

4.1.1

Phase 1 | Preliminary Questionnaire - Pre-Conference

The first phase of the Knowledge Capturing Process started with a forecasting
preliminary questionnaire. Two main goals were set for the proposed questions, first is to
get a general and diverse opinions from all building stakeholders on the research
problem, the second is to solicit a focus group from the industry experts to carry forward
the Delphi process. As explained in chapter three, the invitation was sent to a 138
prospective stakeholders whom they were divided into seven panels. Each panel
included a number of industry experts related to the building design and construction
industry in general and to the Building Material Reuse in particular. The panels were
organized as follows: Academics and Researches (20), Architects and Designers (30),
Deconstruction Contractors (19), Government Agencies and Building Officials (18),
Materials & Resources Technical Advisory Group at USGBC (MR TAG) (13), Salvage
Vendors and Reuse Stores (19), and Case Studies Architects (19). The actual number of
participants was 61. The following outline summarize facts on the preliminary
questionnaire:
a. Released on April 5, 2011
b. Closed on August 13, 2011 (Duration 4 Months)
c. 7 panels (All building Stakeholders)
d. 138 Prospective Stakeholders
e. 61 Participants
f. 3 sections, total of 35 Multiple Choice Questions (Questions are included in the
appendices section (IRB) at the end of this document).
•

Consent Form (1 Question)

•

Section A - General Information (14 Questions)

•

Section B - Building Material Reuse Experience (13 Questions)

•

Section C - Design Process and Decision Making (7 Questions)
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4.1.2

Phase 2a | Face-to-Face Interviews - Decon’11 Conference

Following the solicitation request from the preliminary forecast questionnaire, two
groups of participants were identified for further data collection. The first group
confirmed attendance to the BMRA bi-annual conference (Table 9) and the second group
were not able to attend the conference but remained interested in participating in the
study. The number of interested participants from the first group was fifteen, however the
actual participants to the face-to-face interviews were nine. This reduction in number
occurred due to scheduling conflicts and availability of individuals, however the number
of actual interviews was satisfying to the researcher and the research committee. The
structure of the interview sessions were designed to efficiently elicit expert judgment and
or opinions and to structure the findings. The following KCP layout was carefully
planned in order to maximize the quality of data and the information gathered.
a. Time of Interviews and data gathering: May 15-19, 2011
b. Place of Interviews: Yale University, New Haven, CT
c. Venue: Decon’11 Bi-annual conference
d. Number of actual interviews: Nine
e. Time allocated for each interview: one hour (15 minutes overview educational
session by the researcher and 45 minutes of recorded responses.
f. Background of participants: Varies and cross sectional stakeholder group.
Table 9: Face-to-Face Interviews Participants

Interviews
Interviewee 1
Interviewee 2
Interviewee 3
Interviewee 4
Interviewee 5
Interviewee 6
Interviewee 7
Interviewee 8

Building Material Reuse Stakeholder
Community development (Habitat for Humanity)
Government agent
Architect
Building Materials Reuse Consultant
Deconstruction Contractor and reuse store
Reuse store and BMRA member
Research Architect and Government Agent
Researcher, Industry Educational Association - BMRA

Interviewee 9

Deconstruction Contractor
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Educational Overview for Interviewee (15 minutes):
1. Background information on reuse including history, problems and why do we need
distinction between reuse and recycle terms.
2. Design process and process design: the importance of process mapping and ways to
achieve a standard and consistent language, UML and BPMN overview, evolving of
mapping and modifying process.
3. Decision modeling overview, what is a decision model and how it is structured, the
role of the knowledgebase in the decision model and the Knowledge Acquisition
process, identifying Decision Variables, Performance Measures and Parameters.
History Highlights:
Recycle versus Reuse Distinction
Design Process and Process Design
UML Mapping Graphics (Presented and Handed Out)
1. Overall DBB traditional delivery method of the conventional design process
2. Activity diagrams of five DBB phases illustrating the material decisions flow.
3. Hypothetical design process workflow for building material reuse.
4. Decision model structure (a conventional model and example will be used, it will
represent DV, Performance Measures and Parameters which all define the essential
data elements of the prescriptive decision model in which we can identify cause and
effect relationships between these elements both formally and informally. Different
stakeholders might have different perspectives of the performance measures therefore
a trade-offs of PM is expected)
Questions to Interviewees: Q & A session was timed for 45 min with open-ended
answers with probing. Responses were audio-recorded maintaining anonymity, estimated
total 4 questions and 10 minutes to answer each question.
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Questions (1st round of questions in the Delphi study) 10 min. X 4 Q = 40 min:
1. After viewing the DBB activity flow diagrams, what would you change, add or delete
to the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decisions?
2. What are the key decisions in a specific case study that you experienced? Who are the
key stakeholders?
3. When and where in the process are these decisions made? What knowledge and
information is needed at these decision steps?
Additional Questions:
4. What makes these key decisions different from the conventional building material
selection decisions?
5. What is the scope of these key decisions (DV, PM and Parameters)?
6. Are there any questions you think should be asked that might be very important to
this problem?
Structure of this Research
Knowledge Capturing Process (KCP)
Next steps and follow up questions
The same set of questions sent to the other study group who expressed interest in
participating in the study but were unable to attend the conference. After the first round
of interviews, the researcher organized, coded and analyzed the responses then prepared
the second round of questions which was conducted through an online survey tool.
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4.1.3

Phase 2b | First Round of the Delphi Study-Post Conference

The second phase of the Knowledge Capturing Process is composed of two steps; a) the
face-to-face interview (discussed in section 4.1.2), and b) a virtual modified Delphi
group. This group of stakeholders couldn’t attend the conference but expressed interest
to participate in the Delphi study. The virtual Delphi focus group was asked to respond
(through an online survey system) the same questions presented to the face-to-face group.
The group was formed from a panel of 19 members (only 9 were able to finish the
survey) represented a diverse stakeholders from all building and construction industry as
follows: Architects (4), Online Market Place Founder (1), Reuse Store owner and BMRA
Secretary (1), Academic and Community Development Advocate (1), Distributor,
contractor, trainer & consultant (1) and Academic and Architect (1). The following
outline summarize facts on the first round of the Delphi study participants and structure:
a. Released on June 7, 2011 (approximately 2 months after the release of the 1st phase)
b. Closed on August 23 2011 (Duration 2.5 Months)
c. 1 panel (Delphi Work group (Virtual) (Diverse building Stakeholders)
d. 31 Prospect Stakeholders expressed interest in virtual participation
e. 19 Participants (only 9 finished survey)
g. 3 Sections | 12 Open ended Questions (Questions are included in the appendices
section (IRB) at the end of this document).
•

Consent Form (1 Question)

•

Section A - Overview and Educational Materials (1 Question)

•

Section B - Traditional Design Process Questions (6 Questions include maps)

•

Section C - Decision and Process Questions (4 Questions)
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4.1.4

Phase 3 | Second Round of the Delphi Study

The last phase of the Knowledge Capturing Process is phase three. The decision to end
the Delphi process after this phase was based on a general consensus reached among the
research focus group. This phase utilized again the use of an online survey system to
interact with the 18 members of the focus group. The two Delphi groups (8 members of
the face to face and 8 members of the virtual) were converged into one panel. This panel
was composed of the following stakeholders: Deconstruction Contractor and Reuse Store
(2), Government Agent and Advocate (1), Community Development and Deconstruction
Contractor (1), BMR Consultant and Virtual Store Owner (2), Architects (6), Researcher
and BMRA President (1), Research Architect (1), Reuse Store and BMRA Secretary (1),
Academic and Community Development Advocate (1), Distributor, contractor, trainer &
consultant (1), University Professor (1). The following outline summarize facts on the
second round of the Delphi study participants and structure:
a. Released on October 12, 2011(approx. 4 months after the release of the 2nd phase)
b. 1 panel (Delphi Work group (Virtual and face to face)(All building Stakeholders)
c. 12 Sections | 111 questions (Questions are included in the appendices section (IRB) at
the end of this document).
•

Consent Form (1 Question)

•

Section A - Introduction (1 Question)

•

Section B - Design-Bid Build _DBB (17 Questions)

•

Section C - Schematic Design _SD (13 Questions)

•

Section D - Design Development _DD (9 Questions)

•

Section E - SD + DD (6 Questions)

•

Section F - Construction Document _CD (16 Questions)

•

Section G - Bidding and Negotiation _BN (5 Questions)

•

Section H - Construction Administration _CA (7 Questions)

•

Section I - Proposed Scenario (7 Questions)

•

Section J - Key Decisions (11 Questions)

•

Section K - Knowledge Required (8 Questions)

•

Section L - Factors of Decisions (10 Questions)
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4.2 Results and Analysis
Results from the four phases of the knowledge capturing process are presented in details
in appendix B with supporting figures and charts.
4.2.1

Phase 1 | Preliminary Questionnaire Results

Following the procedures of the Virginia Tech Institution Review Board (IRB), a
preliminary questionnaire was sent out on April 5, 2011 and response retrieval ended on
May 15, 2011. The main purpose of this survey was to collect background information
from a large and diverse sample of the design and building stakeholders as well as to
solicit prospective participants for face-to-face interviews as members of the Delphi
Focus Group. The questionnaire was successfully distributed via email invitations to
diverse recipients who represented most of the stakeholders in building with re-use. The
invitation to participate was sent to almost 138 individuals who represented stakeholder
groups according to the pie chart in figure 55.

Figure 55: Preliminary Survey Participants Sample

A total of 35 questions were divided into 4 sections that ranged from general and
background information to design process and decision-making. Results were as follows:
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1. Architects represented the highest participation with 25% followed by participants
who identified themselves as “other disciplines” ranging from brokers to non-profit
organization representatives with 23% participation. The lowest participation was
from building material manufacturers and contractors.
2. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) divides the 50 states in North
America into 10 regions. Region 9 (which represent Arizona, California, Hawaii and
Nevada) represented the highest participation with 25% followed by Region 5 (the
Midwest) with 23%. The lowest participation came from Region 8 (Colorado,
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming) with only 8%.
3. Small-size practice represented the majority of responses with 46 %, while large
practices represented the lowest percent of responses with 12%.
4. Other stakeholders disciplines represented the highest responses with 37% were from
product developer and public agent, followed by architectural design with 31%. The
lowest representation was from demolition, construction services and engineering.
5. Participants in the survey whose practice specializes in the educational building
sector, represented the highest responses with 56% followed by residential with 54%,
while other building types ranging from mixed use to cultural and healthcare
represented15%. Also, those who work on medium scale projects (1000-5000 square
feet) represented the highest responses with 48% followed by X-large scale projects
(more than 10000 Square Feet) with 42%.
6. The majority of the participants (81%) had previous experience with building
material reuse either in new construction or renovation projects. Also the majority of
respondents (73%) had previous experience with building material reuse but the
reason was not to fulfill the RR section of the LEED certification, but for other
various reasons ranged from client desire to good practice. The majority of responses
reported that the overall experience with building material reuse was very pleasing.
7. Architects, owners and other building stakeholders share equal responses for
initiating the idea of building material reuse with 33% each. Contactors represented
the lowest category
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8. The majority of respondents 73% indicated that they didn’t use any tools for making
the decision on building material reuse, while 27% indicated that they did use a tool
like” Online Reuse Vendor” or Cost Analysis software.
9. Local and environmental impacts represented the greatest benefits from using
salvaged materials with 72% response rate, followed by Green Certification with
59%. The lowest impact is community development with 38%.
10. The responses for client satisfaction with the building material reuse experience were
highest in the “very satisfied” category with 51%, followed by 36% in the “satisfied”
category.
11. The responses for the reason for not using building material reuse were highest in the
“other reasons” category with 63% (for example Client bias and Lack of commitment
from upper management) followed by 38% for “lack of procedural knowledge” which
directly relates to this research. see figure 56.

Figure 56: Reasons for not using Building material Reuse

12. 56% of respondents said that they would be very likely to consider building material
reuse if there were more incentives or tools in place followed by 26% likely. The
lowest responses with 3% were undecided and very unlikely. Material availability is
considered to be the number one incentive to consider reuse with 83% response rate,
followed by reduced cost with 80% response rate.
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13. The majority of responses indicated that the investigative method is considered to be
the typical design process, while the lowest is the centralized method with 3%. see
figure 57.

Figure 57: Design Process Methods

14. The majority of responses indicated that the Traditional DBB project delivery method
remains the most implemented method in their practice followed by other methods.
see figure 58.

Figure 58: Current Project Delivery Methods

15. The majority of responses indicated that other project delivery methods will be the
most suitable to incorporate building material reuse followed by 24% for DesignBuild and IPD respectively. Lowest response rate was for BOT.
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16. The highest number of respondents 47% indicated that the Design Development
phase would be the best phase to make a decision about building material reuse
followed by the Schematic Design phase with 43% response rate. The lowest
responses were for Demolition and Bidding-and-Negotiation phases with 3%. Also
the majority of respondents 40% indicated that the best phase to incorporate building
material reuse would be in Schematic Design phase followed by Design Development
phase with 37% and Construction Documents, Bidding-and-Negotiation and
Construction phases with only 3%. see figure 59.

Figure 59: Phases of Design-Bid-Build project Delivery Method

17. 57% of respondents agreed that lack of knowledge and information on reused,
salvaged and or reclaimed building materials is the biggest constraint for designers to
consider reuse.
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Discussion on Results from Phase One:
The previously discussed article “Designing for Disassembly and Deconstruction” that
was published in Architectural Record, October 2004, p 181, suggested that due to
several uncertainties, liability issues and lack of information on salvaged building
materials, Architects are reluctant to use salvaged building materials in new projects. In
contrast to our expectations that architects and designers would be the least interested
individuals of all building stakeholders in our surveys and questionnaires, results from
the preliminary survey showed that the majority of participants were architects and
designers, especially from EPA Region 9, where states like California supports ecodesign and resource reuse initiatives. Contractors showed the least interest in
participation, and that is perhaps due to the many uncertainties in the process and liability
issues. Small-size firms (1-20 employees) and medium scale projects (1000-5000 square
feet) form the arena that building material reuse can be highly implemented. Design
principals in small-size practice might have a great influence on clients, and the medium
project size allows for more opportunities to incorporate reuse. That result is related to
the issue of material quantities.
Surprisingly, achieving a green certified building like LEED certification was not the
main reason for incorporating building material reuse, but good practice and client desire
were the main drivers behind achieving local and environmental impacts. That led to the
majority of participants reporting a very pleased experience and overall client
satisfaction.
The traditional Design-Bid-Build project delivery method remained the most used
method in practice; however, most of the participants indicated that building material
reuse need to be incorporated in early stages of the design to achieve greater success.
That being said, the Integrated Project Delivery Method appealed to the majority of
participants as a potential fit for building material reuse. A decision on incorporating
building material reuse is not necessarily taken by a specific stakeholder and differs from
one case to the other but architects and building owners have the most influence on
initiating the idea. The lack of helping tools, lack of “a system” and the lack of
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knowledge and information available for reclaimed and salvaged building materials are
the biggest constraints for the design team in order to consider reuse.
Findings from the Delphi in-depth interviews suggested that the decision on building
materials reuse should occur as early as possible in the design process and the issues of
sourcing, quantities, qualities and liability should be addressed in the materials’
specification. Stakeholders from the deconstruction services and the reuse vendors
indicated that their industry is lacking a system of information exchange that connect
them well with other design and building stakeholders and the dynamic nature of the
salvaged materials inventories should be studied carefully to allow for streamlining the
design process. These findings emphasized the need for going forward with the
knowledge capturing process through multiple Delphi rounds in order to build the
knowledgebase of reuse. The second round of open ended questions were successfully
distributed to the Delphi Focus Group of 17 individuals who represented a cross section
of all building stakeholders. Face-to-face interviews with experts were also conducted.
Results of this round will be presented in future publications. Preliminary results of the
interviews suggested a need for a new stakeholder to collaborate with the design team.
Some participants explained the usefulness of having a building material reuse consultant
or material broker in the design team early in the process to identify, source and
document opportunities for reuse. The integration of this role is represented in the
preliminary UML activity diagram workflow shown in figure 60. This workflow is to be
part of the Delphi process findings from the focus group.
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Figure 60: Building Material Reuse Consulting UML Workflow
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4.2.2

Phase 2a Face-to-Face Interviews Results

This is the first step in a two steps process in phase two of the Knowledge Capturing
Process. The following seven steps were adopted from a standard qualitative research
analysis process that was necessary to synthesis the date collected from the face-to-face
interviews. The seven steps started with transcribing the recorded interviews then
analyzing and extracting relevant materials and findings to the research question. The
analysis of this phase was important in the development of the categories and
subcategories that are needed in building the BMR decision model. As discussed
previously, the sub category development was based on the assumption of the four main
categories set for the study; Social, Cultural, Economical and Environmental.
1. Transcription of the Interviews
This step includes data analysis for the Interviews (Whole Text-Analysis Approach).
The five hours of audio-recorded interviews includes approximately 20,000 words. A
full transcription of all interviews is attached in appendix E with word clouds for each
interview.
2. Word Mining of Transcripts | Word Clouds Formation
Word Clouds are a powerful way to quickly analyze text in free response questions.
Through many responses word clouds helps to understand trends, engaging and
informative visualizations of the data. This step involves summarizing responses as
text based on the frequency that different words are used. This information is then
formatted into a Word Cloud where the font size and color represent the relative
frequency of different terms, see figure 62.
3. Excerption of material from the transcripts relevant to the research question
This step includes excerption of materials that is revealing an aspect of the
participant’s experience of the research question being investigated. The following
excerpts are examples from a face to face interview (number 3) that was transcribed
as shown in figure 61:
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Excerpt A
“The one thing I would say that struck me with this diagram is that it doesn’t
necessarily address the issues of storage and timing.”
Excerpt B
“I don’t think it’s necessarily that the stakeholders are different, it’s more about
making the decisions of what you want to do early and looking into what sources
there are for those materials early and identifying how you’re going to go about
procurement.”
4. Coding of Each of the Excerpts
Codes are labels for assigning units of meaning to material in the transcript. The
following are examples of codes developed that can be found in the selected text as
follows:
a) The issue of storage is an important part of mapping the design process of reuse.
b) The issue of scheduling needs to be addressed in the process design.
c) Early decision about reuse in the design process is critical
d) Early identification for sources for reused materials is essential.
e) Procurement of materials procedures needs to be clarified in the specification.
5. Comparing codes and cluster similar codes into categories
This step involves comparing codes and cluster similar codes into categories. The
Categories represent a higher level of abstraction than codes (Table 10)
Table 10: Category Development

Category 1

Category 2

Storage

Scheduling

Category 3

Category 4

Category 5

Time of

Sources

Procurement

Decision

Identification

Procedures
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6. Examining the Content of each Category
This step involves determining if subcategories (i.e., properties of the category) can
be developed. In this particular exercise, no subcategories were necessary to be
developed.
7. Developing Criteria and Sub Criteria (KPI’s)
Identified categories are classified under the main criteria. Some categories are shared
between more than one criterion (Table 11). Categories were assigned to the four
main criteria explained in the decision model, for example, the issue of storage can be
classified under both economical and environmental decisions. Economical as it
affects the decision on the cost of storing reclaimed materials until the time of actual
construction, and environmental, as the decision of storing reclaimed materials and its
associated cost should be weighted against purchasing new extracted materials with
regard to first, the environmental impacts on virgin sources and second, the
transportation to construction sites (pollution impacts).
Table 11: Development of Criteria and Sub Criteria

Economical

Environmental
Storage

Social

Cultural
Time of Decision

Scheduling
Sources Identification
Procurement
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Figure 61: Transcription and Excerpt Extraction of Interviews
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Figure 62: Word Cloud Highlighting All Nine Interviews Generated by Wordle
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4.2.3

Phase 2b | First Round of the Delphi Study-Post Conference

The results from this KCP phase are incorporated in the description of the new integrated
BMR process maps in Chapter five.
4.2.4

Phase 3 | Second Round of the Delphi Study

The results from the KCP Delphi process using UML initial design process maps are
incorporated into the new BPMN process maps presented in Appendix C.
Findings from the responses on the presented illustrated overall UML Design-BidBuild (DBB) traditional design process map
1. 93% of the participants agreed on including the concept of building material reuse
while establishing goals and objectives at the programming phase, while only 7%
disagreed because additional issues should be included such as: 1) discussing re-use
of dead stock versus re-use of previously installed materials. 2) Including re-use of
demolished materials that are re-manufactured in different forms, especially regarding
lighting and interior finishes.
2. 79% of the participants agreed on developing a matrix input to the activities that
define opportunities for reuse in order to incorporate reclaimed materials, and rating
them in areas such as: visual impact and or storytelling opportunities, scale relative to
total project, cost, availability, while 21% disagreed because in a large-scale project,
this step is more optional than some of the others. Also, although the matrix could be
beneficial, the rating system would depend on what the project has established as its
priorities. Lastly, there rarely exist so many options that the project team need to
evaluate with a matrix and scoring system.
3. 64% of the participants agreed on adding a “discovery” phase or a at least a step for
integral architectural elements, such as reclaimed beams, fireplaces, doors, or
columns (This discovery phase need to be done prior to the creation of drawings (i.e.
in programming phase), while 36% disagreed because of various reasons, for
example: this activity can occur, as the drawings are being developed or even
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discovered after the drawings are done. The drawings will act as a guide to help pick
out what is needed or what might be "discovered" and could simply be part of the SD
phase. Assuming this is for projects in which there is an existing building, it is not
obvious if this is tied more to the traditional surveying and demolition (now demo and
deconstruction) drawings that are created for such projects. This phase can be
concurrent and a task within SD. There should be a discovery and research step, but it
does not "need" to be done prior to the creation of drawings. If structural elements are
included, it should be done before structural drawings are completed, but it would not
make sense to not include reused materials simply because the drawing had already
been started.
4. 71% of the participants agreed that when reused materials are identified, they could
then be specified and designed around during the SD phase, while 29% disagreed
because while materials and applications can be identified and incorporated into the
SD phase, specification will occur in the CD phase. Once identified, they might need
to be secured at that time due to limited availability. A critical decision point for that
in a BIM or ID process is at start of DD.
5. 50% of the participants agreed that the marketability of salvaged materials varies
from one location to another; therefore before the "deconstruction phase" plans can be
drawn, while the other 50% disagreed because local salvage markets should be
investigated and characterized. It is true that markets are poorly developed in many
areas but materials can be transported to other locations.
6. 86% of the participants agreed that identifying of potential re-purposed materials for
the project and research available salvaged materials should be started in the
programming phase. These activities should also occur at all of the SD/DD/CD
phases, while 14% disagreed because slight rewording might help avoid the sense that
one is doing exactly the same work several times, which sounds inefficient. It is
impossible to identify all materials at this phase, some identification should occur, but
that it also might be about looking within the project and looking for places where
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you would like to use salvage materials. In other words, it doesn't always have to start
with found materials.
7. 79% of the participants agreed that if possible, select designs that highlight and
ensure the greatest benefit from material reuse in the SD phase, while 21% disagreed
because this statement implies reuse as a primary objective for all projects. While an
agreeable idea from a reuse perspective, this won't always be the case. Other
objectives may take higher priority. Compare design goals with available marketing
opportunities. It is not the emphasis of all projects; therefore it shouldn’t be said
uniformly that designs would be selected on these criteria.
8. 50% of the participants agreed on introducing reuse and recycle management in all
phases following the occupancy phase, while the other 50% disagreed because this
should be introduced earlier as it is almost certain that some materials from
construction and especially from the existing building will not end up being used or
reused. Therefore, this management must start earlier in the process. This is required
by the LEED rated buildings planning for this can happened before the occupancy
phase, such as space planning for recycling and organizing space for reuse strategies.
9. 77% of the participants agreed on proposing building systems and materials
selections by the end of the SD phase instead of in the DD phase to prevent inaccurate
budget estimation, while 23% disagreed because this might seem unrealistic as one
may not know enough until the DD phase. It’s true that you can be more specific
about materials by the end of the SD, but it's really hard to say that there is enough
detail in the SD to detail the system and material selections to such an extent that you
can prevent inaccurate budget estimates.
10. 53% of the participants agreed that without readily available information and database on refurbished elements and materials, the use of DBB method seems to be very
challenging; thus, other approaches like “Design-Build” and “Owner-supplied
materials” seems to be more appropriate and require as well early securement of
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materials and components, while 47% disagreed because "more" is not appropriate as
a blanket statement, but "equally" appropriate. The Owner's description of the
Contractor's opportunities or requirements to incorporate recovered materials in the
design should be articulated in the contract documents, typically an RFP in a designbuild scenario. Also, Owners may have very limited capabilities in obtaining
recovered materials. If they are available (i.e. salvaged from their own obsolete
building, their architect or criteria development specialist should guide them toward
material recovery with the intent of using them in subsequent design and
construction. Not necessarily assuming use of new materials must be a given unless
the owner actually purchases materials. In the future, assemblies will be available
manufactured from re-used materials and marketed with warranties to satisfy owner
insurance requirements, as one strategy. DBB could be used, but it is perhaps too
much of a one-size fits all solution. More flexibility might be appropriate to the real
variations that exist between projects. This is a reflection of the current market, and
DBB will become easier as more projects incorporate reuse.
Findings from the presented illustrated UML Schematic Design (SD) phase
workflow map
1. 92% of the participants agreed on distinguishing materials and components that are
“function-constrained” from “function-flexible” in the design process, while only 8%
disagreed because materials may be technical for the building envelope or
engineering or decorative.
2. 75% of the participants agreed on identifying an alternative that may cost more, but
add significant value with regards to character/authenticity in step 4 (Identify the best
solution to meet overall needs), while 25% disagreed because cost is not included in
this diagram until step 5.
3. 83% of the participants agreed on identifying the existing on-site structure potentials
for deconstruction and reuse in the first stage of identifying data and identify the
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potential materials and components that could be salvaged or reclaimed and used,
while 17% disagreed because this fits into step 1 or 2 and could also be done as part
of a prior programming phase.
4. 92% of the participants agreed on identifying available reclaimed materials for
pricing and incorporating in the design in step 1, gathering data, while 8% disagreed
because this could occur informally in step 1 but more likely in step 4 and 5.
5. 75% of the participants agreed on brainstorming ideas for detailing material
assemblies to allow for future disassembly during the SD phase, while 25% disagreed
because brainstorming shouldn’t be limited to the SD phase only; Programming
exercises and charrettes will be equally useful times to explore reuse. This is not
worded in a way that prevents cynicism or frustration (could be 'too much' for some)
this should be applicable only if design for disassembly laid out as a goal for project.
6. 75% of the participants agreed on adding a step (before step 1) to introduce
identifying potential material supply for reuse, while 25% disagreed because, the
programming phase is early enough, while establishing objectives. Identify sources
within 100 miles. It could also be done prior to the SD phase.
7. 83% of the participants agreed on adding to step 2: “Generate several strategies for
material reuse”, while 17% disagreed because "generate" should be replaced with
"include" as reuse benefits the more it can be seen integral to the building process, not
an extra step.
8. 75% of the participants agreed on adding to step 4 deliverable: “Target material reuse
percentage”, while 25% disagreed because this could be generated as part of the
project goals at the beginning of the project.
9. 83% of the participants agreed on integrating all design team members in the early
steps of the SD phase and make material choices within these steps, while 17%
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disagreed because material choices may be provisional, or multiple options are listed
if sources are identified and owner buy-in is secured. Include team members.
Findings from the presented illustrated UML Design Development (DD) phase
workflow map
1. 67% of the participants agreed on providing inspection or re-certification by an
architect or structural engineer for reused materials, while 33% disagreed because
lumber re-grading should be performed by lumber agencies but building inspectors
should also be engaged, structural engineer for structural components, this activity
should occur earlier.
2. 67% of the participants agreed on detailing material assemblies to allow for future
disassembly (design for disassembly), while 33% disagreed because this is a good
idea but not sure if it is entirely necessary and perhaps a future version of the work.
This should not be a requirement, but listed as an option. This should be a suggestion
but everyone may not have the capacity to do this yet.
Findings from the presented illustrated UML Construction Documents (CD) phase
workflow map.
1. 83% of the participants agreed on establishing firm sources and availability of
salvaged materials to meet quantity and quality needs specified in design, while 17%
disagreed because this should be left flexible; allow the contractor opportunities to
source materials; ensure quality through quality control (QC) and quality assurance
(QA) programs. More readily available sources may not need to totally be locked-in
at this point. You can specify preferred material specs and leave it to the contractor
to find sources that can provide supply that meets those requirements.
2. 92% of the participants agreed on adapting design if possible to utilize available
materials; if materials initially specified are not available but similar ones are
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available, while only 8% disagreed because that depends on owner priority on use of
salvage.
3. 75% of the participants agreed on developing hard sources for many or most of these
materials at this point in the process, while 25% disagreed because this should give
the contractors some flexibility to source materials, as long as the QC/QA process is
in place to ensure quality. Not always possible without GC and that depends on the
construction delivery method.
4. 92% of the participants agreed on defining a period of opportunities for viable
alternatives, only to prevent a 'shutting out' mentality from client, engineers or
contractors, while only 8% disagreed because this shouldn’t need to be a separate
track if reuse is clearly laid out as a goal in the beginning and consistently reinforced
in each phase, there should be a need for a distinct track.
5. 92% of the participants agreed on including the acknowledgment of the additional
steps necessary if a specified reuse material is changed, and possibly add the
certification of “structurally safe” as part of the specification, while only 8%
disagreed because the most effective practical structural strategy is to give generous
structural parameters so that a good range of reuse materials can meet the
requirement without excessive testing.
6. 83% of the participants agreed that before specifying the reused material; make sure
that you will be able to obtain them, while 17% disagreed because this implies a zero
risk approach. Yes, a high probability of availability should be present before
specifying recovered materials, but a 100% assurance isn't necessary. Alternatives
can be incorporated into the CDs given evidence recovered materials aren't available.
This is shared responsibility with GC.
7. 91% of the participants agreed on identifying materials that the owner should
provide for contractor installation, while only 9% disagreed because the owner
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should only do this if a procedure called “ furnish by owner install by contractor”
(FOIC) set up. But this doesn’t applies if the contractor is supposed to purchase and
install reuse materials.
8. 92% of the participants agreed on clarifying which sub contract bids are design-build
for using salvage materials, while only 8% disagreed because even in a design-build
scenario, the General Contractor is responsible in any event. Even in a multiple
prime CM contract, the Prime Contractor(s) are still responsible, not the
subcontractors.
Findings from the presented illustrated UML Bidding and Negotiation (BN) phase
workflow map.
1. 83% of the participants agreed on identifying hard sources for salvaged materials
from previous phases in the specification section, while 17 % disagreed because it's
the contractor's responsibility to source materials. The Owner (and their A/E or CM
agent) can support with information, but no one wants to assume the liability of
directing the contractor.
2. 92% of the participants agreed on asking the contractors to propose alternates during
bidding and negotiations. These alternates must meet the performance criteria
indicated in the specifications and percentage of recycled content, etc., while only 8%
disagreed because this should be the Owner's prerogative under any circumstances.
3. 92% of the participants agreed on working carefully with the contractor to ensure that
all details designed for disassembling components at a later date are built correctly,
while only 8% disagreed because this is a matter of semantics. The QC/QA process
should ensure appropriate detailing. If the Owner "works carefully" with the
contractor, that leaves the Owner liable for directed work.
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4. 92% of the participants agreed on continuing to investigate potential sources for
salvaged materials throughout construction as unexpected changes/issues arise, such
as material availability/suitability, value engineering, etc., while only 8% disagreed
because this is a contractor's responsibility, although often the contractor will use the
"unavailable" excuse, and the architect does do this research if they want to see a
certain material used.
5. 82% of the participants agreed on introducing reuse before step 1 to help assist
contractors to recognize potential/desire for material reuse; between step 2- 3 to
ensure material reuse is being incorporated into bids; step 5 to ensure that material
reuse is being done as proposed, while 12% disagreed because all provisions for reuse
should already be incorporated into the CDs. If, however, a contractor can propose a
more beneficial alternative, that alternative should be evaluated by the owner. Value
Engineering (VE) provisions should address this scenario. Some reservations remain
about separating out reuse as a distinct step.
6. 91% of the participants agreed on adding “design-build elements and materials” to the
inputs to step 2, while only 9% disagreed because even in a design-build scenario, the
contractor will still produce drawings and specifications for the Owner's A/E or
criteria consultant to review.
Findings from the illustrated proposed design with reuse scenario workflow.
1. 73% of the participants agreed that the proposed design scenario could work if
everybody uses Building Information Modeling (BIM), however, this is unlikely to be
the case in the short term. Materials outside the BIM virtual repository will be
inaccessible to this system. To enhance access to reusable materials, either expand
the list of information sources, or build a local database that includes reuse stores,
etc., while 27% disagreed because although they like the direction this is headed, but
most reuse stores do not have a real time inventory at this time. Good incentive for
stores to develop real-time inventory.
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2. 82% of the participants agreed that the proposed design scenario is the process that
was found to be lacking in the current architecture and design industry, and its
implementation is necessary for a viable reuse industry. Part of the process would be
what is being referred to as the “Virtual Repository”, because it seems that many
architects and designers do not specify reclaimed materials because of the difficulty
in sourcing them, and that they need to be identified earlier in the design process,
while 18% disagreed because while the design team must have a realistic confidence
that recovered materials will be available, it's still the Contractor's responsibility to
source materials. Availability (or lack thereof) shouldn't inhibit designers, if
reasonable decisions have been made throughout the design phases.
3. 63% of the participants agreed that the proposed design scenario is a great idea and
needs to be implemented without large increases to construction costs. Creating the
database would be a huge ordeal. Unless the database is embedded with detailed
information, it is hard to imagine web surfing through search engines, eBay,
craigslist, etc. isn't just as useful, while 36% disagreed because D-Build is in the final
stages of creating the database tool and interface. Hyperlinked databases are used in
other fields and could be taken advantage of here, too. This will be possible over
time. Supply and demand is both needed to do so.
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The Key decisions that the Delphi focus group members have experienced in specific
case studies and the key stakeholders for the building material reuse decisions.
1. 75% of the participants agreed that if the design team identifies a source for
salvaging, they can hire a deconstruction contractor to extract the needed materials,
and then the materials could be stored until construction began, while 25% disagreed
because the design team should not be hiring out construction services, the project
may not be built, and then the design team is responsible for these materials. Not
always cost effective to hire a deconstruction contractor and pay for storage. To
mitigate this potential problem, a BMR consultant or broker could introduce a
solution, as explained later in the role of the new introduced stakeholder to the team.
2. 92% of the participants agreed that designers should take the main responsibility in
putting reuse into the design and then recognize the need to help with the sourcing
process, while 8% disagreed because this should be on everyone's minds so that ideas
saturate the field, and opportunities begin to present themselves.
3. 45% of the participants agreed that cost, and the time associated with identifying
viable sources (a cost in itself) are invariably the most prominent factor in making the
decision, while 55% disagreed because this is done with new materials, work with
local organizations just as you would a lumberyard often, but not always. Design as
well could overtake cost and time. Designer and owner adoption of the idea is the
most prominent. Without this, there is no way to make the process work.
4. 92% of the participants agreed that the client/owner must want material reuse,
because it can cost more (though not necessarily), the designers need to be on board,
the engineers need to be satisfied with the integrity of the materials, and the builders
need to be knowledgeable and comfortable installing the reused materials.
Commitment from the owner and project designer(s) is critical as they have a
tremendous amount of influence over the decision to reuse salvaged materials, while
only 8% disagreed because while all of this is true, the first phrase "client needs to
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desire material reuse,' is not helpful because it is the designer who should be able to
make material reuse desirable in the first place.
5. 67% of the participants agreed that pre-purchasing salvaged materials prior to the
commencement of construction would help all participants in the project plan ahead,
but this works best within a Design-Build project delivery system, while 33%
disagreed because this shouldn’t be a blank statement. Furthermore, pre-purchasing
precludes options later on. Pre-purchasing materials works best when a window of
opportunity is open outside of the normal procurement and construction time frames.
If you know you want a particular material, put a deposit on it. It might help, but
relying on this to occur rather than allowing for other ways would be too much of a
detriment.
6. 44% of the participants agreed that for designers, aesthetics are a significant concern.
For owners (and contractors), schedule and cost are typically the highest priorities,
while 56% disagreed because people take pride in their work and want the project to
look good, as it adds to their portfolio, costs just need to be known.
7. 55% of the participants agreed that the unbuild-design-build process could be
structured to help the design team discover how the material stocks that can be
recovered become the sole source for materials, while 45% disagreed because if the
design team and builder team are within the same contractual responsibilities that
might work. However, the Owner's AE or CM consultant still needs to provide this
process in the solicitation phase. Reuse will not be the sole source of material.
8. 91% of the participants agreed that the key decisions are: availability of material in
quantities, at times, and at costs necessary to meet project parameters, usefulness of
materials, finish, performance, and function, while 9% disagreed because these aren't
decisions; they are issues or priorities.
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9. 82% of the participants agreed that key stakeholders are: owner, architect, contractor,
and engineers, in that order, while 18% disagreed because all stakeholders are on
equal footing.
“When and where in the process are the decisions on building material reuse were
made and what knowledge and information were needed at these decision steps.”
1. 73% of the participants agreed that the design team primarily makes most of the
decisions about materials reuse. They interact with potential sources about supply as
they develop their materials selections, while 27% disagreed because they see that the
owner should be a primary decision-maker. The design team’s job is to make the
owner’s vision a reality. Re-used materials will one day be as common as recycled
content materials state today. It's essential that this knowledge is not kept in one area,
but instead, diffused throughout the entire system.
2. 92% of the participants agreed that the problem with hard sourcing is storage. The
cost of storing salvaged materials acquired at the design stage until needed in the
construction phase can be significant. This is a trade-off for hard sourcing, while only
8% disagreed because hard sourcing must also be coordinated with financing
arrangements and schedule.
3. 73% of the participants agreed that if the design team knows what kind of materials
they need and identify sources (which generally have these materials available) then
they can wait to acquire the actual materials until later in the process, while 27%
disagreed for several reasons, for example; 1) maximum time is needed to source
materials. 2) Potential sources can be asked to help source the needed materials from
their expanded network. 3) Typically the design team is not responsible for acquiring
materials or for takeoffs or for sourcing. 4) Re-use of materials requires the design
team to be part of the construction process. 5) The whole issue would depend on the
type of material and the quantities needed.
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4. 36% of the participants agreed that virtually all players in the project express an
interest in using reclaimed materials, and a resignation to the fact that there is simply
not enough information available in order to pursue such options, while 64%
disagreed because those who engage in using recovered materials on a regular basis
have developed these information channels. Think outside of the box by contacting
all local suppliers, rather than looking in a price book. Not only is there not enough
information in some cases; it may just be too hard to follow up on all the information.
This is a more localized process, you need to get in the loop, but it's not that hard to
find.
5. 73% of the participants agreed that the decision has to be at the very beginning,
before any finalized designs or decisions are made. The key information needed is
available materials, the processing necessary for these materials to be used on the
project, and what their final cost would be, while 27% disagreed because that depends
on the structure of design process in specific cases. Some owners/designers are
willing to respond to late-appearing opportunities; others are not willing to be flexible
in this way.
6. 73% of the participants agreed that early in the process the information needed for
reused materials are general. Later, they are specific and detailed, while 27%
disagreed because one needs to have a sense of what is available or desired before
decisions are made that are not realistic, in some cases, specifics will completely rule
out a material that initially seemed like a good idea. So, included in general info
about salvaged materials availability should be the condition or defects. If the ownersupplied materials are included in the design, the information is available in the early
phases.
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“What made the building material reuse key decisions different from the
conventional building material selection decisions.”
1. 42% of the participants agreed that storage of materials is a key factor in making the
decision, while 58% disagreed because it depends on quantity of materials; in
addition, contractors typically have storage containers on every large project. Others
disagree because there are ways to store materials on the job site by shrink-wrapping
for example. Others suggested to build storage costs into initial pricing because
storage is likely not included in the overall budget.
2. 92% of the participants agreed that making contingent design decisions based on
availability of materials is a key decision, while only 8% disagreed because this
would not formulate until securing the source first.
3. 82% of the participants agreed that when designing with standard sized materials, the
assumption is made that the necessary materials will be available, and that they do not
need to be sourced until later in the process, while 18% disagreed because this
assumption needs to be verified during design, or at least enough to give a reasonable
level of confidence the required material can be obtained in the correct size or can be
adapted.
4. 64% of the participants agreed that with reused materials, unless they are being milled
or modified to fit modern conventional sizing, they need to be discovered and chosen
at the beginning, so that their unique characteristics can be incorporated into the
design, while 36% disagreed because depending upon usage, materials use can be
adapted on the fly (dynamically) by contractors that are flexible. It really depends on
the material. Some don't believe that it's that absolute.
5. 83% of the participants agreed that there are no performance testing standards, so the
design team may be required to perform additional investigations to ensure suitability,
while 17% disagreed because at this time owners typically are responsible for testing.
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6. 92% of the participants agreed that for conventional building materials, costs,
availability, and performance characteristics are generally more stable than with
reused materials, while only 8% disagreed because for example, a re-use project may
want to use remnants of materials (for example steel studs) from another project, that
are new, but never installed. The materials are new, but qualify as re-used because
they are dead stock.
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4.3 Case Studies of Built Projects
Case Studies are used in this research in the building of the Grounded Theory. The role of
case studies presented here (Table 12) is as explained in chapter three as follows:

•

Identification of players/stakeholders involved in the design and implementation of
each case study/project. (Names, Contacts, Role…etc.)

•

Identification of case study/project information and data, from which generalized
patterns can be extracted. (Location, Type, Size, materials used…etc.)

•

Identification and mapping of “process” used in each case study/project and
extracting lessons learned.

•

Reality Check with other sources of data (Triangulation)
Table 12: Five Non-Residential Case Studies

Project
Type
Civic
Educational
Office
Retail
Cultural

Construction

Project Name

Type

Portola Valley Town Center

Location

New

Portola Valley,

Construction

California

University of Texas School of Nursing

New

and Student Community Center

Construction

Houston, Texas

New

Minneapolis,

Construction

Minnesota

Mountain Equipment Coop107 Ottawa

New

Ottawa,

and Winnipeg

Construction

Ontario, Canada

Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center

Long Center for the Performing Arts
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New
Construction

Austin, Texas

Project 1: Portola Valley Town Center
•

Project name: Portola Valley Town Center (Figure 63)

•

Location: Portola Valley, CA

•

Year completed: 2008

•

Primary use: Assembly, Public order and safety, Library

•

Construction type: New construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded): $15 million

•

Certifications: LEED-NC Platinum

•

Size: 22,000 Square foot

•

Client/owner: Town of Portola Valley

•

Architect: Siegel and Strain Architects with Goring and Straja Architects

•

Contractor Manager: TBI Construction and Construction Management

•

Structural Engineer: Forell/Elsesser Engineers

•

Reuse consultant: Reusable Lumber Company

•

Deconstruction contractor: Roldan Construction

•

Cost per square foot: $680/sq.ft.

Figure 63: Portola Valley Town Center (used with permission)
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Project 2: University of Texas School of Nursing and Student Community
Center
•

Project Name: University of Texas School of Nursing and Student Community Center

•

Project location: Houston, TX (Figure 64)

•

Year Completed: 2004

•

Primary Use: Higher education, Laboratory

•

Construction Type: New construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded) $57 million

•

Certifications: LEED-NC Gold

•

Size: 195,000 Sq ft

•

Client/owner: University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston

•

Architect: BNIM and Lake | Flato Architects

•

Structural engineer: Jaster Quintanilla and Associates

•

Sustainability consultant: Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems

•

Deconstruction contractor: D. H. Griffin of Texas, Inc.

•

Construction Manager: Jacobs Vaughn

•

Cost per square foot: $292/sq.ft.

Figure 64: University of Texas School of Nursing and Student Community Center (used with permission)
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Project 3: Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center
•

Project Name: Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center (Figure 65)

•

Project Location: Minneapolis, MN

•

Year Completed: 1999

•

Primary use: Commercial office, Industrial

•

Construction type: New construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded) $6 million

•

Certifications: Energy Star Rated 2008 and 2009

•

Size: 64,000 Sq ft

•

Client: The Green Institute

•

Project architect: LHB, Inc.

•

Pre-Design architect: Sirny Architects

•

Contractor: Kraus-Anderson

•

Structural Engineer: LHB, Inc.

•

Cost per square foot: $94/sq.ft.

Figure 65: Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center (used with permission)
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Project 4: Mountain Equipment Co-op107 Ottawa and Winnipeg
•

Project name: Mountain Equipment Co-op Ottawa (Figure 66)

•

Location: Ottawa, ON Canada

•

Year completed: 2000

•

Primary use: Commercial office

•

Construction type: New construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded) $2.9 million CDN

•

Certifications: C-2000 standard

•

Size: 26,910 Sqft

•

Client/owner: Mountain Equipment Co-op

•

Architect: Linda Chapman Architect / Christopher Simmonds Architect

•

Structural engineer Cleland Jardine Engineering limited

•

Construction Manager: Justice Construction

•

Cost per square foot: $112/sq.ft.

Figure 66: Mountain Equipment Co-op Ottawa (used with permission)
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•

Project Name: Mountain Equipment Co-op Winnipeg (Figure 67)

•

Location: Winnipeg, MB Canada

•

Year completed: 2002

•

Primary use: Retail

•

Construction type: New construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded) $2.5 million CDN

•

Certifications: LEED Canada–NC 2.1 Gold, C-2000 standard

•

Size: 30,200 Sqft

•

Client/owner: MEC

•

Architect: Prairie Architects

•

Structural engineer: Wolfrom and Associates

•

Construction Manager: Milestone Project Management

•

Cost per square foot: $83/sq.ft.

Figure 67: Mountain Equipment Co-op Winnipeg (used with permission)
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Project 5: Long Center for the Performing Arts
•

Project name: Long Center for the Performing Arts (Figure 68)

•

Location: Austin, TX

•

Year completed: 2008

•

Primary use: Assembly

•

Construction type New Construction

•

Total project cost (land excluded) $77 million

•

Certifications: LEED-NC Platinum

•

Size: 168,000 Sq ft

•

Client/owner: The Long Center for the Performing Arts, the City of Austin

•

Architect: Nelsen Partners

•

Architect of record: TBI Construction and Construction Management

•

Contractor: Austin Commercial

•

Structural engineer Architectural Engineers Collaborative

•

Deconstruction contractor AandR Demolition

•

Cost per square foot: $458/sq.ft.

Figure 68: Long Center for the Performing Arts (used with permission)
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4.3.1

Presentation and Data of the selected Five Non-Residential Projects

The following table is a comparison between the non-residential five case studies selected
as a reference. Issues related to BMR decision-making are highlighted, type of contracts,
Resource process, key decisions for materials and percentage of reuse (Table 13).
Table 13: Comparison of Five Non-Residential Case Studies

Criteria

Project 1

Project 2

Project 3

Project 4

Project 5

Civic

Education

Office

Retail

Culture

Portola Valley
Town Center

University of
Texas School of
Nursing and
Student
Community
Center

Phillips EcoEnterprise Center

New
Construction

New
Construction

New
Construction

New
Construction

New
Construction

Portola Valley,
CA

Houston, TX

Minneapolis,
MN

Ottawa, ON
Canada

Austin, TX

2008

2004

1999

2000-2002

2008

$57 million
USD
195,000 Square
foot
X-large scale
Project >10000
SF

$6 million USD

$2.9 million CDN

$77 million USD

Project
Size
Scale

$15 million
USD
22,000 Square
foot
X-large scale
Project >10000
SF

Owner

Municipality
(Town)

Academic
Institution
(Public)

Building
Type
Name

Mountain
Equipment
Coop107 Ottawa
and Winnipeg

Long Center for
the Performing
Arts

Thumbnail

Constructi
on Type
Location
Year
Completed
Total Cost

64,000 Square
foot
X-large scale
Project >10000
SF
The Green
Institute
(Community
Development
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26,910 Square foot
X-large scale
Project >10000 SF

Company
(Private)

168,000 Square
foot
X-large scale
Project >10000 SF
Non-Profit
Organization and
City
(Public)

Center)

•
Architect

Design
Architectu
re Firm
Size

•

•

•

Contractor
s/Contract
ors
Specialty
Consultant
s

Green
Certificati
on
Type of
Contract

Siegel and
Strain
Architects
Goring
and Straja
Architects
Company
Size
11-50
employees
Small
Firm, staff
has ranged
from 20 to
40 people

DC: Roldan
Construction
CM: TBI
Construction
and CM
Reuse
Consultant:
Reusable
Lumber
Company

LEED-NC
Platinum
Multiple Prime Contract
Structure,
Three separate
contracts
1. Abatement
contractor
2.Deconstructi
on contractor
3. Demolition
contractor
In such a
structure, each
contract can be
let out to bid
individually
rather than all

•
•
•

•

•

BNIM
Lake | Flato
Architects

Company
Size
51-200
employees
Company
Size
51-200
employees

DC: D. H.
Griffin of Texas,
Inc.
CM: Jacobs
Vaughn
Sustainability
Consultant:
Center for
Maximum
Potential
Building
Systems

LEED-NC Gold
Design - Bid Build

•

•

•

Project
Architect:
LHB, Inc.
Pre-design
Architect:
Sirny
Architects

•

Company
Size
51-200
employees
Company
Size
11-50
employees

•

Contractor:
Kraus-Anderson

•

•

•

•

Linda
Chapman
Architect
Christopher
Simmonds
Architect
Prairie
Architects
Company Size
1-10
employees
Company Size
1-10
employees
Company Size
11-50
employees

None

CM: Justice
Construction
CM: Milestone
Project
Management
None

Energy Star
Rated 2008 and
2009
Design - Bid Build

LEED Canada–NC
2.1 Gold, C-2000
standard
Integrated Design
Process

•
•

•

•

Company Size
11-50
employees
Company Size
51-200
employees

GC: Austin
Commercial
DC: AandR
Demolition
None

LEED-NC
Platinum
•
•
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Nelsen
Partners
Architect of
Record: TBI
Construction
and CM

Design - Bid –
Build
General
contractor,
joined the
team in
Design
Development
Phase

at once.
Keys to
Incorporat
e Reuse to
the Project

•

•

•

•

•

Resource
Process

•

•

Owner
brought all
stakeholde
rs in the
beginning
of decision
making
Assessme
nt was
performed
to
determine
the cost of
deconstruc
tion versus
materials
salvaged
value
Deconstru
ction
Specificati
ons were
developed
by the
Architect
The
special
reuse
consultant
’s opinion
was very
important
to evaluate
what to
reuse and
what to
discard.
Flexibility
when
materials
become
available.

•

On Site
building
Deconstru
ction
Offsite
Sourcing
identified
by the

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Design
Team
defined
goals early
in the
design
process
Write
deconstructi
on
specificatio
ns with
contingenci
es.
Build
relationship
s with reuse
suppliers
and
vendors.
Work
around
multiple
vendors
requirement
s
Understand
both shortand longterm costs
of used
Materials
Embrace
imperfectio
n’s beauty

•

On Site
building
Deconstruct
ion
Offsite
Sourcing
identified
by the

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

The owner
established
an initial
goal of using
10%
salvaged
materials.
The
contractor,
came on
board in the
Design
Developmen
t phase
Contractors
and Subs
were
brought
early in the
design
process
Flexibility in
detailing,
sourcing and
specification
s

•

Reuse
Center
Newspaper
ads
Deconstructe
d Army
warehouse
Another

•
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•

•

•

•

Start with
clients and
designers
explicitly
committed to
sustainability
Utilize the
existing
structures on
site as a
source for
materials
Emphasis the
commitment
to the
environment
with using
reclaimed
materials
Using reused
materials in
construction is
a good
beginning.
But leading
designers and
building
owners are
going the next
step and
designing
their buildings
for
disassembly—
making it
easier for
future
remodeling
and for the
next round of
designers and
owners to
keep valuable
resources in
circulation.
On Site
building
Deconstructio
n
Offsite
Sourcing
identified by
the architect

•

•

•

•

•

Flexible and
Clear
Specifications
Identified
responsibility
for sourcing,
approving,
purchasing,
storing,
decontaminati
ng,
refurbishing
or modifying,
and installing
the reclaimed
materials
Storage of
dismantled
materials on
site in
shipping
containers

On Site
building
Deconstructio
n
Reusing the
original
foundation
and structure

architect
in the
Specs.
Feature
Reused
Item

Testing
and
Certifying

Building
Character

Percentage
of Reuse

architect in
the Specs.

Reclaimed
Alaska
Yellow
Cedar
Wood for
Sunscreen
s
• Reclaimed
wood
siding
sourced
offsite for
the
building
exteriors
• Crushed
concrete
from old
foundation
s as site
fill and
road cover
Mockups were
built for the
interior wall
and ceiling
panel
assemblies
before making
decisions
Three single
story new
buildings
(town hall,
library, and
community
hall) replaced a
single 1940
unsafe
structure after
carefully
dismantling it

•

90% of the
Old
Structure
was used
25 % in
board feet,
of the
wood used

•

•

•

•

•

Reclaimed
Brick from
Exterior
masonry in
a19th
century
warehouse.
Regional
Source
Reclaimed
Sinker
Cypress

demolition
job.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Steel roof
joists
Wood
timber
beams
Bricks
Carpet
Wood work
Doors and
windows

in the Specs.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Douglas-fir
from Log
booms in St.
Lawrence
River
Steel
Bricks
Glass Blocks
Red Elm
Cast iron
Columns

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not Known

Computer
modeling and
testing
determined
usability of the
steel joists

Single eight
stories building

Single two story
building

The entire
UTHSC
School of
Nursing
was built
with
approximat
e 50%

•

Reclaimed
timber
beams used
as stair
treads and
trim avoided
the use of
804 board
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Professional
Grader
Evaluation for
Timber
• Structural
Engineer
inspection of
steel
Single two story
building
•

•

•

Estimated that
75% of the
materials by
weight were
reused from
the original
building
More than

around the
stage as well
as salvaging
materials.
Exterior
aluminum
roof panels
used as
interior
Paneling
Marble toilet
partitions
Concrete ring
beam
Steel framing
Aluminum
roof shingles
Marble
Wood
Glass
Interior
lighting

Not Known

Single Multi Story
Building

•

Over 44
million
pounds of
construction
materials were
removed from
the original
Palmer

Tools for
Evaluation

to build
the Town
Center
was
reclaimed
• 14 % of
the total
materials
cost was
reclaimed
• 10 %
above the
MR 3.1
and 3.2
credits
minimum.
• 24.8 tons
of carbon
over the
purchase
of new
lumber
was saved
• 11.7 tons
of carbon
were
saved by
eliminatin
g many
truck trips
to and
from the
site by
reusing the
old
foundation
concrete.
U.S. EPA’s
WAste
Reduction
Model
(WARM) to
calculates the
greenhouse gas
emissions
savings of
waste
management
practices

recycled
materials
•

Not Known

feet of virgin
wood.
Reclaimed
steel joists
saved
mearly50
tons of new
steel that
would have
required 110
million
BTUs of
energy to
manufacture

Not Known
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1,300 tons of
salvaged
material was
used on the
project,
accounting for
roughly 57 %
of the total
material used
to construct
the building.

Not Known

•

•

Auditorium.
95% of that
material was
recycled or
reused in the
new building
or projects
else- where in
the region.
Notably,
60,000 square
feet of the
aluminum
panels found
new life in the
walls of the
Long Center.

Not Known

Materials
Used and
Applicatio
ns

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Lesson
Learned

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

6x10
dimension
al lumber
2x6
Douglas
Fir
2x6
Douglas
Fir
Glulam
beams
Blue-gum
Eucalyptus
trees
Redwood
Alaskan
Yellow
Cedar
12” – 16”
Alder trees
20” x 20”
12’ rough
timber
heart
center
Make
Mock-Ups
Be
Flexible
Think
Reuse
From The
Start
One Step
At A Time
Bid Better
Identify
Reuse
Champion
s
Plan For
Shortfalls
Find
Common
Ground

•
•

Reclaimed
Brick
Reclaimed
Sinker
Cypress

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Start Early
Be Smart
About
Deconstruct
ion
Build Reuse
Relationshi
ps
Work
Around
Multiple
Vendor
Requiremen
ts
Understand
Trade-Offs
Embrace
Beauty In
Imperfectio
n

•
•
•
•

•

•

Steel
Wood
timbers
Brick
Countertops
Fire
Extinguisher
Cabinets
Photovoltaic
Carpet
Kitchen
cabinets
Sinks
Benches and
exterior deck
Workstation
s
Doors and
frames
Windows

Ottawa Store:
• Douglas-fir
• Steel
• Red elm
• Glass block
• Concrete
block

Start Early
Be Flexible
Talk It Over
Get Support
From The
Top
Turn
Subcontracto
rs Into Reuse
Champions
Leave No
Source
Unturned

•
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Winnipeg Store:
• Bricks
• Cast iron
• Steel L
• Tyndall stone
• Plywood
• Wood
flooring
• Shiplap siding
• Wood beams
• 2x
dimensional
lumber
• 1x
dimensional
lumber

•

•
•

•

Lead By
Example
Develop A
Shared Vision
Of Reuse
Enhance Your
Brand
Leave A
Smaller
Footprint
Complete The
Circle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete
Steel
Steel
Aluminum
Marble
Wood
Glass
Interior
lighting

•
•

Repurpose
Think
Strategically
Understand
Intangible
Benefits
Be Specific

•

•

Case Study 1: Portola Valley Town Center, CA
Three single story new buildings replaced a single 1940 unsafe structure after carefully
dismantling it. 90% of the Old Structure was used

Figure 69: Case Study 1: Portola Valley Town Center Floor Plan (used with permission)
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Figure 70: Site Plan for Portola Valley Town Center (used with permission)

Figure 71: Locations for Salvaged Materials (used with permission)
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Figure 72: Town Hall Library View (used with permission)
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Case Study 2: University of Texas School of Nursing and Student Community
Center
50% of building materials have recycled contents (Steel and Concrete)
Materials originate within 500 miles of the site (Brick: 19th century warehouse in TX)
50% of total construction waste is recycled (Sinker Cypress dredged from river bottom)

Figure 73: UTHSC School of Nursing School of Nursing East Façade (used with permission)

Figure 74: Section through UTHSC School of Nursing (used with permission)
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Figure 75: Approximate 50% Reused Materials (used with permission)
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Case Study 5: Long Center for the Performing Arts
The project team was able to reuse the ring beam that supported it as a prominent
gateway to the new building

Figure 76: The project team was able to reuse the ring beam that supported it (used with permission)

Figure 77: The New Long Center for the Performing Arts during Construction (used with permission)
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Figure 78: The new long center for the performing arts after completion (used with permission)

Figure 79: Salvaged Interior Light Fixture (used with permission)
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4.3.2

The Cost of Building with Reuse

Our study and analysis of the presented projects revealed the following results related to
the cost of building with reuse in relation to the project size.
1. No one-size-fits-all solution exists in the design and construction of green buildings.
Each building is unique and should be considered as such when it comes to
addressing the cost and feasibility of green design and construction, whether
incorporating sustainable features into a well-designed building or seeking one of the
various levels of LEED certification.
2. The Davis Langdon study mentioned previously noted that one of the most common
methods used to establish the cost of green has been to compare final construction
costs to the project’s established budget. Specifically, was the budget increased to
accommodate the sustainable elements or were the elements incorporated into the
project using funds that were originally available.
3. For the 61 LEED-seeking buildings studied by Davis Langdon, researchers found that
more than half of the projects had original budgets set without regard to sustainable
design, yet received no supplemental funds to support sustainable goals. Of those that
received extra funding, the supplement was usually provided only for specific
enhancements or requirements, such as photovoltaic systems. Such supplemental
funding ranged between 0 and 3 percent of the initial budget.
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Figure 80: Cost per Square foot in relation to National Average
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Four projects average $238/sf
Five projects average $345/sf
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Figure 81: Total project size in square feet in each case study
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Figure 82: Total Cost in US Dollars per each case study
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4.4 Methodological Triangulation
Triangulation refers to the use of more than one approach to the investigation of a
research question in order to enhance confidence in the findings. The term derives from
surveying, where it refers to the use of a series of triangles to map out an area (Denzin
1978). It is an analytical approach that integrates multiple data sources to improve the
understanding of the research problem and to guide proposed decision-making to address
such problems. Triangulation includes not only the comparison of different data sources,
but also the use of different data gathering techniques and methods to investigate the
same phenomenon.
4.4.1

Sources of the Research Data

The three sources of data used in the investigation of this research are Literature Review,
Case Studies and Interviews. The qualitative nature of the research in the knowledge
capturing process of the data collection was done to compare the results with other
sources of data in the sense of triangulation and to carry out checks for reliability and
consistency in findings. The qualitative contents analysis of the face-to-face survey phase
of the KCP was used in conjunction with the online surveys and questionnaire to form a
Delphi method of consensus with the expert panel. This was taken back to both the
selected five case studies and the scarce literature to form the grounded theory of the
research. The following description is a result from the patterns developed from case
studies analysis and the focus group whole text analysis.
4.4.2

Consistency Cross Checking using Triangulation

The five non-residential case studies represented a diverse range of building type, size,
scale and processes. Although these projects are individually unique like other
conventional projects, lessons learned from BMR processes can be drawn out which
could form partial consistency cross checking with other sources of data like Literature
Review, Questionnaire and Interviews. The following is a summary of findings from
these projects.
1. Early Integration of BMR concept during Pre-design or Programing Phase: a
critical strategy that is evident in almost all projects. This could be a requirement by
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the owner or a proposed alternative by the design team. In either scenario, the project
team will benefit from bringing the idea to the table at the beginning of the design
process more than integrating it later in the process. This finding aligns with the
majority of the research Delphi focus group responses to survey questions and the
results from the forecasting preliminary questionnaire. In addition, literature review
suggested the same strategy to achieve maximum benefits of BMR process.
2. Engage All project Stakeholders in the process from the beginning: It is important
to engage all project stakeholders in the beginning of the design process, some of the
case study projects incorporated ideas suggested by contractors or specialty
consultants out side the traditional design team. The IPD project delivery method
proposed solutions to make this integration work as discussed in chapter two, but
regardless of the project delivery method, it is still possible to bring the project
stakeholders to the same table in the early phase of the design process. Our Delphi
focus group emphasized on the importance of this practice in addition to including a
BMR consultant into the project stakeholders as an emerging role. The literature
review highlighted the benefits of this integration but legal and liability issues still
need to be identified. The knowledge presented previously on the Group Decision
Making will need to be implemented.
3. Flexible Specifications to accommodate the lack of data, information and
uncertainties: This finding is very critical to incorporate BMR to the design process.
One of our arguments presented in this research is that reused materials should be
distinguished from recycled materials by information. Writing specifications for any
project requires information about the building materials and components that
manufacturers provide along with their products, this information is missing in the
reused materials and therefore, specification should be written to accommodate a
wide range of parameters. The Long Center for Performing Arts is an example for
flexible specifications; aluminum panels from the existing building on site were used
on the new building façade adding a variety of colors. In addition, assigning
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responsibilities for the critical BMR processes like sourcing, purchasing, storing,
…etc. is crucial so bidders on the construction can be made properly.
4. On and Off-site Sourcing and vendors networking (Sourcing and VR): the
introduction of the new Reuse Consultant stakeholder role to the project team can
make this process easier. Having a Reuse Consultant in the project team can mitigate
scheduling and ordering challenges. The Mountain equipment Co-Op Stores in
Ottawa and Winnipeg benefited from identifying the resources that they had onsite
from deconstructing an old building. The strategy of shopping the site is always
threatened by the practice of demolition and fast clearing the building sites. Our
findings from the Delphi focus group emphasized the need for the reuse consultant to
act as a broker and coordinator between the design team and the reuse vendors. Our
proposed virtual repository of building materials reuse can build a database of
information and create a knowledgebase for decision making along with a harvesting
map of available sources of materials. We called this a dynamic sourcing due to the
fast changing inventory nature of the process.
5. Flexibility in accepting wide range of appearance and availability by all
stakeholders: non-standard materials and components can be considerably varied
when compared with standard ones in terms of consistency in quality and quantity.
The willingness from all project stakeholders from the owner to the subcontractor to
accept a wide range of variability is critical. This issue should be addressed from the
beginning of the design process and guided by a minimum quality procedure clearly
identified in the specifications. Sourcing materials from more than one vendor will
more likely result in inconsistency; the more information that can be built quickly on
the fly about these materials and sources early in the process the fewer problems can
rise from variability. Issues such as structural integrity and hazardousness related to
health and safety should not be compromised. The Long Center for Performing Arts
is an example for flexibility practiced by the project stakeholders.
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6. Phasing and splitting Contracts clarify and define roles and responsibilities:
integrating the process of BMR into the various project delivery methods and
contracting structures can benefit from the split-contract model which helps in
reducing the risk of unknown cost escalation that is associated with scheduling,
procurement and dynamic inventories. The selected case studies showed that a key to
success is to clearly identifying roles and responsibilities for each contractor and
having a construction manager to coordinate and administer the process. The Portola
Valley Town Center utilized the model of multi-prime contract that enabled the
project team in phasing and splitting deconstruction and demolition work.
7. Indirect matching of materials and components lead to creative design: Some
materials and components may be used in different application than what was created
for. The creativity of the design team can be applied in this indirect matching of
materials and components. The design team for the Long Center for the Performing
Arts used exterior aluminum roof panels that were salvaged from deconstructing a
structure as interior paneling in the new building. This opportunity, if capitalized by
the architect can result in a new, innovative and exciting designs. Salvaged and
reused materials also have an embedded history that can contribute to the story of
making the new buildings.
8. Mock ups and samples of materials are essential in making a decision during the
design phase: Although this might relate more to standard materials, the Portola
Valley Town Center greatly benefited in making decisions from the provided samples
during the design process, Mock ups were done with the interior walls and ceiling
panels assemblies which helped the design team in their materials decision making.
The role that a reuse consultant might play in this process is essential to ease the
selection process. Testing and re-certifying the materials in terms of structural
integrity and grading is an important step and should be clarified in the specifications.
Results from surveys and interviews showed that the design team should not be
responsible for testing and certifying for legal issues, but minimum requirement for
acceptance should be clarified to the contractors and sub contractors.
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5 Chapter 5: The New BPMN Process Mapping
A fully detailed and enlarged set of the developed BPMN maps is included in appendix
C. These maps could be used as templates by the project team in the early phases of the
project planning to identify activities, workflows and decisions.

5.1 New Process Mapping Development and Representation
The process maps developed in this chapter will allow the project team to understand the
overall BMR process, identify the information exchanges that will be shared between
multiple stakeholders, and clearly define the various processes to be performed. The use
of process mapping standard language with BPMN allows the project team to effectively
plan for reuse integration while keep consistent representation for future implementation.
These process maps will also serve as the basis for identifying other important
implementation issues including contract structure, BMR deliverable requirements,
information technology infrastructure, and the selection criteria for future team members.
The process mapping procedure for the Building Materials Reuse is needed to understand
the workflow of integrating the value to the traditional design process. Initially, an
overview map representing the sequencing and interaction between the primary BMR
phases on the project is developed (Figure 83). This allows all team members to clearly
understand how their work processes interact with the processes performed by other team
members.
After the overview map is developed, the team members responsible for each detailed
BMR process are developed and presented as more detailed process maps. For example,
the high level map will show how the Design Bid Build (DBB) design process phases are
sequenced and interrelated. A detailed map will show the detailed phase process that will
be performed by a project stakeholder.
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Objectives of the development of the new mapping process:

•

To Understand the overall proposed BMR design process

•

To identify the information exchanges that is shared between multiple
stakeholders

•

To define the various processes to be performed for the identified problem uses.

•

An overview of the BMR Execution Planning Procedure

•

A procedure for designing the BMR Process for the project

•

A method for defining the Information Exchange Requirements

•

A method to define the infrastructure necessary to support the BMR Process

•

A structured method for team implementation of the procedure through a series of
meetings and intermediate tasks.

The standard language used for the new mapping representation is known as BPMN
(Business Process Modeling Notation), which were developed by OMG (Object
Management Group). The symbols used below are defined in the BPMN
Specification (OMG 2011). BPMN language represents more details than UML
Language.
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5.2 Mapping the Building Materials Reuse (BMR) Process
To map the BMR process, three stages of mapping are required to be developed by the
project team. First, an overview map that will address the relationships and the workflow
between the different phases of the traditional Design-Bid-Build Process and the
proposed BMR design scenario. Second, a set of detailed process maps that define and
detail each of the six critical phases of the DBB process related to BMR. Each phase of
the six phases will be detailed in three maps, a traditional process map and two levels of
new process maps that are divided into level one and level two. Finally, a set of five
strategic maps is developed to synthesize the overall process and to highlight the most
important processes within any project delivery method. In the beginning of the
knowledge capturing process, a set of initial maps were modeled and presented to the
research focus group to solicit their feedback using UML as follows:
A. UML Traditional DBB Overall Process
B. UML Traditional DBB Phases
1. UML Schematic Design Phase Process
2. UML Design Development Phase Process
3. UML Construction Document Phase Process
4. UML Bidding and Negotiation Phase Process
5. UML Construction Administration Phase Process
C. UML Proposed BMR Scenario Workflow
As a result and through extensive Delphi rounds of interaction with the group, new
activities, information and processes were added, changed and deleted from the presented
initial maps based on questions to the focus group in phase three of the knowledge
capturing process and group consensus in phase four of the knowledge capturing process.
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Stage One: BMR Overview Map
The BMR overview map represents the highest level of information exchange of the
whole project life cycle from programming to landfill. The map addresses the
relationship between the nine phases of the DBB traditional process and the proposed
BMR workflow scenario in light of many revisions and feedback from the research focus
group.
Stage Two: Detailed Integrated DBB Phases Maps
The critical phases of the DBB are detailed and enlarged in this stage. Each of these six
critical phases is detailed into three maps that clearly define the sequences of the various
processes to be performed before and after the integration of the BMR concept. The maps
also identify the responsible stakeholders for each activity, the information required and
exchanged, and the reference data as inputs and outputs.
Stage Three: Strategic BMR Maps
As a result of an extensive knowledge capturing process, it was essential to develop a set
of maps that address the critical issues of the BMR process. These maps used the same
procedures and representation method as the previous maps and synthesize the whole
BMR process into the essential processes.
Mapping Legend
The following legend shown in figure 83 describes the elements of the BPMN process
boxes. The Project Phase refers to phases of the DBB traditional delivery method (P:
Programing, SD: Schematic Design, DD: Design Development, CD: Construction
Document, BN: Bidding and Negotiation, CA: Construction Administration), The
Process Name refers to a short and brief description of the activity (usually in the form of
an order), The Responsible Party refers to the project stakeholders (Owner, Architect,
Design Team, Engineering Consultant, Landscape Architect, Contractor, BMR
Consultant, All Stakeholders), and finally the Detailed Map refers to the process maps in
the blueprint set (P1a, P1b, SD2a, SD2b, SD2c, DD3a, DD3b, DD3c, CD4a, etc.)
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P: Programing
SD: Schematic Design
DD: Design Development
CD: Construction Document
BN: Bidding and Negotiation
CA: Construction Administration

Project Phase

Process Name

Responsible Party

Brief Description of activity

Detailed Map
P1a - Traditional DBB Programing (Pre design)
P1b - New Programing Process (Pre design)
SD2a - Traditional DBB Schematic Design Process
SD2b - New Schematic Design Process Level 1
SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
DD3a - Traditional DBB Design Development Process
DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1
DD3c - New Design Development Process Level 2
CD4a - Traditional DBB Construction Documents Process
CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1
CD4c - New Construction Documents Process Level 2
BN5a - Traditional DBB Bidding and Negotiation Process
BN5b - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 1
BN5c - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 2
CA6a - Traditional DBB Construction Administration Process
CA6b - New Construction Administration Process Level 1
CA6c - New Construction Administration Process Level 2

Owner
Architect
Design Team
Engineering Consultant
Landscape Architect
Contractor
BMR Consultant
All Stakeholders

Figure 83: BPMN Process Activity Box Legend

5.2.1

Stage One: Capturing the BMR Overview Process Map

To capture an overview process map for BMR, a number of steps need to be taken
accordingly. First, identification of a proper project delivery method (in this study, the
DBB is selected) needs to take place, then a dissection of the project life cycle phases
needs to be addressed. The following is a description of the required steps to create the
BMR overview map:
1. Include all related DBB phases in the overview map
Identification of the proper project delivery method is the first step in creating the
BMR overview map. As previously discussed in chapter two, the selection of the
proper project delivery method is a multi criteria decision by itself and can benefit
from using AHP during the selection process. The selected project delivery method
then can be broken down into phases that represent the whole life cycle of the project.
Each phase of the related DBB project delivery method can be represented as a
process box (activity). An initial mapping of the existing condition using UML was
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previously presented in chapter three and was used during the knowledge capturing
process for feedback from the research focus group.
2. Arrange DBB phases into the project sequence
Phases of the project delivery method are arranged sequentially as activities that have
start and end processes. As discussed in chapter two, the traditional design process
seems to be a liner process but in reality it is investigative and iterative. Sequential
order of the phases helps to understand the whole life cycle of the project.
3. Include new activities related to BMR integration
New activities and processes that are directly related to the integration of BMR have
been identified (through numerous interviews with industry experts, case studies and
literature review). These new processes are carefully inserted in the BMR overview
map along with the proposed scenario at the recommended phases of the DBB
process.
4. Identify responsible stakeholders in each activity
It is important to define a responsible party for each activity. A responsible party is an
individual, a company or multiple consultants that define the information required for
an activity and the output information of each process. Some activities can have one
responsible party and some can have more than one party, therefore it is not always
easy to relate the tasks of an activity to a specific party. The map matches the
processes to the best party to execute the required tasks.
5. Determine information exchange required for each activity
Each process has inputs and outputs of information exchanged between activities. In
general, it is important to determine all possible information exchange required to
perform a process. Some output information from an activity becomes the necessary
input information for the next activity. For example, the output information from the
schematic design phase is the input information for the subsequent design
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development phase. The information exchanges between activities is part of the
dynamic knowledgebase building of the whole process.

OM-00 Building Materials Reuse Proposed Overview
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping
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Figure 84: OM-00 Building Materials Reuse Proposed Overview Process Map

BMR Overview Process Map Description:
The captured BMR overview map shown in figure 84 is a result of converging two UML
maps presented to the research Delphi focus group, the overall DBB design process and
the hypothetical proposed BMR scenario. The two maps were used to solicit the industry
expert opinions as explained in the survey section. A number of processes (activities)
were added to the overall workflow, distinguished in the map in the green color boxes.
The majority of the added processes fall between programming, Schematic Design and
Design Development phases. This early planning is consistent with our findings in most
of the presented case studies and our literature review. The map is divided into two
swimlanes, the upper one contains the traditional DBB phases and the BMR hypothetical
scenario. The lower swimlane contains mostly the new BMR processes and the two major
decisions to incorporate BMR. One of the concerns presented during the Knowledge
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Capturing Process (KCP) is that materials and components outside the BIM virtual
repository (the proposed standardized online knowledgebase and marketplace) will be
inaccessible to this system. Therefore, to enhance access to reusable materials, the system
should either expand the list of information sources, or to include a local database that
includes reuse stores. The proposed overview process can help architects and designers to
specify reclaimed materials and mitigate the difficulty in sourcing. It also helps to
identify the necessary steps to obtain information and define opportunities for reuse
earlier in the design process.
Another concern raised in the KCP is that the workflow needs to be implemented without
large increases to construction costs. The Dynamic Virtual Repository contains detailed
information being built as needed about available sources can help the cost issue. The
establishment of the VR is viable to the process, it contains physical and non-physical
attributes about materials and components, in addition, it should be built as a dynamic
knowledgebase embedded with detailed information with high flexibility using tools like
InvenQuary, explained in chapter six. Within the new processes we added a matrix that
defines opportunities to incorporate reclaimed materials, including rating them in areas
such as: visual impact, storytelling, scale relative to total project, cost and availability.
For redevelopment projects, special emphasis is placed on identifying materials available
on-site.
5.2.2

Stage Two: Detailed Integrated DBB Phases Maps

For each phase of the traditional DBB project delivery method, a number of critical steps
related to BMR must be integrated. A detailed process map must be created to clearly
define the sequence of the multiple activities to be performed within a phase. Each phase
is represented on three levels. First, the initial presented UML maps were modified to
BPMN (for the previously presented reasons such as: the details that BPMN offers to
processes that are not available in UML, assigning responsible parties to each activity
box, Identify project phases, and cross referencing between maps). Second, Level one of
activities related to BMR was added. Third, Level 2 of details was added. It is important
to note that these detailed maps could be altered and modified according to the
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uniqueness of each project. Therefore, the project team should consider customizing
these maps to achieve a particular project goal.
The proposed blueprint set for the BMR process consists of both the traditional processes
after being modified to BPMN and the new proposed maps, which are presented on two
hierarchal levels. The reason for presenting the traditional maps again in this set is first to
present it in the same BPMN language, and second to give the user the chance to
understand the difference between the old and new when incorporating BMR. Each map
is coded with letters presenting the name of the phase and numbers presenting the
hierarchal level of the map. The blueprint set consists of the following 17 maps:
1. P1a - Traditional DBB Programing (Pre design)
2. P1b - New Programing Process (Pre design)
3. SD2a - Traditional DBB Schematic Design Process
4. SD2b - New Schematic Design Process Level 1
5. SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
6. DD3a - Traditional DBB Design Development Process
7. DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1
8. DD3c - New Design Development Process Level 2
9. CD4a - Traditional DBB Construction Documents Process
10. CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1
11. CD4c - New Construction Documents Process Level 2
12. BN5a - Traditional DBB Bidding and Negotiation Process
13. BN5b - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 1
14. BN5c - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 2
15. CA6a - Traditional DBB Construction Administration Process
16. CA6b - New Construction Administration Process Level 1
17. CA6c - New Construction Administration Process Level 2
Each detailed phase map is represented using swim-lanes that divide three categories of
information as follows:
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1. Reference Information (Inputs): The required sources of information for each activity
of the process
2. Process: The sequence of activities that were performed within a process phase
3. Information Exchange (Outputs): the deliverable from activities which form input
sources for future phases
As a result of the Delphi exercises with the research focus group, a general consensus
was reached that the programing phase in the DBB method is highly essential in the
BMR workflow. Each critical DBB phase (except programming) includes three detailed
process maps; 1) traditional DBB process modified from the initial UML maps, 2) level
one process and 3) level two (detailed) process. The following steps are required to create
these maps:
1. Dissecting each phase into a set of sequential steps
Steps that are necessary to be taken in each phase are represented in the BPMN
activity boxes in a sequential order within the process swimlanes. There are
traditional steps within a phase and there are additional steps related to incorporating
BMR. The two types are represented within the swim-lanes that form the core
processes of a phase.
2. Defining dependency between activities
Each activity within a process is followed by another activity and preceded by an
activity. It is important for the design team to define such a sequence as in some
cases, more than one activity can follow or precede another (in UML they are called
concurrent activities). Activity boxes are connected using the BPMN sequence flow
solid arrow.
3. Illustrating the map with the necessary information
a. Reference information Lane: contains the input resources needed to perform an
activity such as owner budget and project schedule.
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b. Information Exchange Lane: contains the output information from performing an
activity such as program summary and schematic design documents.
c. Responsible Party: each activity box needs to be assigned to a responsible project
stakeholder who carries the process forward.
4. Identifying gateways (decision nodes)
Within a process map, major decisions are identified that take place between different
activities. At these gateways, two options are presented: either moving forward with
the decision in a linear process or going back to the previous activity and revise the
information required in an investigative process. For example, a decision on
identifying materials available onsite can only be performed if the responsible parties
accepted securing materials by early purchasing. Each decision node will then need to
be modeled into a descriptive decision model as described in chapter two.
5. Documenting and refining processes for future use
It is important to understand that the proposed process maps are a ‘living document’.
The phase process maps need to be modified and customized for specific needs and
additional activities to represent the actual workflow by each project. The planned
process maps are similar to the pre-construction blueprints for any project. The
proposed set needs to be updated after the completion of the project just as the ‘asbuilt’ set of drawings is required to be developed after the completion of a project.
Description of The Six Critical BMR Phases:
The seventeen presented new BPMN maps are developed for the identified six critical
phases of the DBB project delivery method (P, SD, DD, CD, BN and CA) based on
an extensive knowledge capturing process that started with literature review and
numerous interviews and Delphi exercises with experts from the design and
construction industry in addition to analyzing a number of case studies that
incorporated the BMR process into their projects. Each description highlights the
potential added value and the resources required for the implementation of the BMR.
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1. Programing Phase
Through our investigation, the programing phase revealed to be a very important
phase of the BMR process. Many of the activities and processes take place in the
early stages before design start. The following section describes the two BPMN
process maps modeled as follows:
P1a - Traditional DBB Programing (Pre design)

•

Traditionally, this phase includes processes such as: the project program initial review
and confirmation, project budget initial review, preliminary site analysis, measuring
existing conditions, and code and zoning review. Figure 85 illustrates the
relationships between these processes and identifies responsible parties, references
information and the necessary information exchange to the workflow. It is important
to realize, when defining the required functions of the project, at the beginning of the
process that all project stakeholders need to be engaged however, many of the
activities are the sole responsibility of the architect.
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Figure 85: P1a - Traditional DBB Programing Process
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P1b - New Programing Process (Pre design)

•

The new programming process illustrated in figure 86 redefines traditional processes
related to implementing BMR to the workflow. BMR concept is included in defining
goals and objectives of the project. Possible locations and types of reused materials
included with initial sourcing efforts for these materials. The BMR options, sources
and specifications are increasingly defined and refined as the design process
continues. When the objective is to reuse integral architectural elements, such as
reclaimed beams, or incorporating architectural elements such as doors, or columns,
the additional discovery step would need to be done prior to the creation of drawings.
The Programing Phase includes the initial decision of incorporating reused materials,
and a preliminary survey of available reused materials. When these materials are
identified, they can then be specified and designed around during the Schematic
Design Phase. During Programming, new activities are added such as identifying
potential repurposed materials and researching available salvaged materials. These
activities are also repeated at the subsequent SD, DD, and CD phases.
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2. Schematic Design Phase
The Schematic Design phase is presented in three maps. First a traditional DBB
process modified from UML to BPMN. Second, level one new BPMN process
including preliminary BMR activities. Third, level two new BPMN process including
detailed BMR processes. A description of the three maps as follows:
SD2a - Traditional DBB Schematic Design Process

•

Traditionally, this phase includes developing several preliminary design options or
iterations for review and selection of a preferred scheme (figure 87). Some important
activities take place such as: reviewing of the project program with the client,
developing spatial relationships, providing preliminary design concepts, obtaining
input from the landscape architect, presenting of design concepts to the owner
(concept floor plans, sections, elevations 3D model, etc.), obtaining the owner review
and input, and finalizing schematic design deliverables. In addition, a thorough study
of zoning and building codes and regulations is much needed.
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Figure 87: SD2a -Traditional DBB Schematic Design Process
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SD2b - New Schematic Design Process Level 1

•

This process starts with studying all influential aspects on the project design (figure
88). Within this activity, the design team investigates the existing structure on site (if
there is one), and identifies its potential for deconstruction, and materials that could
be salvaged. Additionally, part of the data gathered for the process includes an
identification of available reclaimed materials, so it can be priced and incorporated
into the design. Today, more demands on estimating an accurate project budget by the
end of the SD caused primary materials selection to be made early through SD. In
addition, design teams are projecting building systems at the end of the SD since it is
too late to expect systems and material discussions to happen during DD phase. To
achieve this, some architectural firms practice in a highly integrated method that
allows them to typically meet several times in the SD with structural, MEP, civil
engineers, landscape architects, etc. therefore, all material choices are being made
earlier as they impact updates to cost, thermal performance, etc. according to the
research group, BIM has been an efficient medium to achieve this integration.
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Figure 88: SD2b - New Schematic Design Process Level 1
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Estimate Document

•

SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
On a higher detail level, this process expands on the activities on the previous level.
At the information gathering stages, as shown in figure 89, a list of potential reusable
materials from existing buildings on site are generated. To distinguish between
functional reuse versus creative reuse, some of the materials are identified as
"function-constrained" for example; a set of windows of a particular size would
require a specific layout to be reused. Other materials are "function flexible", that can
be used as finish materials or textures, with the expectation that dimensions can be
modified as needed, for example: doors used as paneling, lumber used as trim, etc.
During this phase, the design team also brainstorms ideas for detailing material
assemblies to allow for future disassembly.
Some important reference information such as historical context as it relates to
surroundings, to site and to region are included at the beginning of the process. This
type of information would emphasize the importance of the in-depth knowledge of
the social and economic history of the existing buildings. In that regard and before
reviewing the cost with the owner, a design alternative is introduced that may exceed
the budget, but add significant value in regards to character and authenticity of the
project.
Some of the featured activities within the process include: Identifying potential
material supply for reuse, generating several strategies for material reuse, explaining
benefits of reuse to client and adding to deliverables “target material reuse
percentage".
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SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
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Figure 89: SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
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3. Design Development Phase
The Design Development phase is presented in three maps. First a traditional DBB
process modified from UML to BPMN. Second, level one new BPMN process
including preliminary BMR activities. Third, level two new BPMN process including
detailed BMR processes. A description of the three maps as follows:
DD3a - Traditional DBB Design Development Process

•

Traditionally, this phase includes developing a detailed design of the selected
preferred option(s) from the Schematic Design phase (figure 90). During this phase,
important activities such as: preliminary design of building systems coordinated with
consulting engineers, presentation of design development to owner, reviewing of
project cost estimate with owner, obtaining the owner review and input and, finalizing
the design development deliverables. Also an important layout of openings, doors and
windows should be developed as a base for quantity takeoff.
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Figure 90: DD3a - Traditional DBB Design Development Process
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DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1

•

This process starts with specifying the project design elements (figure 91). As part of
the decisions about building materials, the design team considers first which
functional elements can utilize reusable materials, in conjunction with sourcing effort
that determines availability of reused materials in the various categories of needed
items. Second, in developing materials for (non-structural elements) such as finishes
or fixtures, the design team considers using salvaged material in a modified form,
which would fall into the "design any special elements or features" processes.
When developing options within the chosen scheme, the design team makes
subordinate decisions on options. As such a decision to develop a pallet of building
materials can include the identified BMR options. At this process, the reconsidering
of materials may involve the revisiting of the reused materials discovery step at the
programing phase, which may results in a more substantial change to the design.
Also, the incorporation of reused materials may require them to be inspected or recertified by a structural engineer or a specialty consultant.

DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping
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Figure 91: DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1
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Lighting Plans

Plumbing Plans

DD3c - New Design Development Process Level 2

•

On a higher detail level, this process expands on the activities on the previous level.
Additional and extensive activities to determine the owner commitment on BMR and
identifying the BMR sources and options take place in conjunction with updating the
design documents in details (figure 92). During this phase, the design team updates
the project parameters and begins detailing material assemblies to allow for future
disassembly. In addition, the design team finds a way to either identify a salvaged
material source that will continue to have materials available at the time construction
begins or work with the client to reserve or purchase salvaged materials thus far
identified for the project. A careful redefining of BMR specifications, sources and
options is done prior to clarifying the use of salvaged materials with warranty issues
and before developing the outline technical specifications. A detailed cost estimate is
also is developed before making a decision on developing the outline specifications.
If no approval reached on the cost processes, the design team should go back and
revisit developing options within the chosen scheme processes.
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Figure 92: DD3c - New Design Development Process Level 2
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4. Construction Document Phase
The Construction Document phase is presented in three maps. First a traditional DBB
process modified from UML to BPMN. Second, level one new BPMN process
including preliminary BMR activities. Third, level two new BPMN process including
detailed BMR processes. A description of the three maps as follows:
CD4a - Traditional DBB Construction Documents Process

•

Traditionally, this phase includes developing a full set of construction drawings
(drawings that the contractor use on project site to execute construction) and
specifications for the city planners and code official review (figure 93). Also the set is
an important document for the owner’s use during the bidding and negotiation phase.
The CD phase includes finalizing the design of building systems, finalizing the
detailed working drawings and specifications, developing detailed materials
specifications, and obtaining the owner review.

CD4a - Traditional DBB Construction Documents Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping
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CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1

•

In this process it is important to establish firm sourcing options and secure
availability of salvaged materials to meet quantity and quality requirements specified
in the design development phase (figure 94). Based on the assessed potentials for
reuse of materials from previous phases, if materials initially specified are not
available but similar ones are, the design need to be adapted to utilize available
materials. If BMR is specified for several areas in the building, the design team needs
to scale goals for reuse based on the amount or types of materials available. It is
important to develop hard sources for most of these materials at this point in the
process. However, for salvaged materials, which are commonly not available in large
quantities, the design team needs to document several sources without committing to
one. If reclaimed materials opportunities are thoroughly explored prior to this phase,
having an alternate loop that insures that the door is not closed too early on latearising opportunities for BMR is essential. Some important activities include:
defining construction procedure parameters, updating the cost and reviewing the legal
contract. The goal at the end of this process is to develop the bidding document.
CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping
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Figure 94: CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1
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CD4c - New Construction Documents Process Level 2

•

On a higher level of detail, this process expands on the activities of the previous level
(figure 95). At this stage, it is important to specify installations of BMR components
before finalizing the building systems. The careful redefining of BMR specifications,
resources and options, must be done in conjunction with acknowledging the
additional necessary steps when a specified reuse material is changed. When writing
specifications, the design team must require the certification of structurally safe as
part of the specification. Requirements for incorporating salvaged components are
also included within the specifications issued at this phase. Due to the issue of
quantity, the project stakeholders must make sure that the projected materials are
integrated and the contractors is able to obtain the material specified. As such, the
specifications are not so proprietary that there aren't options. At the end and before
developing the bidding document, it is important to clarify the sub contract bids that
are design-build, in addition when developing the complete technical specifications
for BMR, a confirmation that target material reuse was met must be added.
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Figure 95: CD4c - New Construction Documents Process Level 2
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Bidding Document

5. Biding and Negotiation Phase
The Bidding and Negotiation phase is presented in three maps. First a traditional
DBB process modified from UML to BPMN. Second, level one new BPMN process
including preliminary BMR activities. Third, level two new BPMN process including
detailed BMR processes. A description of the three maps as follows:
BN5a - Traditional DBB Bidding and Negotiation Process

•

Traditionally, this phase starts with advertising for bids (figure 96), then developing
instructions for bidders so they can provide their cost for construction. The selection
of the contractor goes through a process of competitive bidding, bidding evaluation
and, finally contract awarding to the winning bidder. The phase includes the
contractors’ review of the project plans, negotiate the project scope of work, prices
and provide their cost proposals to the client (in conjunction with the city planners
and code officials reviewing, commenting and approving the proposed plans).
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Figure 96: BN5a - Traditional DBB Bidding and Negotiation Process
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BN5b - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 1

•

During this phase, the design team emphasizes the requirements for incorporating
salvaged components to the bidding contractors and shares with bidders the research
performed with respect to available reclaimed materials (figure 97). The review of
qualifications of bidders must take place according to their experience with BMR.
More clarification on BMR is addressed in answering questions from bidders activity.
At this point, hard sources for salvaged materials are already developed during earlier
phases. these sources are included in the specifications for bidders and the bid forms.
In case that a reused materials is specified without a hard source, then a list of
potential sources are specified, in addition to a plan describing the process of sourcing
the materials. The architect or a representative from the design team is responsible for
administering the bidding process and ensure fairness to competitive bidders in
addition to make sure the selected contractor is capable to deliver an accurate
execution of the project as designed and specified. Potential bidders could be invited
early in the programing phase and during the discussion on BMR for inputs.
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Figure 97: BN5b - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 1
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BN5c - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 2

•

On a higher level of detail, this process expands on the activities of the previous level
(figure 98). In the bidding process, it is typical to get contractors proposing
alternatives to materials, systems and building components. These alternatives must
meet the performance criteria indicated in the specifications of BMR attributes. The
administrator of the bidding process could ask the bidders to propose these
alternatives and to include them in their proposal and price. This activity is done as
part of careful redefining of the BMR specifications, options and sources. If a
potential bidder meets these criteria, a decision of selecting that contractor is fulfilled
and the process is concluded. Again, including potential contractors in the early
discussion of the project during programming allow them more time to identify
sources and bid accordingly.
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6. Construction Administration Phase
The Construction Administration phase is presented in three maps. First a traditional
DBB process modified from UML to BPMN. Second, level one new BPMN process
including preliminary BMR activities. Third, level two new BPMN process including
detailed BMR processes. A description of the three maps as follows:
CA6a - Traditional DBB Construction Administration Process

•

Traditionally, this phase includes actual building and execution of the project by the
contractor (figure 99). During this phase, the Construction Administrator (CA) is
representing the client at the job meetings and providing overall project direction and
leadership. In addition to his role, clarifications and sketches on arising issues from
construction site should be developed to contractors. The changes to the design
(change of services) should be systematically issued from the contactor to the CA and
get the stakeholders approvals. After completion, a project benchmark is developed.
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CA6b - New Construction Administration Process Level 1

•

A set of provisions and contingency are required during this process for evaluating
actual quality and quantity of salvaged material if it is not suitable or insufficient.
During the actual construction activity, the design team is working carefully with the
contractor to ensure that all details designed for disassembling components at a later
date are built correctly (figure 100). The design team with the BMR consultant and
contractors will likely need to continue investigating potential sources for salvaged
materials throughout construction as unexpected changes and or issues arise, such as
material availability or suitability, value engineering, etc. the CA reviews the
contractors submissions, check construction schedules, products and processes before
periodically meet with the owner and approving payment schedules. The legal
relationship between owner, design team and contractors is guided by the AIA
contract document, which is an important document for developing the final contract.
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Figure 100: CA6b - New Construction Administration Process Level 1
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End
Process

CA6c - New Construction Administration Process Level 2

•

On a higher level of detail, this process expands on the activities of the previous level
(figure 101). The design team continues to assist contractors in addressing BMR
issues and investigating potential sources as they arise. To address the quantity issue,
the design team proposes substitution to BMR (contingency) as a back up plan. When
working with contractor on BMR issues, the CA performs periodical checks to ensure
detailing and unexpected changes. The design team applies provisions based on
evaluating both quality and quantity of BMR.
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Figure 101: CA6c - New Construction Administration Process Level 2

5.2.3

Stage Three: Strategic BMR Maps

The previous seventeen maps in stage two represented a comprehensive and detailed
overview of adding the value of BMR to the traditional DBB project delivery method.
Five key issues of integrating BMR were identified as strategic and can be plugged in to
any project delivery method as follows:
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a. Sourcing Process Map
The building materials and components sourcing process is highly dynamic and
constantly changing. This depends on where the project is located and what materials
are desired (figure 102). Materials are sourced first locally and regionally if possible,
and then the search can be expanded beyond, if not available locally (The Harvesting
Map). The reuse centers, deconstruction companies, demolition contractors, reuse
vendors, reuse material fabricators and others are good sources for materials available
in the project region. Requests for materials are made online or directly through a
consulting or brokering company. Once a desired list of materials is requested, the
brokering company sources the materials through their network. Images, costs and
samples are coordinated between the design team, the owner and the contractor to
help source a desired material for the project. in addition, the BMR consultant
provides options and alternatives. The end of the sourcing process establishes a
procurement protocol.
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Figure 102: SO_01 Sourcing Process Map
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Samples

b. Specification Process Map
The specification process varies from project to project depending on whether there is
an existing building or not. If an existing structure or building is present,
deconstruction specifications are written in advance after a thorough investigation of
the structure. For a new construction, the specifications are dynamically developed as
the materials are located, sourced and priced in the process. Information,
requirements and instructions on installation, LEED requirements, maintenance,
dimensions, etc. are written up to provide a direction to the bidding contractors during
the bidding and negotiation phase (figure 103). Developing a context specification is
very important based on information gathered in the early phases on sources and
BMR. The end of the process provides a specification document that can be used for
the Bidding and Negotiation phase but is open for update and refinement as
opportunities arise.
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Figure 103: SP_01 Specification Process Map
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c. Cost Estimate Process Map
After the initial requests for sourcing, pricing is submitted from deconstruction
companies and vendors of reclaimed materials. Pricing varies depending on the size
of the project deconstructed, the labor type used with the deconstruction (union vs.
non-union), how many stories of the building, how long the material is stored for,
how much preparation needs to be done to the material to allow it to be useable
(refurbishment), etc. Depending on how much was involved in these steps, as well as
when the material is needed and how much is needed, the pricing can then be set for
the material for the project. As the case with new materials, quantities need to include
waste factors. The quantity issue must be considered especially when the design of
the project includes many angles or curved walls. That consideration is incorporated
as contingencies and overhead before finalizing the cost estimate (figure 104).
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Figure 104: CE_01 Cost Estimate Process Map
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d. Procurement Process Map
Executing a Purchase Order (PO) is a key part of the procurement process to make
sure the purchaser and the vendor both informed about the details. Both sides should
default to including as much information as possible. Deposits to start the order, how
much the deposits are, and when the final balance of the PO will be paid, are keys to
success. At the situation when there is no immediate need for the materials, the POs
can be written very early on in the process and need to have a security deposit made
to secure (Lock-in) these material (storage of materials is discussed in previous
maps). The Purchaser also needs to be defined, wither it is the property Owner, SubContractor, General Contractor or any other. Materials can be delivered early before
the beginning of construction and secured in an owner facility or secured in a bonded
warehouse, or if they are not so unique the order could wait until the contractor and or
the sub contractor being selected by the owner (figure 105). The final step in this
process is to execute a final Purchase order by the owner and the BMR consultant.
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Figure 105: PR_01 Procurement Process Map
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e. Scheduling Process Map
The scheduling process is also very dynamic. When setting the procurement
procedures, depending on who purchased the material (sub contractor or general
contractor) the material could be scheduled to arrive on site the day installation will
begin. If there are subcontractors that will prepare or re-mill (refurbish) the material
prior to installation on site, the material will be scheduled to deliver to an off-site
location. Sometimes temporary warehousing or bonded warehouses can be used and
this allows different quantities allotments to be delivered to the project as needed
especially if space or lay-down is at a minimum (figure 106). A revision of quantity is
important to ensure installation on time and no further sourcing is needed.
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Figure 106: SC_01 Scheduling Process Map
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5.3 BIM as Parameters for Decision Models and Data Required
The recent development of the BIM Project Execution Planning Guide (CICRP 2010)
was a major milestone in setting the standards for planning a strategy by the project team
in the early stages of design. This guide is a product of the BIM Project Execution
Planning buildingSMART allianceTM (bSa) Project. The bSa was charged with
developing the National Building Information Modeling StandardTM (NBIMS) which
define BIM as “ A digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a
facility. A BIM is a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a
reliable basis for decisions during its life cycle; defined as existing from earliest
conception to demolition. A basic premise of BIM is collaboration by different
stakeholders at different phases of the life cycle of a facility to insert, extract, update or
modify information in the BIM to support and reflect the roles of that stakeholder.”
(NIBS 2007).
This guide was developed to effectively integrate BIM into the project delivery process.
The core modeling and information exchange concepts have been designed to
complement the long term goals of the bSa in the development of a standard that can be
implemented throughout the AEC Industry to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
BIM implementation on projects. The BIM Project Execution Planning Guide illustrated
processes using BPMN was a major guideline in the development of the new BMR
process maps presented in this research. It is through adopting the same modeling
language and process mapping in the new BMR process maps, the integration of both
processes becomes seamless and the project team can easily identify the required data
and information exchange.
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Figure 107: Data required as inputs in BIM database

The high level view of BIM is that it is a parametric, digital representation of a building.
When owners, designers and contractors choose to utilize BIM for a project, they are
creating a database that represents these facets of a project: Physical components like
walls, floors and windows, and non-physical data like scheduling, cost and specifications.
The information contained in this database is advantageously utilized for producing
design documentation, enhancing coordination, and cost estimation. In his recent book,
“BIM Content Development: Standards, Strategies, and Best Practices” Robert S.
Weygant stated that BIM parameters allow us to research products while we are inside a
BIM platform. This information can seamlessly flow from design to specification to
construction to facility management. This enhances the decision making process to meet
the design criteria of the project.(Weygant 2011). Within BIM, typically there are three
kinds of parameters (Figure 107):
1. Built-In Parameters (there are some 2,272 of these in Revit (A BIM Platform by
Autodesk) and they can be mostly recognized from the properties dialogs for each
element, but not all of them.
2. Project Parameters (created by the user, in the model).
3. Shared Parameters (created by the user, often by importing them from a shared
parameter file, which can work across models)
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5.3.1

BIM Opportunities and Challenges

BIM as the latest paradigm shift in project documentation and management presents a
number of general opportunities and challenges as each project presents its own set of
challenges and opportunities as well as specific opportunities and challenges related to
BMR. The following is a brief discussion on both concerns.
Opportunities: BIM offers fundamentally new opportunities for improving the quality of
project delivery, shortening the building procurement life cycle, and reducing costs. For
example: current BIM software(s) platforms have built-in cost estimating features, so
building material quantities are automatically extracted and updated in real time when
any changes are made in the model. In addition, a building information model can be
effectively used to create material ordering, fabrication, and delivery schedules for all
building components. These two opportunities can greatly help with the integrating of
BMR process and ease both cost and scheduling issues. New opportunities for advanced
collaboration and project coordination are becoming more effective as the AEC industry
becomes more involved. In addition, real-time inventories (Such as our proposed
VRBMR) can be updated and linked to a BIM database directly to inform the design
team, therefore informative design decisions could be made. With more systematic
sourcing and standardized inventory databases, design teams can have access to an
unlimited wealth of data and information that affect their decision making process.
In a study conducted by the Center for Integrated Facilities Engineering (CIFE) at
Stanford University on 32 major projects utilized BIM; the results indicated benefits
related to time and cost savings such as (Liston 2007):
1. Up to 40% elimination of unbudgeted change.
2. Cost estimation accuracy within 3%.
3. Up to 80% reduction in time taken to generate a cost estimate.
4. A savings of up to 10% of the contract value through clash detections.
5. Up to 7% reduction in project time.
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These benefits are a direct result of BIM single database of information for a project, as
such, the dynamic nature of the BMR inventories could highly challenge these projected
benefits unless a systemic process of sourcing and procurement is integrated into the
design process, which is the goal of the proposed process maps in this research.
Challenges: There are a number of challenges including managing expectations with
respect to the use of model elements, the lack of widely used standard contract language,
and a number of legal issues. For example, when project team members, other than the
owner and A/E, contribute data that is integrated into the BIM, licensing issues can arise.
For example, equipment and material vendors (as described previously in Pella Windows
manufacturer example) offer designs associated with their products for the convenience
of the lead designer in hopes of inducing the designer to specify the vendor's equipment.
While this practice might be good for business, licensing issues can nevertheless arise if
the manufacturer's design produced by a designer not licensed in the location of the
project (Thompson 2010). As discussed in chapter two, BIM model ownership is a
challenge and project stakeholders should be very careful about the legal issues such as
data ownership and associated propriety concerns and risk sharing. Such issues must be
addressed upfront in the contract documents.
Another challenge is related to the issue of model management, the size of BIM models
presenting a concern in the AEC industry, as a central database, current computing soft
and hardware are not to the same capacity of the amount of information put in a model.
The need to link databases externally to the model is critical, but this practice presents a
set of challenges as well such as standardization and uniformity issues.
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5.4 The Scope of AHP within the Decision Making Process
As a pair wise decision-making tool, AHP is recommended in this research for the project
team in identifying the criteria for each decision model. We identified the high level
criteria for BMR decisions as Environmental, Economical, Social and Cultural. The next
level (sub criteria) should be defined by the project team early in the design process as
part of the programing phase. As discussed in chapter two, BMR decisions are multi
criteria decision problems and AHP is one of the easy-to-implement tools to role out the
criteria needed to form the performance measures (KPI’s) of the decision.
Criteria and sub criteria developed as results from phase 2a in the knowledge capturing
process can be integrated in the descriptive decision model after an AHP exercise to be
performed by the project team.

5.5 Dynamic Knowledgebase-Building and Dynamic Decision Making
The position of salvaged and reused building materials and components is quite unique
and ever changing. Information about the materials does not exist and has to be built on
the fly, in addition to other factors like availability, scheduling, quantity, storage,
inspection, etc. contribute to the difficulties of specifying these materials. These
challenges are a fundamental distinction between recycled and reused materials and
therefore the knowledge databases required to make decisions are dynamic in nature,
which means an ever-growing database of information that changes and adapts to each
situation. Future technology will have the capacity to handle such issues as James P.
Cramer and Scott Simpson stated in their latest book, The Next Architect: A New Twist on
the Future of Design that “Traditional construction documents will soon be obsolete, that
essential design information will be conveyed via CDs or wireless broadcasts to
construction sites; that computer tracking will manage the delivery of material to the site
and the removal of construction waste; that pricing will be handled by means of reverse
auctions to get the best possible value at any given time; and that debit-card technology
will be used to speed up invoicing and payment, and so forth.” (Simpson 2006)
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They also argued that room for process improvement exists since savings can offset
paying for its implementation. “If the design and construction process could be made
merely 10 percent more efficient (a very modest goal indeed), this represents annual
savings of well over $100 billion, which is four times the aggregate fees paid to
architects. That savings potential is more than enough to pay for process improvement.
The technology to accomplish all this already exists today. All that’s required to take full
advantage is dynamic decision-making.”
Protocols and software to build a dynamic knowledgebase have already been developed
in the IT industry, by creating a “warehouse” of data or multiple warehouses that are
organized through a coordinated system and hyperlinked together by common
characteristics. This concept is very much a response to our initial call for building the
BMR Virtual Repository, which is an essential component in building the dynamic
knowledge base of BMR. Experts in the BMR industry already started using tools to
build the KB like InvenQuery (IQ) by PlanteReuse which is a technology platform with
mobile application that seamlessly integrates inventory management and point-of-sale,
with the ability to administer and publish an e-commerce website. According to its
inventor, the IQ software is agile, scalable and easy to use while maintaining
sophisticated reporting mechanisms managers depend on to measure success. For
example, to illustrate the way IQ works when new materials come in a reuse store, they
are labeled with QR code stickers and automatically updated to the Marketplace when
scanned by a mobile device, and when they are purchased, via the app, they are
automatically removed from the database.
As previously explained in the relationship between knowledge base and decisionmaking, Dynamic BMR Knowledgebase directly influences the decision making process.
Each decision node in the presented BPMN process maps is connected with the variables
of the KB built at the time of decision.
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5.6 The Relationship Between Process Mapping and Decision
Modeling
The development of the Decision Support Framework of the BMR is a hierarchal
structure where the high level is represented by the process model or (map) and the next
level is represented through a workflow sequence. The relationship between the processes
is interrupted by critical decisions. These decisions, as explained previously are
structured by decision Models, which are developed to define how organizations make
decisions, usually as part of a business process model. As a multi-criteria decision
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6 Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusion
6.1 Research Summary
The following summary concludes the study and provides a description of lessons learned
from defining the problem statement of the research. Major findings to our initial inquiry
are presented and described through the mapping process. For example; we found that the
importance of mapping the programming phase in the new BMR process is a result of the
extensive multiple knowledge capturing phases, feedback from the industry experts and
the research Delphi focus group inputs. In addition, we found that the final development
of the five strategic process maps represented the main BMR criteria can be plugged in
not only to the DBB but to any project regardless of its delivery method. The lessons
learned below are the result of performing consistency checking in the three sources of
data by triangulation. They describe the findings as follows:
1. The project team should be assembled in the early stages of a project. This team
should consist of representatives from the entire primary project team members
including the owner, designers, contractors, engineers, major specialty contractors,
facility managers, and project owners. It is very important for the owner as well as
all primary team members to fully support the BMR process. For the initial goal
setting meetings, key decision-makers should be represented from each of the
organizations so that the overall goals and vision for implementation on the project
are clearly defined for further planning initiatives.
2. During the construction documents phase, it is important to insure that the door is
not closed too early on late-arising opportunities between finalizing quantities of
materials and including parameters of construction procedures. It is important to
define a period of opportunities for viable alternatives, only to prevent a 'shutting
out' mentality from client, engineers or contractors, and it is important to make sure
the projected materials are integrated. With reuse materials, it is often an issue of
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whether we can get enough of them for the project (Quantity issue) as a result,
before specifying the reused material, make sure they can be obtained.
3. In our proposed BMR design process scenario, Building Information Modeling
(BIM) was found to be a critical component to the workflow; however, materials
outside the BIM virtual repository remained inaccessible to this system. To enhance
access to reusable materials, the project team should either expand their list of
information sources, or build a local database that includes reuse stores, etc. The
proposed design scenario is the process that was found to be lacking in the current
architecture and design industry, and its implementation is necessary for a viable
reuse industry. Part of the process would be what is being referred to as the “Virtual
Repository”, because it seems that many architects and designers do not specify
reclaimed materials because of the difficulty in sourcing them, and that they need to
be identified earlier in the design process than standardized materials.
4. The design team should decide up-front if they want to use salvaged materials and
come at the early stages of design development having already identified areas of the
building that they want to finish with reused materials, and with some notion of what
type of materials they are looking for. Designers should take the main responsibility
in putting reuse into the design and then recognize the need to help with the sourcing
process. If the design team finds/identify a source for salvaging, they can hire a
deconstruction contractor to extract the needed materials, then the materials can be
stored until construction began.
5. If the client desire building material reuse, the designers need to be on board, the
engineers need to be satisfied with the integrity of the materials, and the builders
need to be knowledgeable and comfortable installing these materials. Commitment
from the owner and project designer(s) is critical as they have the highest influence
over the decision to reuse salvaged materials. If all participants in the project decide
on BMR early in the process, pre-purchasing salvaged materials prior to the
commencement of construction would be the best option. This scenario might work
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best within a Design-Build project delivery system. The unbuild-design-build
process can be structured to help the design team discover how materials stocks can
be recovered become the sole source for materials.
6. The following elements are the decision model parameters identified by the focus
group: availability of material in quantities, at times, and at costs necessary to meet
project parameters, usefulness of materials, finish, performance, and function. The
identified key stakeholders are: owner, architect, contractor, and engineers, in that
order.
7. The design team primarily makes most of the decisions about materials reuse. They
interact with potential sources about supply as they develop their materials
selections. The problem with hard sourcing is storage. The cost of storing salvaged
materials acquired at the design stage until needed in the construction phase can be
significant. This is a trade-off for hard sourcing. If the design team knows what kind
of materials they need and identify sources, which generally have these materials
available, then they can wait to acquire the actual materials until later in the process.
8. The decision on incorporating BMR into a project has to be at the very beginning,
before any finalized designs or decisions are made. The key information needed is
available materials, the processing necessary for these materials to be used on the
project, and what their final cost would be. The most important information that can
be provided to the decision makers is the following: What will the costs be? What is
the impact on the project schedule (i.e. when will the materials be available)? What
will the materials look like (confirm material quality)? Will there be enough material
(confirm material quantity). Early in the process the information needed for reused
materials are general. Later, they are specific and detailed.
9. Another important BMR key decision is to making contingent design decisions
based on availability of materials. The ability to accommodate materials slightly
different from original specification is a big advantage in creating success. The
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project team including the owner should have high tolerance for uncertainty, and
willingness to do something that would lay claim to a new way of doing things.
When designing with standard sized materials, the assumption is made that the
necessary materials will be available upon ordering, and that they do not need to be
sourced until later in the process (CD Phase). For the conventional building
materials, costs, availability, and performance characteristics are generally more
stable than with reused materials.
10. With reused materials, unless they are being milled or modified to fit modern
conventional sizing, they need to be discovered and chosen at the beginning, so that
their unique characteristics can be incorporated into the design. Availability and
reliability are very different for salvaged building materials as compared to new
materials. There is no performance testing standards, so the design team may be
required to perform additional investigations to ensure suitability.

6.1.1

Key Moments of Discovery and Learning

There are two key moments of discovery that are evident in this research and required
from the researcher an extensive learning process. In order to formulate and structure the
research question, it was essential to first learn the knowledge of the operations-research
domain in process design, mapping and decision-making and then apply this knowledge
to an architectural design problem.
The second key discovery moment occurred when using diagrams to describe conceptual
ideas. Organization of space relationships is almost a common practice by architects and
designers. As such, in the beginning of this study, the researcher, whose background is in
architecture and design, started to use the same approach to identify relationships and
workflows between design processes. Later, that approach revealed itself to be
insufficient and non-structured. This discovery led to an extensive study and practice into
the BIT modeling languages, understanding their advantageous and capacities, then
applying that modeling language knowledge into the research and the core work of this
study. The figure below is an example of an early attempt of process modeling.
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Figure 109: Early Non-Standard BMR Process Modeling Workflow
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6.2 Dissertation Organization
Chapter one (Introduction)
This chapter provides the reader with comprehensive background information on the
presented research including related studies and the position of this inquiry among the
larger context of the scholarly literature.
Chapter two (literature Review)
This chapter provides the reader with a review of the critical and analytical assessments
of related research and theory. It is a review of the most pertinent literature to understand
the essential components of the study.
Chapter Three (Research Methodology)
This chapter binds the nature of the inquiry by restating the problem and informs the
reader on how this research will be carried out and designed. This chapter serves as a
blueprint of the study.
Chapter Four (Discussions and Results)
This chapter provides a detailed overview on participants and materials used, data
collection phases, questions and what was done in the knowledge-capturing phase of the
research.
Chapter Five (The New BPMN Process Mapping)
This chapter presents and discusses the main contribution of this research to the body of
knowledge, known as the new BPMN process maps that were developed from the three
sources of data and information (Literature review, Case Studies and Interviews).
Chapter Six (Summary and Conclusion)
This chapter summarizes the actual findings and concludes the study while relating back
to literature. It also provides implications for research and practice
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6.3 Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
Novel contributions to the body of knowledge are considered to be the outcome of this
research, some of which we believe is a genuine area of research and future inquiries.
The following is a summary of some of these contributions.
1. This study is the first to apply process modeling knowledge and procedures to model
the Design-Bid-Build (DBB) traditional architectural design process using the
Unified Modeling Language (UML). Our literature review suggested that no prior
attempts in putting any architectural design process into Business Information
Technology (BIT) form of process mapping.
2. A major contribution of this study is to provide a clear distinction between reuse and
recycle terminology, as stated in chapter two and the abstract of this work, using both
terms of recycle and reuse interchangeability is still widely present in the AEC
community. We claim that the fundamental distinction exists in the information
defined as “The Context Specific Data for Reuse Requirement”. This can be
explained as follows: Not until the architect has an idea of how s/he wants to use a
certain material does s/he need to learn about the material’s quality, quantity,
scheduling, modification, labor cost, refurbishing, storage, etc. The data either exist
somewhere (Recycle) or the data are not existed (Reuse) and we need to collect that
data. Here we can introduce the concept of Intelligent and Dynamic Decision
Modeling.
3. This study establishes a system of information to support the growth of a newly
emerging industry of reuse stores and vendors. Through numerous interviews and
knowledge capturing process with industry experts, it appeared that the building
material reuse industry is lacking a “system of information exchange”. It is through
this study that an overall system of information exchange will connect the links
between the reuse industry and the AEC industry.
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4. This study developed a new architectural design framework for design with reuse.
The main outcome of this study is to develop a process for design with reuse. This
process will redefine the DBB traditional design process by introducing the BMR
procedures, define information exchange and identify key decisions within the
proposed processes, define responsibilities and identify key stakeholders. The
researcher performed a long and extensive knowledge capturing process in the
development of this new framework with feedback from the industry experts.
5. This study provides the first attempt to model architectural design decisions. In
hierarchy, decision models are built after structuring the process models. The study
explained in details what is a decision model, how is it structured, what are the
components of a decision model and illustrated an example of an architectural
decision model. It should be clear to the reader that each of the decisions identified in
the twenty five process maps are to be modeled in order to identify the prescriptive
and the descriptive models for each decision where a proposed solution can be
derived from.
It is important to mention that the developed design process mapping is bounded by
both tangible and intangible limitations. Tangible limits include the explicit
knowledge that was derived from a group of industry experts on a fairly new
knowledgebase of BMR based on a limited empirical experience and in specific
projects settings. Intangible limits include unknown parameters for the BMR contextspecific decisions and a non-standardized growing industry of BMR.
6. This study applied Knowledge Acquisition for Decision Support Systems in design
with reuse. The main research methodology, which heavily depended on Knowledge
Capturing Process (KCP) was instrumental in building the knowledge acquisition
framework. This research introduced for the first time to the AEC domain, this
Knowledge Acquisition (KA) process which involves the following:
a. Identifying the relevant technical knowledge of BMR
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b. Recording that knowledge through interviews, questionnaires and online surveys.
c. Organizing the knowledge in a computable form (machine-readable form) in the
new BPMN process maps.
d. Applying the knowledge into a problem-solving engine of the decision support
system, for example AHP.
7. This study suggests using AHP for specifying Key Performance Indicators. Although
a minor contribution, the explanation of the AHP decision tool in chapter three and
the imaginary examples that were given paved the road to apply a credible decision
system into the decision modeling of the proposed processes. To the extent of our
knowledge, introducing a pair wise decision tool like AHP is the first to be applied
into the architectural design decisions. The use of decision tools is fairly new to the
AEC industry and the architectural decisions. The KPI’s identification is the result of
phase 2a of the knowledge capturing process while developing categories and
subcategories and coding the face-to-face interviews with the study focus group.
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6.4 Final Remarks
This dissertation seeks to address reuse challenges and opportunities, innovative tools and
resources available, and identify strategies to utilize reuse as a vehicle for creativity and
sustainability. Key to maturing the opportunity of BMR is building a greater awareness
within the building and construction industry.
The work presented through this research argues that the real distinction between reuse
and recycle exists in Knowledge and Information. This suggests that design with reuse
requires a paradigm shift in the required knowledgebase and the way information flows
within the design process. Unfortunately, the structure of this paradigm shift is not known
and hasn’t been well defined. Since knowledge forms the core of building a Decision
Support Systems (DSS) for a design team in order to consider reuse, it is necessary to
capture the required knowledge and information from the industry experts through a
Knowledge Acquisition (KA) process. This knowledge can then be used to 1) identify the
building material reuse criteria and 2) to build a prescriptive decision model and 3) to
map the process design of the current traditional architectural design workflow and the
proposed one. The overarching goal of this study is to use the building material reuse
knowledgebase for 1) building a Unified Virtual Repository database to be connected to
all available physical repositories and share a unified standard of information. 2) When
the unified virtual repository is integrated with Building Information Modeling (BIM),
the DSS can work as a feedback and feed forward support for architects and designers as
they consider building material reuse in new designs and constructions.
We found that it is essential for a new role to emerge to the project team stakeholders.
This role might be called a Reuse Consultant. Our initial idea was based on giving the
architect the ability to make a sound decision on materials and components through a
wealth of information called Building Material Reuse Virtual Repository. Architects in
the US have already been given more control of the delivery of design to Construction
Managers. The need for an additional stakeholder to join the project team from the early
stages revealed to be critical. Companies like PlanetReuse is a reclaimed construction
material broker and consultant predicated on a simple but revolutionary idea: make it
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easy for people to use reclaimed materials and they’ll do more of it to keep materials out
of landfills. PlanetReuse is currently developing building the BMR Virtual repository.
InvenQuery is a system developed by PR, currently beta-testing the software, and they
are looking at on-boarding 20-30 stores in the next 6 months with plans to put as many of
the 1,100+ reuse centers in the US as possible.
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6.5 Discussion of Future Research
The following sections highlight the area of issues related to the implantation of this
research, potential future research and related studies. It is the intent of the researcher to
expand the work on Resource Reuse presented here in two directions, first a building
science research disseminated in the Journal of Building Construction and Materials, and
second an architectural education curriculum that focused on design with reuse.
6.5.1

Implementation Issues

The proposed design scenario seems to reflect many of the concerns for example; the
question would remain as to how to implement this scenario, how to provoke the change
of approach, and how to create the Virtual Repository. The proposed design scenario
should be further developed with input from the AEC community; the proposed design
scenario needs to be implemented without large increases to construction costs. Creating
the database would be a huge ordeal. Unless the database is embedded with detailed
information, it is inefficient to serf the web through search engines, eBay, craigslist, etc.
One of the greatest advantages of applying BIT-modeling language to this study is to
ease issues of implementing the research findings into applicable decision support tools.
The standard modeling language enables IT experts to quickly understand the sequences
and workflows of processes and directly implement them in software and programming
tools. This will be included in future research through collaboration and partnerships
with multiple stakeholders from the IT and the Computer industry. It is to the highest
interest to the BMR industry including Reuse stores, online vendors and deconstruction
companies to buy-in and support the implementation of the proposed process so more
architecture and design firms can start to incorporate the process and streamline the
supply-demand chain.

6.5.2

Dissemination of Building Science Research

The work presented in this research is only a beginning for Materials and Resources
research. As stated in chapter two, without closing the research and implementation loop
on Design for Disassembly, DFA, DFC, Waste management, recycled content materials,
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waste diversion, adaptive reuse, renewable resources etc., the problem of material waste
will keep increasing. The work presented in this study focused on a particular issue of
redefining the design process and many aspects and opportunities to expand the study
still exists. It is the intent of the researcher to take the process mapping to the next steps
and expand the modeling of decisions based on the different project delivery methods. In
addition, a decision tool to compare the six categories of the USGBC LEED MR in
relation to the Resource Reuse sub-category will be developed to assist the architecture
and design firms when considering RR. Another area of research would be related to
green engineering and LCA, in particular, identifying the BMR process design for
specific materials like wood and steel in light of their LCA.
6.5.3

Dissemination on the Architectural Education

The following is a proposed curriculum to be implemented in any program of
Architecture in higher education. A four module guide developed by Kurt Rathmann at
the University of Idaho can be supplemental materials to this curriculum (Rathmann
1998).
Subject: Proposal for developing the Resource Reuse Design-Build Studio. A
collaborative Design-Build studio between the School of Architecture + Design and the
department of Building Construction at Virginia Tech
Instructor(s): The course/studio are co-taught by one Architecture faculty and one BC
Faculty
Introduction: Recycling and reuse issues overlap a range of disciplines including
architecture, construction, environmental, economics, industrial design, manufacturing,
art, and public policy, to name a few. Design build studios like the Solar Decathlon have
been always a key component in the education of the architecture student, however very
few of those exist in architecture programs in the United States, The first hand experience
gained through the design and making of things is crucial to our students at the College of
Architecture and Urban Studies (CAUS) across all disciplines.
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In “Building Community”, a special report on architecture education and practice, Ernest
Boyer and Lee Mitgang recognize the need for architecture schools to join with other
disciplines to help students “expand their knowledge of energy, the use of renewable
resources, the recycling process, the use of carcinogenic materials, and the safe disposal
of waste.” To satisfy this need, Boyer and Mitgang espouse an integrative, “learning by
doing” approach to architectural education that reaches out to other academic
departments as well as to the community. They remind us that: “schools of architecture
can no longer afford to be strangers in their own settings.” Their suggested reforms
include:
1) Tying studios to more “real life problems;” 2) Developing “a fabric of many voices in
studio instruction;” 3) Replacing the “architect as hero” model with “architect as team
player;” and 4) “Promoting an interdisciplinary/collaborative approach among designers,
sociologists, ecologists, etc.”
The intention of this proposal is not to repeat another model of a successful design-build
studio but rather to integrate the basis of ecological and environmental Design into our
curriculum and design education with outreach and community development.
The vision of the “Architecture Recycle and Reuse” curriculum can be developed in two
phases as the following:
Phase one: 3 Credits hours class offered in the Fall semester
The class will focus on building a strong background to the ever-rising problem of
Construction and Demolition Waste and issues of building deconstruction and
disassembly process with a general overview of the broader impact of reusing versus
recycling, the design opportunities in making from what is available and reclaimed,
precedents of case studies and project/site management and scheduling knowledgebase.
Phase Two: 6 Credits hours “Reuse Studio”
Design-Build studio offered in the spring and can be extended through the summer
This is the opportunity for students to apply what they learned in real life projects. First
students will identify an abandoned or “to be demolished” structure in the New River
Valley or Roanoke area and work with owner and officials in order to allow the design256

build team to “de-construct” it. At the same time and at the drawing board a new small
structure or project (for example an extension to the farmers market), a bus stop or a
gazebo by the Duck Pond will be designed based on the availability of reclaimed
materials that students extracted and assessed from the abandoned structure.
Students will build the new structure themselves, guided by their instructors and
document the process in a quantitative and qualitative study.
Sponsorships and equipment need: it is anticipated that this initiative will require some
industry support to a minimum of semi-heavy equipment rentals, pick up trucks, storage
and hauling, manual and power tools and safety gear and training.
Venue: Cowgill Hall and Bishop-Favrao Halls will be the host for design, meetings and
drawings activities. When it comes to actual construction, the Research and Development
Facility (RDF) and on-site will be used.
Community Development: The over arching goal of this initiative is to “give back” to
the community of New River Valley and the surrounding towns by design. A new
skateboard arena, a picnic shelter or a little garden bench can make a big impact
especially when it is constructed out of the reclaimed materials that have belonged to the
community for long time. In a way, this preserves the historical aspects of a building and
creates a sense of belonging between new structures and people.
Impact on Students: In a time when we need to rediscover the meaning of collaborative
efforts and engage students from different backgrounds in one dialogue, this initiative
seems to be the seed for meaningful work that the graduate of our time is in need for.
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6.5.4

Dissemination on Practice (AIA Continuing Education Seminars)

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) offers a number of post architectural degree
educational seminars to its members. The AIA continuing education requirement was
recently modified to include 4 hours of education in sustainable design as part of the
existing 18-hour annual requirement. This sustainable design requirement became
effective in calendar year 2009 and extends through 2012. As the demands increase for
environmental responsible projects, so the needs for more knowledge about the subject
matter. The AIA is responding to this growing demand to assume greater leadership in
addressing the challenges facing our planet. The issue of climate change and the impact
of buildings on carbon emissions created a new expectation among clients and the public
to look to the expertise of architects for solutions that can help them leave a greener
footprint. In this regard, it is the intent of the researcher as part of the dissemination of
this work to offer learning units and educational knowledge about BMR design process to
a larger audience of architects, designers, clients and other building stakeholders. This
will be done through AIA and supporting research and educational institutions.
6.5.5

General Conclusion Statement

The work presented in this research is an important step towards solving the problem of
waste in the building and construction industry. Through the proposed decision support
framework, which includes redefining the traditional design process to incorporate
resource reuse, a major contribution is anticipated in reducing 40% of the total solid
waste stream. This paradigm shift requires changing our practice and perspective towards
the environment, economics, social and cultural aspects. Without more governmental
restrictions regarding waste required of the AEC industry in building design and
construction activity, waste reduction will remain low priority in the process of making
buildings. The low interest from the AEC industry due to the lack on information on
BMR can be now mitigated by this proposed dynamic knowledgebase and decisionmaking framework. The process of incorporating BMR to design is evident through this
work and can be implemented with minimal unknown factors.
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Appendix A
IRB Approvals, Surveys Questions and Related Documents

Building Materials Reuse Study (1)
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects
Dr. James Jones, PhD., Director and Professor of Architecture + Design Research, Virginia Tech
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate, Architecture + Design Research, Doctoral Student, Virginia Tech
I. Purpose of this Research/Project
You are invited to participate in a three-stages questionnaire and survey study. The purpose of
this study is to capture expert’s knowledge in building material reuse within the design process
from all building design and construction stakeholders including, Owners, Architects, Engineers,
Contractors, Building Officials, Building Material Manufacturers, De-constructors and Salvaged
building materials vendors. This knowledge is to be used towards building a Decision-Making
Framework and Model for design with Reuse, which is the core of my doctoral dissertation. Later
findings might be published in the form of research papers and presented in conferences.
Participants in the preliminary questionnaire ranged from all 50 States and Canada, not excluding
any race, ethnicity or gender.
II. Procedures
The three stages of this study are as follows: 1) The preliminary questionnaire, 2) The Delphi
Workshop, 3) A follow-up In-depth Survey and Interview. The following description is only for
stage one, other stages descriptions is to be submitted in an amendment. The Preliminary
Questionnaire will be administrated through the Virginia Tech web based survey on-line tool,
First, initial invitation letters to prospective participants will be sent by emails. Second, the
survey will be distributed using Qualtrics generated emails (Utilizing Virginia Tech Subscription
with Qualtrics www.qualtrics.com). Last, responses will be followed up with phone calls for
clarification and additional information. The participants will be asked to respond to the
preliminary questionnaire, which should not take more than 10 minutes from their valuable time.
If a participant shows interest to further participate in stage two of the study, additional details
will be furnished for them on the time and place of the focus group workshop procedure.
III. Risks
There are no foreseeable risks aside from possible lack of desire to participate, boredom or mild
frustration.
IV. Benefits
No promise or guarantee or benefits have been made to encourage you to participate. The benefits
you may gain for participation include learning about the constraints to redefining the design
process to include building material reuse. There are no costs to you or to any other party.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
Information and data gathered for this study will be confidential, and a code number will identify
the information from each individual participant only. Information linking participant’s name and
code number will be kept in a secure file. At no time will the researcher release the results of the
study to anyone other than individuals working on the project without the participant’s written
consent.
No video or audio recording will occur during the first stage, the preliminary questionnaire.
Audio recording in the second stage will be described in the amendment and in this case it will be
secured and stored in our research facility. Only individuals associated with the research will
have access to any of the data. Data will be destroyed five years after the final publication of the
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results of this study. It is possible that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) may view this study’s
collected data for auditing purposes. The IRB is responsible for the oversight of the protection of
human subjects involved in research.
VI. Compensation
There is no compensation associated with participating in the preliminary questionnaire (stage
one) however compensation for stage two might be determined-if possible- and in coordination
with the Decon’11 conference committee. Details on the second stage of the study compensation
will be addressed in the amendment. Any expenses accrued will be the responsibility of the
subject and not that of the research project, research team, or Virginia Tech.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
Participants are free to withdraw from a study at any time without penalty. Participants are free
not to answer any questions or respond to experimental situations that they choose without
penalty. There may be circumstances under which the investigator may determine that a
participant should not continue as a subject.
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions
answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent:
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research subjects'
rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the subject, I may contact:
Dr. James Jones
jajone10@vt.edu
(540) 231-7647
Ahmed K. Ali
ahali@vt.edu
540 231 5218
Professor. Steve
Thompson
stthomp2@vt.edu
(540) 231-9931

Faculty Advisor

Investigator

Graduate Chair, School of architecture + design, College of architecture
and Urban Studies

Dr. David M. Moore
Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the Protection of
moored@vt.edu
Human Subjects Office of Research Compliance 2000 Kraft Drive, Suite
540-231-4991
2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA 24060

[1] Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board: Project No. 11-278
Approved on 3/11/2011
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May 15, 2011

Dear Participant,
Thank you very much for accepting my invitation to participate in my focus group research study.
Your knowledge, opinion and inputs are very valuable to support this study and I highly appreciate
your time and help. As you may already know, I am working on my doctoral research on building
material reuse process and decision-making. The purpose of this study is to capture the knowledge
of experts in design processes that incorporate building-material reuse in consideration of all
construction stakeholders. This knowledge is to be used towards building a Decision-Support
Framework for design with Reuse, which is the core of my dissertation. Later findings might be
published in the form of research papers and presented in conferences.
Attached you will find a consent form, more information about the study and the Delphi process.
Also included are some graphics of the current design process and the generic decision model. If
you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me.
I look forward for our meeting in New Heaven!
Best Regards,

Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
408 B Cowgill Hall
Blacksburg, VA, 24061
540 231 5218
ahali@vt.edu
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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Office of Research Compliance
Institutional Review Board
2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497)
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
540/231-4606 Fax 540/231-0959
e-mail irb@vt.edu
Website: www.irb.vt.edu

MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 11, 2011
TO: James R. Jones
FROM: Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board (FWA00000572, expires October 26, 2013)
PROTOCOL TITLE: Re-Defining the Architectural Design Process through Building a Decision
Support Framework for Design with Reused Building Materials and Components
IRB NUMBER: 11-278
Effective March 11, 2011, the Virginia Tech IRB Chair, Dr. David M. Moore, approved the new
protocol for the above-mentioned research protocol.
This approval provides permission to begin the human subject activities outlined in the IRB-approved
protocol and supporting documents.
Plans to deviate from the approved protocol and/or supporting documents must be submitted to the
IRB as an amendment request and approved by the IRB prior to the implementation of any changes,
regardless of how minor, except where necessary to eliminate apparent immediate hazards to the
subjects. Report promptly to the IRB any injuries or other unanticipated or adverse events involving
risks or harms to human research subjects or others.
All investigators (listed above) are required to comply with the researcher requirements outlined at
http://www.irb.vt.edu/pages/responsibilities.htm (please review before the commencement of your
research).
PROTOCOL INFORMATION:
Approved as: Expedited, under 45 CFR 46.110 category(ies) 7
Protocol Approval Date: 3/11/2011
Protocol Expiration Date: 3/10/2012
Continuing Review Due Date*: 2/25/2012
*Date a Continuing Review application is due to the IRB office if human subject activities covered
under this protocol, including data analysis, are to continue beyond the Protocol Expiration Date.
FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS:
Per federally regulations, 45 CFR 46.103(f), the IRB is required to compare all federally funded grant
proposals / work statements to the IRB protocol(s) which cover the human research activities
included in the proposal / work statement before funds are released. Note that this requirement does
not apply to Exempt and Interim IRB protocols, or grants for which VT is not the primary awardee.
The table on the following page indicates whether grant proposals are related to this IRB protocol,
and which of the listed proposals, if any, have been compared to this IRB protocol, if required.
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Qualtrics Survey Software

https://s.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsControlPanel/PopUp.php?Pop...

Consent Form

Q1. Building Materials Reuse Study (1)
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects
Dr. James Jones, PhD., Director and Professor of Architecture + Design Research, Virginia Tech
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate, Architecture + Design Research, Doctoral Student, Virginia Tech
(A PDF document with detailed information about the sections below is accessible by clicking on the section's title)
I. Purpose of this Research
II. Procedures
III. Risks
IV. Benefits
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
VI. Compensation
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above
and give my voluntary consent
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the
event of a research-related injury to the subject, I may contact:
Dr. James Jones
jajone10@vt.edu
(540) 231-7647

Faculty Advisor

Ahmed K. Ali
ahali@vt.edu
540 231 5218
Professor. Steve
Thompson
stthomp2@vt.edu
(540) 231-9931
Dr. David M. Moore
moored@vt.edu
540-231-4991

Investigator

Graduate Chair, School of architecture + design, College of architecture and Urban Studies

Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects Office of
Research Compliance 2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA 24060

[1] Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board: Project No. 11-278
Approved on 3/11/2011
Agree
Disagree

Section A - General Information
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Q2. Which of the following building's stakeholders best identifies you?
Owner
Architect
Engineer
Contractor
Government Agent/Building Official
Building Material Manufacturer
Building Material Reuse Store
De-Construction Contractor
Academic and or Researcher
Other (Please specify)

Q3. In which of the following US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)* regions is your firm/practice/company located? if more
than one region, check all that apply.
*Source (www.epa.gov)
Region 1 Connecticut (CT), Maine (ME), Massachusetts (MA), New Hampshire (NH), Rhode Island (RI), Vermont
(VT)
Region 2 New Jersey (NJ), New York (NY), Puerto Rico (PR), U.S. Virgin Islands (VI)
Region 3 Delaware (DE), District of Columbia (DC), Maryland (MD), Pennsylvania (PA), Virginia (VA), West Virginia
(WA)
Region 4 Alabama (AL), Florida (FL), Georgia (GA), Kentucky (KY), Mississippi (MS), North Carolina (NC), South
Carolina (SC), Tennessee (TN)
Region 5 Illinois (IL), Indiana (IN), Michigan (MI), Minnesota (MN), Ohio (OH), Wisconsin (WI)
Region 6 Louisiana (LA), Arkansas (AR), Oklahoma (OK), New Mexico (NM), Texas (TX)
Region 7 Iowa (IA), Kansas (KS), Missouri (MO), Nebraska (NE)
Region 8 Colorado (CO), Montana (MT), North Dakota (ND), South Dakota (SD), Utah (UT), Wyoming (WY)
Region 9 Arizona (AZ), California (CA), Hawaii (HI), Nevada (NV)
Region 10 Alaska (AK), Idaho (ID), Oregon (OR), Washington (WA)
None of the above

Q4. What is the size of your firm/practice/company in terms of the number of employees?
Small 1-20
Medium 20-50
Large 50-100
X-Large 100+

Q5. What is the primary role of your firm/company/practice in a project? Check all that apply
Architectural Design
Engineering
Architecture and Engineering
Special Consulting
Construction Services
Deconstruction
Demolition
Other (please specify)
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Q6. What sectors of the industry does your firm/practice/company specialize in? Check all that apply.
General Practice
Residential
Commercial
Governmental
Recreational
Educational
Other (please specify)

Q7. What is the typical scale of projects that your firm/practice/company conducts? check all that apply
Small scale 1-1000 SF
Medium Scale 1000-5000 SF
Large Scale 5000-10000 SF
X-large scale more than 10000 SF
Other, Please specify

Q8. Have you or your firm/practice had any previous experience with incorporating salvaged/reclaimed or reused building
materials into new design, construction or renovation Projects?
Yes
No

Q9. If yes, was that because of fulfilling the Resource Reuse Section of LEED certification or other reason?
Fulfilling the Resource Reuse Section of LEED
Other (Please specify)

Q10. Will you be attending the upcoming Decon’11 conference at Yale University from May 16-19, 2011?
Yes
No

Q11. If yes, how many days of the conference do you plan to attend?
One day
Two days
Three days
Full conference days

Q12. Would you be willing to participate in a research study concerned with the decision making for building material reuse,
as a member in a focus work group during conference days? Participation will not interfere with sessions and should not take
more than one hour of your time.
Yes, please provide your contact information so we can follow up with you (name, email, phone number)

No
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Q13. If you will be attending Decon'11 conference, Would you be interested to have a face-to-face individual interview session
(approx. 1 hour) that deals with more in-depth questions? Scheduling of the session should not interfere with the conference sessions.
Yes, please provide your contact information so we can follow up with you (name, email, phone number)

No

Q14. If you are NOT planning to attend the conference, would you be willing to participate in the study over email and phone
communication?
Yes, please provide your contact information so we can follow up with you (name, email, phone number)

No

Q15. If you know an individual who has a related experience for design with reuse, would you please share his name and
contact information below so we may include him or her in the study?

Section B - Building Material Reuse Experience

Q16. Please describe the nature of your experience with design with building material reuse? for example, How many designwith-reuse projects have you been involved with? What were your responsibilities on the design with reuse projects you have
worked on?

Q17. How successful was your overall experience?

Very Pleased

Pleased

Somewhat Pleased

Neutral

Somewhat
Displeased

Displeased

Very Displeased

Q18. Among all the project stakeholders, who initiated the idea of building material reuse?
Architect
Owner/Owner's agent
Engineer
Contractor
Other, please specify

Q19. Did you use any tool that helped you make the decision or the selection on salvaged building materials any easier?
Yes, Please specify

No

Q20. What benefits did the project/client gain from using salvaged materials? check all that apply.
Green certification/credits
Cost savings
local and environmental impacts
Community development
Other (please specify)
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Q21. What were the major concerns/challenges for you as the designer when deciding on used/salvaged building materials?

Q22. Overall, How satisfied your client was?
Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Q23. If you or your firm has not used salvaged materials in a project, is there a reason why?
Unsuccessful attempt
Never came up
Not interested
Lack of procedural knowledge
Other (please specify)

Q24. If your firm has used reused building materials and discontinued use, is there a reason why?

Q25. If there were more incentives or tools in place such as a knowledge base repository, Information system, special
programs, governmental polices, tax credits or others, how likely would you be to use reused materials?

Very Likely

Likely

Somewhat Likely

Undecided

Somewhat
Unlikely

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

Q26. Please rank these incentives according to importance, 1 being the most important and 6 being the least important
1

2

3

4

5

6

Knowledge base repository
Information system
Special programs
Governmental polices
Tax credits
Other (please specify)

Q27. What other incentives would encourage you to consider reused building materials? Check all that apply
Quality or performance standards
material availability
reduced cost
client desire
positive publicity
Other (please specify)
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Q28. If seeking reclaimed, reused and/or salvaged building materials for which of the following reasons (please rank in order
of importance) 1 being the most important and 10 is the least important
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Cost savings
LEED credits
other green building programs
green building legislation
waste avoidance
higher quality design
cultural benefits
resource conservation
energy use and CO2 reduction
other (please specify)

Section C - Design Process and Decision Making

Q29. The overall process of developing a building-design is a rigorous and creative activity that combines the art of architecture with
science, engineering and the financial aspect of budgeting. Like many creative activities, that overall process is linked to a path that
is not always straight, and in fact is likely to include circular sub design processes. Some designers use the term "spiral" due to its
nature of having a forward direction as well as a tendency to question itself along the way to ensure that it is going in the right
direction. Your typical overall design process is:
Linear: “Design process is a continuing sequence of basic linear steps”
Divisions: “Design process includes choosing the best solution out of several options of design solutions”
Centralized: “There are no steps in the design process, everything is happening at the same time”
Cycle: “Design process is a series of endless repetitive cycles”
Investigative: “Each step in the design process is based on a selective investigation process on options of ideas and
solutions”
Other, Please specify

Q30. Several project delivery methods are currently utilized by AEC professionals. Which project delivery method is the most
implemented by your firm? Check all that apply
Design – Bid – Build (DBB)
Design – Bid – Build with Construction Management (DBB with CM)
Design – Build (DB)
Design – Build - Operate-Maintain (DBOM)
Build – Operate - Transfer (BOT)
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
Other, please specify

Q31. If you were to incorporate building material reuse in your project, Which project delivery method do you think is the most
relevant for an early decision on material?
Design – Bid – Build (DBB)
Design – Bid – Build with Construction Management (DBB with CM)
Design – Build (DB)
Design – Build - Operate-Maintain (DBOM)
Build – Operate - Transfer (BOT)
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
Other, please specify
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Q32. Selecting the most appropriate project delivery method can be relevant to the nature of the project itself, please rank the
criteria below for making that selection 1 being highest 5 being lowest
1

2

3

4

5

Achieve project on Budget
Achieve project on Schedule
Achieve the best collaboration effort between all stakeholders
Achieve client vision
Achieve an architecture statement or vision

Q33. At which phase of the traditional (Design-Bid-Build) project delivery method does a decision on building materials occurs?
Programing
Schematic Design
Design Development
Construction Documents
Bidding and Negotiation
Construction
Occupancy
Demolition
Landfill
Multiple phase (please specify)

Q34. If you were to incorporate building material reuse in your project, Which stage of the design process is the most appropriate to
do so?
Programing
Schematic Design
Design Development
Construction Documents
Bidding and Negotiation
Construction
Other, Pleas specify

Q35. "Lack of knowledge and information on reused, salvaged and or reclaimed building materials is the biggest constraint
for designers to consider reuse"
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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May 15, 2011

Phase 2 (Face-to-Face interviews: 1st round of Delphi* Study)
The structure of this interview session is designed to efficiently elicit expert
judgment/opinion and generate a research document. The following knowledge capturing
process layout is carefully planned in order to maximize the quality of data and
information gathered.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time of Interviews and data gathering: May 15-19, 2011
Place of Interviews: Yale University, New Haven, CT
Venue: Decon’11 Bi-annual conference
Number of participants in the face-to-face sessions: 15
Number of participants in the online sessions: 17
Time allocated for each interview: one hour (15 min. overview session by the
researcher and 45 min of recorded responses.
Background of participants: Varies and cross sectional stakeholder group !

•
!
Educational Overview for Interviewee (15 min):
1. Background information on reuse including history, problems and why do we need
distinction between reuse and recycle terms.
2. Design process and process design: the importance of process mapping and ways to
achieve a standard and consistent language, UML and BPMN overview, evolving of
mapping and modifying process.
3. Decision modeling overview, what is a decision model and how it is structured, the
role of the knowledgebase in the decision model and the Knowledge Acquisition
process, identifying Decision Variables, Performance Measures and Parameters.
History:
The practice of building material reuse has a long history, Roman and Greek columns and
capitals showed up in buildings built by successors all over ancient Europe, North Africa,
and the Middle East. The Terbana Mosque in Alexandria, Egypt was built by Haj Ibrahim
Bin Ebeid El-Maghrabi, one of the Moroccan merchants who came to Egypt from
Mesratah. It was built between 1684 -1685 to serve as a resting place for the pilgrims
coming from Morocco and other North African countries on their way to Mecca for the
annual ritual of “Hajj”. The entrance of the mosque is a portal of bicolor bricks. Two
enormous granite columns with Corinthian capitals that hold the minaret flanking both
sides of the entrance while the interior shows the reuse of classical columns salvaged
from the old temples of the classical Alexandria.
Recycle versus Reuse Distinction:
As we promote the idea of building material reuse to a wider audience of designers and
architects, we mustn’t forget that both Reuse and Recycle terms are still used
interchangeably in the AEC industry without yet a clear distinction between them. The
use of arbitrary descriptions to distinguish reuse from recycle has caused nothing but
more confusion to the public. This study argues that the real distinction between reuse

!
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and recycle exists in Knowledge and Information. This suggests that design with reuse
requires a paradigm shift in the required knowledge base and the way information flows
within the design process. Unfortunately, the structure of this paradigm shift is not known
and hasn’t been well defined yet. Since knowledge forms the core of building a Decision
Support System (DSS) for architects in order to consider reuse, it is necessary to capture
the required knowledge and information from the building material reuse experts through
a Knowledge Acquisition (KA) process. This knowledge can then be used to 1) identify
the building material reuse criteria and 2) to build a prescriptive decision model and 3) to
map the process design of the current architectural design workflow and the proposed
one. The overarching goal of the study is to use the building material reuse knowledge for
1) building a Unified Virtual Repository database which to be connected to all available
physical repositories and share same standards of information. 2) When the unified
virtual repository be integrated with Building Information Modeling (BIM) database, the
DSS acts as a feedback and feed forward support for architects and designers as they
consider reuse.
Design Process and Process Design:
Design Process: Design Process is a linear sequence of events that has a start and an end
(Sometimes Divisions, Centralized, Cycle or Investigative). Design is an activity that
requires the precise definition of the problem at the start. Design is concerned with
decisions of taste, choice and sensitivity and relies on one’s value judgments. In Science
one must not make value judgments, but must report what happens. Design can be led by
idea, technology, market, demand or design.
Process Design: Process Design (in contrast to "design process") refers to the planning
of routine steps of a process aside from the expected result. Processes (in general) are
treated as a product of design, not the method of design. The term originated with the
industrial design of chemical processes with the increasing complexities of the
information age, consultants and executives have found the term useful to describe the
design of business processes as well as manufacturing processes.
Mapping Graphics (attached):
1. Overall Design-Bid-Build traditional delivery method of the conventional design
process
2. Activity diagrams of the five DBB method’s phases illustrating the material decisions
flow.
3. Hypothetical design process workflow for building material reuse.
4. Decision model structure (a conventional model and example will be used, it will
represent DV, Performance Measures and Parameters which all define the essential
data elements of the prescriptive decision model in which we can identify cause and
effect relationships between these elements both formally and informally. Different
stakeholders might have different perspectives of the performance measures therefore
a trade-offs of PM is expected)
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Questions to Interviewees: Q&A 45 min. (open-ended answers with probing, responses
will be audio-recorded (maintaining anonymity), estimated total 4 questions (10 min to
answer each question.
Questions (1st round of questions in the Delphi study) 10 min X 4 Q=40 min:
1. After viewing the DBB activity flow diagrams, what would you change, add or delete
to the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision?
2. What are the key decisions in a specific case study that you experienced? Who are the
key stakeholders?
3. When and where in the process these decisions are made? What knowledge and
information is needed at these decision steps?
Optional Questions:
4. What makes these key decisions different from the conventional building material
selection decisions?
5. What is the scope of these key decisions (DV, PM and Parameters)?
6. Are there any questions you think should be asked that might be very important to
this problem?
Structure of this Research (study):
This research applies a qualitative grounded theory approach in using an inductive mode
and the use of an intensive, open-ended and iterative process that simultaneously involves
data collection, coding (data analysis) and memoing as the major (theory building) phases
for this approach. The research is depending heavily on a “Knowledge Capturing “
approach from all stakeholders involved in the area of Design with Reuse. The
knowledge capturing process will develop through a multi-phases questionnaire,
interviews and workgroup as explained below which will be compared to the knowledge
extracted from the literature review phase then finally apply the findings back to a similar
interview methodology in order to test the acceptability of the process.
Phase 1: Information gathering and data collection
Phase 2: Open-ended questions and inquiries
Phase 3: Data Analysis, Reduction and Coding
Phase 4: Forming of Categories (descriptive)
Phase 5: Looking for and Comparing of patterns and procedures in Literature and past
experience (Analytical)
Phase 6:Validating the accuracy of findings
*The Delphi method/technique:
The Delphi Method is a group decision-making technique developed in the early 50's by
Rand Corporation in California. The Delphi Method seeks to achieve a consensus among
group members through a series of questionnaires. This series of questionnaire is
conducted in two or more rounds and provides the participants in the second round with
the results of the first so that they can alter the original assessments if they want to, or
stick to their previous opinion. Because the survey is done anonymously no member will
be identified by his opinion to the others.
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Knowledge Capturing Process:
The Participant will be a member in a focus work group that is anonyms, means they are
being asked the same set of questions every round without leaking their identity to others.
In that respect, participants should not worry much about getting their final answer in the
first round of opinion gathering session. They will have the chance to modify their
answers in light of the responses from others or stick to their original opinion. Rounds of
this opinion gathering will be conducted until the group reaches a consensus in responses.
Next steps and follow up questions:
The same set of questions will be sent to other stakeholders who expressed interest in
participating in the study but will not be able to attend the conference. After the first
round of interviews, the researcher will organize, code and analyze the responses then
prepare the second round of questions which will be conducted through an online survey
tool.
!

!

$

%!

Phase 2b | First Round of the Delphi Study-Post Conference
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Consent Form
Building Materials Reuse Study (1)
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects
Dr. James Jones, PhD., Director and Professor of Architecture + Design Research, Virginia Tech
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate, Architecture + Design Research, Doctoral Student, Virginia Tech
(A PDF document with detailed information about the sections below is accessible by clicking on the section's
title)
I. Purpose of this Research
II. Procedures
III. Risks
IV. Benefits
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
VI. Compensation
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I hereby
acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research subjects' rights, and
whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the subject, I may contact:
Dr. James Jones
jajone10@vt.edu
(540) 231-7647

Faculty Advisor

Ahmed K. Ali
ahali@vt.edu
540 231 5218

Professor. Steve
Thompson
stthomp2@vt.edu
(540) 231-9931

Dr. David M. Moore
moored@vt.edu
540-231-4991

Investigator

Graduate Chair, School of architecture + design, College of architecture and Urban Studies

Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects Office of
Research Compliance 2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA 24060

[1] Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board: Project No. 11-278
Approved on 3/11/2011
Agree
Disagree
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Phase 2 (1st round of Delphi* Study)
The structure of this questionnaire is designed to efficiently elicit expert judgment/opinion and generate a
research document. The following knowledge capturing process layout is carefully planned in order to maximize
the quality of data and information gathered.
! Number of participants in the face-to-face sessions: 9
! Number of participants in the online questionnaire: 29
! Background of participants: Varies and cross sectional stakeholder group
Educational Information:
History:
The practice of building material reuse has a long history, Roman and Greek columns and capitals showed up in
buildings built by successors all over ancient Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East. For an example, The
Terbana Mosque in Alexandria, Egypt was built by Haj Ibrahim El-Maghrabi, one of the Moroccan merchants who
came to Egypt from Mesratah. It was built between 1684 -1685 to serve as a resting place for the pilgrims
coming from Morocco and other North African countries on their way to Mecca for the annual ritual of “Hajj”. The
entrance of the mosque is a portal of bicolor bricks. Two enormous granite columns with Corinthian capitals that
hold the minaret flanking both sides of the entrance while the interior shows the reuse of classical columns
salvaged from the old temples of the classical Alexandria.
Recycle versus Reuse Distinction:
As we promote the idea of building material reuse to a wider audience of designers and architects, we mustn’t
forget that both Reuse and Recycle terms are still used interchangeably in the AEC industry without yet a clear
distinction between them. The use of arbitrary descriptions to distinguish reuse from recycle has caused nothing
but more confusion to the public. This study argues that the real distinction between reuse and recycle exists in
Knowledge and Information. This suggests that design with reuse requires a paradigm shift in the required
knowledgebase and the way information flows within the design process. Unfortunately, the structure of this
paradigm shift is not known and hasn’t been well defined yet. Since knowledge forms the core of building a
Decision Support System (DSS) for architects in order to consider reuse, it is necessary to capture the required
knowledge and information from the building material reuse experts through a Knowledge Acquisition (KA)
process. This knowledge can then be used to 1) identify the building material reuse criteria and 2) to build a
prescriptive decision model and 3) to map the process design of the current architectural design workflow and
the proposed one. The overarching goal of the study is to use the building material reuse knowledge for 1)
building a Unified Virtual Repository database which to be connected to all available physical repositories and
share same standards of information. 2) When the unified virtual repository be integrated with Building
Information Modeling (BIM) database, the DSS acts as a feedback and feed forward support for architects and
designers as they consider reuse.
Design Process and Process Design:
Design Process: Design Process is a linear sequence of events that has a start and an end (Sometimes
Divisions, Centralized, Cycle or Investigative). Design is an activity that requires the precise definition of the
problem at the start. Design is concerned with decisions of taste, choice and sensitivity and relies on one’s value
judgments. In Science one must not make value judgments, but must report what happens. Design can be led by
idea, technology, market, demand or design.
Process Design: Process Design (in contrast to "design process") refers to the planning of routine steps of a
process aside from the expected result. Processes (in general) are treated as a product of design, not the
method of design. The term originated with the industrial design of chemical processes with the increasing
complexities of the information age, consultants and executives have found the term useful to describe the
design of business processes as well as manufacturing processes.
Questions to Participants: (open-ended answers, responses will be recorded (maintaining anonymity).
Structure of this Research (study):
This research applies a qualitative grounded theory approach in using an inductive mode and the use of an
intensive, open-ended and iterative process that simultaneously involves data collection, coding (data analysis)
and memoing as the major (theory building) phases for this approach. The research is depending heavily on a
“Knowledge Capturing “ approach from all stakeholders involved in the area of Design with Reuse. The
knowledge capturing process will develop through a multi-phases questionnaire, interviews and workgroup as
explained below which will be compared to the knowledge extracted from the literature review phase then finally
apply the findings back to a similar interview methodology in order to test the acceptability of the process.
*The Delphi method/technique:
The Delphi Method is a group decision-making technique developed in the early 50's by Rand Corporation in
California. The Delphi Method seeks to achieve a consensus among group members through a series of
questionnaires. This series of questionnaire is conducted in two or more rounds and provides the participants in
the second round with the results of the first so that they can alter the original assessments if they want to, or
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Traditional Design Process Questions
The following figure represents the traditional phases of the Design-Bid-Build design process in a linear order, a
description of each phase and the activities which take place within each phase (in a round corner box) with no
order. At the bottom there is a list of expected deliverables from each phase. After reviewing the following
Design-Bid-Build (DBB) activity flow diagrams, what would you change, add or delete to the flow in order to
incorporate building material reuse decision? Click here for a high resolution figure.
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The following Schematic Design phase workflow is illustrated using a standard modeling language where
diamonds represents decisions, rounded corner boxes represents activities, boxes represent data, solid arrows
represent flow of activities and dashed arrows represent flow of data.what would you change, add or delete to
the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision? Please use the empty box below for your
answer. Click here for a high resolution figure.
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The following Design Development phase workflow is illustrated using a standard modeling language where
diamonds represents decisions, rounded corner boxes represents activities, boxes represent data, solid arrows
represent flow of activities and dashed arrows represent flow of data. what would you change, add or delete to
the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision? Please use the empty box below for your
answer. Click here for a high resolution figure.
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The following Construction Document phase workflow is illustrated using a standard modeling language where
diamonds represents decisions, rounded corner boxes represents activities, boxes represent data, solid arrows
represent flow of activities and dashed arrows represent flow of data. what would you change, add or delete to
the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision? Please use the empty box below for your
answer. Click here for a high resolution figure.
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The following Bidding and Negotiation phase workflow is illustrated using a standard modeling language where
diamonds represents decisions, rounded corner boxes represents activities, boxes represent data, solid arrows
represent flow of activities and dashed arrows represent flow of data. what would you change, add or delete to
the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision? Please use the empty box below for your
answer.Click here for a high resolution figure.
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The following Construction Administration phase workflow is illustrated using a standard modeling language
where diamonds represents decisions, rounded corner boxes represents activities, boxes represent data, solid
arrows represent flow of activities and dashed arrows represent flow of data. what would you change, add or
delete to the flow in order to incorporate building material reuse decision? Please use the empty box below for
your answer. Click here for a high resolution figure.

Decision and Process Questions
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The proposed design scenario is envisioned as follows: An architect designs a new building while utilizing BIM.
The proposed building is “dissected” as a process in BIM and an inventory of the building components is
generated. This component inventory is archived for future reference and is used as input to the decision-support
process. Concurrently other buildings near by or within a harvesting map proximity either have been or in the
process of being de-constructed. An inventory of the available components from these de-constructed buildings
is generated including essential information of the necessary decision-making attributes along with similar
information from manufacturer refused product and salvaged warehouse stores and vendors. A home for all of
the above information is called a “Virtual Repository” which is an online global library of reclaimed and salvaged
building materials and components linked to all available Physical Repositories (Reclaimed materials
warehouses and stores) and constantly updated with all available materials with all necessary information the
design team needs in the design process. The following figure is a simple representation of the process.
Please reflect on this scenario from your point of view and in light of the previous figures in the empty box below.

What are the key decisions in a specific case study or a project that you may have experienced? Who were the
key stakeholders in that project for the reused building materials decisions?

When and where in the process these decisions were made? What knowledge and
information were needed at these decision steps?

What made these key decisions different from the conventional building material selection decisions?
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Consent Form
Building Materials Reuse Study (1)
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants in Research Projects Involving Human Subjects
Dr. James Jones, PhD., Director and Professor of Architecture + Design Research, Virginia Tech
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate, Architecture + Design Research, Doctoral Student, Virginia Tech
(A PDF document with detailed information about the sections below is accessible by clicking on the
section's title)
I. Purpose of this Research
II. Procedures
III. Risks
IV. Benefits
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
VI. Compensation
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities
IX. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I
hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent
Should I have any pertinent questions about this research or its conduct, and research subjects'
rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the subject, I may contact:
Dr. James Jones
jajone10@vt.edu
(540) 231-7647

Faculty Advisor

Ahmed K. Ali
ahali@vt.edu
540 231 5218

Professor. Steve
Thompson
stthomp2@vt.edu
(540) 231-9931

Dr. David M. Moore
moored@vt.edu
540-231-4991

Investigator

Graduate Chair, School of architecture + design, College of architecture and Urban
Studies

Chair, Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
Office of Research Compliance 2000 Kraft Drive, Suite 2000 (0497) Blacksburg, VA
24060

[1] Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board: Project No. 11-278
Approved on 3/11/2011
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Second round of Delphi Study:
The structure of this survey is designed to efficiently elicit expert judgment/opinion and generate a
research document. The following knowledge capturing process layout is carefully planned in order
to maximize the quality of data and information gathered.
! Number of participants in the focus group: 17
! Background of participants: Varies and cross sectional stakeholder group
The following statements are a compiled responses from the focus group on the first round of Delphi
Knowledge capturing process conducted between June-July, 2011. As a member of the focus group,
Please indicate if you agree or disagree with each statement or action and feel free to add any
comments you may have.
The agreed upon items will then be incorporated to the original design process maps using the same
standard modeling language.
Modified and Final workflows will then be distributed to the focus group for validation

DBB
Based on the illustrated overall Design-Bid-Build (DBB) traditional design process map figure
here. Please indicate if you agree or disagree with the following

Include the concept of building material reuse while establishing goals and objectives at the
programming phase.
Agree
Disagree

Include possible locations of salvaged material, types of reused materials and initial sourcing efforts
in the SD phase.
Agree
Disagree

Define and carefully redefine reuse options, sources and specifications from the DD phase and in
each of the following phases.
Agree
Disagree

Develop a matrix input to the activities that define opportunities for reuse in order to incorporate
reclaimed materials, and rate them in areas such as: visual impact/storytelling opportunities; scale
relative to total project; cost; availability.
Agree
Disagree
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For redevelopment projects, special emphasis should be placed on identifying materials available
on-site. Reclaimed material considerations should then become a part of each of the subsequent
phases.
Agree
Disagree

Add a “discovery” phase or a step for integral architectural elements, such as reclaimed beams,
fireplaces, doors, or columns. This discovery phase would need to be done prior to the creation of
drawings (i.e. in programming).
Agree
Disagree

When reused materials are identified, they can then be specified and designed around during SD
phase.
Agree
Disagree

The marketability of salvaged materials varies from one location to another; therefore before
"deconstruction phase" plans can be drawn.
Agree
Disagree

Identify potential re-purposed materialsfor the project and research available salvaged materials in
the programmingphase. These activities should also occur at all of the SD/DD/CD phases.
Agree
Disagree

Establish and strategies goals and surveypotential sources for material reuse in the programming
phase.
Agree
Disagree

If possible, select designs that highlight and ensure the greatest benefit from material reuse in the
SD phase.
Agree
Disagree

Refine reused materials specifications and define material qualities and performance.
Agree
Disagree
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If necessary, switch to new materials. Re-identify reuse sources in the DD phase.
Agree
Disagree

Introduce reuse and recycle management in all phases following the occupancy phase.
Agree
Disagree

Propose building systems and materials selections by the end of SD phase instead of in the DD
phase to prevent inaccurate budget estimation.
Agree
Disagree

Without readily available information and data-base on refurbished elements and materials, the use
of DBB method seems to be very challenging; thus, other approaches like “Design-Build” and
“Owner-supplied materials” seems to be more appropriate and require as well early securement of
materials and components.
Agree
Disagree

SD
Based on the illustrated Schematic Design (SD) phase workflow map here. Please indicate if
you agree or disagree with the following

List potential reusable materials and components (from existing building on site) as inputs to step 1.
Agree
Disagree

Distinguish materials and components that are “function-constrained” from “function-flexible” in the
design process.
Agree
Disagree

Add “historical context of site and region” to the input data of (Existing Built Facilities) to emphasize
the importance of in-depth knowledge required of the social and economic history of existing
buildings.
Agree
Disagree
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Identify an alternative that may cost more, but add significant value with regards to
character/authenticity in step 4 (Identify the best solution to meet overall needs).
Agree
Disagree

Identify the existing on-site structure potentials for deconstruction and reuse in the first stage of
identifying data and identify the potential materials and components that could be
salvaged/reclaimed and used.
Agree
Disagree

Identify available reclaimed materials for pricing and incorporation in the design in step 1, gathering
data.
Agree
Disagree

Brainstorm ideas for detailing materialassemblies to allow for future dis assembly during the
SDphase.
Agree
Disagree

Add a step (before step 1) to introduce identifying potential material supply for reuse.
Agree
Disagree

Add to step 2: “Generate several strategies for material reuse”
Agree
Disagree

Add to step 3: “Explain benefits of reuse to client”
Agree
Disagree

Add to step 4 deliverable: “Targetmaterial reuse percentage”
Agree
Disagree

Integrate all design team members in the early steps of SD phase and make material choices within
these steps.
Agree
Disagree
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DD
Based on the illustrated Design Development (DD) phase workflow map here. Please indicate
if you agree or disagree with the following

Consider which functional elements might be able to utilize reusable materials (do this in conjunction
with sourcing effort that determines availability of reused materials in the various categories of
needed items).
Agree
Disagree

Consider using salvaged material in a modified form (which would fall into the "design any special
elements or features" box) when developing materials for finishes or fixtures.
Agree
Disagree

Revisit the reused materials discovery phase (add this activity to the DD workflow), which could
result in a more substantial change to the design.
Agree
Disagree

Provide inspection or re-certification by an architect or structural engineer for reused materials.
Agree
Disagree

Detail material assemblies to allow forfuture dis assembly (design for dis assembly).
Agree
Disagree

Identify a salvaged material source that will continue to have materials available at the time when
construction begins or work with the client to reserve or purchase salvaged materials thus far
identified for the project.
Agree
Disagree

Add "Identify potential sources and potentials for material reuse" in step 1
Agree
Disagree
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Review and document local material sources.
Agree
Disagree

SD + DD
Place the following activities either in SD, DD or both phases

Research and document local material sources
SD Phase
DD Phase
Both SD and DD phases

Do not include cost reductions for early planning in use of salvage materials but add cost savings as
only potential benefits.
SD Phase
DD Phase
Both SD and DD Phases

Determine owner commitment to using salvage: iconic, finishes, furniture, fixtures, structural etc, in
original form or adapted through re-design.
SD Phase
DD Phase
Both SD and DD Phases

Clarify use of salvaged materials and equipment with warranty issues
SD Phase
DD Phase
Both SD and DD Phases

Secure/commit significant local material sources in quantities appropriate for project.
SD Phase
DD Phase
Both SD and DD Phases

CD
Based on the illustrated Construction Documents (CD) phase workflow map here. Please
indicate if you agree or disagree with the following

Establish firm sources and availability of salvaged materials to meet quantity and quality needs
specified in design.
Agree
Disagree
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Adapt design if possible to utilize available materials; if materials initially specified are not available
but similar ones are available.
Agree
Disagree

Scale goals for reuse based on amount or types of materials available, if reuse of materials is
specified for several areas in building.
Agree
Disagree

Develop hard sources for many or most of these materials at this point in the process.
Agree
Disagree

Document several sources without choosing or committing to one for salvaged materials that are
commonly available in large quantities.
Agree
Disagree

Make an alternate/option loop that begins at step 2, and loops around step 5, which would insure
that the door is not closed too early on late-arising opportunities.
Agree
Disagree

Define a period of opportunities for viable alternatives, only to prevent a 'shutting out' mentality from
client, engineers or contractors.
Agree
Disagree

Include the acknowledgment of the additional steps necessary if a specified reuse material is
changed, and possibly add the certification of “structurally safe” as part of the specification.
Agree
Disagree

Include requirements for incorporating salvaged components within the specifications issued at the
CD phase.
Agree
Disagree
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Add to deliverable "confirm that targetmaterial reuse was met".
Agree
Disagree

Make sure the projected materials are integrated. With reuse materials, it is often an issue of
whether we can get enough of them for the project - brick, wood, etc.
Agree
Disagree

Before specifying the reused material, make sure that you will be able to obtain them.
Agree
Disagree

Identify materials that the owner provides for contractor installation.
Agree
Disagree

Clarify which sub contract bids are design-build for using salvage materials.
Agree
Disagree

Clarify the materials’ warranty issues.
Agree
Disagree

BN
Based on the illustrated Bidding & Negotiation (BN) phase workflow map here. Please
indicate if you agree or disagree with the following

Identify hard sources for salvaged materials from previous phases in the specification section.
Agree
Disagree

List of potential material sources or include a process of sourcing in specification, if no physical
source has previously been specified.
Agree
Disagree
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Emphasize requirements for incorporating salvaged components to the bidding contractors & share
research performed with respect to available reclaimed materials.
Agree
Disagree

Ask contractors to propose alternates during bidding and negotiations. These alternates must meet
the performance criteria indicated in the specifications and percentage of recycled content, etc.
Agree
Disagree

CA
Based on the illustrated Construction Administration (CA) phase workflow map here. Please
indicate if you agree or disagree with the following

Apply some provision for evaluating actual quality/quantity of salvaged material and contingency if it
is not suitable or sufficient.
Agree
Disagree

Work carefully with the contractor to ensure that all details designed for disassembling components
at a later date are built correctly.
Agree
Disagree

Continue investigating potential sources for salvaged materials throughout construction as
unexpected changes/issues arise, such as material availability/suitability, value engineering, etc.
Agree
Disagree

Introduce reuse before step 1 to help assist contractors to recognize potential/desire for material
reuse; between step 2- 3 to ensure material reuse is being incorporated into bids; step 5 to ensure
that material reuse is being done as proposed.
Agree
Disagree

Propose substitution to materials similar to BN phase.
Agree
Disagree

Add “design-build elements and materials” to the inputs to step 2
Agree
Disagree
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Proposed Scenario
Based on the illustrated proposed design with reuse scenario workflow here, Please indicate
if you agree or disagree with the following

The proposed design scenario could work if everybody uses (Building Information Modeling) BIM,
However, this is unlikely to be the case in the short term. Materials outside the BIM virtual repository
will be inaccessible to this system. To enhance access to reusable materials, either expands the list
of information sources, or build a local database that includes reuse stores, etc.
Agree
Disagree

The proposed design scenario is an effective structure, and would be a welcome development for
many.
Agree
Disagree

The proposed design scenario is the process that found to be lacking in the current architecture and
design industry, and its implementation is necessary for a viable reuse industry. Part of the process
would be what is being referred to as the “Virtual Repository”, because it seems that many architects
and designers do not specify reclaimed materials because of the difficulty in sourcing them, and that
they need to be identified earlier in the design process than standardized materials.
Agree
Disagree

The proposed design scenario is a very compelling idea and should be further developed with input
from the AEC community.
Agree
Disagree

The proposed design scenario is a very thoughtful idea though seems to reflect many of the
concerns for example; the question would remain as to how to implement this scenario? How to
provoke the change of approach (specifically how to create the Virtual Repository)
Agree
Disagree

The proposed design scenario is a great idea and needs to be implemented without large increases
to construction costs. Creating the database would be a huge ordeal. Unless the database is
embedded with detailed information, it is hard to imagine web surfing through search engines, eBay,
craigslist, etc. isn't just as useful.
Agree
Disagree

Key Decisions
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The following statements describe the key decisions in a specific case study that some
members have experienced and the key stakeholders for the reuse decisions. Please indicate
if you agree or disagree with the following

The design team should decides up-front if they want to use salvaged materials and come at the
early stages of design development having already identified areas of the building that they want to
finish with reused materials, and with some notion of what type of materials they are looking for.
Agree
Disagree

If the design team finds/identify a source for salvaging, they can hire a deconstruction contractor to
extract the needed materials, then the materials were to be stored until construction began.
Agree
Disagree

Designers should take the main responsibility in putting reuse into the design and then recognize the
need to help with the sourcing process.
Agree
Disagree

Cost, and the time associated with identifying viable sources (a cost in itself) is invariably the most
prominent factor in making the decision.
Agree
Disagree

The client needs to desire material reuse, because it can cost more (though not necessarily), the
designers need to be on board, the engineers need to be satisfied with the integrity of the materials,
and the builders need to be knowledgeable and comfortable installing the reused materials.
Commitment from the owner and project designer(s) is critical as they have a tremendous amount of
influence over the decision to reuse salvaged materials.
Agree
Disagree

Pre-purchasing salvaged materials prior to the commencement of construction would help all
participants in the project plan ahead, but this works best within a Design-Build project delivery
system.
Agree
Disagree

For designers, aesthetics are a significant concern. For owners (& contractors), schedule & cost are
typically the highest priority.
Agree
Disagree
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The unbuild-design-build process can be structured to help the design team discover how the
material stock that can be recovered become the sole source for materials.
Agree
Disagree

Key decisions are: availability of material in quantities, at times, and at costs necessary to meet
project parameters, usefulness of materials, finish, performance, and function.
Agree
Disagree

Key stakeholders are: owner, architect, contractor, and engineers, in that order.
Agree
Disagree

Knowledge Required
The following items describe when and where in the process the decisions on building
material reuse were made and what knowledge and information were needed at these
decision steps. Please indicate if you agree or disagree with the following

The design team primarily make most of the decisions about materials reuse. They interact with
potential sources about supply as they develop their materials selections.
Agree
Disagree

The problem with hard sourcing is storage. The cost of storing salvaged materials acquired at the
design stage until needed in the construction phase can be significant. This is a trade-off for hard
sourcing.
Agree
Disagree

If the design team knows what kind of materials they need and identify sources, which generally
have these materials available, then they can wait to acquire the actual materials until later in the
process.
Agree
Disagree

Virtually all players in the project express an interest in using reclaimed materials, and a resignation
to the fact that there is simply not enough information available in order to pursue such options.
Agree
Disagree
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The decision has to be at the very beginning, before any finalized designs or decisions are made.
The key information needed is available materials, the processing necessary for these materials to
be used on the project, and what their final cost would be.
Agree
Disagree

The most important information that can be provided to the decision makers is the following:
1. What will the costs be?
2. What is the impact on the project schedule (i.e. when will the materials be available)?
3. What will the materials look like (confirm material quality)?
4. Will there be enough material (what if mistakes are made during construction).
Agree
Disagree

Early in the process the information needed for reused materials are general. Later, they are specific
and detailed.
Agree
Disagree

Factors of Decisions
The following statements describe what made the building material reuse key decisions
different from the conventional building material selection decisions. Please indicate if you
agree or disagree with the following

Storage of materials is a key factor in making the decision.
Agree
Disagree

Making contingent design decisions based on availability of materials is a key decision.
Agree
Disagree

The ability to accommodate materials slightly different from original specification is a big advantage
in creating success.
Agree
Disagree

More tolerance for uncertainty, and more of a deeper willingness to do something that would allow
the stakeholders to lay claim to a 'new' way of doing things.
Agree
Disagree
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Qualtrics Survey Software

https://s.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsControlPanel/PopUp.php?Pop...

When designing with standard sized materials, the assumption is made that the necessary materials
will be available, and that they do not need to be sourced until later in the process.
Agree
Disagree

With reused materials, unless they are being milled or modified to fit modern conventional sizing,
they need to be discovered and chosen at the beginning, so that their unique characteristics can be
incorporated into the design.
Agree
Disagree

Availability & reliability is very different for salvaged building materials as compared to new materials.
Agree
Disagree

There is no performance testing standards, so the design team may be required to perform
additional investigations to ensure suitability.
Agree
Disagree

For conventional building materials, costs, availability, and performance characteristics are generally
more stable than with reused materials.
Agree
Disagree
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Appendix C
New BPMN Complete Full Size Maps Set

BPMN Diagram Elements Key
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Business Process Modeling and Notation

Project Phase
Input

Process Name
Responsible
Party

Flow Objects

Connectors

Output
Detailed Map

Artifacts

Swim Lanes

Events

Data Object

Sequence Flow
Name
(State)
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Name

Pool

Message Flow
Lanes (Within a pool)
Name

Group

Name

Name

Gateways

Project Phase
Input

Process Name
Responsible
Party

Output
Detailed Map

&

OM-00 Building Materials Reuse Proposed Overview
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Design Development

Design Development

Expands the list of
Information Sources

Traditional DBB Phases Flow

Architect

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Q77
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Construction
Documents
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Programming
All
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Design Team
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Bidding and
Negotiation
Architect/
Owner

BN

Phase 7

Construction
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Architect

CA
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SD

Owner

OP
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DO
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Phase 3

Schematic Design

Physical
Repository

Phase 8

Phase 4

Phase 1

Physical
Repository

Landfill
Phase 8b
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DC

DD

End
Process
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Schematic Design

Propose Building
Systems & Materials
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Architect

Q18

Schematic Design

Obtain Access to
Readily Available
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Architect

Q19

Construction Documents

No
Programing

Programing

Add BMR Discovery
Step
Architect

Programing

Develop Matrix Input
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Architect

Q7

Yes

Define Opportunities
for Reuse
Architect

Refine BMR
Specifications
Construction Documents
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and Performance

Q7
Architect

Approved?
Design Development

Identify Materials
Available on Site
BMR
Consultant
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Accurate Budget
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Scale Relative
Project

&

Q15

Yes
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Construction Documents
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Storytelling Visual Impact
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Architect
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Approved?

Incorporate
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REFERENCE INFO.

P1a - Traditional DBB Programing (Pre design)
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org
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Determine
Quantitative
Requirements

Architect

Programming
Architect

No
Programing

Programing

Estimate Square
Footage

Programing

Yes

Review Program with
Client

Summarize the
Program

Programming

Programming

Architect

Programing

Programming

Architect

Programming

Architect

Programming

Program
Accepted?

Programing

Establish Goals and
Objectives
Architect/
Owner

Programming

Programing

Programing

Programming

Programming

Research Local
Zoning Ordinance

Programming

Architect

Programming

Programing

Research Applicable
Code Regulations

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

Programming

Program Summary

&

End
Process

REFERENCE INFO.

P1b - New Programing Process (Pre design)
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Cost Per
Square foot

Owner Budget

Building Type
Standards

Locality Zoning
Guidelines

Project Schedule

Owner and Code
Requirements

IBC and other
Code Standards

Programing

Estimate Budget

No
Architect/
Consultants

Programming
Programing

Programing
Programing

Gather Relevant
Information
Architect

Determine
Quantitative
Requirements

Programming

Architect

PROCESS
MODEL

Programing

Start
Process

Programing

Architect

Research Project
Type

Identify Strategies

All
Stakeholders

Architect

Architect

Programming

Architect

Programming

Programing

Architect

Programming

End
Process

Programming

Programming

Programing

Q4

Research Applicable
Code Regulations

Program
Accepted?

Architect

Programing

Architect

Programming

Programing

Establish and
Strategies Goals

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

Research Local
Zoning Ordinance

Yes

Include BMR Concept
Architect

Program
Accepted?

Programming

Programing

No

Architect/
Owner

Summarize the
Program

Programming

Estimate Square
Footage

Programming

Programing

Establish Goals and
Objectives

Architect

Programing

Programing

Programing

Define the Required
Functions of Project
Programming

Estimate
Space Need

Programming

Yes

Review Program with
Client

Programing

Q13

Programing

Identify Potential
Repurposed Materials
BMR
Consultant

Q12

Programing

Research Available
Salvaged Materials
BMR
Consultant

Q12

Survey Potential
Sources
BMR
Consultant

Q13

Program Summary
Social
Vision

Environmental Economical
Vision
Vision

Cultural
Vision

&

REFERENCE INFO.

SD2a - Traditional DBB Schematic Design Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Scale
Relationships

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Context
Relationships

Building form
Relationships

Preliminary
Quantities Takeoff

Spaces
Relationships

Start
Process
No

PROCESS
MODEL

Schematic Design

Develop Preliminary
Concepts

Schematic Design

Develop Spatial
Relationships
Architect

Schematic Design

Address Zoning
Requirement

Architect

Schematic Design

SD
Architect

SD

Develop Preliminary
Landscape Concepts
Landscape
Architect

INFO. EXCHANGE

SD

Jurisdictional
Restrictions

Yes
Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Estimate Preliminary
Cost
Architect

SD

Schematic Design

Develop SD
Documents
Architect

SD

Schematic Design

Review SD and
Develop Inputs
Owner

SD

Finalize SD

Agree?

Architect

SD

SD

Site Information

SD Documents

&

End
Process

REFERENCE INFO.

SD2b - New Schematic Design Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Existing Views

Existing Built
Facilities

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Site Context

Existing Conditions

Sun and Prevailing
Wind Directions

Types of Reused
Materials

Initial Sourcing
Efforts

Schematic Design

PROCESS
MODEL

Schematic Design

Start
Process

Schematic Design

Study All Influential
Aspects
Architect

SD

Schematic Design

Evaluate Existing
Built Facilities
Architect

Include Possible
locations of Salvaged
Material
BMR
Consultant

Develop Preliminary
Concepts

SD

Architect

SD

Q5

Schematic Design

Review Options
Schematic Design

Generate Design
Options
Architect

Architect/
Owner

SD

No
Yes
Schematic Design

SD

Agree?

Match Best Option
with Overall Needs

Schematic Design

Architect/
Owner

Develop General Cost
Estimate

SD

Architect/Cost
Consultant

No
Yes

SD

Schematic Design

Review Estimated
Cost

Agree?

Architect/
Owner

SD

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

Landscape
Materials

Topography
Sketchs

Neighboring
structures

Infrastructure and
Site Utilities

Physical and
Digital Models

Site Plans, Floor
Plans, Sections &
Elevations

General Cost
Estimate Document

&

REFERENCE INFO.

SD2c - New Schematic Design Process Level 2
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Q
23
Historical Context
of Site & Region

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Q
45

Q
45

Iconic, Finishes, Salvaged Original
Furniture, Fixtures, Form or adapted
Structural etc,
through Re-design

Types of Reused
Materials

Initial Sourcing
Efforts

Schematic Design

Research, Review and
Document local
Material Sources

Schematic Design
Schematic Design

Include Possible
locations of Salvaged
Material Warehouses

Start
Process
Schematic Design

Architect

Determine Owner
Commitment to using
salvage
Architect

Schematic Design

Q45

Make Material
Choices within these
Early Steps.

PROCESS
MODEL

Schematic Design

Integrate all Team
Members in the Early
Steps of the SD phase
Architect

Architect

Architect

Q10/Q26

Preliminary Specify
Potential BMR
Architect

Q43

Architect

Q22

Schematic Design

Architect

Identify Alternative
that add Value to
AuthenticityCharacter
Architect

Q24

Schematic Design

Secure Significant
Local Sources in
Quantities Need

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Q22

Q47

Architect

Architect

Q45

Schematic Design

Select Option that
Ensure the Greatest
Benefit from BMR

Q46

Schematic Design

Develop Preliminary
Concepts

Q25

Generate Several
Strategies for Material
Reuse

Architect

Evaluate Existing
Built Facilities

SD

Schematic Design

Generate Design
Options

Architect

Q29

Architect

SD

Explain Benefits of
Reuse to Owner
Architect

Infrastructure and
Site Utilities

Site Plans, Floor
Plans, Sections &
Elevations

Review Options with
Owner

End
Process

Architect/
Owner

SD

Review Cost with
Owner
Architect/
Owner

Yes
Schematic Design

Identify Best Option
to meet Overall Needs
Architect/
Owner

Agree?

SD

SD

Q
31

Topography
Physical and
Digital Models

Q30

Q14

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

SD

Architect

No

Q12

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Neighboring
Structures

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Research Available
Salvaged Materials

Q32

Identify Potential
Existing Structures
for De-construction

Landscape
Materials

Add Cost Savings as
only Potential Benefit

Clarify use of
Salvaged Materials
with Warranty Issues

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Architect

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Q10

Q32

Architect

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect
Schematic Design

Distinguish Function
Flexible Materials

Schematic Design

Identify BMR Pricing

Schematic Design

Q5/Q21/Q29

Distinguish Function
Constrained Materials

Sketches

&

Target Material
Reuse Percentage

REFERENCE INFO.

DD3a - Traditional DBB Design Development Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Sweets Catalogue

Start
Process

Design Development

Design Preliminary
Building Systems
Consulting
Engineers

DD

Design Development

Review Design
Development
Design Development

PROCESS
MODEL

Specify Materials

Architect/
Owner

No

DD

Yes

Design Development

Coordinate Prelim.
Building Systems
Architect

DD

Architect

DD

Design Development

Review Overall Cost
Estimate

Design Development

Design Development

Layout Opening
Schedules (D&W)

Architect/
Owner

Agree?

DD

Develop DD
Presentation
Architect

Architect

No
Yes

DD

Design Development

DD

Approve
?

Finalize DD
Architect

DD

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

DD Document
D&W Manufactures

&

DD3b - New Design Development Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

REFERENCE INFO.

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Systems Specs.

Materials Specs.

Design Development

Update Project
Parameters
Architect

Design Development

PROCESS
MODEL

Start
Process

Architect

DD

Refine
Communications &
Priorities
Architect

DD

Update Functional
Floor Plans in Details

Design Development

DD

Design Development

Specify Design
Elements

Design Development

Develop Options
Within Chosen
Scheme

Design Development

Architect

Architect

DD

Yes
Design Development

Architect

Design any Special
Elements or Features
Architect

OK?

DD

Revise Program
Elements

DD

Develop Decisions on
Building Materials
Architect

Design Development

DD

Develop Outline Tech.
Specifications
Architect/Cost
Consultant

Design Development

DD

DD

Develop & Coordinate
MEP Plans
Architect/MEP
Engineers

Schematic Design

Develop Ideas for
Detailing to allow for
Future Disassembly
Architect

DD

Q27

DD

End
Process

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Design Development

Design Development

DD

Make Subordinate
Decision on Options
Design Development

Determine Detailed
Cost Estimate

No

Establish General
Design Direction
Architect

Design Development

DD

Structural System
Plans

Electrical Plans

&

Lighting Plans

Mechanical Plans

Plumbing Plans

REFERENCE INFO.

DD3c - New Design Development Process Level 2
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Q
45

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Q
45

Salvaged Original Iconic, Finishes,
Form or adapted Furniture, Fixtures,
through Re-design
Structural etc,
Systems Specs. Materials Specs.

Design Development

Start
Process

Design Development

Redetermine Owner
Commitment to using
salvage
Architect

Q45

Design Development

Update Project
Parameters
Architect

DD

Design Development

Refine
Communications &
Priorities
Architect

DD

Design Development

Establish General
Design Direction
Architect

DD

Architect

Design Development
Design Development

DD

Research Available
Salvaged Materials
Q12

Architect

Architect

Design Development

DD

Determine Detailed
Cost Estimate

DD

Make Subordinate
Decision on Options
Architect

Design any Special
Elements or Features

Update Functional
Floor Plans in Details

Design Development

Design Development

Architect

Develop Options
Within Chosen
Scheme

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Design Development

Detail Material
Assemblies to allow
Future Disassembly

DD

Architect

PROCESS
MODEL

Architect

DD

Q38

Add Cost Savings as
only Potential Benefit

Design Development

Revisit the Reused
Materials Discovery
Phase
Architect

Q36

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Design Development

Provide Inspection or
Re-certification for
Reused Materials.

Design Development

Review and
Document Local
Sources

Architect

Structural
Engineer

Develop Outline Tech.
Specifications
DD

Q37

Yes
Determine Sourcing
Effort on Availability
of Reused Materials
Q34

Design Development
Design Development

Approve
?

Carefully Redefine
BMR Specs, Sources
& Options
Architect/
Owner

Clarify use of
Salvaged Materials
with Warranty Issues

Design Development

Q6/Q16

Identify Functional
Elements to Utilize
Reusable Materials
Architect

Architect

INFO. EXCHANGE

Design Development

Architect/Cost
Consultant

Q34

Design Development

Consider Using
Salvaged Material in
Modified Form
Architect

Q35

Identify Potential
Repurposed Materials

Design Changes

Q45

Approve
?

No

Design Development

Q
36

Yes

Q41/Q43

Design Development

Architect

DD

Design Development

Design Development

Revise Program
Elements

No

Q
39

Q
39

Sources that will
have materials
available at the time
of construction

Reserve or
Purchase materials
thus far identified for
the project

&

Q12

Finishes
Development

Fixtures
Development

Architect

Q46

End
Process

CD4a - Traditional DBB Construction Documents Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

REFERENCE INFO.

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Systems Specs.

Construction Documents

PROCESS
MODEL

Construction Documents

Start
Process

Finalize Design of
Building Systems
Consulting
Engineers

CD

Develop Detailed
Construction Specs
Consulting
Engineers

No

Review CD and Specs

Construction Documents

Develop Detailed
Materials Specs
Consulting
Engineers

Construction Documents

CD

Architect/
Owner

CD

Yes
Construction Documents

CD

Approve
?

Develop Percentage
% Completion CD Set
Architect/
Consultants

CD

Construction Documents

Produce Detailed
Working Drawings Set
Architect

CD

Construction Documents

Finalize CD's and Bid
Documents
Architect

CD

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

CD Documents

&

CD4b - New Construction Documents Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

REFERENCE INFO.

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Construction Type

Construction Documents

Specify Installation of
Materials & Objects

PROCESS
MODEL

Construction Documents

Start
Process

Architect

CD

Finalize Building
Systems & Materials
Architect

CD

Construction Documents

Finalize Quantities of
Materials
Architect

CD

Construction Documents

Construction Documents

Develop Final
Decision on Materials
Architect

Define Construction
Procedure Parameter

No

Architect

Yes

CD

Construction Documents
Construction Documents

Write Specifications
Architect

Approve
?

CD

CD

Construction Documents

Develop Complete
Technical Specs.

Update and Detail
Cost Estimate

Architect

Architect

CD

CD

Construction Documents

Develop Bidding
Documents
Architect

CD

End
Process

Construction Documents

Review Legal
Contract

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

CD

Bidding Document

&

REFERENCE INFO.

CD4c - New Construction Documents Process Level 2
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Q
50

Q
50

Substitute Materials
from Specified

Quantity / Types of
Materials Available

Q
58
Construction Type

BMR Target
Confirmation

Construction Documents

Include Requirements
for Incorporating BMR
in Specification

Construction Documents

Adapt Design to
Utilize Available
Materials
Architect

Q50

Construction Documents

Specify Installation of
Materials & Objects

PROCESS
MODEL

Construction Documents

Start
Process

Finalize Building
Systems & Materials
Architect

CD

Architect

CD

Construction Documents

Architect

Construction Documents
Construction Documents

Scale Reuse Goals if
Specified for Several
Areas in Building
Architect

No

Construction Documents

Write Specifications

Q51

Yes

CD

Identify Materials that
the Owner Provides
Architect

Q61

Q56

Construction Documents

Develop Final
Decision on Materials
Architect

Approve
?

Construction Documents

Architect

CD

Carefully Redefine
BMR Specs. /
Options / Sources

Architect

Q12

Construction Documents

Research Available
Salvaged Materials

Architect

Q12

Construction Documents

Acknowledge Steps
Necessary if Specified
BMR Changed
Q56

Identify BMR
Warranty Issues
Architect

Construction Documents

CD

Construction Documents

Develop Bidding
Documents
Architect

CD

Review Legal
Contract

No
Yes

Q63

Architect

CD

Construction Documents
Construction Documents

Establish Firm
Sources & Availability
of Salvaged Materials
Architect

CD

Construction Documents
Construction Documents

Construction Documents
Architect

Architect

Architect

Q6

Architect

Define Construction
Procedures
Parameters

Update and Detail
Cost Estimate

Construction Documents

Identify Potential
Repurposed Materials

Construction Documents

Develop Complete
Technical Specs.

CD

CD

Construction Documents

Add the Certification
of “Structurally Safe”
as Part of the Specs
Architect

Construction Documents

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

Finalize Quantities of
Materials
Architect

Q57

Document Several
Sources w/o Choose
or Commits to One
Architect

Approve
?

Clarify Sub-contract
Bids that are DB for
BMR
Architect

End
Process

Q62

Q53

Q49/Q52

Q
53

Q
49

Salvaged Materials
Commonly Available
in Large Quantities
(Wood)

Quantity and Quality
Specified in Design

&

Bidding Document

REFERENCE INFO.

BN5a - Traditional DBB Bidding and Negotiation Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Bid Form

Bid Documents

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Owner/Contractor Labor and Material
Agreement
Payment Bond

Bidding and Negotiation

Perform Competitive
Bidding Process
Bidding and Negotiation

Owner

BN
Bidding and Negotiation

Develop Instructions
for Bidders

PROCESS
MODEL

Bidding and Negotiation

Start
Process

Advertise for Bids
Owner

BN

Architect/
Owner

BN

Negotiate Price

No

Bidding and Negotiation
Owner

BN

Evaluate Bids
Architect/
Owner

Yes

Bidding and Negotiation
BN

Award Contract

Negotiate Project
Scope
Owner

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Agree?

Owner

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Select Contractor
Owner

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Sign Contracts
Owner

BN

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

Legal Documents

&

REFERENCE INFO.

BN5b - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Construction Cost
Procing

Bid Form

Bidding and Negotiation

PROCESS
MODEL

Bidding and Negotiation

Start
Process

Develop a List of
Potential Bidders
Owner

BN

No

Bidding and Negotiation

Administer Bidding
Process
Bidding and Negotiation

Owner

BN

Review the List of
Potential Bidders
Owner

BN

Review Qualifications

Bidding and Negotiation

Owner/
Architect

Review and Answer
Questions from
Bidders
Owner

Bidding and Negotiation

BN

Meet with Bidders and
Subcontractors

Bidding and Negotiation

Ensure Fair Process
Owner

BN

Owner

Bidding and Negotiation

Yes

Evaluate Bids
Owner

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Select Contractor

Criteria
met?

Owner/
Architect

BN

BN

BN

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

&

REFERENCE INFO.

BN5c - New Bidding and Negotiation Process Level 2
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Construction Cost
Procing

Bid Form

Bidding and Negotiation

Emphasize BMR
Requirements to
Bidding Contractors

Bidding and Negotiation

Meet with Bidders and
Subcontractors
Owner

PROCESS
MODEL

Develop a List of
Potential Bidders
Owner

BN

Owner

BN

Review BMR
Experience
Bidding and Negotiation

Share Research
Results to Available
Reclaimed Materials
Owner

Bidding and Negotiation

Review the List of
Potential Bidders

Bidding and Negotiation

Q67

Bidding and Negotiation

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Start
Process

Owner

Carefully Redefine
BMR Specs./Options/
Sources

Q67

Architect

Q6

Bidding and Negotiation

Review Qualifications

Bidding and Negotiation
Owner/
Architect

Administer Bidding
Process
Owner

Review and Answer
Questions from
Bidders
Owner

BN

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Ask Contractors to
Propose Alternates
During B&N Phase
Owner

No
Bidding and Negotiation

Evaluate Bids
Owner

Yes

BN

Select Contractor
Owner/
Architect

BN

Criteria
met?
End
Process

Ensure Fair Process
Owner

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

Bidding and Negotiation

BN

Bidding and Negotiation

INFO. EXCHANGE

Q6

Owner/
Architect

Q68

Q
68

Q
68

Specs. Performance
Criteria

Percentage of
Recycled Content

&

REFERENCE INFO.

CA6a - Traditional DBB Construction Administration Process
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Bid Form

PROCESS
MODEL

Construction Administration

Start
Process

Execute Project and
Begin Construction
Contractor

CA

Construction Administration

Perform CA Duties
Architect

CA

Construction Administration

No

Develop Clarification
and Sketches
Architect

Yes

CA

Construction Administration

Issue Change of
Services

Agree?

Architect

CA

Construction Administration

Admin. Substantial
Completion
Architect

CA

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

Project
Penchmark

&

REFERENCE INFO.

CA6b - New Construction Administration Process Level 1
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

AIA Contract

Drawings

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Meetings
Records

Technical
Specifications

Changes of
Services

Construction Administration

Respond to
Contractor Questions
Construction Administration

Execute Final
Agreement Form

PROCESS
MODEL

Construction Administration

Start
Process

Owner

CA

Assist in Developing
Final Contract
Architect

CA

Construction Administration

Review Submissions
with Owner
Architect

Assist in Awarding
Final Contract
Construction Administration

Produce Final
Contract Form
Owner

CA

Architect

Construction Administration

Architect

CA

Meet with Contractor
and Subcontractors

CA

Architect

CA

CA

Construction Administration

Construction Administration

Yes

Perform Periodic
Inspections
Architect

Review Contractor
Submissions

Administer Contract

No

Construction Administration

Construction Administration

Architect/
Owner

Construction Administration

CA

Architect

CA

Construction Administration

CA

Approve
?

Approve Payment
Schedules
Architect/
Owner

Construction Administration

Complete
Construction Project
Contractor

CA

CA

Meet with Owner

INFO. EXCHANGE

Architect

Schedules

Products

Processes

&

CA

End
Process

REFERENCE INFO.

CA6c - New Construction Administration Process Level 2
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

AIA Contract

Drawings

Technical
Specifications

Q
71

Q
72

Q
72

Q
72

Details
Checking

Unexpected
Changes

Suitability

Value
Engineering

Execute Final
Agreement Form
Architect /
Owner

CA

Construction Administration
Construction Administration

Assist in Developing
Final Contract
Architect

Changes of
Services

Construction Administration

Work with Contractor
on BMR Issues
Architect

Construction Administration

CA/Q71

Design Development

Assist in Awarding
Final Contract
Architect

Construction Administration

Propose Substitution
to Materials Similar to
Bidding Phase

CA

BMR
Consultant

CA

Q74

Cont. Investigating
Potential BMR
Sources
Architect

Produce Final
Contract Form
Owner

CA

Construction Administration

Review Submissions
with Owner
Architect

Q
70

Quality/Quantity
Evaluation

Contingency

Construction Administration

Redefine BMR
Options/Specs./
Sources

Meet with Contractor
and Subcontractors

Construction Administration

Architect

CA

CA

Construction Administration

Q70

Q
70

Construction Administration

Approve Payment
Schedules

No

Apply Provisions
Owner

Administer Contract

Q72

Construction Administration

Construction Administration

INFO. EXCHANGE

Meetings
Records

Construction Administration

Start
Process

PROCESS
MODEL

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

BMR
Consultant

Construction Administration

Respond to
Contractor Questions

Architect /
Owner

Design Team

Q
75
Schedules

Products

Processes

Design-Build
Elements and
Materials

&

CA

Architect

CA

Approve
?

CA

Construction Administration

Perform Periodic
Inspections
Architect

Q6

Review Contractor
Submissions
CA

Yes

Owner/
Architect

CA

Construction Administration

Complete
Construction Project
Contractor

CA

End
Process

INFO. EXCHANGE

PROCESS
MODEL

Blank

&

REFERENCE INFO.

REFERENCE INFO.

Strategic Process Map 1 - Sourcing
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Reuse
Centers

Deconstruction
Companies

Broker's Network

Reuse
Materials Vendors

Start
Process

Reuse
Materials
Fabricators

Others

Design Development
Programming

Request Materials
Online

Identify Project
Location
Owner

P1b

Identify Salvaged
Materials Desired
Architect/
Owner

Schematic Design

Schematic Design

Survey Materials
Locally

Programming

PROCESS
MODEL

Demolition
Contrators

Architect/BMR
Consultant

SD2b

Survey Materials
Regionally
Architect/BMR
Consultant

Architect/
Owner

Schematic Design

SD2b

Survey Materials
Nationally & Beyond
Architect/BMR
Consultant

SD2b

Construction Document

Source Requested
Materias

Design Development

Request Materials
through a Broker
Architect/
Owner

P1b

DD3b

DD3b

BMR
Consultant

CD4b

Design Development

No

Provide Options and
Alternatives
BMR
Consultant

Yes

DD3c

Approve
?

Bidding and Negotiation

Establish a
Procurement Protocol
BMR
Consultant/
Owner

BN5b

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

Harvesting Map

Images

&

Costs

Samples

REFERENCE INFO.

Strategic Process Map 2 - Dynamic Specification
Project Title: Building Material Reuse Process Mapping

Reference: Object Management Group
www.omg.org

Discovery Brief

Design Development

Start
Process

Conduct The
Sourcing Process
BMR
Consultant

DD3c

Schematic Design

Identify Materials
Locations
BMR
Consultant

CA6b
Construction Documents

PROCESS
MODEL

Schematic Design

Identify Materials
Sources
BMR
Consultant

Architect

Yes

CA6c

Construction Documents

CA6b

Schematic Design

Identify Materials
Costs
BMR
Consultant

No

Develop Context
Specification

Write Information &
Requirements

Approve
?

Architect

CA6c

Bidding and Negotiation

Develop Direction to
Bidders
Architect/BMR
Consultant

CA6b

BN5b

Bidding and Negotiation

Finalize
Specifications
Architect

BN5c

INFO. EXCHANGE

End
Process

Installation
Instructions

&

LEED
Requirements

Maintenance

Dimensions

Specification
Document

REFERENCE INFO.
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against fair use
Factor 3
Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the
copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 4
Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use
of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in

favor of fair use

'

1 of 2

9/10/12 6:07 PM

VT Fair Use Analysis Results

http://etd.vt.edu/fairuse/analyzer/results.php



Draft 09/01/2009
(Questions? Concerns? Contact Gail McMillan, Director of the Digital Library and Archives at Virginia Tech's
University Libraries: gailmac@vt.edu)
(Please ensure that Javascript is enabled on your browser before using this tool.)

Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results
This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in
making a sound decision.
Name: Ahmed K. Ali
Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 4: Chapelle Notre Dame du Haut, Ronchamp in France
Report generated on: 09-10-2012 at : 18:41:33

Based on the information you provided:
Factor 1
Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright
work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 2
Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs:
against fair use
Factor 3
Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the
copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 4
Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use
of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in

favor of fair use
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9/10/12 6:41 PM

VT Fair Use Analysis Results

http://etd.vt.edu/fairuse/analyzer/results.php



Draft 09/01/2009
(Questions? Concerns? Contact Gail McMillan, Director of the Digital Library and Archives at Virginia Tech's
University Libraries: gailmac@vt.edu)
(Please ensure that Javascript is enabled on your browser before using this tool.)

Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results
This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in
making a sound decision.
Name: Ahmed K. Ali
Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 5: Eames Case Study House No. 8, 1949
Report generated on: 09-10-2012 at : 18:45:00

Based on the information you provided:
Factor 1
Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright
work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 2
Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs:
against fair use
Factor 3
Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the
copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 4
Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use
of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in

favor of fair use

'

1 of 2

9/10/12 6:45 PM



From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Rob Englert, D-Build" <renglert@d-build.org>
Re: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:31:43 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

Ahmed
You are more than welcome to use the photo. I can see if I have a higher res version.
Best
Rob Englert
On Sep 5, 2012, at 12:03 PM, Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu> wrote:
Dear Rob,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a photo (attached) and published in your webpage here http://d-build.org/blog/?p=2346 in my dissertation. I
would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer version, I would
appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

<PastedGraphic-9.pdf>
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:03:40 PM EDT
renglert@d-build.org
1 Attachment, 110 KB

Dear Rob,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a photo (attached) and published in your webpage here http://d-build.org/blog/?p=2346 in my dissertation. I
would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate
using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

Figure 7: Building Value, Cincinnati’s Reuse Store

Construction Specification Institute (CSI) Master Format division list

CSI Master Format is a system of numbers and titles for organizing construction

mation into a regular, standard order or sequence. By establishing a master list of

and numbers Master Format promotes standardization and thereby facilitates the

val of information and improves construction communication. It provides a uniform

m for organizing information in project manuals, for organizing project cost data,

or filing product information and other technical data. The vision is to standardize

med materials and the identification of building materials in the study will

nize the existing format that is commonly adopted in the design and construction

. Division list of materials is shown in (Table 1).

ivision 1
ivision 2
ivision 3
ivision 4
ivision 5
ivision 6
ivision 7
ivision 8

Table 1: CSI Master Format Division List

General Requirements
Site Construction
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Wood and Plastics
Thermal and Moisture Protection
Doors and Windows

Division 9
Division 10
Division 11
Division 12
Division 13
Division 14
Division 15
Division 16

Finishes
Specialties
Equipment
Furnishings
Special Construction
Conveying Systems
Mechanical
Electrical

'



From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:05:12 PM EDT
gill.sincock@burohappold.com
1 Attachment, 164 KB

Dear Gill,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use the two figures (attached) published in a book titled "Materials for Sustainable Sites" by Meg Calkins and were
redrawn with permission from Bill Addis' Book Building with reclaimed components and materials 2006 with Buro Happold support in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Bill Addis <Bill.Addis@BuroHappold.com>
permission to use diagrams
September 5, 2012 12:24:06 PM EDT
ahali@vt.edu
1 Attachment, 164 KB

Dear Mr Ali
I am happy to give you permission to use the diagrams below.
Please credit the source (as usual) as
Author; Book title; Publisher; Date; Page number
Best wishes
Bill Addis

'



Bill Addis
Tel. 020 7927 9700
DL 7927 9793
Int.5575
Buro Happold. 17 Newman Street, London. W1T 1PD
This transmission is confidential and intended solely for the person or organisation to whom it is correctly addressed. If you are not the intended recipient of this
transmission, you should not take any action in reliance on it. Further, this transmission may contain confidential design and other information owned by Buro Happold
Ltd. You should not copy, distribute, use, offer for sale or hire such information or in any way infringe the design and intellectual property rights of Buro Happold Ltd. It is
intended that communication by email from Buro Happold Ltd or its employees is limited to communications connected to the services provided by Buro Happold Ltd.
Buro Happold Ltd accepts no liability for any communications not connected to the services it provides. Computer viruses may be transmitted or downloaded onto your
computer system via email communication. It is the recipient's responsibility to take any action necessary to prevent computer viruses being transmitted in this way.
Accordingly, Buro Happold Ltd disclaims all responsibility which arises directly or indirectly from such transmission of computer viruses. Buro Happold Ltd. Registered in
England: 2049511. Registered Office: Camden Mill Lower Bristol Road Bath BA2 3DQ

!
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"webmaster@grida.no" <webmaster@grida.no>
Request for graphic received
August 25, 2012 5:16:25 PM EDT
ahali@vt.edu

Dear Ahmed K. Ali,
A request for a graphic has been recieved by the Maps & Graphics Library.
Title: 'Projected trends in regional municipal waste generation'
We will get back to you shortly.
UNEP/GRID-Arendal

'

VT Fair Use Analysis Results

http://etd.vt.edu/fairuse/analyzer/results.php



Draft 09/01/2009
(Questions? Concerns? Contact Gail McMillan, Director of the Digital Library and Archives at Virginia Tech's
University Libraries: gailmac@vt.edu)
(Please ensure that Javascript is enabled on your browser before using this tool.)

Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results
This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in
making a sound decision.
Name: Ahmed K. Ali
Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 11: Typical Building Demolition Site
Report generated on: 09-10-2012 at : 21:00:13

Based on the information you provided:
Factor 1
Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright
work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 2
Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs:
against fair use
Factor 3
Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the
copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 4
Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use
of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in

favor of fair use

'

1 of 2

9/10/12 9:00 PM

VT Fair Use Analysis Results

http://etd.vt.edu/fairuse/analyzer/results.php



Draft 09/01/2009
(Questions? Concerns? Contact Gail McMillan, Director of the Digital Library and Archives at Virginia Tech's
University Libraries: gailmac@vt.edu)
(Please ensure that Javascript is enabled on your browser before using this tool.)

Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results
This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in
making a sound decision.
Name: Ahmed K. Ali
Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 12: Lucy's House by the Rural Studio, Auburn University,
Alabama
Report generated on: 09-10-2012 at : 17:59:04

Based on the information you provided:
Factor 1
Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright
work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 2
Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs:
against fair use
Factor 3
Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the
copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Factor 4
Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use
of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in

favor of fair use

'

1 of 2

9/10/12 6:00 PM



From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

"Charles J. Kibert" <ckibert@ufl.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 26, 2012 11:13:44 AM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
"GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com" <GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com>
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 6:57 PM
To: Charles J. Kibert
Cc: GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Kibert and Dr. Languell,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a Figure (attached) and published in a publication
titled" Implementing Deconstruction in Florida: Materials Reuse Issues, Disassembly Techniques, Economics and
Policy" in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If
you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design

'



From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 25, 2012 6:56:56 PM EDT
ckibert@ufl.edu
GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com
1 Attachment, 51.0 KB

Dear Dr. Kibert and Dr. Languell,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a Figure (attached) and published in a publication titled" Implementing Deconstruction in Florida: Materials
Reuse Issues, Disassembly Techniques, Economics and Policy" in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would
certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic
Institutethe
and
State Universitystrain caused by the mining of raw materials and preserves
decreases
environmental
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
the original energy spent in the creation of building materials.

Waste Management Hierarchy
Resource optimization - Rethink design
REDUCE
Source Reduction - Accurate Estimating and ordering
Deconstruction - Product reuse, preservation of landfill
space and natural resources

Reduce Packaging: Coordinate reverse distribution
with suppliers
REUSE

Reuse Materials - as new components or scrap material
on site

Downcycle - reuse on a lower level i.e. dimensional
lumber chipped for particle board
Recycle - Create in house recycling programs, make
subcontractors responsible for their own waste, hire a
full service recycling coordinator, use garbage hauler's
recycling service.

Prevention - Implement efficient framing and other
material saving construction techniques

RECYCLE

Upcycle - Create value added products, provide new
businesses and manufacturers with quality hard to find
materials

Composting

Burning

Landfill

Figure 1 Waste Management Hierarchy
In regions lacking natural resources it is commonplace to reuse the supplies on hand.
Structures such as old homes, barns, and buildings are used to build new or needed
facilities. Regions lacking natural resources turn to locally available materials, whether
they are new or borrowed materials to sustain their new construction. However the drive
to reuse these materials is not limited to the lack of natural resources - it is basic common
sense. Reclaimed or salvaged building materials are inherently valuable simply based on
the energy and raw materials used to create them. Dismantling a building into its building
components keep the materials in service as long as possible. Keeping materials in
service longer results in reduced demolition or restoration waste, which in turn preserves
landfill space. There is no additional energy spent mining new resources or
manufacturing new products. Immediate reuse of materials also keeps valuable usable
materials such as dimensional lumber from being downcycled into items such as oriented
strand board, particleboard or mulch - a less valuable products. Although this is better
than landfilling the materials, immediate reuse provides the best conservation of materials
and energy. In addition to the many environmental benefits, deconstruction also has
many positive social and economic implications.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

"Charles J. Kibert" <ckibert@ufl.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 26, 2012 11:13:44 AM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
"GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com" <GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com>
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 6:57 PM
To: Charles J. Kibert
Cc: GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Kibert and Dr. Languell,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a Figure (attached) and published in a publication
titled" Implementing Deconstruction in Florida: Materials Reuse Issues, Disassembly Techniques, Economics and
Policy" in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If
you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 25, 2012 6:56:56 PM EDT
ckibert@ufl.edu
GreenBuilding@TrifectaConstruction.com
1 Attachment, 51.0 KB

Dear Dr. Kibert and Dr. Languell,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a Figure (attached) and published in a publication titled" Implementing Deconstruction in Florida: Materials
Reuse Issues, Disassembly Techniques, Economics and Policy" in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would
certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic
Institutethe
and
State Universitystrain caused by the mining of raw materials and preserves
decreases
environmental
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
the original energy spent in the creation of building materials.

Waste Management Hierarchy
Resource optimization - Rethink design
REDUCE
Source Reduction - Accurate Estimating and ordering
Deconstruction - Product reuse, preservation of landfill
space and natural resources

Reduce Packaging: Coordinate reverse distribution
with suppliers
REUSE

Reuse Materials - as new components or scrap material
on site

Downcycle - reuse on a lower level i.e. dimensional
lumber chipped for particle board
Recycle - Create in house recycling programs, make
subcontractors responsible for their own waste, hire a
full service recycling coordinator, use garbage hauler's
recycling service.

Prevention - Implement efficient framing and other
material saving construction techniques

RECYCLE

Upcycle - Create value added products, provide new
businesses and manufacturers with quality hard to find
materials

Composting

Burning

Landfill

Figure 1 Waste Management Hierarchy
In regions lacking natural resources it is commonplace to reuse the supplies on hand.
Structures such as old homes, barns, and buildings are used to build new or needed
facilities. Regions lacking natural resources turn to locally available materials, whether
they are new or borrowed materials to sustain their new construction. However the drive
to reuse these materials is not limited to the lack of natural resources - it is basic common
sense. Reclaimed or salvaged building materials are inherently valuable simply based on
the energy and raw materials used to create them. Dismantling a building into its building
components keep the materials in service as long as possible. Keeping materials in
service longer results in reduced demolition or restoration waste, which in turn preserves
landfill space. There is no additional energy spent mining new resources or
manufacturing new products. Immediate reuse of materials also keeps valuable usable
materials such as dimensional lumber from being downcycled into items such as oriented
strand board, particleboard or mulch - a less valuable products. Although this is better
than landfilling the materials, immediate reuse provides the best conservation of materials
and energy. In addition to the many environmental benefits, deconstruction also has
many positive social and economic implications.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Nicki Dennis Stephens <NDennis@aiacc.org>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 1:55:56 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Mail <mail@aiacc.org>
3 Attachments, 5.5 KB

Hello Ahmed – I responded to this request last week – so sorry you didn’t receive it for some odd reason.
Yes, you can reprint this diagram in your dissertation. Please use the following credit:
Diagram courtesy of The American Institute of Architects, California Council (AIACC) from IPD: A Working Definition (2007)
Reprinted with permission
I will send the diagram to you again via separate email. Thank you.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:03 AM
To: Nicki Dennis Stephens
Cc: Mail
Subject: RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear AIA California Council IPD Task Force Group,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure (attached) appeared in your publication"IPD a
Working Definition" in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge
credits. If you have a better and clearer version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Nicki Dennis Stephens <NDennis@aiacc.org>
Fwd: IPD diagram
September 5, 2012 3:39:37 PM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
1 Attachment, 155 KB

Here you go
Begin forwarded message:
From: Alyssa Griego <AGriego@aiacc.org>
Date: September 5, 2012 10:59:58 AM PDT
To: Nicki Dennis Stephens <NDennis@aiacc.org>
Subject: IPD diagram

Hope this is clear enough! By the way, the .AI file was a black and white diagram, only. I just extracted the graphic from the
pdf.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Missing Plug-in
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Patrick MacLeamy <patrick.macleamy@hok.com>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 28, 2012 4:28:57 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

Hello Ali,
Please feel free to use the illustrations in your thesis, with attribution.
Best wishes for a successful PhD dissertation.
Regards, Patrick
PATRICK MacLEAMY, FAIA, LEED® AP
Chief Executive Officer
HOK
patrick.macleamy@hok.com
+1 415 356 8500
One Bush Street, Suite 200 | San Francisco, CA 94104 USA
www.hok.com
From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 1:28 PM
To: Corinne Drobot
Cc: Patrick MacLeamy
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation

Dear Corinne and Patrick,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure (attached) Credited to HOK in my dissertation. I
would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer
version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Megan McClure <megan.mcclure@hok.com>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 27, 2012 12:40:28 PM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
1 Attachment, 847 KB

Hi Ahmed,
Thanks for contacting us. I couldn’t locate a higher res version of the image you sent, but have attached another version of the
MacLeamy Curve in case it would be useful. As you mentioned, please credit HOK. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Best of luck on your dissertation.
Megan

!

MEGAN MCCLURE
Corporate Communications
HOK
megan.mcclure@hok.com
t +1 314 754 4215 f +1 314 421 6073
211 N. Broadway, Suite 700 | St. Louis, MO 63102 USA
www.hok.com

!
From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 4:28 PM
To: Corinne Drobot
Cc: Patrick MacLeamy
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation

Dear Corinne and Patrick,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure (attached) Credited to HOK in my dissertation. I
would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better and clearer
version, I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Anthony J Rhem <tonyr@ajrhem.com>
Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 27, 2012 10:02:35 AM EDT
ahali@vt.edu
1 Attachment, 141 KB
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 3:03 PM
To: tonyr@ajrhem.com
Cc: info@ajrhem.com
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Rhem,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure (attached) published in your book UML for
Developing Knowledge Management Systems in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly
acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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consider it a learning tool, and still others see it as a set of best practices (Rhem 2006).
Figure 28 illustrates that information is built from data and knowledge by organizing

these information
in logical and meaningful order, only then can a sound and educated

decision be made.
10 ! UML for Developing Knowledge Management Systems

Number, Text, Diagrams
Data

Make decision

Logical meaningful order
Information

Knowledge

Figure 2.1 Data-Information-Knowledge
Figure 30: Data-Information-Knowledge (Rhem 2006)

Furthermore, knowledge enables the user of information to make a decision
or learn something from the information that has been presented. For
instance, from a stock report, an investor can ascertain what stock she
should buy or sell; a video may be delivering instructions about a procedure
or process; and from a patient summary, a nurse may be able to determine
69 administered to a patient.
when a certain medication should be
Now that we have a clear picture of the evolution of knowledge, it is
appropriate to continue with our understanding of KM. Remember our
above-stated definition. With any definition, we must be aware that a narrow
definition will tend to produce results that will lead to simple human resource
policies and procedures leaving much of the value of KM unrealized.
However, a definition that is too broad will be too abstract and lead to
an unclear implementation of KM policies, practices, and procedures.
Therefore, our definition reflects theories of KM that differentiate knowledge from information and integrate people with policies, practices, and
procedures while allowing technology to aid in its implementation.
To give you a frame of reference, KM has connections with several
established management strategies and practices. These practices include
change management, risk management, and business process reengineering.
There is a common thread between these practices, which recognizes that
knowledge is a corporate asset and organizations need strategies, policies,
practices, and tools to manage these assets. Discussions about KM always
lead to discussions of intellectual capital both tacit and explicit. This has
brought about the implementation of technology-driven methods for accessing, controlling, and delivering information that the corporate culture can
transform into knowledge. This enables the corporate culture to create new
knowledge value while leveraging existing knowledge. The concept of
knowledge value will be discussed in further detail later in this chapter.
Intellectual capital consists of three major components:
1. Human resources — consist of the employee’s collective experience, skills, and expertise of how the organization operates and
the uniqueness of how it operates vs. its competitors.
2. Intellectual assets — consist of any piece of knowledge that
becomes defined, usually by writing it down or inputting it into a
© 2006 by Taylor & Francis Group, LLC
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Umphress, Justin" <umphressjr@Pella.com>
FW: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 5:57:33 PM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
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Justin Umphress | Pella Corporation | Marketing Communications
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 2:53 PM
To: Zeimetz, Terry
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Terry,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure titled "Pella BIM Products" (attached) in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better
colored version I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Zeimetz, Terry" <TMZeimetz@Pella.com>
RE: RE:Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 4:05:53 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:03 AM
To: Zeimetz, Terry
Subject: RE:Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Terry,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure titled "Pella BIM Products" (attached) in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better
colored version I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
RE:Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:02:41 PM EDT
tmzeimetz@pella.com
1 Attachment, 455 KB

Dear Terry,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a figure titled "Pella BIM Products" (attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and
would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better colored version I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,

Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
A modeling language
known asInstitute
Business
Modeling Notation (BPMN) will
Virginia Polytechnic
and Process
State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
address the above categories in the mapping diagrams.

Figure 32: Pella Windows advertisement for its BIM Informational Products

The data and information contained in the workflow of building material reuse previously

illustrated in the research is not complete and only extracted from literature review and

case studies. It is anticipated during the course of this study to capture, gather and collect

essential data and information from the different building stakeholders using a standard

qualitative research methodology. The research methodology is described in details

chapter three.
'
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Umphress, Justin" <umphressjr@Pella.com>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 6, 2012 11:23:49 AM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
1 Attachment, 132 KB
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Justin Umphress | Pella Corporation | Marketing Communications
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 5:08 PM
To: Umphress, Justin
Subject: Re: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

thank you very much, looking forward for the color version
Ahmed
On Sep 5, 2012, at 5:57 PM, Umphress, Justin wrote:
*+,"-.
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Justin Umphress | Pella Corporation | Marketing Communications
$
$
From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2012 2:53 PM
To: Zeimetz, Terry
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Terry,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure titled "Pella BIM Products" (attached) in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits. If you have a better
colored version I would appreciate using it.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
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Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

P E L L A A D VA N TA G E N U M B E R 8 4 :
WE’VE ANSWERED THE CALL.

Looking for the ideal windows and doors for your BIM projects? You’ve found the right match.
Pella’s Autodesk® Revit® families are now available for use with Revit® Architecture. You can access
the Pella® product of your choice right from your Revit® design application by using the Autodesk
Seek Web service — then simply drag-and-drop it into your BIM project. The perfect partner
dedicated to making your models more accurate and easier to create. That’s The Power Of Yellow.®

Visit pellacommercial.com/BIM for all your BIM window and door needs.
Pella Revit ® families also available at available at seek.autodesk.com, caddetails.com and sweets.com.

© 2011 Pella Corporation
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Scott Barrington - BIMstop <scott@bimstop.com>
Re: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 3:37:38 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
1 Attachment, 23.5 KB

Hi,
Yes no problem as long as you credit us. We also have a slightly updated one here: http://www.bimstop.com/get-specified/resources-casestudies/
Scott Barrington
CEO

BIMstop.com ¦ Twitter ¦ Facebook ¦ Youtube
USA +1 (941) 312 7413 ¦ 4285 Express Lane, Suite H5488 ¦ Sarasota, FL 34238
AU +61 3 9016 4134 ¦ 68 - 72 York St ¦ South Melbourne VIC 3205
NZ +64 3 366 4131 ¦ 11/7 Homersham Place ¦ Christchurch 8053
This email is intended solely for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is confidential or subject to legal
professional privilege. If you receive this email in error please
immediately notify the sender and delete the email.

On 26/08/2012, at 7:20 AM, Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu> wrote:
Dear Scott,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a figure titled "BIM Process" (attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would
certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

<PastedGraphic-2.pdf>
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:02:25 PM EDT
scott@barringtonarch.com
1 Attachment, 348 KB

Dear Scott,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a figure titled "BIM Process" (attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would
certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

Figure 33 Building Information Modeling (BIM) Process

2.7.2

Building Information Modeling Ownership

BIM has multi-dimensional data. Currently, BIM model ownership is a very complicated
issue in the building industry. We mean by ownership the rights to access data and
information, modify, share and publish. The ownership can be full, partial or time
dependent. BIM is a collaborative effort to build a single database and require resources
from many disciplines and that is what makes the ownership problematic. BIM is a new
technology being adopted by a slow-changing industry. Currently a BIM model is treated
the same way as design and construction documents. The ownership starts at the
Architect’s office and ends with the owner’s possession. The Architect maintains
ownership during design phases and during construction and usually is reluctant to share
'

the model due to liability issues. Some contractors started to take ownership of the model
during the execution of a building but the majority still use traditional construction



From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

sparxsales <sales@sparxsystems.com.au>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 30, 2012 10:52:08 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

Hey Ahmed K. Ali
Yes feel free to use the diagram you requests. Credit to Sparx Systems (and the website) would be greatly appreciated.
Best Regards,
Tom O'Reilly
Chief Operations Officer
Sparx Systems Pty Ltd
tom.oreilly@sparxsystems.com
www.sparxsystems.com

From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Sunday, 26 August 2012 5:08 AM
To: sparxhome
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Sparx Systems Company,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a figure titled "example of a simple Eriksson-Penker diagram" published in your webpage
http://www.sparxsystems.com/enterprise_architect_user_guide/modeling_languages/eriksson_penker_extensions.html
(attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
August 25, 2012 3:08:28 PM EDT
sparks@sparxsystems.com

1 Attachment, 76.9 KB
broadly applicable without extension, so companies and projects should define
Dearextensions
Sparx Systems
Company,
only when
they find it necessary to introduce new notation and
terminology.
Extensions
not be
as universally
understood,
supported,
and agreed
My name
is Ahmed
Ali, I amwill
a PhD
Candidate
at the
Architecture
and Design
Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seekupon
youraspermission
to use
a figure
titledare
"example
of adefined
simplefor
Eriksson-Penker
the UML itself.
New
extensions
continually
UML. One of diagram" published in your webpage
these extensions is the Eriksson-Penker Business Extensions (Figure 33). It is an
http://www.sparxsystems.com/enterprise_architect_user_guide/modeling_languages/eriksson_penker_extensions.html
attempt to define these ruling in order to model the dynamic components or business
(attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits.
processes of a business model. This extension merges UML with process modeling.
Thank
youthe
very
your help,
Lookingcan
forward
to hear from
you
With
use much
of thisfor
extension
the modeler
add stereotypes
and or
properties to
UML to suit a particular situation. Activity diagrams can be transformed to process
Sincerely,
diagrams or what is known as “assembly line diagrams”.
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture
Design
Research
The author+also
criticized
that a modeling language with nine set of diagrams (the number
School of architecture + design
of diagrams
reached and
14 now)
not capable of business modeling unless extensions are
College
of Architecture
Urbanstill
Studies
Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute
and
State
University
incorporated in to it.
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

Figure 35: Example of a simple Eriksson-Penker extension diagram to UML

IDEF0 (Integration Definition for Function Modeling):
IDEF0 is part of the IDEF family of modeling languages in the field of software
engineering, and is built on the functional modeling language Structured Analysis and
Design Technique (SADT). IDEF0 deals with the “function” modeling of a business,
meaning, it is designed to model the decisions, actions, and activities of an organization
or system. The first level of diagrams represents inputs such as products to be on the left
83
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Chimay J. Anumba" <anumba@engr.psu.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:56:30 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
1 Attachment, 4.1 KB
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From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:02 PM
To: dino.bouchlaghem@ntu.ac.uk
Cc: Chimay J. Anumba
Subject: RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Bouchlaghem et al,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD candidate in the Architecture and Design Research doctoral
program at Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission along with the other co-authors to use a
figure titled "Figure2 Top-level IDEF0 activity diagram of the construction process model" in your
published work titled " Integrating product and process information in the construction sector"
(attached) in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly
acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 5, 2012 12:02:02 PM EDT
dino.bouchlaghem@ntu.ac.uk
anumba@engr.psu.edu
1 Attachment, 2.3 MB

Dear Dr. Bouchlaghem et al,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD candidate in the Architecture and Design Research doctoral program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission along with the other co-authors to use a figure titled "Figure2 Top-level IDEF0 activity diagram of the construction
process model" in your published work titled " Integrating product and process information in the construction sector" (attached) in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu
www.archdesign.vt.edu

Integrating p….pdf (2.3 MB)
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

"Kulkarni, Manohar R" <kulkarni@illinois.edu>
Okayed {RE: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation}
September 4, 2012 10:52:55 AM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
"Dyar, Julie Ann" <dyar@illinois.edu>, "Holm, Nancy L" <naholm@illinois.edu>
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--------------------------Dr. Manohar Kulkarni, PE
Director,
Illinois Sustainable Technology Center
Division of Prairie Research Institute
University of Illinois
One Hazelwood Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
TEL: 217-333-8569
FAX: 217-333-8944
CELL: 401-369-3607
e-mail: kulkarni@illinois.edu
www.istc.illinois.edu
--------------------------%
%

From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Sunday, September 02, 2012 8:45 AM
To: Kulkarni, Manohar R
Cc: Dyar, Julie Ann
Subject: Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
Importance: High

Dear Dr. Kulkarni,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at
Virginia Tech, I would like to seek your permission to use a figure (attached) and published on your website in my
dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval and would certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Permission Request to use a figure in a PhD Dissertation
September 2, 2012 9:45:21 AM EDT
kulkarni@illinois.edu
dyar@illinois.edu
1 Attachment, 92.0 KB

Dear Dr. Kulkarni,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate at the Architecture and Design Research Doctoral Program at Virginia Tech, I would like to
seek your permission to use a figure (attached) and published on your website in my dissertation. I would greatly appreciate your approval
and would certainly acknowledge credits.
Thank you very much for your help, Looking forward to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Ahmed K. Ali, PhD Candidate
Architecture + Design Research
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
http://archdesign.vt.edu/architecture-design/phd

For more information, please visit WMRC's Green Development and Construction webpage.

Construction and Demolition Waste Quantity and Composition 1
We generate enough construction and demolition debris in the United States each year to fill a
typical city street four feet tall with trash and run that wall from New York, NY to Los Angeles,
CA six times – an estimated 136 million tons annually. 2
In 1998, Illinois’ Construction and Demolition debris comprised 20 to 35 percent of all the solid
waste generated in the five county Chicagoland area. 3
The charts below show the largest materials in the construction waste stream, the demolition
waste stream, and the residential construction waste stream. 4

Commercial Construction Waste

Wood 38%

Commercial Demolition Waste

Wood 20%

Drywall 20%

Brick & Block 17%

Cardboard 13%

Drywall 15%

Ferrous Metals 13%

Tar Roof Tear Off 14%

Brick & Block 8%

Polystyrene Foam 11%

Plastic 4%

Ferrous Metals 9%

Other 4%

Textiles/Carpet/Pad 7%
Other 7%

Residential Construction Waste

Wood 42%

Residential Demolition Waste

Wood 34%

Drywall 20%

Asphalt shingles 29%

Other 14%

Other 19%

Cardboard 8%

Drywall 6%

Ferrous Metals 7%

Brick & Block 4%

Asphalt shingles 4%

Ferrous Metals 3%

Plastic 4%

Plastic 3%
Cardboard 2%

Brick & Block 1%
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Drywall 20%

Asphalt shingles 29%

Other 14%

Other 19%

Cardboard 8%

Drywall 6%

Ferrous Metals 7%

Brick & Block 4%

Asphalt shingles 4%

Ferrous Metals 3%

Plastic 4%

Plastic 3%
Cardboard 2%

Brick & Block 1%

1

Excerpt from the “Construction and Demolition Waste Management Toolkit,” WasteCap Wisconsin, June 2005.
Calculated from statistics from US EPA. 1998. “C&D Wood Debris Management Trends” Resource Recycling, November, 1998. p
22. and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources “Recycling Facts and Figures” publ. CE-163 2003 Rev. Trash Trivia
3
Illinois Construction and Demolition Site Recycling Guidebook 1997, Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Affairs
4
Camp, Dresser & McKee Inc. “Quantity and Composition Study of Construction and Demolition Debris in Wisconsin” Prepared for
the Wisconsin Recycling Market Development Board. February 1998. Tables 3-2 – 3-4.
2
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Cesar Rubio <crcesarrubio@gmail.com>
Re: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation
May 17, 2012 5:06:36 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

B&W or color?
Cesar Rubio
Cesar Rubio Photography
www.cesarrubio.com
415 902-7446-cell
On May 17, 2012, at 9:00 AM, Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu> wrote:
Dear Cesar,
Thank you for your prompt response, Would you please send me these photos? I only need them to be readable in a letter size, Thank
you.
Ahmed
On May 16, 2012, at 8:48 PM, cesar rubio wrote:
Ahmed,
That would be fine.
Please see note below.
Thank you,
Cesar
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Larry Strain <lstrain@siegelstrain.com>
Date: Wed, May 16, 2012 at 5:40 PM
Subject: Re: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation
To: cesar rubio <cr@cesarrubio.com>
Hi Cesar,
That's fine. He should credit you for Photographs and Siegel and Strain + Goring Straja for the design.
Thanks.
Larry Strain, FAIA. LEED AP
SIEGEL & STRAIN Architects
1295 59th Street, Emeryville, CA 94608
510.547.8092 x103 fax 510.547.2604
lstrain@siegelstrain.com www.siegelstrain.com

On May 16, 2012, at 5:35 PM, cesar rubio wrote:
Hi Larry,
Would it be OK to allow this to occur? Wanted to make sure.
Thank you,

'



Cesar

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
Date: Wed, May 16, 2012 at 8:02 AM
Subject: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation
To: cr@cesarrubio.com
Dear cesar,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my case
studies is the Portola Valley Town Center Which you where the photographer for, I would greatly appreciate if I

can use some of your photography during construction that highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse.
I would like to seek you permission to use these photographs in my Academic research dissertation and would
certainly acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it is possible and how I may get these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu
www.archdesign.vt.edu

-Cesar Rubio
Cesar Rubio Photography
www.cesarrubio.com
415 902 7446- Cell

-Cesar Rubio
Cesar Rubio Photography
www.cesarrubio.com
415 902 7446- Cell
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Bates, David R" <David.R.Bates@uth.tmc.edu>
SONSCC photographs in a PhD dissertation
August 27, 2012 10:24:13 AM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
5 Attachments, 2.2 MB

Ahmed:
I am attaching several copyright-free, print-quality images of the School of Nursing and Student
Community Center (SONSCC), which you are welcome to use in your dissertation. Also, there are
pages on the Web that should help you as resources: like. These include:
The new SON Web site has information about the building under >Award-winning School of
Nursing and Student Community Center< located at: http://son.uth.tmc.edu/about/
Most of the original (award-winning) SONSCC publicity site from 2004 is still online at:
http://www.uthouston.edu/sonscc/index.htm
The description of the SONSCC and its LEED® Gold award rating are accessible on the Web
site of the local U.S. Green Building Council at http://usgbchouston.org/content.asp?
secnum=112&pid=704
Our primary architectural design firm has always been very helpful with sharing information about
the building. My contact there is very active in the Rice Design Alliance, and she can assist you
with technical questions and, perhaps, with additional photos:
Catherine Callaway
Assoc. AIA LEED® AP
BNIM
CCallaway@bnim.com

In a separate email, I’ll send you a sheet of “Fast Facts” and a PowerPoint presentation and a .pdf
brochure developed by BNIM. Good luck with your dissertation. (My late father was a VPI
alumnus, so I’ll help a Hokie as much as I can.)
David R. Bates, MA, MLIS
Director of Communications

6901 Bertner Ave. | SON-865 | Houston, TX 77030-3901
713 500 2111 tel | 713 500 2007 fax | On the Web: http://nursing.uth.edu/
Also “Like” us at: http://www.facebook.com/UTHealthSON

!
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

"Bates, David R" <David.R.Bates@uth.tmc.edu>
SONSCC - add'l resources
August 27, 2012 10:24:21 AM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
5 Attachments, 13.8 MB

Ahmed: Attached are “Fast Facts,” plus two PowerPoint presentations and a .pdf brochure
developed by BNIM. Also, on July 12, for the National Association of Educational Procurement
(NAEP) annual conference, I gave an extensive building tour for a group that included a VPI
employee. You may want to interview him for his impressions of our “green” building:
Gregory A. Pratt
Assistant Director of Purchasing for Facilities Support
Purchasing Dept.
270 Southgate Ctr (0333)
540-231-7852 gregp65@vt.edu

Thank you for your interest in the SONSCC –
David R. Bates, MA, MLIS
Director of Communications

6901 Bertner Ave. | SON-865 | Houston, TX 77030-3901
713 500 2111 tel | 713 500 2007 fax | On the Web: http://nursing.uth.edu/
Also “Like” us at: http://www.facebook.com/UTHealthSON
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Joellyn Gum <Joellyn.Gum@lhbcorp.com>
RE: Permission request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
September 11, 2012 10:35:28 AM EDT
"ahali@vt.edu" <ahali@vt.edu>
8 Attachments, 6.7 MB

Mr. Ali,
Unfortunately, many of the construction photos I could find are low res. Most of the photos we keep active for the project are photos showing
the completed project. The project has been archived, so if you need something more specific, I will need a few days to try and retrieve the
images. In the meantime, I've attached a few shots. If you are looking for something more, let me know, and I can try to find something.
Demo - shows some of the sorting that was done to reuse construction waste
Const - Exterior
611FAIA - After shot of exterior
598 - After shot of exterior/prairie restoration
609 - Exterior showing rain garden and solar panels
Lobby 3 - Early interior shot showing reusable stair
Garden 1 - showing roof garden
10624 - roof garden materials
Thank you for your patience.
Joellyn
-----Original Message----From: Joellyn Gum
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:24 PM
To: 'Ahmed Ali'
Subject: RE: Permission request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
Hello Mr. Ali,
Thank you for your interest in our project. How many photos are you looking to use, and of what aspects of the building (structure,
mechanical, interiors, site, etc.)? Also, when would you need these? Given the quantity and file sizes, it might be best to put these on a CD
and mail it to you, instead of emailing them, however, if you only need a few, email could work.
Please let me know.
Joellyn

Joellyn Gum - Marketing Manager
21 West Superior Street, Suite 500, Duluth, MN 55802 Direct 218.279.2240 | FAX 218.727.8456 LHBcorp.com
LHB, Inc. | PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGN.

-----Original Message----From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:04 AM
To: Joellyn Gum
Subject: RE: Permission request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
Importance: High
Dear LHB,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my research
case studies is the Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center. I would greatly appreciate if I can use some of your photography during and after
construction that highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse. I would like to seek you permission to use these photographs in my
Academic research dissertation and would certainly acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it is possible and how I may get
these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
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College of Architecture and Urban Studies Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu www.archdesign.vt.edu
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Joellyn Gum <Joellyn.Gum@lhbcorp.com>
RE: Permission request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
September 5, 2012 4:23:53 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

Hello Mr. Ali,
Thank you for your interest in our project. How many photos are you looking to use, and of what aspects of the building (structure,
mechanical, interiors, site, etc.)? Also, when would you need these? Given the quantity and file sizes, it might be best to put these on a CD
and mail it to you, instead of emailing them, however, if you only need a few, email could work.
Please let me know.
Joellyn
Joellyn Gum - Marketing Manager
21 West Superior Street, Suite 500, Duluth, MN 55802
Direct 218.279.2240 | FAX 218.727.8456
LHBcorp.com
LHB, Inc. | PERFORMANCE DRIVEN DESIGN.

-----Original Message----From: Ahmed Ali [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:04 AM
To: Joellyn Gum
Subject: RE: Permission request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
Importance: High
Dear LHB,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my research
case studies is the Phillips Eco-Enterprise Center. I would greatly appreciate if I can use some of your photography during and after
construction that highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse. I would like to seek you permission to use these photographs in my
Academic research dissertation and would certainly acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it is possible and how I may get
these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu www.archdesign.vt.edu
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Linda Chapman <linda@smartarchitecture.com>
Re: Permission Request to use photographs in a PhD dissertation
August 27, 2012 1:00:31 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>

Hello Ahmed,
Feel free to use anything about MEC from my website or published articles
from the Canadian Architect, etc. from 10 years ago. Those pictures were
taken with film a long time ago and I really cannot locate the images. You may
be interested to know the store is undergoing a major addition & renovation by
my office at the current time.

On Sun, Aug 26, 2012 at 7:07 AM, Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu> wrote:
Dear Linda,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my
research case studies is the Mountain Equipment Coop107 Ottawa stores which you were the architect for. I would greatly appreciate if I
can use some of your photographs and drawings during and after construction that highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse. I
would like to seek you permission to use these photographs in my Academic research dissertation and would certainly acknowledge your
image credits . Please let me know if it is possible and how I may get these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu
www.archdesign.vt.edu

-Cheers,
Linda Chapman | B. Arch., OAA, MRAIC, LEED AP
Linda Chapman Architect
233 Argyle Ave., Ottawa, ON, K2P 1B8
T: 613-231-4690
www.smartarchitecture.com
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

MEC Service Centre - Services <orders@mec.ca>
RE: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation (Thread:409356)
May 17, 2012 10:50:50 AM EDT
ahali@vt.edu

Hi Ahmed
Thanks for contacting MEC about the use of photographs of the Ottawa and
Winnipeg stores - it's a great compliment to us that you want to document
these store constructions.
You're more than welcome to contact our Head Office regarding this matter:
604-707-3300 (Mon-Fri, 9-4pm PST).
All the best with the research,
Dylan
MEC Service Centre
Mountain Equipment Co-op
130 W. Broadway
Vancouver BC V5Y 1P3
Toll Free within Canada and USA
t. 800.663.2667
f. 800.722.1960
Local and International
t. 604.876.6221
f. 604.876.6590
mec.ca
MEC Blog, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr, LinkedIn
-----Original Message----From: ahali@vt.edu [mailto:ahali@vt.edu]
Sent: May-16-12 8:24 AM
To: info@mec.ca
Subject: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation (Thread:409356)
<contactUs>
<name>Ahmed K. Ali</name>
<email>ahali@vt.edu</email>
<country>United States of America</country>
<body>
Dear MEC,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design
Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my research case studies
is the Mountain Equipment Coop107 Ottawa & Winnipeg stores. I would greatly
appreciate if I can use some of your photography during construction that
highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse. I would like to seek you
permission to use these photographs in my Academic research dissertation and
would certainly acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it is
possible and how I may get these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD Candidate
School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061

'



phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu www.archdesign.vt.edu
</body>
</contactUs>

________________________________
This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information which is privileged,
confidential or proprietary. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the
intended recipient, any dissemination, publication or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
please notify us immediately by return e-mail and destroy and delete all copies of the message.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information can be intercepted, corrupted, lost, arrive late or
contain viruses. The sender does not accept any responsibility for any loss, disruption or damage to your data or computer system that may
occur while using data contained in, or transmitted with, this e-mail.
-------------Ce courrier électronique peut renfermer des renseignements privilégiés et confidentiels à l'intention exclusive du destinataire. Si vous n'êtes
pas le destinataire, ni la personne chargée de lui transmettre ce message, vous nʼavez aucun droit dʼutiliser cette information, de la copier,
de la distribuer ou de la diffuser. Si vous avez reçu ce courrier électronique par erreur, veuillez en aviser l'expéditeur immédiatement par
courriel et détruire ce message ainsi que les fichiers en annexe.
Il est impossible de garantir que les données transmises sur Internet sont sécuritaires et exemptes dʼerreurs puisquʼelles ne sont pas
entièrement protégées contre l'interception, la modification, la perte, les retards ou les virus. Lʼexpéditeur n'assume aucune responsabilité
quant à la perte, à lʼinterception ou à la modification de vos renseignements, ainsi quʼà tout dommage causé à votre ordinateur, pouvant
résulter de la transmission de ce courriel.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Gerry Kopelow <gkphoto@yahoo.com>
Re: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation
May 27, 2012 8:54:07 PM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
9 Attachments, 5.6 MB

Hi Ahmed,
This is all I have of Mountain Equipment in Winnipeg. You are welcome to use them any way you like. Good luck with your dissertation.
Cheers,
Gerry

On Wed, May 16, 2012 at 10:29 AM, Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu> wrote:
Dear Gerry,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my
research case studies is the Mountain Equipment Coop107 Ottawa & Winnipeg stores which you were the

photographer for. I would greatly appreciate if I can use some of your photography during construction that
highlighted the salvaged building materials reuse. I would like to seek you permission to use these photographs in
my Academic research dissertation and would certainly acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it
is possible and how I may get these photos.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Kamal Ali, PhD CandidateHi Ahmed,

School of architecture + design
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
office: 408 B Cowgill Hall | Blacksburg, VA, 24061
phone:540 231 5218 | email: ahali@vt.edu
www.archdesign.vt.edu

-Gerry Kopelow/Photographics Inc
18 Einarson Ave
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3G 0L1
tel: 204-772-3696 / 1-866-517-4921
web: http://www.gerrykopelow.com/
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Gary Russ <gary@gruss.net>
Re: Permission to use photographs in PhD dissertation
May 16, 2012 9:45:18 AM EDT
Ahmed Ali <ahali@vt.edu>
2 Attachments, 3.0 MB

[see attached file: Long Center Heros.zip]
Ahmed,
See if these will work. They should be fine if you don't use them for the full 8.5 x 11.
Higher Rez are archived away. It will take some time before I can get to them.

Gary Russ
G. Russ Images, Inc
2004 Shadow Brook Circle
Round Rock, TX 78681
O. 512 478 4478
C. 512 750 4478
http://www.gruss.net/
http://www.grussimages.com/

On May 16, 2012, at 6:03 AM, Ahmed Ali wrote:
Dear Gary,
Thank you for your prompt response, I would say 300 dpi is good, I only need to have them read well on 8.5X11 pages.
Regards,
Ahmed
On May 15, 2012, at 9:53 PM, Gary Russ wrote:
Hi Ahmed,
That will be fine. I just need to dig them out of archives. What kind of resolution do you need?

<gary.jpg>
Gary Russ
G. Russ Images, Inc
2004 Shadow Brook Circle
Round Rock, TX 78681
O. 512 478 4478
C. 512 750 4478
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http://www.gruss.net/
http://www.grussimages.com/

On May 15, 2012, at 3:02 PM, Ahmed Ali wrote:
Dear Gary,
My name is Ahmed Ali, I am a PhD Candidate in Architecture and Design Research Doctoral program at Virginia Tech, One of my case
studies is the Long Center for the Performing Arts Which you where the photographer for, I came across an

amazing set of photos during construction on your website here http://www.gruss.net/projects.htm and would
like to seek you permission to use these photographs in my Academic dissertation and would certainly
acknowledge your image credits . Please let me know if it is possible and how I may get these photos.
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Appendix E
Face-to-Face Interviews Transcription

1. Interview Recording 1
You identify yourself as building official? I work for the local solid waste authority in
Portland Oregon. I work with builders, contractors, and developers helping them find ways to
salvage deconstruct and recycle their waste.
The first question is after reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you
change add or delete from the flow when determining if reused materials will be
incorporated? One thing I noticed right away was between the occupancy and demolition there
are several different TI’s and renovations and things that will occur. The projects aren’t clear as
to whether it’s a complete demolition or if it incorporates complete demolition as well as select
demolition. For the life of a building you’ll have between 2-18 TI’s. Some data shows that when
you have a house for seventy years and this is related to commercial property you have actually
built what is referred to as two houses based on the maintenance activities you’ve done with all
the materials you’ve pored back into it. That’s significant and it’s not really reflected overtly, but
I think these physical repositories can take a lot of different forms and it doesn’t need to be
spelled out, but there’s online, nothing is physical it’s kind of virtual and there’s bone yards that
individual property owners may keep. Think of it like campuses and hospitals they’ve got places
to stash all kinds of materials. As well as rebuilding centers that take things and reselling them
and maybe just clarifying what the different versions of those physical repositories are. When
I’m reading this I’m thinking most people are seeing this from a micro level just thinking about
their project and they’re unclear if you’re thinking that. If you’re talking about just sending your
materials out to physical repositories to be used for a project anywhere or if you’re specifically
attempting to clean them fix them up and get them back into the rehab sort of project for the
same building; so it’s unclear if both of those subjects are being addressed or if we’re only
dealing with one.
I would also like to look more into this process and these maps do not include building
materials reused yet. It’s about the decision of the materials in the design process. So
looking at these maps what would you change? Would you keep the decision about
materials in the CD phase or would you think about it earlier in the process? I don’t think
you’ll find many people that won’t say this but you need to start thinking about it as early as
possible. As a design and conceptual thinking to figure out if this is going to be something where
you can maximize materials reused and even to the things you don’t see. For example start
thinking about what’s in the walls? I think that really needs to be up front. This is the part where
I’m not as familiar with which order these things are done in. To me what’s missing in all of
these phases is that for example 30 years ago we didn’t see as much in terms of safety in the
average specifications package, but now especially in the area of choosing sub contractors
safety is something that is talked about. The same should be done here where the materials and
possible reuse is talked about at each phase and you don’t just reserve it for the end or the
beginning. I think those are the successful projects where they reuse material and what helps
them is when you have a really old building and you have pressure to make the most of it. Those
are the ones with a lot of stuff that can be pulled out of them even if they don’t use it on that
project they can feel good about releasing it back to the community. However, in the overall
process I can’t really state what should be taken out or added.
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Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you can use as an example in
explaining what the key decisions were with that project and who were the key
stakeholders in making that decision? The ones that have been really successful that I’ve seen
have been when the client drives it. So it would be coming from the property owner, they seem to
set the tone in regards to maximizing salvaged material use. The property owners and managers
I think are looking at lease rates and how quickly they can fill a building that’s going to be
leased out. I think they’re the ones looking at being able to sell the space for more if it has LEED
certification on a certain level. I really feel they are the ones that drive it and whether or not
their very savvy they may not realized that it’s kind of hard. To get the point under reuse, planet
reuse talked about the relatively small amount of material you’d have to use to get one reuse
point; the decisions usually filter down to a really good contractor and innovator that is really
able to see opportunities. One example is a renovation that occurred 10 years ago in the pearl
district and it was one of the first lead buildings and the contractor noticed a building next door
that was being torn down in an old school crunch and dump kind of way. They had some timber
that they were treating roughly and he was able to identify that it was built with almost the same
type of material he was working with on his project so he went over and actually bought those
timbers. That was a decision he made while he was working on the project I don’t even know if
the owner was brought in on that decision. The owner did however, state that he wanted to
maximize what he could do with the historical renovation and he saw an opportunity to save
money on materials. So he was able to bring in more materials from closer by the job. Usually
the product we’re talking about is an older historical building that has a lot of product. There’s
still a missing actor out there with the idea of a green fill development which uses a lot of reused
material, but it seems like big projects have more of a problem gathering that large number of
materials they may need. A lot of it has to do with the bias of old Portland and the idea that
people are renovating instead of tearing down and building from scratch. So renovation has had
most of the lead activity.
What knowledge was needed to make these decisions? The basic starting point was a survey
of the existing materials because they would be able to mine a lot of the materials out of it so it
was about having access and identifying the types of material, their condition, and how easy they
are to liberate the over burden you’d have. This is for existing structures and none of the one’s
I’ve been in have purchased reused from warehouses, I know that it’s possible but I think it’s
harder and more of a challenge to do that. For example the student housing at PSU years ago
replaced a student building that was aging and it went from a 3 story to 20 plus story building.
They did do a lot of deconstruction use, but because of the mismatch in the type, quality and
quantity of the material they weren’t really able to utilize the salvaged materials. They ended up
using the materials to create a sort of boardwalk and some sort of an art sculpture, which was
pretty minimal. That was an unimaginative way to use it because you just put a nice face to it
and just green washed it and not really used the materials in a meaningful way. A good
knowledge of what local opportunities exist is a good idea for finding reused materials. If you’re
a material specifier that’s working with the commercial buyer you would know the high level
options like where there is habitat restore and the rebuilding center which a big one in North
Portland, but you might not know that there are several different buyers that can buy or sell you
different quantities of dimensional timbers that are used and that there are specialist that do
things like circuit brake so they’re specialized markets like big trees today, but having a list of
options is missing in my opinion. Within the design community they show the main opportunities,
but they may not be showing them. I think one of the good things you can do is to start with a
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discussion with retailers and wholesalers of reused materials. There’s no real tool to get in touch
with them but it’s usually through referral, there is no guide that has that information. Metro has
a tool kit that list all of the information which all of the retailers and wholesalers that I know
about are in. You can use that as a reverse shopping guide to find what you need. There is no
SWEETS catalogue and CSI because it’s such a local thing, but I think making it easy to find the
information would be a great thing and is a huge hurdle to get over. I think people have an
interest in it, but if they have to do a PHD project to find out about it they probably won’t go
through all that work.
Even building material manufacturers like Pilla Windows have also began selling the
model along with the product which has all of the materials; so as a designer you could just
include that model into the design. Do you see a suites catalogue in the future for reused
materials? I think for a long time it’s just going to be in people’s heads and artist for instance
are a good example of people who have a vision for what something might be and can go to a
reuse store and buy the materials they need to make that happen and they may be the ones
willing to put the time and energy in towards it. I think if you talk to busy commercial
contractors that have a designer on staff, honestly if their margin is fewer than 3% of what they
might make on the project they won’t want to burn up a bunch of time trying to source the
materials. Maybe it can start with the easier items like structural timber; I think the structural
steel is a long way off. Commercial construction doesn’t often use timber; it’s concrete and steel
mostly so that’s a bit of a mismatch. However, timber is a good example of where there is a good
amount of knowledge people understand the grading and they know what it takes to put them
back into reuse. There is also a consistent supply, so if timber is in a two city area you can find
it. I just don’t know if it’s ever going to be that way for steel because of the complications. One
thing that was brought up was the idea of Home Depot offering the service and what would
happen there however, they are the extreme because they really want consistency and reliability.
They get suppliers to do what they want because they can throw their weight around and do what
they want and order things in special quantities with special labels and shrinkage control with
special transmitters and devices so people cannot try to steel. I’ve always thought that if you
were going to start with something it needed to be with small projects. For instance with the bars
in New York City that were being made with used materials and they’ve got a certain nitch,
instead of 20 they only need 2. I think if there was a catalogue we would lose something it would
certainly be an eye opener for people when they realize all they have to do is specify this and I
can get it. I think the people that have been doing it the old way have seen the different
opportunities and what may come up I think they enjoy that. It’s hard for me to imagine what a
catalogue would look like because you’re lacking all of the data that the specifications would
need to say that the material is safe and good in this quantity and meets a particular rating.
Some things won’t need that and that would be a great place to start. Despite the difficulties you
still need people who are willing to invest in the equipment and the capital and the staff to be
able to take the materials in and prepare and process it to the point that it can be sent out to a
job site. The average construction specifier may say they keep it in junkyard fashion, but that’s a
way it is still viewed. Even if they ordered everything on a paper copy you’d still need the supply
to back it up. That’s really the barrier and it comes down to what needs to come first. People
aren’t going to begin stockpiling those commercial slab doors unless someone wants them to be
raw material for construction of some sort. The next step up would be being able to streamline
the process in choosing them. We wouldn’t need to discuss much with the door because most of
them I believe are being used for art projects; they aren’t really being used as doors anymore. A
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lot of the innovation is going into other projects. I’d love to say if the information was available
for people to use that they would use it, but they’d have to feel like the supplier was there. You
would still need to start with one material, or two; something that is universal and can be found
throughout a specific coast or the nation that people could count on getting. Like used railroads
ties which are in Home Depot because they pull those out of the ground and they can be resold
as is, it’ one of the consistencies. It’s still a low-income market because commercial projects
don’t need railroad ties, but it’s an example. To me it’s in the realm of the free thinker and the
innovator and the one that’s willing to spend extra time and money sourcing material and have
done it before and has a cache with it. Like the reused bar designers have that to hold onto
because they have experience and can display what they used and how they used it basically,
selling the uniqueness of their skills. You and I can say that the world is a different place once
we build schools and prisons with reused materials, I think we’re many years from that, but that
would be some form of nirvana if you we’re able to use materials into industrial building like
that. I think that’s happening in third world countries, but it’s usually because of poverty from
what I’ve seen in my travels. Economy drives it in other countries, but here I guess it’s just the
barrier of perception of used materials and extra labor which is sometimes what the designers
are scared of because there is a loss of money. When you get doors that come ready to be
installed there is a loss in profits that happens there. It would also require specifications of what
you would and would not be willing to accept. People at Metro talk about a storage facility
which they say would help with the supply issue, but no one thinks it’s feasible at this point. It
would be extremely expensive especially if you did it in the inner city. It would be useful to those
contractors that use it to have a place to stock pile materials, but almost all of them would have
to have a repair component and an onsite paint removal, glazing repair work. There would need
to be a lot of options for the uncertainty of the materials. If I operated in a market where I only
made 1-3% I would do all I could to assure the process whereas if I was making 30-40% I would
go crazy trying different things. However, I’ve heard from contractors in Portland that even
during good times their profit margin is in single digits.
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2. Interview Recording 2
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? First off the
overall combination of activities is really good because it does show the five maiden phases of
the schematic design through construction administration. Those are the main five components
as far as the details of this I haven’t really looked at this specifically in detail yet. However, I
don’t know if I can jump to it because to go to the hypothetical design phase work flow this is
very close to the way it is happening today. It is necessary to talk through the program in the
first three phases of the project as it shows here, because essentially that is when the decision
can be made; often times it’s really early in the process and having gone through different
projects where I’ve seen reclaimed materials either getting incorporated or not. It’s a lot of work
to get into the schematic design project, but you have to be involved at that point otherwise it
won’t get anywhere close to construction design. The only thing I would question is when it
comes to demolition the physical repositories and the real time information exchange is where
the biggest loss is in the whole industry. There’s plenty of material coming out of the projects it’s
just difficult to show what is available to the design community and allow them to see the
information. For example on planet reuses website, a lot of people are going there for design
ideas and to see what’s available and ultimately they’re like well I don’t need to know exactly,
but can you help me find XYZ. So by us knowing that they are looking for XYZ in a certain area
of the country we then start looking for that material, but it’s not necessarily shown in a real
time. The physical repository or the real physical information and I almost think that there is a
part that can be incorporated in there for instance if you’re incorporating a remodeling project
at this phase there almost needs to be an indication of what materials come into that work space.
For instance if it’s a tenant finish job and they’re going to remodel that space what materials are
now available and can we get those entered into here before they even begin the demolition
phase. So for instance if there’s a commercial fit out there, demo all the office furniture and all
the access flooring and all of the doors and everything out but if we know about it here before
the design of the new space is even done we don’t have to wait to get it in, ultimately we can
circumvent that and get it right into an exchange of information which then allows the
deconstruction process to happen in an organized fashion as compared to waiting until the
project is done and you have to demo quickly to meet the projects schedule because you’ve spent
all of the time or the team has spent all of the time in the process the longer we know about the
materials the better. If there’s a way early in the design process to identify what is coming out of
the space they’re renovating that allows us to have access to those materials to put them in and
essentially go through and feed them back through the system.
If there’s any way to incorporate the materials into the new construction; or if it’s a new
construction, which just seeks out used, material if there are buildings nearby that are
being demolished or reused stores or other things. How would you see this process
happening? Would you change anything in that process; specifically in regards to the
material? As far as the ability to put in reclaimed materials to a project it is an awareness
building and I think virtual repository is key. The main thing is getting demolition and
decomposition companies to put out information into the community and that’s where the biggest
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lack in the industry comes is that there is not a lot of communication. I spoke to two at the
national demolition associations and there’s a lot of big demolition contractors all over the
place that come to these sessions now looking for ways to reuse materials, but they’re not in the
business of reusing material they’re in the business of doing massive huge demolition projects. If
we can have that information accessible to the design community we can grab those materials
before they’re just thrown away, but that’s where the biggest miss is. While we know this
building is going to be demoed in 3-5 months if we start communicating to the design community
in that area what’s available in that building that’s going to be taken down. That’s where we
need to start the communication and it almost becomes a showroom of the materials. This way
the new design team whether they’re associated with the new project or not, can go walk through
that space and see it and incorporate those materials into their new design. Since the design
community is asking for it I think that would be the easiest way because then people can come in
and take photos of materials that are going to come out at some point in time and take them and
communicate that they’re going to become available.
So planning and scheduling ahead is the key? Yes, I think so and it’s communicating what’s
coming out of a space that’s one of the main things. We get calls all that time that say we’re
going to take all this material out and you can have it if you can take it out in the next two days
or two weeks. The fact that the design team knew that material was coming out for six months is
really disturbing because we could’ve been trying to get that material into another project that
whole time rather than two days and that’s just not acceptable so we need to change that with
this process.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you can use as an example in
explaining what the key decisions were with that project and who were the key
stakeholders in making that decision? I’ll give you one great example and we’re actually in
the process of going through it right now. We’re looking for raised access flooring, reused
access flooring for a lead gold job they are looking for 260,000 sq. ft. so they’re looking for a
huge volume of material more than what would come out of one building typically. So we have to
find a number of different buildings with that material that can be brought into the project. It’s
an under air distribution in the new space for the project they are doing. The question did come
up if the material will perform, so we’re creating a mock up to prove it and test that it’s going to
be as equal in performance as new material would. That’s one hurdle we have to overcome in
this project. We were brought in on the project back in January of this year in front of the
general contractor, the owner of the project, developer and architect we had a meeting with 12
different people talking about reused material, we could only use reused access flooring on that
job but it’s a huge quantity. It’s a huge amount of material they’re talking about, so they had a
lot of detailed questions. They were asking about the performance in the mock up they also asked
about availability, quality control (how clean is the material,) All those questions, but everyone
of those four stake holders were in the room and involved in the conversation so the owners who
will be living in the building had concerned and the owner of the facility was concerned about
the performance of the material. The contractor was concerned about the scheduling (is the
material going to be available) also the cleanliness because you don’t want a lot of dirt or dust
on a project especially when you have air control and quality control throughout when you’re on
a lead job. The architect wanted to know if they could get material reused credit with the project
and what the value is of that material so their seeing it as an opportunity too. It’s a great reuse
opportunity because they’re going to put down new carpet tile anyway so it didn’t matter what it
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looked like aesthetically. The problem is we were brought in on the project in January and here
we are in May and they need the material in September-October and they went through your
typical design bid build process; they just publically bid it three weeks ago so they had to
competitively bid it and we bid it against new material which is crazy. We bid it against two
suppliers of new material and right now we have 100,000 sq. ft. in storage with one of our
contacts and we’re looking for the balance of the material. Again the contractor is concerned
about the schedule and if we can’t commit to having all of that material they’re not going to use
us for the project. The problem is if they would’ve given us the green light and not went through
the traditional bid build process and actually started procuring the material back in January it
would’ve given us seven months to find the material. There are projects every day that are being
deconstructed that have access flooring that would’ve worked and in the past four months we
probably passed over a million and a half sq. ft. of access flooring, but there is not such a
demand in the industry that allows people to say that I’m going to spend money and put that in a
warehouse because there aren’t enough people asking for that large of a quantity. I bring that up
to make the point that they waited a long time because of a lot of different hesitations such as
bidding negotiations, the owners concern about the materials performance in regards to how the
material will hold up long term. They now understand that the material is fine and it’s
structurally good, but now here we are under the gun to guarantee that we can find the material
after we’ve already passed over all this reclaimed stuff. A lot of these projects that are being
deconstructed if it’s a concrete filled access flooring panel you can’t recycle that, you can’t just
send that into a metal dumpster and you can’t send it to get ground up as concrete it usually
goes to the landfill. We’ve passed over on a million and a half sq. ft. of it and in the past four
months that we could’ve been working with if we got past the bidding and negotiations phase.
So it’s a good option even if we don’t get awarded the contract we went through these steps we
proven ourselves to some sizable general contractors and to the architect community so on a
smaller job, like right now if we had a 60,000 sq. ft. order which seems like a big order we would
be able to do that project easily because we already know the architect and contractor is
comfortable with us. If we and PlanetReuse weren’t pushing this issue we’re the only reclaim
option on the table and if it wasn’t for us there wouldn’t even be a conversation. So they
wouldn’t have gotten the two lead credits for the project, they wouldn’t have saved the money
they are for using reused materials and we wouldn’t be at the state we are at right now. It’s
great it’s telling of the industry that there’s a lot of groups that want this to happen and need this
to happen, but there is also the old mindset that we’ve used for years which is the typical bid
build which isn’t always going to work and allow this to happen.
Would you consider the purchasing of materials as a key decision to which should be
determined in the beginning while still in the programming phase? It depends on the
material there is a lot of material that is available up until whatever time frame. There are
certain ones in higher quantities that need to be procured early. I would say going forward on a
project similar to this one that they should. We were pretty insistent that they put down a deposit
so we could start procuring some on the materials but on a smaller job they wouldn’t have to do
that.
Who would put down the deposit?
It wouldn’t be the architect it would be the contractor because they will have the overall scope to
put it all together but that would be provided by the owner. The owner would pay the contractor
to pay us early and it’s a matter of us negotiating the contract and the terms of the contract to
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say how much the deposit would need to be for this amount of material. By billing early this
would allow us to begin getting the materials early.
So the contractor has to trust you to take the money and get the materials. Do you write a
contract? Yes absolutely with the general contractors. For instance we are working on a
project in Washington, DC and we have a 47 page contract, we had to sign the agreement for the
job with the access flooring we had to sign an agreement with the general contractor. On
another project we’re working for the mil work sub contractor. So we’re working directly with
them, but up until it bid out we were working with the architect we were working with the
contractor to budget and we had to get samples, but at the end of the day we were working with
the mil work subcontractor who was a ward of the project. We hadn’t been talking to him for the
past six months, but at the end of the day our purchase order is with them because we’re
supplying the material to them for that project. We had to go through all the other stake holders
to get to the point that they actually got incorporated into the job and then we worked with the
subcontractor.
So every project has a different scenario? It’s interesting because each stake holder brings a
different mindset to the table. Certain architecture firms are coming to the table insisting on
using reclaimed materials. They’ll draw the line at some point with price, but it’s their first
choice for building materials. They’ve even been encouraging their owners to be ok with it
because of the story behind it and the aesthetic value. The contractor often comes to the table to
no fault of their own and I come from a general contractor background and I’m pretty reluctant
to do things if I’m not comfortable with it, but then it’s a matter of communicating that and that’s
where the biggest struggle in the industry. That’s why planet reuse for instance communicates
with the contractor, architect and the owner and we’re able to talk and play nice amongst them
and understand where their hesitations are in the industry and if we can overcome some of these
hurdles in their minds so we can push forward in the deal. The reassessed flooring job the
superintendent now who was kind of a nay sayer at the start is a huge fan of it now and is really
pushing for it and trying to encourage this process to happen and is really working with us to
make it happen. It’s amazing once you show what you can do and show them that it’s a good
option that we’re a professional organization and not just going to get a bunch of stuff and throw
it off of the back of a truck and drive off. We’re showing them that we coordinate this process. At
the end of the day this a professional business and when you’re signing 47 page documents they
need to know that this isn’t some give me your money and I’m just going to walk away. To the
commercial industry you have to raise the bar. Our purchase orders are pretty solid and we’ve
had attorneys involved, we’ve had situations and some people look at them as red flags, but if
you’re not willing to sign a 3 page purchase order my question is what happens if there is a
problem down the road. So if they say I’m not going to sign your deal. I want you to not be
scared by that purchase order I want you to be more understanding that this is a way to insure
that we’re on the same page so if there is some wording that is incorrect on the purchase order
don’t sign it, but we can talk and make changes. So at the end of the day when that material
delivers to that contractor they’re happy and satisfied with job as compared to behind
dissatisfied and never using reclaimed materials again and hating it. So our goal is to make the
process successful for them when we do a good job with the general contractor those
superintendents call us back when they’re doing their next demo job and say hey I have this
coming up and then we have that loop back with materials.
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So it’s an educational process for those who aren’t familiar with the process? It is in some
ways, they understand the general benefits of using the products. For example an architect was
specifying a reclaimed gym floor material as a wall cladding and so the contractor put a budget
together of what it would cost to install that and it was through the roof expensive and the
architect sent it over to us wondering why it was so expensive. When they showed it to us we
noticed that since that contractor hadn’t worked with reclaimed materials before he had doubled
his labor cost. He was going to re-sand and refinish it. When we spoke to him we explained that
when the material shows up it will already be sanded and the tongue and grooves are all going
to be good quality. We had to explain that it would come as if it were new material. Once we
explained he ended up cutting his cost by half, but that was all due to a lack of understanding.
When they do budgets without us or someone that has knowledge of the process that happens and
then that’s when they end up backing out and not using reclaimed material.
When is the decision made about these reclaimed materials and what knowledge is needed
at these decision stages? It depends on the material, but it’s a lot of details on how it will play
into the overall design. For example we are using reclaimed structural steel on a counter top
and they needed to know the actual finish on the material so they knew what it would look like.
So during the design phase before writing up the specifications or even incorporating that into
the job they needed to that it was going to have low voc’s so that information had to be provided
very early. Other material can be more last minute and they don’t require a lot of information. If
it’s going to be that they need some dug for material for paneling for inside of something, there
is not a lot of information that would be needed at that point. It just depends on the material
when in the process especially with structural steel for instance. It needs to be done early in the
process because if we’re trying to size members that are similar in size to what they are trying to
design that is new, if they are trying to look for reclaimed we’re going to need a lot more time
for that. Situations like that would require us to be involved early. We’ve been involved with a
structural engineer that we’ve done two projects with that involved reclaimed steel. With those
projects they put together a specification that if you read it you would think there was no way to
put a reclaimed steel in because they didn’t want any holes or weld marks they essentially
wanted new steel. We sent that same specification to another structural engineer we were
working with on another project and they said they didn’t need all of that, they were ok with
holes in it because they were redesigning it. They said they would do a visual inspection and
have some testing done but they were accepting of it. That’s where the industry will change when
the hesitation and the resistance to anything different goes away. That will slowly happen over
time. This particular structural engineer wants to be the best in the country that every
sustainable architect will want to use because they went through and used reclaimed steel on a
regular basis. So by him taking on that role it helps with the industry really being pushed. That
project required us to be a part of the process early to find the materials and to understand what
the needs of the project were. Each architect, contractor or engineer has different reservation or
hesitations so our job is to find out what we need to provide to overcome those. For some it’s a
simple sheet of paper and for some it may be a conversation and for others it takes a little longer
to overcome those hesitations in order to even let it happen.
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3. Interview Recording 3
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? That’s a little
challenging without looking deeply and studying. They’re a lot harder to read because it’s a lot
more information. The one thing I would say that struck me with this diagram is that it doesn’t
necessarily address the issues of storage and timing. The virtual repository is great to have an
online knowledge base on an idea that those materials will be available a year or two later when
you’re actually going into the building. Just because some other project may be deconstructing
at some given time and has the material available. The one challenge I’ve been seeing in the
market is that no one really has the capacity at the moment to house those materials and wait for
someone to say there is a project interested and then work it into their design. It could take up to
a year or two before those materials are actually ready to be used and right now the reuse stores
are saying they don’t have enough space. They also don’t trust that there is enough of a
commercial demand that they’re willing to make the sacrifice. The owners may also prepurchase, but that would require a storage cost and that would make them even more hesitant to
use the salvaged materials. The general contractor is not going to take control because generally
this is before General Contractor gets involved or even bids on the project. So that scheduling
seems to be something that keeps coming up in the market. The question is, is there a way to
change it so the material is there just in time; for example knowing that a site is going to be
deconstructed soon and then shopping the site for materials. This way the window between when
that building is coming down and the materials are needed is shorter. This way you would
eliminate the need for storage. This seems to be the biggest challenge that isn’t incorporated into
this. It isn’t necessarily about getting the materials or even working it into the design it seems
that storage is a big issue.
Do you think some of these phases of the design need to be changed or deleted? Nathan
showed that side about reuse development and that it’s not a new phase and it’s more concurrent
with schematic and design development. I think that’s probably the way to go. I was speaking to
someone yesterday and now that integrated project delivery is moving forward by having the
contractor on board or some representative of the contractor’s side on board earlier, we’re also
talking about green team meetings earlier in the process. If they know they want to do a
sustainable building project and there’s lead or anything else only having the architect deal with
it or only one side or not by the time they talk to the CD it’s too late. This way you make sure
that everyone who is plugging in on the project is involved throughout the projects process.
Basically it’s weaving in reuse into that conversation as opposed to starting a new phase. Then it
becomes a part of the considerations that are happening regularly.
Do you think that since this idea of reused building materials has a lot of ambiguity? From
what you said about bringing in the IBB and other stakeholders in the beginning what does
that mean for the contract? Are there any special stakeholders that might need to address
these issues of uncertainty? I think it’s all a part of the sustainability conversation that you’re
talking about you get in more about what the value and reused in general and that is where a
commitment on a very basic level to support the idea of what’s behind reused. You have to have
your reuse goals so when the uncertainty does come up that you can still meet the goals that are
coming out of it and the uncertainties won’t matter as much. I think there is definitely a need for
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contracts with your contractor when you’re printing out the documents. It should cover
everything from what you’re expecting to the specifications to whatever directives you feel
necessary. You should just be clear as to what the things are that would preclude going for
reused and what some of the things are you’d have to do to reuse. I think the biggest thing we’ve
seen is that the more clarity doesn’t necessarily clear all uncertainty, but it’s calling out point
where uncertainty may be brought up. Along with discussing the options for if and when those
uncertainties come up. The more you can explain and discuss those the more you eliminate some
of the challenges related to the uncertainties. The thing is the more examples that are out there
whether its sample specifications or sample projects; you can see that have they have done it, the
more comfortable the market will become. Right now it’s not that there aren’t a lot of reused
projects it’s just that in some cases we don’t know about the reused projects so every time you do
it, it seems like you are going into new territory. Even from the panel I was on yesterday you can
see that there are quite a few examples. Generally it seems that you have to come to a conference
like this to meet someone that happens to know about it so I think broadening it to not just those
that are into reused, but letting other people know about these projects will help lessen the fear
factor.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you can use as an example in
explaining what the key decisions were with that project and who were the key
stakeholders in making that decision? I think it’s pretty much the same as a regular design
process. Normally the designer is responsible for the specifications when choosing what they
want and the contractor is the one who ends up purchasing what they want. There are some flips
where there might be pre-purchased by owners in the case of salvage that the owner signs off on
and says yes go ahead with that. It’s actually not that different when you’re asking who the
stakeholders in the design process are. It may be a consultant or vendors who are specific to the
materials, but that’s the same way you could have a vendor that’s specific to any of the
materials. I don’t think it’s necessarily that the stakeholders are different, it’s more about
making the decisions of what you want to do early and looking into what sources there are for
those materials early and identifying how you’re going to go about procurement. Whether that’s
the owner pre-purchasing, the contractor or you’re doing a deconstruction from a building
that’s on site. Just making clear where the source is and being really clear in specifications and
also that you’re probably incorporating much more of a mock up and sample and in your sample
you need to be clear about all possible permutations you can say we’re willing to accept this and
what imperfections you are not willing to accept.
So specifications aren’t written in stone they need to be arranged with the architect and the
general contractor? The stricter you are with specifications the harder accommodations will be
if there are any to be made. Not necessarily issues, but understanding that every single one is not
going to be the same so if you make your specifications very strict you’re going to wind up with a
situation where it actually becomes more expensive to do reused because you have to throw
away more product to get the ones you want or more things have to be done to the material to
get it to meet that specification. Rather if you say I can accept this range and just be very explicit
with what that range is, the contractor has more room to get a range of material that may not be
identical but all fall into the guidelines of what is acceptable.
Would you consider the purchasing decision as a key in the process? I think it’s an issue of
timing, availability and storage especially if you’re getting nontraditional material then you’ll
probably want to purchase as soon as materials become available. If a contractor looks at a list
right now and it’s not clear as to where they’re going to get the material they will pad their bid
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to accommodate time they’ll have to spend getting it because it is not a familiar process. Prepurchasing is an option to get around that, but then you’re putting a need for storage on the
owner so it’s not as ideal and a lot of owners will be hesitant to the idea of reused because that’s
an expense they wouldn’t normally have to incur. This doesn’t necessarily mean that it will cost
more, but the owner is taking on more up front. I don’t think anyone has actually done a study to
see if it cost more but if an owner is already concerned about a project having to do another set
aside may be something that they’re looking at in the short term and that means they’re cost are
going up. Although it depends on how long a project is and delays and things getting off the
ground; so you may think you’re getting storage for a short amount of time and it may be longer.
That can actually trigger end cost whereas materials are on an add as needed where you don’t
have to deal with storage concerns. That does come up as an issue especially because of where
the market is now.
When and where dealing with design are these additional process decisions being made?
And what knowledge and information is needed at these steps? I would say as close as
possible to what you have traditionally. Where the materials are available, or when they might
become available, you have a sense of quantity and material quality, and if you need to work it
into your design these are the conditions you need to know. In this case it’s not so much about
being known because there’s such variability with the materials you can’t just say I know if I
order this I have a catalogue and these are the conditions it’ll be in. If you’re pulling from a
deconstructed building you don’t know until you pull it and see what the actual condition of the
material is. You also need to know the performance quality in some respects to design. Maybe
familiarity with the parameters that might come up so you start the design process and then at
some point being able to actually test the material and being able to switch to another material if
the one specified doesn’t work, but that all would have to happen fairly with the schematics and
construction design.
I think that comes from the fact that regular manufactures you can call and get
specifications, but we know that salvaged material does not have this step sheet. I think you
can kind of create a generalization. For example there is a typical range of things you should be
looking for with salvaged wood; it’s like if it past the sniff tests. I just think the more familiarity
you have with it helps with the expectations you should have with it. You can start off with that
and as you get later into the process you can find out more specifically about particular wood
that you may be getting from your source. Then continue to modify your specifications and
expectations. Once you do that you can setup accommodations once the source has been
identified. I do think the more familiarity people have with this in general, the more they can set
a generalized condition. In most projects they start off with much generalized facts that get more
specific the closer they get to complete the construction design. It’s finding a way to do the same
thing with reused materials and then specificity comes once you identify potential sources.
In the future do you see a specification or something that can provide the designer with
some type of clear information? I think it would be hard to do guidelines it might be good to
see what they do for FSC its less about the materials and more about the forest, or the person
who’s harvesting the material. It would be finding a way to bring on more people who are
deconstruction contractors because they are the ones doing certifications and it’ll be more about
the supplier than the material. I think it would be worth looking at the FSC situation and seeing
how they convinced people to do that and even looking at the certifications programs that were
created around it, and seeing if it can be extrapolated to the deconstruction or reuse industry.
I’m sure they may not want to do it at first because there are risk involved and they don’t see the
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potential, I mean everything is capitalistic so you can suggest to people where the market
proposition is for this they’re too interested in it. Clearly with sustainable wood there wasn’t a
market, but now that’s a booming industry so finding out what exactly was used to get people to
go along with it and if some version of that can go into the reused industry. I think if you can
build demand then you can convince people that it’s worth the risk because they’d get rid of the
materials at the end of the day. The reason why businesses aren’t involved in commercial is
because they don’t see a market for the product.
When waste becomes popular people will produce more to make money, is this a concern? I
don’t think they’d produce more waste. I think it would just show people that we have excess
waste now, and they can be more proactive about throwing it away and instead finding a way to
reuse it because there’s a level of demand within that. I think based on the existing market there
could be a good supply due to the things that are not being reused.
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4. Interview Recording 4
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? One thing that
stands out to me is step four, identifying the best solution to meet overall needs. Somewhere in
reviewing the options in step three and four perhaps even in step two, is looking at what
materials may be available to solve a particular problems on the project or to monitor some of
the deliverables and sketches. I think not having a consistently maintained inventory is a
problem; so if we were aware of the project being planned and had an idea of the specified idea
for the project we could try and use what was in our inventory to fit the need of the project. It’s
just hard to remain consistent because you could see what you want one day and come back the
next and its gone without us knowing if and when we’ll get it again or it may be ordered for two
weeks out, we just don’t know our inventory. For this reason the availability of the materials
should be brought into that first decision phase. I think just having an overall consideration for
the material if even to possibly use on another project and a deconstruction firm could provide
options on how to get that material. They could actively solicit that property owner or use a
relationship with an architect or somebody that involved in the project to try and get those
materials. It would also mean having multiple projects done at the same time to so if you have a
demolition phase project with materials that won’t be used on that same site maybe it can be
used on another. This is where we could come in and instead of bringing that material into our
store and work out a way where the materials get sent directly to the next project. This would
also help eliminating, as much handling as possible, although I know that is fairly idealistic.
Getting to the last phase and having a knowledge base in order to influence all of the steps in the
design and build process; some of that work could influence the design process if the architects,
deconstructionist and building material people with the knowledge base we’re feeding the
information from regional, national or both fields could help with the influence. Having the
material knowledge wouldn’t necessarily only have to come from traditional source either; it
could be information from architects, designers and the reuse industry. As well as traditional
sources like when stores have overstock and they can choose to inform the industry and
At what phase should this be decided? I think in the initial process of programming, but I also
think that every step can be influenced by the knowledge base. Where you’re generating several
solutions to the problem, you’re studying the aspects that will influence the design. In step one if
you’re looking at existing views you know the site context and you have the knowledge based
about some large beautiful mahogany windows form some project, that may solve one of your
problems and you can procure these problems with those materials. The hard part is that you’re
early in the phase and you’re asking for materials without money for the project; here I think it’s
about building relationships, if you’re in the negotiation phase waiting on money you can use
your relationships to get that company to hold those mahogany windows without a deposit so
you’re not busy specifying for those mahogany windows not knowing if you’ll get them.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you could use an example and what were
the key decisions with that project and who were the key stakeholders in making that decision?
I have two projects in mind but one for example where the key decisions were made by the
homeowner. This was a residential project but there was a small-scale commercial project. It
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was a lead project and they were going for as high of a certification as possible and I can’t
remember what the original building was but it was a two story building, historic that was
converted into a 3 unit duplex. It was being repurposed as an office building with two suites
3,000-4,000 sq ft. I believe. Our deconstruction firm was contracted to remove the elements that
were specified so we were gutting the interior we essentially took out everything. What we did
was leave all of the material on site to reuse and also gain reuse points. That was the
procurement phase of it but it kept changing as the material was exposed in the building and
there were a few glitches and swapping of materials. They had a design and changed it based on
local regulations and also there were some tax benefits because it was essentially two historic
building that were merged together. The property line literally went through the building so by
separating the building we gained benefits. There was a tax benefit but it was also separated to
have the ability to have two owners in that space if necessary. A key decision that was made by
the architect was to not use a lot of repurposed materials so we stuck with using the reused
materials from the actual building, so we didn’t really use materials outside of the site. I think
there were logistical questions and just common concerns raised by repurposing materials why
the architect chose that route. This way we avoided waiting to put specifications in it to be
approved by the client and being able to control reuse costs. I talked to the architect and said
come down to the store and see if we’ve got anything that can work for you and although he
frequents the store he decided it wasn’t the best idea for that project. He lost lead points with
that decision but ultimately because he left up the skeleton of the building and reused its own
materials he gained points in that area. He also went for more points in efficiency and economic
opportunities. The architect on that project hired us to consult on the project to do the
deconstruction work and through our time on site we were there for three weeks so as things
changed I would go back to the site and give an estimate as to the new costs. When I go into
projects I like to make sure my position and what I bring to the table is but as projects progress
and things change my role can also change. In terms of those changes however, it’s usually an
opinion-based conversation explaining my ideas and seeing if they have any influence and will
be accepted and ultimately added to the project. What I was really influencing was the way
materials could be handled, salvaged etc… then the architect could think of where he could
possibly fit those materials into the project. Originally he was hoping to do more broad wall
paneling and but those materials just didn’t exists in that kind of quantity in the building. I didn’t
want to overstep coming from a deconstruction stand point I did not want to critic the architects
decision my role was to keep him happy to get more work.
Was there another project that you can use as an example where lead wasn’t the driving
force and the decision maker wanted to go with reused? I was on a project and there was an
architect involved and they did a lot of the programming work and got to step 3. Somewhere
between step 3 and 4 a lot of the decisions were being driven by the owner. She knew what she
wanted it to look like, and she purchased a lot of materials from our store over an extended
period of time, which she wanted incorporated into her project, which was an extension on her
property. During her time shopping in our store we were working on a project of our won which
we were bringing back beautiful windows, doors and crown moldings and she was buying them
up as quickly as we brought them in; at the time she was just buying them knowing that she
wanted them in the project she was doing. The architect did come in on behalf of the client to
survey the materials to see if they could be used but it was the homeowner that forced the issue
of those materials being used in the design. The difference in this project and the commercial
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one was that it was about lead and figuring out how to utilize those buildings materials into an
already existent plan; whereas, the home design was being created around the materials that the
owner found and wanted incorporated into her home. I personally would lean towards the
process of the residential project because first off it sells more of my material as well as allowing
the materials to influence the design. We have a lot of design build people that purchase material
from us that have unique qualities, high value or inspire them and they put it into their project. It
also saves money and basically the lower the budget the more we become involved.
Do you generally ask that customers take their purchased items or do you hold them? We
generally prefer them to be taken however we do offer a holding option which has a fee that can
be monthly if the materials need to be held for a while. We really don’t do that for everyone it’s
usually done for people we know and that are dependable and will ultimately come back for the
materials we also do not have enough space to offer that option to everyone. Plus the more we
take part in storing we incur liabilities for any damages to the purchased materials that may
occur which can lead to us losing money or having to search for a replacement which isn’t
always guaranteed.
So where in the process do you think the decision about materials to be used should be
made? I think step four best identifies how to meet all needs. I think the thoughts about the
materials could influence all of the steps but the final decision should be made in step four. So
you can review some options with clients in two you can address the issues so I do believe step
four is the best place to make that decision.
What knowledge do you think is needed when considering reused materials? They need
knowledge of the materials, the available quantities and the overall quality and how to get them
on site. Not just transportation but if they need to be extracted from an existing structure. On the
supply side an inventory is needed because there is no flawless system currently. We have
relatively low budgets so having a bar coding system can be done but it would not be easy. Also
remembering that we do not keep a consistent inventory and sometimes have no idea about what
we are going to be receiving off of a truck. We do have an inventory and a point of sale system
but we only inventory our large items and/or thing that have an exceptional value. For example
we may get a refrigerator that gets dropped off at a shop and then we have to ship it to our other
location for repairs but it may be sold at another location.
Do you think if the industry was more willing to do that there would be a greater demand
and flow of materials? I think it would actually, I think you need really good managers in those
facilities to enforce the process. It’s not really about cost it’s the implementation and it goes
back to the logistics of categorizing materials. We usually don’t have the same thing so
something can be the base material of pine but it will have different finishes, qualities and
quantities. In these situations when creating a system I truly think having a good manger is key. I
would be more willing to do the full inventory to help my industry and pull some and post them
online for sale. Having a knowledge base where people can easily locate and identify would
make me more inclined to do that. With that process we would just need a system with real time
updates which allows us to know the true inventory. I probably still wouldn’t put all of the items
up probably just the ones in high demand and that are of high quality or large quantities.
Do you have a radius for your demand? And do you think it can expand? I think it could be
expanded because our region is only about 60 miles long 20 miles wide. However, outside of our
oval of operation there are other entities and if we could create that bridge to a nearby area we
would be able to link our inventories and get a better hold on the demand. I see potentials in our
industry and others organizations that are doing similar things. Aside from companies like mine
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there are individuals that specialize in antique refurbishing, timber salvage, deconstruction,
architectural salvage and value added for wood, but we don’t work together to build up our
industry because its seen as competition. It’s kind of like Home Depot and Lowes, they compete
because of their in the same market whereas we don’t necessarily compete because we all have
different things to offer and our individual industries are different. We work well together, but
when the time comes to reach out or offer assistance it doesn’t happen.
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5. Interview Recording 5
After viewing this design bid build activity flow diagram what would you change add or
delete to the flow in order to incorporate the building material we used decision? I see that
each of the phases portray one decision point or perhaps a collection of decision points which
occur as these activities take place. I don’t know how fine grained or abstract you’d want to
compose this but I want to contend that you’re making decisions as you progress through the
phases. Also with every input of your data its either going to require a decision, support or force
a decision or maybe even decide that a firm decision at that time isn’t necessary. One makes
preliminary decisions and then builds upon them but they’re subject to change. This depends on
if that decision is holding up or if it was made on preliminary information which may now
suggest otherwise. This is simply from a representation stand point; I think that within studying
aspects the designer is going to filter a universe. They may also delete various options based on
very preliminary kind of information. Generating solutions well from a practical standpoint the
designer and/or the architect is going to have to limit themselves to the number of solutions they
consider developed and maybe some will get to a certain point and they still will not work while
other may. I think step four will be options that the architects themselves see as acceptable and
maybe even equally acceptable but an evaluation as to the practicality, acceptability, cost and
performance probably occurs multiple times in each one of these. If you don’t want t get down t
that kind of finality in a formal portrayal that works. When you’re generating options you just
can’t generate an infinite number of options. There’s got to be a filtering that takes place which
decision is making.
Do you think some phases of this could be reconfigured changed or deleted? No, I think
they’re pretty conventional depictions of the design and the building life cycle even though it’s
portrayed in a straight line. It also depends on a client and if I were to represent a public or a
governmental agency, I’d say the term programming her means something different than if I
were a corporate client building for the first time or occasionally. There are a lot of decisions
that are made in that context in the programming in that we have requirements accomplish a
mission. Those requirements have facility locations and budget locations, distribution and all of
those are decisions that are made kind of before a commitment is made before a conventional
architectural programming phase. In fact we have a family of standard designs, which kind of
unify that programming inventory in each facility. So it is a way of short circuiting time wise but
also getting a better consensus amongst all of the stakeholders for that particular facility. There
will be strategic decisions that maybe arrived due to different data for some clients and other
types of data and other types of processes for others. Our programming step is protracted it’s a
continuous loop within its self and in another may conventional setting the programming step
may be more definitive with a start, duration and a finish. Other than that whether you call is
schematic or concept that’s immaterial you’re at a preliminary stage and you start to develop
that preliminary to a definitive solution. The contract documents, communication or legal
advice, the bidding, negotiations, that’s an enactment of the contract in regards to the
construction, execution, occupancy and end of life
Some argue that the phase of procurement comes too late and that there needs to be phases
added and attached to the process in other areas. What are your thoughts on this? You
could argue that construction documentation and the negotiations in construction need not
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always be a sequential finish to start relationship. Especially in a design builder, constructional
management or even a multiple prime contractor these could be telescoped. I’m sure you’ve seen
the diagram overlapping charts that show overlapping of these phases, which could be
conducted in a concurrent fashion. I would agree that at a certain phase it is too late to decide
on materials but in principle however consider that you’ve seen the graphs of ease and time and
it’s a curve that asymptotically goes to zero so that the earlier you find the reused material the
earlier you can make strategic decisions. You can still make decisions later into the project but
they’re going to be more difficult and they’re going to have less of an impact. On the converse of
that we have the cost curve which as time progresses the cost of decisions increase. So I would
contend that the best place to introduce the issue of reused materials would be in the same set of
perimeters of sustainability issues. Those should be acknowledged in the programming stage
when I say acknowledged that could mean a few things but it would mean that the owner and
architect agree that the building should be as environmentally sensitive and responsible as it can
be. This is going to come in with energy use, resources health and safety, and all of the other
parameters of sustainability. There may be policy and that could be internal with a company or
government that tells you what to do and it not much of a choice of what but it’s a matter of
fulfilling. So those issues would be gathered in the programming stage. At that stage I think that
we would be able to say yes we want the building to exploit the options of sustainability and
material reuse would be one of those. There may be some preliminary decisions based on the
facility type and kind of a general knowledge of what may be available or what you can try to
find to incorporate into the project. Again this doesn’t have to be definitive but a first intent so
maybe that would be a way to describe it as you establish your intents for the project. So among
the other performance requirements to not abandon building code but we would add the
environmental issues, materials and resource use.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you could use an example and what were
the key decisions with that project and who were the key stakeholders in making that decision?
n our organization you have several different levels representing the design team. That will be at
headquarters level (establishes criteria and policy,) district level (execution,) and then you have
the customer who is not necessarily a part of the core of engineers but they represent the tenant.
There will be an engineering function but there will also be the mission function of
communication, logistics or training or whatever. The key points will be defined sometimes at
one point but will carry forward or sometimes they will be initiated and refined to the specific
requirements. This can happen in a general at the abstract intent level that would happen in
programming. In schematic design this becomes an extremely important decision point because
these decisions have been made and then you laugh into design development, you’ve basically
stopped alternatives. Certainly there can s till be consideration for some options but they would
have to be considered in that single direction. I would then say this becomes one of the more
critical junctures in regards to material reuse because once you have reviewed options, and
done some preliminary exploration as to what is available or what opportunities to seek you
those should’ve already been defined. If you were to describe the concept of your schematic like
site plans, floor plans etc… you would’ve already decide if you’re going to have pained drywall
finishes or if you’re going to have some kind of paneling from another sources. Maybe there are
still some options available but you would’ve narrowed them down considerably by the stage.
Certainly through design development those decisions are subject to refinement or maybe even
change. This also depends on how the designer does cost estimating and the client’s response.
This is the way the we sequence is designed so that one the schematic is agreeable you keep
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going with it until you find a reason for it to change. Those kinds of decisions especially it
they’re scope or cost driven they can still be flexible through construction documents but again
the longer you go the more costly it is to change. Also if you’ve already enacted a contract and
change your design for some reason then you’re buying modifications, which are really
expensive.
What knowledge do you think the architect needs in the beginning in regards to
programming and schematically designing the building when considering reused
materials? The client may have something specific that they want included and they bring it to
the architect and they just fulfill that request. In our context because this is still not a universally
accepted practice the initiative of specifying those materials may come from the client saying
they want to be green or have a reference from something they’ve seen which inspired them. No
matter who the initial influence is I would assume that materials reuse is looked at as a first
option until then one of them will have to present the idea and convince them to at least try it.
This could be a very easily agreeable situation but it all depends on the knowledge and flexibility
and comfortability of them both. For a given design or a given set of circumstances one party or
the other is going to have to know what works or doesn’t work a good portion of that knowledge
is of knowing what is available or can be made available. If there is marble flooring that can be
purchased from an old hotel, you may not know where that old hotel is but you now know that’s
what you should be looking for or having the option of flexibility to find similar materials. There
is going to be some general performance information depending on what that salvaged or reused
item is. You generally what to know how it performs, what does the recycled paint look like, so
basically physical and general attributes of the material so one can decide if it can be worked
with or not. It’s not always an absolute because there may be application within the overall
design that are acceptable; utilitarian areas, versus public areas so that would be the level of
decision. So we must take into account availability, physical attributes, performance attributes
not necessarily the chemical components, is it going to be subject to discoloration, will it support
mold or not. For whatever that material is you should have a battery of performance attributes
that you need to investigate for those materials, based on this you may have to set some definitive
criteria and once we get to the construction documentation you’ll have to include those
specifications or is in completing your design development then you put more emphasis on those
properties. In a schematic phase you may default to a construction type by the code of standards
you’ll have your life safety, fire resistance, economy and depending on whether the deign
process is repetitive. If we’re talking about a high rise that will be a steel building beyond a set
amount of floor just for the limitations of concrete; those are the types of things we know. So they
will then apply to the decision process so you are not deliberately pursuing wood frame, light
gage steel frame, structural steel frame, casting plate concrete etc… you won’t have to go
through all of them because experience tells you that some are feasible while others aren’t.
Codes versus economy are the fuel behind your basic construction types, and may or may not be
amendable to salvaged materials in a structural setting.
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6. Interview Recording 6
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? At the front end I
would put in a decision about potential reuse in the design and have the architect determine
early on if the building would be able to sustain the use of reused material through its lifetime.
This question would not only extend to the life of the building but also any future remodeling.
This does not mean there would have to be a whole design for deconstruction but just an idea in
the design of how you would be able to easily remove materials during removal or building
removal process. I would say overall the question in the beginning should be how can I
accommodate the possibility of future extractions of the materials in the design and overall how I
would be able to do it in a remodeling process and have I created a design that allows me to
extract materials that have value or multi life reuse at the end of the life of the structure? I think
it just takes an additional bubble in the original design so that people who want to do green work
can use materials that have recycled content without the thought of what do I do with the
materials at the end of the buildings life. I think as architects and engineers we don’t think ahead
to the end of life of a building. We’re heavy on the front end in dealing with the design and if the
building is safe but we don’t put any or enough thought into how the building will be taken apart
and if the materials can be reused. Buildings do not last forever and we need to start thinking if
we can take apart what we’ve put together. This will aid in the process of being greener and
informing others of those materials. I think people look at deconstruction design as a future thing
but what they need to realize now is that the entire design doesn’t have to be deconstruction, it’s
just about thinking ahead. We just have to be thoughtful in thinking about how the building will
be taken apart later rather than only worrying how to get the building up in the first place. The
building is like an onion it’s full of layers so when you go to take it apart or peeling off you’re
taking from the outside in. so taking into consideration the reversal process and how you put
those pieces together in the begging will allow them to be easily taken apart. It’s like what the
keynote speaker talked about with carpet tile, in order to salvage it they realized that applying
excess glue to keep it in place made it hard to remove and essential impossible to reuse; so in
their new carpet tile design they’ve become more thoughtful in the process of laying it down so it
can be reused. That’s the thing I’m referring to; it’s not about recycling everything we just need
to find better ways to use what we have in order to recycle the items we can reuse. This process
can be very simple it’s making decisions like using screws instead of nails or finding a new
method all together. Especially in commercial buildings there is huge volumes of materials so
take window panels for example if you can take most or all of them off you’ve created this huge
volume that can reused. This goes back to the overall problem of having the volume to make
reused easy for others by supplying them with the volume they need. If you can salvage those
window panels say 5000 you may interest some other architect to want them for half the price
and use them in some other design where they may serve another life because they have enough
for the whole building.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you can use as an example in
explaining what the key decisions were with that project and who were the key
stakeholders in making that decision? If we’re talking about the design process then it’s what I
mentioned which is making sure that at the front end you have people who think it’s important to
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reuse as a part of the design, or people who are thinking about the future reuse of the materials.
I think anyone that refers to them self as green builder should be accountable and that’s from a
design standpoint. In dealing with the reused materials in new designs the architect is one of the
key people or someone that makes decisions about sustainable construction or green like the
building owner. Even the material supplier giving you a list of what they can and cannot locate
for your project. You always have to take into account scarce materials because you may have to
alter or redesign based on availability. It’s about having people understand that they may be
dealing with a material that isn’t infinitely available. It will always depend on the industry and
its flow as to what is available. This also goes to demand and people asking for specific reused
but then it goes back to availability.
So do you think that maybe there needs to be something stated in regards to the
possibilities of limitations on materials? Frank Gary designs crazy buildings where he doesn’t
require reused material, but his designs are not based solely on new material because they’re all
unique and have to be pieced together. There are parallels with these reused materials because
you can be creative and sort of build around what is available and create what you need. When
attempting to use reused materials it’s not the form driving the design rather the materials that
are available. There are people on a small scale that come in and buy 1 old maybe a fireplace
mantel that has some architectural appeal to it.
What knowledge do you think the architect needs in the beginning in regards to
programming and schematically designing the building when considering reused
materials? The first thing is knowing if you have materials available and if so what are they and
do they meet the function you need them for. You also need product information like conditions
and quantity also availability cost which deals with the geography of where the material is. I
also think environmental attributes can be deal with the environmental burden it may carry in
regards to carbon, green house gas, etc…
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7. Interview Recording 7
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? There are two big
issues that come up right away and the first one is site selection. That is big when choosing
reused materials for a project. In a larger sense if there are different regions and you are
choosing materials, my approach to material reuse is about locality and trying to explore those
local resources. I would say site location both in region and in understanding different existing
building construction types. I’ve found it very useful to use sanborn maps which are the fire
insurance maps; they list the building construction type. This way you have a map of all the
buildings materials and you can locate what you want. Whether you’re talking about using local
materials from a project next door or if you were looking at Illinois versus Ohio, you’d want to
go with Ohio is you’re looking for stone because they have a better quality. Depending on your
project and the materials you want I think incorporating knowledge of historical construction
techniques because they’re so regional are helpful. The other thing I’ve been thinking about is
the design build process which is the one the GSA seems to be moving towards which
incorporating the contractor at the first step rather than the design, bid, build process. I think
design, bid, build rarely works well for any construction project; I’m not a fan of the process.
Do you think the design-bid-build method is still the most used method for projects? I don’t
know it depends on how you measure it because I think it’s changing. Depending on how you
look at the market; are you measuring the dollar amount or you look at the square footage I
think the numbers would probably surprise you. I think a lot of them are going towards design
build in some capacity or another. Certain contract managers and project managers are coming
on much earlier, owners are more active than before and I think what’s happening is that you’re
seeing multiple bid packages rather than a single bid package. The notion that you would have a
single bid package and have to build from a single entity is almost gone except at the smaller
level. However even on the smaller level it is disappearing because of the relationships and
regions. I think the phases are still valid but the parties that are participating in the phases have
changed. It’s a question about stakeholders and overlap; I don’t think the phases are as clean. I
think the SD for the foundation package, the SD for the façade, and SD for the interior package
all have different timelines. They’re all SD but they are not happening at the same time. I have
more knowledge of the commercial scale, and on that scale this idea of them being separate
entities I do not feel exist in reality. I think the foundations get bid when you’re doing schematic
work. I think it’s less about the phase that it’s in and more about the critical decisions. I think
those schedules that work on critical decisions points are more accessible and useful than
phased.
You mentioned the site selection, do you think this fits in a phase or does it need to be its
own phase? It depends on the project; whether you’re talking to a multinational corporation
that’s talking about a new plant in China and they’re open to and they’re open on where they go.
I think it would be ideal to involve the architect, the owner and the contractor or the material
source. I don’t know if that would become a different role, as logistics get more interesting.
Maybe there will be a special contractor or source whose job it is to I feel like there have been
jobs like that historically in construction where their job is just about providing the materials
almost like a broker. The person that’s more about the quality of the material and maintain the
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consistency, the logistics of schedule and those types of things; I think that would be a good
place to incorporate reuse. I feel like it could be an emerging role, I’ve never put it in words
before but it feels like it could work. Logistics are becoming more interesting along with material
quality and consistency. I would think that the site selection, moving forward you would want to
be aware of what your materials are. I think that architect and construction have come to a place
where people have become comfortable and even lazy about selection. It’s all figured out for
them and it’s an easy solution you press a button and it comes. I think that people need to
recognize where their materials are coming from and in a more realistic way. I can remember a
project in Pennsylvania it was a bank and they either wanted stone from Portugal or Kansas and
the carbon was largely equivalent because of the quantities of scale but it comes down to people
knowing where they are getting material and who is baring the burden. I am big on the idea that
if you’re going to use a rare imported material that you use it as such and I don’t want to see an
entire façade of a rare imported material.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you can use as an example in
explaining what the key decisions were with that project and who were the key
stakeholders in making that decision? Unfortunately for me with the projects I’ve worked on
it’s always been reuse that hasn’t been selected. We were dealing with reused pretty early on
and it was always something that was discussed to be featured in the project. They weren’t
economical reuse or utilitarian reuse they were featured reuse so we were looking for specific
architectural elements. The decision points were availability, at the right time; if you’re going to
have an architectural feature you want it early. If you’re going to feature something you have to
know what you’re designing around. The owner is ultimately the decision maker and hopefully
you tell them what the right decision is and they agree. You can only how that you presented it in
the right way and that they’ll choose reuse. The contractor would also be a key because it is up
to them to aid in the decision-making process but they will deny responsibility. Most contractors
will say if you bring it to me and where I can find it then I will use it but if not then no. it’s like
Gary who built an entire cad system to tell people what he wants because if they don’t know how
to do it you have to teach them.
You mentioned the idea of building around the materials available rather than designing
and looking for materials. Do you think this is key in determining availability? If you want
to use structural materials then you need to make that decision early in the process, because it is
about availability. Whereas if you want to base reused for finishes then you just make it work.
How do you see the process as different when choosing between structural or nonstructural materials? I think you have to have a particular architect because if you’re using it
for structural then you have to design it around availability. It doesn’t seem like a big deal but I
think most architects want to design their building and then go in and define their structural grid
versus doing it the other way around.
What knowledge do you think the architect needs in the beginning in regards to
programming and schematically designing the building when considering reused
materials? In terms of the structural designs when looking at input data I would suggest gaining
knowledge on reasonable available structural systems. So between step one and step two you’ll
be generating several solutions to the process. If you’re talking about even variance between
structural trusses versus structural steel that’s will have a significant impact on your build. I
would think that kind of background information on your desire but also your existing materials
would have that impact. I’d like to think that knowledge of your existing buildings that you can
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reap will start to influence the look and feel of your building. It depends on the architect and
whether they’re doing this as massing. I don’t think anyone is really neutral when they’re doing
a massing diagram, I think they go in knowing what the feel of the building is going to be. I’d
like to think they were doing that with some consideration to what the availability is. That would
be the primary decision for the first step. It’s more like a set of linking logs when you’re talking
about building from a set of structural you get a lot of flexibility within it. For non structural it
comes in later, I don’t think for non structural it’s as important but during the schematic design
phase it is important that at sometime you have the team decide on reused. However, I don’t
think it is as critical to have it as defined. I don’t think you can get an architect to rework their
design once it’s done so if you’re going to use reused materials in a significant way not flooring
or siding. If you are using 10% or more reused then it is important to make those decisions
before the design is formulated. I just don’t think it’s a good situation to have a designer trying
to restructure a schematic design to fit new ratios after it was decided on. I think something like
cladding can be decided on later depending on availability and cost. It’s based more on the role
of the materials than the design. If you want reused to be there in the end you have to include it
from the beginning is my thought on the subject especially if you want it to be a driver in your
design.
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8. Interview Recording 8
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or delete
from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? In the short time
I’ve been looking at it the only thing that stood out to me, is knowing how the decisions are
made. There is a lag time, which occurs while decisions are being discussed, and then being
made. That lag time isn’t consistent with the materials and sometimes the materials sit there for
a while, but with that time gap that material may or may not be available when the decision is
made. In the process the purchase is usually made after the contracts are signed and that usually
leads to materials being unavailable. In the case of Evergreen State College in Washington State
the decision was made to use reclaimed flooring but the materials weren’t specified. Sourcing
that flooring was a draw out process by the contractor looking for 50,000 ft of reclaimed maple
flooring which they were having a hard time finding in that quantity. They ultimately had to
source the materials from more than one supplier to get the quantity they needed. In other
materials you may specify a particular model or serial number but most times they are already
owned by the owner and they are specifying the use of it. In the case of reclaimed products you
have to just specify the size of flooring and type in order to give them something to search for but
they still need a backup plan. In the case of the college they were installing it in several rooms so
they didn’t have to have all matching types of maple flooring. They also sources solid slate
chalkboard that aren’t made any more and they were willing to hunt the country to find them but
I don’t think they realized the rarity. I don’t think they need to specify everything up front, but
they need the general specifications of the material. One exception to this is when a owner uses
their own material and its specified they can figure out in advance how much material they can
use and make sure they have it once taken out of that project to be reused. The good thing about
home deconstruction bids is that it already includes the cost of removing the materials, so there
is no additional cost for saving what you want as reused. I think that reclaimed flooring is a
great example because there are consistent sources of. For example I believe its ET Moore in
Richmond, VA they have a million board feet of beams in stock in all grades. So if you need
reclaimed flooring they’ll mail it for you. It’s made of reclaimed beams but it’s made to your
specs, the quality is good and they have the quantity to supply. For example I keep 5,500 doors
in stock on an average day; we could’ve had 10,000 if we had a larger space. ET Moore keeps a
large quantity of beams because of space and the range of types. So if someone comes in and
says I want a beam 12x16 and 25ft long it shrinks their inventory down to the specifications.
However, if you added everyone’s inventory to the used car parts system you may have a large
quantity of what you need. What happens a lot is we’ll get calls about specific lumber like 2in x
16in, which is rare, and no one usually has to offer up. It’s not very efficient when I receive an
email I think immediately I don’t have any but if it’s something less rare I may have to look.
When they’re looking for 2x16x24 there is a frantic feel because they job depends on it. This
process is a problem but also a benefit because all of our materials are unique when we look at
supply versus demand. Over time as the building are being taken down we’ll lose these materials
form quality historical buildings and they’ll end up in landfill. Soon they’ll be no or very few
pieces of wood from the 1940’s.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you could use an example and what
were the key decisions with that project and who were the key stakeholders in making that
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decision? I wasn’t consulted during the decision-making process but the architect and the
contractor were involved and the contractor was responsible for the location of materials. After
the contractor was hired I was contacted in regards to finding materials. Looking for the maple
flooring I’m not sure what they had in mind for an alternate but I would’ve began searching for
materials the minute the contract was signed. In the end the building was nice and it had the
reclaimed aspects to it. If somehow the architects or someone on the team had a way to secure
the materials and the contractor could have been required to use the materials that would’ve
been a better option. This way the design team had their own budget and was allowed to source
the material and the contractor would only have to design. I believe flexibility is needed because
you have to be able to source in various cases. Once you specify to a certain point you begin
eliminating options without seeing what all of the options are.
What knowledge do you think is needed when considering reused materials? I think that this
is driven by the owner. If they have a mission or a goal to be green then they’re the decision
maker. They’re the ones writing a check so they should get what they want. We’ve found that the
earlier in the process that you decide that decision is made the easier to integrate. If your
knocking down house to build a new house and invite contractors and architects over; if you
start the conversation off saying I want to reuse the materials from the old house they know what
they’re getting into. If you have them bid for a demolition project and then try to add in ruse
after the fact they won’t be comfortable and they’ll try to persuade the owner out of it by any
means. There was a project where we were the lowest bidder and the owners still went with
demolition because they convinced them that it wouldn’t be a good idea. They told us that they
weren’t comfortable but they didn’t even know us or anything about our company. If the idea of
reclaimed is coming from the architect but they’ve instructed that they want a specific feel they’ll
guide them through the idea of reclaimed materials. They may also make a proposal early on
otherwise for example the deconstruction contractor is usually the first to leave a work site, so if
that decision has not been made early those materials have been destroyed and cannot be used.
There is just a lack in communication and no consideration of time. We don’t know what
materials we’re receiving and when we could get a call tomorrow it’s like you’re on call waiting
on your assignment. A lot of times it’s because they wait until right before its headed to landfill
and they expect us to run over and take everything. It s our goal to get the materials and to get
rid of them as soon as possible for storage costs reasons and loss of profits reasons. What we
like to do is create a wish list and someone wishes for 50,000 bricks and I find it the demand was
met and now I can get it from the site and send it directly to them. If we knew three months in
advance that we were getting 50,000 bricks we could create a demand but advertising it and then
waiting for someone to come and tell us they want them whereas an architect is looking for a
door and we have 24 by the time he finds that we have them we only have 14 and he needed all
24. They’re working on making this mainstream but everyone works individually.
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We need a system to sell things; if we had the ability to sell to more new projects then we could
increase the demand for our products. We are not in a position to create a system or to even pay
for it so that is a challenge. The stores that I know of that I help have inventory they are very
nervous about doing so because they know what level of work it is. New stores have absolutely
no idea how much work it is because there are things that you will never have again. Say you
enter the information of something you have purchased at home depot and that you’re going to
have consistently for the next year and maybe next year you change the specification of the
model. That SKU is no longer valid and when searching for that item you may never find that
exact model again. There are so many different things that it would be like entering everything
from history for the last 100 years in inventory. There would be millions of material before you’d
have them all in your system. Long story short I think that’s a problem but if we can get
everything joined together in a system where people are able to increase the demand that would
be good for us. The fact that we get calls from building owners, architects and contractors at the
last minute to say be here today because we’re knocking down this building tomorrow. That
happens to all of us across the country and it happens every week or every other week where you
get calls like that. You know that people aren’t taking what we’re doing seriously and
incorporating us in this process. If it was incorporated we wouldn’t be finding out 12 hours
before. Look at it like a triangle there’s a point at the top and those are the people who
incorporate us from the beginning and closer to the bottom are the people that don’t. There are
also those who incorporate us in the middle and at the very bottom those that don’t incorporate
us at all. I am not sure if that is the actual scale but that’s how it seems to happen based on our
phone calls. The actual process of the deconstruction is so quick that you also don’t find out
about it before it’s over, and even if you found out during it is still too late. There are two parts
to the process; there are the existing buildings and how they are incorporated into the process,
and then the section where they begin sourcing the reclaimed materials. I know there are
problems with existing building because those materials could be added to the systems database
and yet they get lost in a landfill.
What are the key elements to building that system? Reused consulting has been working for
years to build up the industry with our consulting services. We’re trying to build the industry by
training people, promoting deconstruction, and promote reclaimed materials. I could train 1,000
contractors and they wouldn’t have anything to do and no one to buy their materials so I try to
build it up all simultaneously. It is a healthy industry it isn’t top or bottom heavy. The next likely
step for us would be (in 2010-2011 I’m set to do 20 ne deconstruction contractors) and they’re
going to be hurting for more because there isn’t a lot of work to go around and because they’re
new we haven’t built up a demand for this service. However if they were all producing there
would be a point where there was too much material. Maybe it can come from the government
and develop individual companies and maybe they’ll become one of the material exchange sites
that breaks free from the others and becomes the dominant one that everyone is counting on
using. The industry is surviving right now but concepts like this would help us thrive. Sometimes
we would get a very nice appliance in and it would sell within an hour of arriving at the store;
do we need a system for that no because we know we took in a nice thing and it sold
immediately. In this case we had no storage cost, very little handling and we made a lot of money
off of it. Could that process be even better? Probably maybe there’s a way it doesn’t have to
come into the store. Everyone doesn’t have to or even want to have a store. I just think it’s hard
to do what we do because there is so much inconsistency in price and in quantity and in stock
and condition. The idea of buying a kitchen cabinet sight unseen is crazy unless you just don’t
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care or have a high standard of what you want. This industry is like a wild beast that you’re
trying to tame but it’s not possible right now. In the past 18 years the improvement hasn’t moved
even an inch as far as consistency or phone calls to us. Obviously there are more supplies and
more demand and people wanting our services because they know what deconstruction is.
Is there anything that can be done to fix the problems like the inconsistency, does
something need to change? For example the used auto parts industries system is the one I’m
most interested in because it requires people to enter things in a very specific way but I think the
system probably helps them do that. Whatever system we use will bring legitimacy to the items
and that’s where the money cam come is by placing say a 50 cent fee on each item stored. So if
you find something you want the minute you put a hold on it the fee could be 50 cents. This way
the person on the other end knows to hold onto that for you. This process would make everyone
happy and get everyone paid. I think there is a lot of potential there but we’re just not there yet.
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9. Interview Recording 9
After reviewing this design bid build flow diagram, what would you change add or
delete from the flow when determining if reused materials will be incorporated? In
the short time I’ve been looking at it the only thing that stood out to me, is knowing how
the decisions are made. There is a lag time which occurs while decisions are being
discussed and then being made. That lag time isn’t consistent with the materials and
sometimes the materials sit there for a while, but with that time gap that material may or
may not be available when the decision is made. In the process the purchase is usually
made after the contracts are signed and that usually leads to materials being unavailable.
In the case of Evergreen State College in Washington State the decision was made to use
reclaimed flooring but the materials weren’t specified. Sourcing that flooring was a draw
out process by the contractor looking for 50,000 ft of reclaimed maple flooring which
they were having a hard time finding in that quantity. They ultimately had to source the
materials from more than one supplier to get the quantity they needed. In other materials
you may specify a particular model or serial number but most times they are already
owned by the owner and they are specifying the use of it. In the case of reclaimed
products you have to just specify the size of flooring and type in order to give them
something to search for but they still need a backup plan. In the case of the college they
were installing it in several rooms so they didn’t have to have all matching types of maple
flooring. They also sources solid slate chalk board which aren’t made any more and they
were willing to hunt the country to find them but I don’t think they realized the rarity. I
don’t think they need to specify everything up front, but they need the general
specifications of the material. One exception to this is when a owner uses their own
material and its specified they can figure out in advance how much material they can use
and make sure they have it once taken out of that project to be reused. The good thing
about home deconstruction bids is that it already includes the cost of removing the
materials, so there is no additional cost for saving what you want as reused. I think that
reclaimed flooring is a great example because there are consistent sources of. For
example I believe its ET Moore in Richmond, VA they have a million board feet of beams
in stock in all grades. So if you need reclaimed flooring they’ll mail it for you. It’s made
of reclaimed beams but it’s made to your specs, the quality is good and they have the
quantity to supply. For example I keep 5,500 doors in stock on an average day; we
could’ve had 10,000 if we had a larger space. ET Moore keeps a large quantity of beams
because of space and the range of types. So if someone comes in and says I want a beam
12x16 and 25ft long it shrinks their inventory down to the specifications. However, if you
added everyone’s inventory to the used car parts system you may have a large quantity of
what you need. What happens a lot is we’ll get calls about specific lumber like 2in x
16in, which is rare, and no one usually has to offer up. It’s not very efficient when I
receive an email I think immediately I don’t have any but if it’s something less rare I may
have to look. When they’re looking for 2x16x24 there is a frantic feel because they job
depends on it. This process is a problem but also a benefit because all of our materials
are unique when we look at supply versus demand. Over time as the building are being
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taken down we’ll lose these materials form quality historical buildings and they’ll end up
in landfill. Soon they’ll be no or very few pieces of wood from the 1940’s.
Is there a specific case study that you worked on that you could use an example and
what were the key decisions with that project and who were the key stakeholders in
making that decision? I wasn’t consulted during the decision-making process but the
architect and the contractor were involved and the contractor was responsible for the
location of materials. After the contractor was hired I was contacted in regards to finding
materials. Looking for the maple flooring I’m not sure what they had in mind for an
alternate but I would’ve began searching for materials the minute the contract was
signed. In the end the building was nice and it had the reclaimed aspects to it. If
somehow the architects or someone on the team had a way to secure the materials and
the contractor could have been required to use the materials that would’ve been a better
option. This way the design team had their own budget and was allowed to source the
material and the contractor would only have to design. I believe flexibility is needed
because you have to be able to source in various cases. Once you specify to a certain
point you begin eliminating options without seeing what all of the options are.
What knowledge do you think is needed when considering reused materials? I think
that this is driven by the owner. If they have a mission or a goal to be green then they’re
the decision maker. They’re the ones writing a check so they should get what they want.
We’ve found that the earlier in the process that you decide that decision is made the
easier to integrate. If your knocking down house to build a new house and invite
contractors and architects over; if you start the conversation off saying I want to reuse
the materials from the old house they know what they’re getting into. If you have them
bid for a demolition project and then try to add in ruse after the fact they won’t be
comfortable and they’ll try to persuade the owner out of it by any means. There was a
project where we were the lowest bidder and the owners still went with demolition
because they convinced them that it wouldn’t be a good idea. They told us that they
weren’t comfortable but they didn’t even know us or anything about our company. If the
idea of reclaimed is coming from the architect but they’ve instructed that they want a
specific feel they’ll guide them through the idea of reclaimed materials. They may also
make a proposal early on otherwise for example the deconstruction contractor is usually
the first to leave a work site, so if that decision has not been made early those materials
have been destroyed and cannot be used. There is just a lack in communication and no
consideration of time. We don’t know what materials we’re receiving and when we could
get a call tomorrow it’s like you’re on call waiting on your assignment. A lot of times it’s
because they wait until right before its headed to landfill and they expect us to run over
and take everything. It s our goal to get the materials and to get rid of them as soon as
possible for storage costs reasons and loss of profits reasons. What we like to do is create
a wish list and someone wishes for 50,000 bricks and I find it the demand was met and
now I can get it from the site and send it directly to them. If we knew three months in
advance that we were getting 50,000 bricks we could create a demand but advertising it
and then waiting for someone to come and tell us they want them whereas an architect is
looking for a door and we have 24 by the time he finds that we have them we only have
14 and he needed all 24. They’re working on making this mainstream but everyone works
individually.
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We need a system to sell things; if we had the ability to sell to more new projects then we
could increase the demand for our products. We are not in a position to create a system
or to even pay for it so that is a challenge. The stores that I know of that I help have
inventory they are very nervous about doing so because they know what level of work it
is. New stores have absolutely no idea how much work it is because there are things that
you will never have again. Say you enter the information of something you have
purchased at home depot and that you’re going to have consistently for the next year and
maybe next year you change the specification of the model. That SKU is no longer valid
and when searching for that item you may never find that exact model again. There are
so many different things that it would be like entering everything from history for the last
100 years in inventory. There would be millions of material before you’d have them all in
your system. Long story short I think that’s a problem but if we can get everything joined
together in a system where people are able to increase the demand that would be good
for us. The fact that we get calls from building owners, architects and contractors at the
last minute to say be here today because we’re knocking down this building tomorrow.
That happens to all of us across the country and it happens every week or every other
week where you get calls like that. You know that people aren’t taking what we’re doing
seriously and incorporating us in this process. If it were incorporated we wouldn’t be
finding out 12 hours before. Look at it like a triangle there’s a point at the top and those
are the people who incorporate us from the beginning and closer to the bottom are the
people that don’t. There are also those who incorporate us in the middle and at the very
bottom those that don’t incorporate us at all. I am not sure if that is the actual scale but
that’s how it seems to happen based on our phone calls. The actual process of the
deconstruction is so quick that you also don’t find out about it before it’s over, and even
if you found out during it is still too late. There are two parts to the process; there are the
existing buildings and how they are incorporated into the process, and then the section
where they begin sourcing the reclaimed materials. I know there are problems with
existing building because those materials could be added to the systems database and yet
they get lost in a landfill.
What are the key elements to building that system? Reused consulting has been
working for years to build up the industry with our consulting services. We’re trying to
build the industry by training people, promoting deconstruction, and promote reclaimed
materials. I could train 1,000 contractors and they wouldn’t have anything to do and no
one to buy their materials so I try to build it up all simultaneously. It is a healthy industry
it isn’t top or bottom heavy. The next likely step for us would be (in 2010-2011 I’m set to
do 20 ne deconstruction contractors) and they’re going to be hurting for more because
there isn’t a lot of work to go around and because they’re new we haven’t built up a
demand for this service. However if they were all producing there would be a point where
there was too much material. Maybe it can come from the government and develop
individual companies and maybe they’ll become one of the material exchange sites that
breaks free from the others and becomes the dominant one that everyone is counting on
using. The industry is surviving right now but concepts like this would help us thrive.
Sometimes we would get a very nice appliance in and it would sell within an hour of
arriving at the store; do we need a system for that no because we know we took in a nice
thing and it sold immediately. In this case we had no storage cost, very little handling
and we made a lot of money off of it. Could that process be even better? Probably maybe
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there’s a way it doesn’t have to come into the store. Everyone doesn’t have to or even
want to have a store. I just think it’s hard to do what we do because there is so much
inconsistency in price and in quantity and in stock and condition. The idea of buying a
kitchen cabinet sight unseen is crazy unless you just don’t care or have a high standard
of what you want. This industry is like a wild beast that you’re trying to tame but it’s not
possible right now. In the past 18 years the improvement hasn’t moved even an inch as
far as consistency or phone calls to us. Obviously there are more supplies and more
demand and people wanting our services because they know what deconstruction is.
Is there anything that can be done to fix the problems like the inconsistency, does
something need to change? For example the used auto parts industries system is the one
I’m most interested in because it requires people to enter things in a very specific way but
I think the system probably helps them do that. Whatever system we use will bring
legitimacy to the items and that’s where the money cam come is by placing say a 50 cent
fee on each item stored. So if you find something you want the minute you put a hold on it
the fee could be 50 cents. This way the person on the other end knows to hold onto that
for you. This process would make everyone happy and get everyone paid. I think there is
a lot of potential there but we’re just not there yet.
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